








   
 
 
   




      
 
HANDS ON MEDIA HISTORY 
 
Hands on Media History explores the whole range of hands on media history 
techniques for the first time, offering both practical guides and general perspectives. 
It covers both analogue and digital media; film, television, video, gaming, 
photography and recorded sound. 
Understanding media means understanding the technologies involved. The 
hands on history approach can open our minds to new perceptions of how media 
technologies work and how we work with them. Essays in this collection explore 
the difficult questions of reconstruction and historical memory, and the issues 
of equipment degradation and loss. Hands on Media History is concerned with 
both the professional and the amateur, the producers and the users, providing a 
new perspective on one of the modern era’s most urgent questions: what is the 
relationship between people and the technologies they use every day? 
Engaging and enlightening, this collection is a key reference for students and 
scholars of media studies, digital humanities, and for those interested in models of 
museum and research practice. 
Nick Hall lectures in film, television and media technologies at Royal Holloway, 
University of London. His first book, The Zoom: Drama at the Touch of a Lever, was 
published in 2018. He has also been published in the journals  Technology & Culture
and the Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television. 
John Ellis is a professor at Royal Holloway, University of London. He wrote  Visible 
Fictions (1982), Seeing Things (2000) and Documentary: Witness and Self-Revelation
(2012). Between 1982 and 1999 he ran the independent production company 
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What is hands on media history? 
John Ellis and Nick Hall 
A relationship with technology is central to being human, but it is not well under­
stood. Humans create technology and have done since the earliest times, and this 
is commonly taken as a sign of what distinguishes humanity from the sub-primates. 
Equally, though, our technologies create us, enabling the activities and experiences 
and forms of social organization that make us who we are. This intimate imbrica­
tion of technologies in the formation of human bodies, minds, and structures of 
feeling is less well appreciated. To understand fully this reciprocal relationship 
between humanity and its technology is becoming an ever more urgent task. The 
world that we experience is one where technology seems to be taking control 
(which is not necessarily a new perception of human life), but also a world where 
the affordances of our technologies are having a detrimental effect on the planet 
we inhabit (which is a new and urgent perception). Hands on history is a central 
method in the overdue rethinking of the reciprocal relationship between humanity 
and the technologies it creates. 
The hands on approach validates physical encounters and revalues ‘skills’ as
the basis of the generation of knowledge and thought, as Ellis argues in his con­
tribution to this collection. Hands on history techniques involve various forms
of physical exploration of technologies as means of understanding how technolo­
gies have changed, and how they have changed us. History provides a distance,
a ‘making strange’ (Shklovsky 1991) which, in this case, makes it much easier to
reflect upon how our bodies relate to technologies and how we have taken for
granted views about the use of technologies. Humans habitually adapt themselves
physically and mentally to their technologies. Almost all technologies have affor­
dances which remain unexploited. It is difficult to perceive these two features of
our relationship with our everyday technologies. An encounter with the tech­











2 John Ellis and Nick Hall 
readily reveal the double sided relationship between machines and people, bodies
and tools, perceptions and potentials.
It may seem strange to make this argument at a point when so much technology 
is disappearing into black boxes or into the virtuality of data. However, it is exactly 
this development that gives urgency to the task of understanding the nature of the 
relationship between humans and technologies. Traditionally, we have conceptual­
ized communication, as John Durham Peters (1999) has explored so eloquently, as 
the attempt to externalize the mind’s thoughts through a process of dissemination 
which is always less than ideal, but equally enables us to exist as humans. However, 
we are now embarking on a phase of existence where communication is involun­
tary, where our every physical movement ‘sheds’ data through our own everyday 
communication devices (and the routine devices of public surveillance) which can 
then be recuperated and processed. This involuntary communication has become 
meaningful through the deployment of the new range of computational technolo­
gies. The old saying “What we do speaks volumes” has now become literal fact 
because it can be collected, measured, compared, and processed. So it seems to us 
as though we are developing a new relationship with technology, the like of which 
we have not experienced before. The value of the hands on history approach lies in 
enabling researchers to see this rather more as another chapter in the long relation­
ship between human bodies and technologies. 
The hands on approach also emphasizes the issue of technological affordances. 
We may shed data as a fact of modern life, but the uses to which this data is put, 
and what the machines are that learn from it, is increasingly concentrated in a nar­
row range of the affordances of this new technological dispensation. As Zuboff 
(2019) persuasively argues, the whole of our being (including the evanescence of 
moods and the confidentiality of the personal) is now subject to collection, pro­
cessing, deduction, and – crucially – marketization. This marketization takes the 
form not only of predicting future behaviour but also of channelling it through 
the further processing of the data which returns to us. This is a particular use of 
the affordances of the new data-driven technology. It is not the only use, as even 
Google was once keen on telling its customers. A few years ago, Google’s ever 
optimistic public presentations promoted ‘artifi cial intelligence’ (AI) as it was then 
known as the universal panacea. The standard presentation example was that of the 
prediction of flu epidemics from the search patterns of individuals looking for ‘cold 
and flu remedies’ and similar terms. This remains a rather lonely example of the 
use of AI in public service rather than at the service of regulation and commercial 
exploitation. 
Hands on history defamiliarizes our relationship with technologies. As a novel 
approach, it allows us to explore what we understand but do not know that we 
know. It allows us to reassess our culture in terms of its physical encounters with its 
tools and technologies, and to use this understanding for further reflection. As Ellis 
argues, hands on history takes a number of complementary forms, all of which are 
explored in this volume. Hands on history provides a framework in which we can 














of machines to discover how they work together and what they might be capable 
of achieving, and discover and document the communities that have developed 
advanced skills in combination with the machines within defined historical con­
texts. This framework offers further opportunities: we can document the ensem­
bles of machinery, the technical arrays and the working practices into which they 
are or were inserted. We can experiment with using, or getting professionals to 
use, those technical arrays in the way that they were once used, and enhance our 
understanding of both the affordances of the machines and the affordances of their 
host institutions or workplaces. 
Hands on history is already a flourishing practice in museum display, primarily 
aimed at the engagement of children and families. It promotes the physical explo­
ration of objects liberated from their display cases. This encourages curiosity, tactile 
engagement, and exploration that leads, hopefully, to further learning. Academic 
researchers are increasingly turning to hands on history practices as well, often in 
response to digitization and technological changes. The term ‘hands on’ is often 
used to describe the physical engagement with archival documents, rather than 
their digital avatars. These approaches are based on two assumptions: 
• 	 The assumption of authenticity, that the physical objects have properties that 
can hardly be reproduced in other media. 
• 	 The assumption that physical interactions with objects produce forms of 
knowledge that cannot easily be translated into concepts. 
The knowledge gained from hands on activities is a necessary, but often under­
rated, aspect of learning. Roger Kneebone, professor of surgical education at 
Imperial College London, argues that “the ability to do things with your hands, 
with tools, cutting things out and putting things together [. . .] is really important 
in order to do the right thing either with operations, or with experiments”. He is 
concerned that “We have noticed that medical students and trainee surgeons often 
don’t seem as comfortable with doing things with their hands [as] they used to, 
even perhaps five or ten years ago” (Weaver 2018). Kneebone ascribes this decline 
in physical skills to the increased engagement with screen-based activities. 
The emphasis on tactile learning is important for understanding the past as well 
as for preparing to encounter the future. To work with authentic historical docu­
ments and objects is to develop an empathy with the people and practices for 
whom those objects were of central importance in either everyday or especially 
significant practices. Often, the regular users of these historic objects developed 
specific physical skills in using them. Kneebone has developed simulations of past 
medical practices, bringing together retired surgeons who carry out operations on 
realistic silicone models to demonstrate techniques that have since fallen into dis­
use. A similar approach was been adopted by the ADAPT research project exam­
ined here by Ellis, Hall and Murphy. In Kneebone’s simulations, the surgeons are 
often assisted by current medical students (Kneebone and Woods 2012), and the 
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of assistants, scrub nurses, anaesthetists and other members of the surgical team”, 
which are often ignored in existing written and even filmed accounts (ibid.). Hands 
on history concentrates on the physical interactions that are often overlooked or 
downgraded in intellectual practice as ‘mere skills’, as Ellis’s chapter emphasizes. 
As a result, a hands on approach often reveals the work of subaltern groups and 
individuals: the assistants, the artisans, the technical staff. 
Hands on history involves a range of practices from the informal to the highly 
elaborate. They are united by the perception that the material world cannot be 
fully understood without physical encounters, and that, further, practices in the 
material world are poorly documented or misunderstood. Within this movement, 
hands on media history is a relatively new branch. It has been conceived at a time 
when the taken-for-granted practices of the analogue media era are disappearing 
into the past, leaving behind a substantial legacy of obsolete equipment whose 
use quickly became obscure. The existence of these puzzling artefacts has pro­
duced a media archaeology movement. An essential corrective to the predominant 
historical myth of perpetual innovation and improvement in media (a tendency 
identified by Fickers and van den Oever in this volume) this movement exam­
ines forgotten or ‘dead’ media as Bruce Sterling (1995) defined it, often through 
a direct physical engagement with pieces of technology. The work of Siegfried 
Zielinski and Wolfgang Ernst has been formative for this movement. Zielinski’s 
larger historical project of ‘variantology’ involves an archaeological approach to 
media technologies, as well as writing extensively on time-based media and media 
history (Zielinski and Wagnermaier 2005). Around 2013, Ernst founded a pioneer­
ing collection of working examples of obsolete media technologies at Humboldt 
University, the Medienarchäologischer Fundus (Media Archaeology Resource). 
This initiative has been the inspiration for many of the collections described in this 
book. In her chapter, Lori Emerson gives a vivid account of the development of a 
Media Archaeology Lab within the institutional context of University of Colorado 
at Boulder. Emerson also explores the dramatic impact that this hands on approach 
has had to learning and research within the university, overturning many of the 
traditional separations of academic thinking. 
Media archaeology is concerned with what could have been, what might have 
been, and what fleetingly was. Emerson analyses the information architecture 
of the Canon CAT from precisely this perspective, highlighting its distinctive 
approach to documents and their retrieval which is markedly different to the 
standard Microsoft-derived model that we are now used to. Media archaeology 
is interested in technologies that were abandoned (often for no good reason), as 
well as in imagining new uses for technologies that eventually fell by the wayside. 
This exploration of the potential affordances of historic technologies is explored 
in several essays in Huhtamo and Parikka’s infl uential collection Media Archaeolo­
gies: Approaches, Applications, and Implications (2011). As his essay in this collection 
demonstrates, Kristof Vrancken owes much to this approach in developing his 
extraordinary exploration of the early nineteenth century anthotype photographic 

























contemporary re-use. Often through community based projects, he uses anthot­
ype photography as a way of understanding the problems of post-industrial 
society: the legacy of pollution, the overvaluation of permanence and digital per­
fectibility, the reliance on technologies whose internal workings are hidden from 
their users. 
Media archaeology is also interested in the specific effects or feel of abandoned 
media technologies (see Huhtamo and Parikki, 2011). In their chapter, Matthew 
Hockenberry and Jason LaRiviere describe the Dead Media Streaming Service, 
which revives disused video formats to reproduce their specific ‘aura’ through a 
film streaming service. The chosen formats are directly related to the moment of 
the cultural impact of the films, or even, as in the case of Cronenberg’s Videodrome 
to the technologies directly referenced in the film’s own narrative. Pušnik’s essay 
shows the strong attachment that citizens often had with ‘their’ piece of technol­
ogy through her vivid analysis of the users of Walkman cassette tape players. 
Media archaeology focusses on what could have been as well as what was. This 
emphasis is important as a way of avoiding the dominant way of thinking about 
media technologies, criticized by Fickers and van den Oever in this volume, 
which studies only what was rather than the whole range of affordances of any 
piece of technology. It is all too easy to take as natural or inevitable the systems 
that emerged from the complex negotiations between users, manufacturers and 
broader social interests. This social process of realizing specific technological affor­
dances (and, by implication, downplaying others) has been charted by social con­
structivist historians of technology. Through its contrasting emphasis on exploring 
all potential affordances of technologies, the media archaeology approach can 
produce a distinctive hands on practice. This practice seeks to find uses for media 
technologies beyond those for which they were originally designed, as well as 
revisiting the specific ‘structure of feeling’ (Williams 1977) that inhabited their 
one-time use. 
The media archaeology approach works best when applied to processes or
independent pieces of equipment rather than the complex arrays that are often
deployed in media production, either together or serially in an interdependent
production chain. It is hard to see what unrealized affordances exist in a special­
ized piece of equipment like an Acmade Compeditor, commonly known as the
‘picsync’, designed for the specifi c purpose of synchronizing moving images and
magnetic sound when they are being married together during film editing. Many
of the chapters in this collection are centred around the attempt to deal with this
technological legacy: the legacy of the realized affordances of technologies and
technologies designed for specific purposes, as many media technologies were.
It emphasizes the way in which those technologies were once owned by or used
by people in both work media and media play and pleasure. Several of the chap­
ters are the result of the ADAPT research project on the major ways in which
television programmes were made in the analogue era. Ellis, Hall, and Murphy
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This collection examines a wider range of hands on history approaches which, 
together, represent a sustained attempt to come to terms with the legacy of ‘obso­
lete’ media equipment that now surrounds us. This involves both specialized pro­
duction equipment made bespoke or in small batches, and consumer equipment 
that was usually produced by the millions on a production line. They have one 
thing in common: they were linked together by complex and interdependent rela­
tionships: from television production to television sets and home videotape; from 
games consoles to specifically designed software; from the Walkman to the com­
mercial distribution of music by radio or pre-recorded cassettes. 
Specialist items of equipment, designed and produced for very specifi c purposes, 
present a number of problems for subsequent generations. Not only can their pur­
pose often be obscure, but also they present problems for reuse or recycling. The 
question of loss and waste, and the problems of electronic waste in particular, have 
been raised by writers as diverse as Gabrys (2011), Parikka (2015) and Strauven 
(2013) specifically in relation to media equipment, and is raised again in this col­
lection by Emerson. The rate of equipment obsolescence in media industries is 
high. Equipment tends to be used intensively and then discarded. This tendency 
is intensified by the push for ever-newer consumer experiences and the lack of 
compatibility between proprietary systems and older versions, often simple things 
like software or styles of physical connectors, as Hockenberry discusses in relation 
to videotape. 
The move from analogue to digital media systems has been particularly
wasteful in this regard. ‘Backwards compatibility’ has not been a priority for
manufacturers and innovators who have sought instead to gain market advantage
by selling ‘all-new’ systems. Many consumers prefer a bricolage approach, mar­
rying older but familiar equipment with the new. But the dominant approach
to the marketing of technology has forced consumers to abandon technologies
to which they have become profoundly attached, as Pušnik demonstrates in
relation to the Walkman, and, in a very different context, Wade describes in
relation to arcade games. Those involved in the hands on history movement are
all, to some degree, involved in a stubborn resistance to such trends. The ama­
teur collectors and maintainers of equipment; the curators of hands on museum
collections; those who study media history through the prism of production
studies or media archaeology; those who reconstruct historic media events or
techniques; and even those who simply use old equipment as decorative items:
all are engaged in a form of stubborn resistance to the onward rush of equipment
obsolescence.
The approaches to hands on media history in this collection tend to focus on 
exploring and understanding the social implementation of media technologies. 
The chapters range from production to consumption, from still to moving image, 
from sound recordings to gaming. Together they interrogate ‘history’ as well as 
the meaning and importance of its ‘hands on’ variant. To work with the hands on 




repetition, since much media history is still “within living memory”. Jackson’s 
essay in this collection discusses the citizen curation of memories of a TV work 
culture, working up material and reminiscences volunteered through a Facebook 
group into a more substantial history of the BBC’s now-demolished Pebble Mill 
studios. She asks the crucial question of who this history is for: the participants and 
their circle, or a wider public. 
Several essays in this volume address practices of reenactment, recreation, and 
simulation. Nick Hall’s contribution to this volume teases out the various practices 
involved in ‘reenactment’ where popular TV formats and social media encounters 
with ‘old’ technologies demonstrate the widespread appeal of the hands on explo­
ration of the past. He discusses the ADAPT project’s approach to reenactment 
as an active process of remembering for the participants who were reenacting or 
recalling their younger selves. Amanda Murphy provides a guide to this complex 
process of revival of old broadcast technologies in the hands of their expert users. 
Mary Agnes Krell provides another approach in her discussion of ‘rephotography’, 
which involves reenacting in the present the precise position and disposition of a 
photographer in the past in order to measure historic change and distance rather 
than to emulate the past. Reenactment involves both gain and loss, both remem­
bering and forgetting, in a complex process of understanding history as a process 
of change whilst trying to recover as much as possible of the haptic experience of 
the past. The emulation of early computer games as proposed by Fabian Offert 
is a good example of this process. He discusses how the software emulation of 
hardware that is no longer operational brings old games back to life so that they 
can be used by their one-time expert players as well as new participants. However, 
this process strips away the last vestiges of the rich social environment into which 
many of these games were deployed: the subversive and slightly seedy world of the 
arcades described by Alex Wade. It is a truism that our memories are treacherous, 
yet that we all depend on them for our orientation in the world. The hands on 
approach can stimulate memories that have remained latent or hidden, leading to 
a productive questioning of our settled accounts of our past, confronting us with 
‘things we have forgotten about’ and reviving a different, earlier, sense of self. 
The hands on history approach to media provides a new approach to under­
standing one of the central questions of modern life: the relationship between 
people and the technologies they use. It forces us to re-evaluate simplistic accounts 
of technological progress, as Fickers and van den Oever demonstrate here. It show 
that, as Ellis discusses, the habitual division between mind and brain is an inade­
quate model for understanding the co-evolving relationship between technologies 
and humans. This relationship has long been one of mutual adaptation, requiring 
the development of skills which are the basis of any process of intellectual appre­
hension of the world in which we live. Finally, the hands on approach also shows 
that our current direction of technological development is a choice rather than a 
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WHY HANDS ON HISTORY MATTERS 
 
John Ellis 
The hands on approach to history responds to the presence of complex tech­
nologies in all aspects of human existence since the industrial revolution, and in 
particular to the recent growth of ‘black box’ electronic devices. The ‘gamble’ of 
the hands on approach is that the physical experience of machinery brings insights 
that cannot be gained in any other way. It is a commonplace that most people, 
faced with an unfamiliar piece of technology, do not read the instruction manual. 
Instead, they try it out. The interaction of body, mind, and machine that results 
from these encounters enables learning and develops skills. So it is with the experi­
ence of an unfamiliar piece of historical technology. Written descriptions are not 
enough to develop a real understanding of the machine and its functioning. Physi­
cal experience is needed to inform the understanding, and to eliminate misappre­
hensions and misunderstandings. Once someone has handled a film projector, they 
can more easily understand how it worked, what its particular affordances were, 
and what ‘aura’ it could create in the cinematic experience. Similarly, just to pick 
up a film camera gives a vivid experience of its particular ‘heft’, its weight, balance, 
and manoeuvrability, and that physical experience gives insight into how it could 
(and could not) be used in practice. 
To go this far is a valuable educational experience, and should be a key part of 
any researcher’s training. Beyond it lie a further series of questions. It is clear to 
begin with that the experience of handling a single piece of technology as a novice 
will be very different from that of either an experienced user or a trained profes­
sional user. This leads some to propose a ‘media archaeology’ that seeks to explore 
the many potential affordances of the many machines that come down to us from 
history, rather than the affordances that were realized in the context of their his­
torically situated use (Ernst 2012; Parikka 2012, etc.). This certainly works with 
mechanical devices of all kinds (Huhtamo and Parikka 2011), and it is important 








12 John Ellis 
technology. However, its application to the ‘black box’ technologies that are now 
proliferating is less obvious, as these technologies are effectively scattered across 
the physical and the virtual, between the tool at hand and the software and data 
services that it requires to give it life. 
Moreover, the affordances of technologies are always realized within histori­
cally situated institutional implementations, and technologies are often designed 
with these in mind. Institutional considerations will also bear down even on those 
seeking alternative or counterfactual uses, just as much as they do on mainstream 
and everyday uses. Experimental media archaeology will always take place within 
institutions of experimentation or ‘play’: universities, museums, hackathons, and so 
on. Histories of the institutions of television broadcasting exist for many national 
contexts. Equally, we also have several traditions of advanced analysis of the prod­
ucts of the process, the films, and programmes. But there are hardly any accounts 
of the space that lies between the decisions by executives to invest in and deploy 
particular suites of technologies, and the emergence of those films and programmes 
on the other. This is the underexplored realm of enactment or operationalization. 
Often labelled misleadingly as ‘media practice’, this is the complex arena where 
creative decisions are made in full awareness of the institutional requirements for 
particular kinds of aesthetic products. Media professionals know what is required of 
them and they deliver it; they equally know that one of the requirements of them is 
a degree of originality or innovation, and they will often look to the underexplored 
affordances of the available technology to help deliver that degree of innovation. 
‘Media practice’ is therefore a dynamic realm which is best understood by address­
ing the interplay of people and machines, and machines with other machines. 
It is also clear from media practice that machines, even analogue machines, are 
not typically used alone: they occur in larger ensembles, as part of complex pro­
cesses that have various stages or involve the use of several machines at once. To 
film using celluloid involves a camera, lights, and sound recorders; the product of 
that initial process then passes through further stages of film development, editing, 
dubbing, and printing, and, fi nally, projection. Each stage involves particular skills 
and individuals with a high level of skill in one stage may well be unable to carry 
out a basic operation in another. Hands on history has to come to terms with these 
key aspects of the imbrication of humans with technologies. It has to enable the 
novice users to translate their experiences and insights into a full understanding of 
the human/technological ensemble which, at a particular moment in history, was 
capable of producing extraordinary objects and experiences. Hands on history, 
in other words, has to come to terms with the processes of that skilled individu­
als went through, just as much as it has to enable an exploratory and experiential 
approach to learning. 
This implies a process of documentation of the work of skilled individuals. 
Alongside the experiential knowledge generated by handling and experimenting 
with old machines, the hands on approach has to develop of knowledge bank 
of information about the skilled use of those machines in the circumstances of 
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institutional contexts of which we have authoritative accounts as noted earlier. 
However, when it comes to accounts of the operation of the machines involved, 
we run up against a set of problems. The users of the technologies, as a rule, 
do not have the descriptive or analytic discourses to describe systematically what 
they used to do. So much is tied up in their muscle memory, in the things that 
they had to learn to do automatically. The approach adopted by the ERC funded 
ADAPT research project (2013–8) was to go beyond interviews and stage encoun­
ters between equipment and their skilled users. 1 The simplest of these encounters 
involved individuals explaining and demonstrating particular pieces of equipment. 
Even these encounters yielded far more than a conventional interview because 
the physical presence equipment triggered fresh memories and the opportunity to 
handle it once again enabled a voyage of discovery. The ADAPT project was also 
far more ambitious in enabling encounters between teams of former profession­
als and the arrays of equipment they used, together, to produce television. The 
chapters by Amanda Murphy, Nick Hall, and Vanessa Jackson in this collection all 
explore aspects of this work. 
In a way, this method simply develops what most individuals do when they are 
faced with a piece of equipment. They do not reach for the instructions handbook, 
even in the increasingly rare cases where such a thing is provided. Instead, they 
resort to the audio-visual ‘how to’ material that can easily be found on YouTube 
and elsewhere. Audio-visual accounts are clearly the preferable complement to the 
physical experience of a piece of machinery as they, too, demonstrate the involve­
ment of hand and eye, mind and body. The ADAPT project applied this insight 
successfully to documenting the activities of the skilled professionals who made 
broadcast television programmes in the analogue era, as is described by Murphy 
and Hall elsewhere in this collection. This process of documentation requires con­
siderable modifications to traditional research methods. It requires that curators and 
researchers enter unfamiliar kinds of engagements with objects and with people. It 
also requires a fresh approach to the presentation of documentation (for example, 
as ‘how they used to’ videos as well as written accounts). 
The hands on method renders visible and perceptible aspects of human experi­
ence that have been neglected by exclusively written, word-based analyses. The 
use of audio-visual documentation of hands on practices makes visible much 
that has escaped analysis in the past. Viewing filmed footage opens up the world 
to a fresh process of seeing. The viewer is enabled to see actions, attitudes and 
exchanges that would have been overlooked by even alert observers during the 
actual filming. Multiple camera points of view can capture interactions of people 
with people, people with machines, and machines with machines that are simply 
too complex or too fleeting to be apprehended in the flow of events. Recent 
media theory (Nichols 1991; Renov 1993; Bruzzi 2006; Ellis 2012, etc.), has 
emphasized that documentary filming is a specific form of intervention into the 
world, enabling a reconstruction of vision that is both mobile and analytic. The 
camera and the sound recorder can be seen as new extensions of the human, 
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for later inspection. Further, they enable forms of selection and rearrangement of 
motion in time and space that can open them up to further analysis. This is partic­
ularly the case when using a set-up of multiple cameras and sound recorders, as is 
now possible. From this perspective, it might seem odd that the filming of activi­
ties (rather than interviews) is not a more standard approach to social research. 
However, the technological arrays that would be both suitable and affordable are 
only just becoming available, and, as Amanda Murphy explores in this collection, 
the current working practices of television also require adaptation before they can 
be deployed in a research setting. 
The gains from a hands on approach will be great. Researchers will at last be 
able to perceive that which is not easily articulated in words alone. The ‘hands on’ 
method combines audio-visual recording and with the direct sensory experiences 
of researchers. Researchers deploy a combination of audio-visual recording of 
skilled users with the immersion of the researcher into similar or analogous physical 
interactions with those machines. They would both experience for themselves and 
observe the experiences of others. This would enable researchers to perceive the 
physicality of human/machine interactions; to grasp the processes that are not ver­
balized by the human participants in those activities; and, importantly, to observe 
the activities of teams of humans working with arrays of machinery. 
The hands on approach provides a solution to the problem of ethnography so 
eloquently posed by Geertz (1973) in describing his method of ‘thick description’: 
Doing ethnography is like trying to read (in the sense of ‘construct a reading 
of ’) a manuscript – foreign, faded, full of ellipses, incoherencies, suspicious 
emendations, and tendentious commentaries, but written not in convention­
alized graphs of sound but in transient examples of shaped behaviour. 
(Geertz 1973, 10) 
Geertz further emphasizes that any kind of ethnographic description 
is interpretative; what it is interpretive of is the flow of social discourse; and 
the interpreting involved consists of trying to rescue the ‘said’ of such dis­
course from its perishing occasions and fi x it in perusable terms. 
(Geertz 1973, 20) 
Audio-visual recording using multiple cameras enables the fi xing of Geertz’s ‘per­
ishing occasions’; and then the researcher’s own hands on experience guides the 
interpretive process. This hands on approach provides access to the experiences 
of the skilled users of technologies, whether they are professionals going about a 
defined task, or citizens interacting with the many devices that populate the every­
day world. So this method can tell us about how ‘being in the world’ has been 
and is now constituted. It can reveal the nature of what has been termed ‘the new 
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entity. As Daniel Miller (2010, cover) remarked “things make us just as much as 
we make things”, an insight that only increases in relevance as microelectronics are 
deployed across everyday life. 
The ‘gamble’ of the hands on approach is therefore an intellectual approach
that has important consequences for our attitudes to knowledge and learning.
The hands on approach to technologies explored here would have several stages,
each of which has its own value and importance for the researcher. In summary,
they are:
1.		 To obtain and explore a machine for its affordances.The researcher(s) see, feel 
and understand how it works and what it might be capable of doing when free 
of the institutional constraints in which it was, historically, deployed. 
2.		 To experiment with combinations of machines to discover how they work 
together and what they might be capable of achieving, understanding the way 
that machines have a transformative and combinatory potential. 
3.		 To discover and document the communities that have developed advanced 
skills in combination with the machines within defi ned historical contexts. 
4.		 To document the ensembles of machinery, the technical arrays and the work­
ing practices into which they are or were inserted. 
5.		 To experiment with using, or getting professionals to use, those technical arrays 
in the way that they were once used.This will discover ‘from the inside’ what 
mutual adaptations were involved of people to machines, machines to people, 
and people to people. 
6.		 To understand both the affordances of the machines and the affordances of 
the institutions or work-places into which they are or were inserted. These 
two classes of affordances are mutually determining: the individuals operating 
within institutions explore the affordances of the technologies; the institutions 
mould these affordances to their aims; and the designers of technologies take 
account of their institutional deployment. 
The importance of the hands on approach 
The approach outlined above has yielded substantial insights when deployed in the 
ADAPT project. Two examples will demonstrate their nature. Early in the proj­
ect’s history, an initial experimental ‘simulation’ (as the project designated profes­
sional/equipment encounters, see Hall) was mounted using an extant 16mm fi lm 
cutting room that survived at the London Film School. Once commonplace when 
most television production outside studios or major live events used fi lm, these 
technological arrays have almost disappeared. In addition to the iconic editing 
table (Steenbeck being a key manufacturer), these rooms included large amounts 
of ancillary equipment: bins for the off-cuts of footage, cans for storage of fi lm 
reels, rewind benches and cores to wind film round, chinagraph pencils to mark 
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footage to which the sound tape recordings had been transferred to the 16mm fi lm 
footage. We were fortunate find this survival that still contained all these items in 
working order. The simulation also involved two generations of editors, Oliver 
White and Dawn Trotman. 
Dawn Trotman had begun as Oliver’s assistant and had quickly graduated to 
being an editor in her own right. She began cutting 16mm film for a variety of 
purposes (news, documentary, inserts into studio drama) at the BBC’s regional 
centre in Birmingham (see Vanessa Jackson’s chapter in this collection) and ended 
up as the senior coordinating editor for the BBC’s flagship and highly popular early 
Sunday evening magazine series Countryfi le, a digital editing operation that she car­
ried out using professional equipment largely based in her home. 
When Trotman was reunited with the Pic-Sync, a machine that she used daily 
when starting out in film editing, she reacted in a highly specific way. When Trot-
man met the Pic-Sync again, it had already been loaded with two film strips. As a 
professional, she knew not to intervene in an existing set-up, but she immediately 
wanted to discover whether she still could remember how to use it. So, giving 
a verbal account as she goes, her hands hover over the intricate machine as she 
mimes how her hands used to move. Her physical muscle memory enables her to 
recall and give an account of the stages of work that she used to go through. In 
a conventional interview, she would not have easily (if at all) been able to give a 
detailed and comprehensible account of the activity of syncing up, because that 
would require her to describe both machine and her operation of it in a way that 
separated the one from another. For her, the machine and her actions in operating 
it were an indivisible unit. 
Again, a later simulation reunited a group of BBC vision engineers with their 
1970s workspace in the outside broadcast truck or ‘scanner’, North 3. On sitting 
down in their workspace for the first time for over 30 years, they all instinctively 
adopt the same physical position in relation to the controls that they operate. They 
sit well back in their seats, with arms outstretched in front of them, fi ngers splayed 
and hovering over the controls (see Figure 1.5). They developed this distinctive 
stance as a means of hand/eye coordination. They were required to scan a number 
of monitors in front of them for potential faults in the adjustment of the three or 
four cameras being used. They had to react as quickly as possible by making com­
pensatory adjustments. This stance is a learned reaction to this set of circumstances, 
and provides the best way of carrying out their work. Here, the technology has 
changed its operators, and their bodies alone contain the information that guides 
them to take this stance. Even if they did, by some exceptional effort, produce an 
adequate account of how the equipment worked and how they worked with it, 
we would still run up against the ‘instruction manual’ problem described earlier. 
They would simply not be aware that they had learned this way of arranging their 
bodies. So the researcher, as a novice user, would find it difficult or impossible to 
relate their own physical orientations towards the technology in the way that pro­
fessionals used to. No written account of the work of its previous operators would 
have remarked on this. 
  FIGURES 1.1–1.4 	 Television film and video editor Dawn Trotman demonstrating the 
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FIGURE 1.5 	 Vision engineers Bill Baldock and John Coupe at work inside North 3, an 
outside broadcast vehicle formerly owned by the BBC. 
These examples demonstrate that the hands on approach reveals important 
information about the relationship between humans and the technologies that they 
use habitually. They show the inadequacy of much current everyday thinking 
about our relationships with the machines that we use and that use us. These habits 
of thought are framed within a problematic of mind–intentionality–agency that 
relegates physical objects and technologies to the status of things which do our bid­
ding and simply aid us to achieve our intentions. When we conceptualize ‘tools’, 
we tend to regard them as objects which enable us to carry out our predetermined 
plans: we think, they do. We regard tools are the extension of capacities within 
the brain and the body. We believe that tools enable us to realize our previously 
planned intentions; that Homo sapiens has agency, and things do not. In such a 
perspective, skilled practice tends to be regarded as habit, an automatic engage­
ment with the material world, which explains the often self-deprecating or even 
subservient attitudes of many ‘technicians’. 
Against this attitude can be set the idea of the ‘hybrid agent’ where the body 
and the tool become an extended unit, ‘the tooled body’, a new kind of perceptual 
and cognitive unit. Latour uses the telling example of the gunman, which, once 
expressed in English, provides a literal rendering of the fusion of human and tool. 
As Latour puts it: 
neither the isolated gun nor the isolated individual can bear the responsi­
bility for the act of killing. The responsibility lies, on the one hand, in the 
way those two agents come together to construct a new hybrid agent—the 
gunman—and, on the other, in the socio-technical network that supports 
and makes possible such a meeting. 
(Latour 1999, 190) 
This careful formulation emphasizes that the hybrid agent is socially constructed. 
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technology of the gun available, and by the ‘support’ that it provides in supplying an 
ethical framework justifying the deployment of the gun not simply for ‘deterrence’ 
but for practical action. Latour concludes that for this hybrid actor, “action involves 
a coalescence of human and non-human elements, and thus the responsibility for 
action must be shared among those elements” (Latour 1999, 182). The implications 
of this position are clear: gun culture as well as the gunman are responsible for the 
specific action of killing. But so deeply ingrained is the attitude that tools simply do 
our bidding that the person is punished and the culture or subculture escapes. 
Another example can be found in the idea of the ‘cameraman’ or, better, ‘fi lmer’: 
the hybrid agent constructed in the organized encounter between a camera and its 
experienced operator. The veteran filmer Brian Tufano provided a clear example 
of this when enabled by a hands on history experiment conducted as part of the 
ADAPT project. Tufano’s long career as a cameraman began when he was pro­
moted to the role at the BBC in 1963, almost coinciding with the introduction 
of a new generation of 16mm film cameras that were far lighter than was previous 
possible. Tufano left the BBC in 1978 to shoot feature films, including  Trainspotting
(1996), Billy Elliot (2000) and Kidulthood (2006). At the BBC, he was a crucial mem­
ber of the team making the BBC2 documentary series Man Alive, which pioneered 
a form of documentary that emphasized personal stories and real-life situations. 
Tufano demonstrated the series of cameras he had worked with as an assistant, 
showing the problems that they posed for hand-held work. “You could hardly be 
subtle with something like this [Arriflex ST with external blimp], or even this [self­
blimped Arriflex ST] which was considered great in its day.” Tufano was part of a 
wide movement amongst filmers in the mid-twentieth century, a movement that 
sought to produce a new kind of hybrid agent: a filmer who could move within 
situations rather than observe them from a series of more or less fi xed positions. 
They wanted to get the camera off the tripod, and be “mobile” as he puts it, mov­
ing into the action as it developed, in concert with the sound recordist. Although 
enabled to move around within events, they continued to conceive of their role 
as one of observation, rather than intervention. Hence Tufano’s use of the words 
‘subtle’ and ‘unobtrusive’. 
Tufano comments on the lightweight Éclair camera after he has held it and 
repeated some familiar actions. He tells how he “suddenly felt a sense of freedom” 
and emphasizes that the Éclair was balanced and felt comfortable when hand-
held. He then pauses and reflects, producing rather haltingly the statement that 
“I thought of my body as a kind of Steadicam”: the device, invented far later, which 
compensates for the movements of the body which, when transmitted to the cam­
era, can produce a distractingly ‘wobbly’ image. It was a matter of “being as fl exi­
ble as possible” and “going into the gym and building up your upper body strength 
and your legs”. This is a clear description of a cameraman adapting his body to the 
equipment he was using. He goes further to outline some new perceptual methods 
that he had to learn as well: “if you go into a dangerous situation, you need to be 
as alert as possible, so its learning to use left eye as well as your right eye”. When 
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close the left eye. However, the vigilant filmer needs to keep the left eye open 
and to monitor what is going on around. As well as these physical and perceptual 
modifications to himself, Tufano also made a series of modifications to the camera, 
installing an exposure meter and using a particular set of controls for the zoom lens 
that best suited his mode of operation. Finally, he adopted a newly developed bat­
tery belt to replace the battery box designed to be slung across the shoulder. 
Tufano gives a clear account and demonstration of the process of mutual adap­
tation necessary to produce a new fused entity: the hybrid agent of the Éclair 
filmer. The machine offers new affordances whose realization in practice required 
physical and perceptual changes in the cameraperson, as well as adaptations of the 
machine to the operator. Tufano’s vivid analysis of this process offers the same 
radical perspective as that of Bernard Stiegler who regards the human as a pros­
thetic being: “The prosthesis is not a mere extension of the human body; it is the 
constitution of this body qua ‘human” Stiegler (1998, 152). The camera here is 
not a tool of a human; it is a prosthesis that allows the extension and mutation of 
human perception and action into a new field. The camera takes the human capac­
ity of vision and allies it to the process of recording. As part of a larger ensemble 
of technologies, it participates in a process that brings that recorded event to oth­
ers who can observe in tranquillity. The new hybrid agent of camera and fi lmer 
extends that capacity for recorded seeing by giving it a mobility within the action 
being filmed as it develops. It provides the ability to follow and observe human 
actors, to shift focus and attention within a space, to reframe according to the dic­
tates of the action or the editorial preoccupations of the filmer. This new hybrid 
actor is capable of a new kind of intervention in events that is qualitatively different 
from that of the eyewitness, and enables a further new kind of seeing in those who 
witness events through the recorded and edited images and sounds (see Frosh and 
Pinchevski 2009). The filmer effectively rethinks time, space and events for a new 
category of absent and distant viewer. We are still working through the implica­
tions of this new hybrid actor for society. 
Latour’s account of the new hybrid ‘gunman’ is couched in terms of a story 
of combining two hitherto separate entities. That is what gives it an explanatory 
impact. Tufano’s account of his process of becoming what I have called ‘an Éclair 
filmer’ requires that we go further. It requires a more detailed examination of the 
encounter between person and technology to ask what we do when we think, 
and in particular whether we are mistaken in our understanding of the relationship 
between our minds and our tools. 
The archaeologist and anthropologist Lambros Malafouris (2013) has devel­
oped fresh approach to this issue from his theorization of the earliest toolmaking 
activities of humanity. Drawing on ideas from Latour, Appadurai, and others, he 
proposes a ‘material engagement theory’, which posits that human think through 
things. 
Human cognitive and emotional states or processes literally comprise ele­
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are not merely causally dependent upon but constituted by extracranial 
bodily processes and material artifacts. 
(Malafouris 2013, 228) 
We do not think and then use things, in other words. Rather, we think through 
and with the material world. Thinking emerges through the material engage­
ment with things in the world and is formed and developed in those encounters. 
Malafouris gives the example of a Stone Age person engaged in the activity of 
hand-knapping: using a suitably shaped flint to create a keen-edged handaxe from 
another piece of fl int. 
Instead of seeing in the shaping of the handaxe the execution of a pre­
conceived ‘internal’ mental plan, we should see an ‘act of embodying.’ . . . 
In tool making, most of the thinking happens where the hand meets the stone. 
There is little deliberate planning, but there is a great deal of approximation, 
anticipation, and guessing about how the material will behave. . . . Some­
times the material collaborates; sometimes it resists. In time, out of this evolv­
ing tension comes precision and thus skillfulness. Knapping, then, should 
be seen more as an active ‘exploration’ than as a passive ‘externalization’ or 
‘imposition of form’. 
(2013, 235) 
This is a dramatic example of thinking with and through the material world, and 
has many similarities with the accounts of filmers as they engage with the events 
they are filming, whether they are pre-planned or spontaneous. The remark that 
“there is a great deal of approximation, anticipation and guessing about how the 
material will behave” could well be applied to documentary fi lmmaking and even 
to many kinds of fiction as well. The “evolving tension” that arises in repeating 
the action to gain “precision and thus skilfulness” describes the difficult process of 
acquiring the skills necessary for the task. 
Malafouris is dealing with what might appear to be a simple cultural process, 
one of creating tools from the interaction of two natural objects and one human. 
This may appear to be a long way from the situations encountered today. How­
ever, the knapping of flints is always already inserted into a pattern of activity, 
and required by defined needs: the knapped flints are used for making weapons, 
scraping skins, cutting meat, and carving bone. The activity takes place, in other 
words, within an always-already existing technological context where other tools 
like fire also exist and call into existence the need for sharp edged implements. 
Malafouris is describing an encounter with objects (in this case drawn from the 
natural world) which is essentially no different from our contemporary encounters 
with the always-already existing world of technological objects that we are able to 
deploy . . . if we can discover how to operate them. 
So Malafouris’s description of the combined physical/mental process of creating 
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the captured sounds and images into a meaningful ensemble. Editing is famously 
an iterative process of trying out combinations of material to find out what works 
best as a meaningful whole. In film editing, this is a physical process (director 
Charles Crichton described in the documentary Distilling Whisky Galore (Grigor 
1991) working as assistant to Zoltan Korda who ripped the film with his teeth). 
Digital editing dispenses with the directly physical encounter with strips of fi lm, 
but the same iterative process is still at its heart. Colour grading, telecine and 
sound mixing other processes also involve the same exploratory process of material 
engagement. The material is in the eye and ear rather than the hand. Technicians 
vary elements and their combination to discover what ‘works’ for the particular 
purpose they have in mind. It is no different from flint-knapping except that the 
desired result is not a sharp edge that can be sits well in the hand, but an audio­
visual text that is both meaningful and pleasurable for its anticipated users. 
Malafouris makes a distinction between the mind and the brain. The mind, 
he claims, exists in the interaction of human and tools. This distinction reveals 
the imbrication of the human and the physical in processes which lie beyond the 
brain. It also requires that we regard the concept of ‘agency’ in a different way. 
The power to act is usually seen as an exclusively human capability. However 
Malafouris argues that “Agency and intentionality may not be innate properties 
of things, but they are not innate properties of humans either; they are emergent 
properties of material engagement” (2013, 148–149). Agency emerges from the 
interaction of humans and the material world. Agency and intentionality emerge 
from the encounter between the human and the material world into which she or 
he is born, a world that in our time increasingly involves everyday and intimate 
technologies. 
Our starting point cannot be that of conscious agency as an innate property 
of humans. The feeling of agency should be seen as an emergent property of 
action rather than as an a priori possession of the embodied biological organ­
ism. From this perspective, achieving agency is a process inseparable from 
becoming human. 
(2013, 215) 
This much emerges from actor network theory. Malafouris then ventures into 
research in neuro-psychology, citing the famous (or infamous) research into the 
brain development of London taxi drivers who are required to have a comprehen­
sive knowledge (“The Knowledge” as they call it) of the location and interrelation 
of London’s streets. Research has shown that the acquisition of The Knowledge 
produces physical changes in the brains of taxi drivers, with an increase in the size 
of the hypothalamus. Research into musicians has revealed similar enhancements 
of their capabilities when compared to non-musicians. 
It appears not only that musicians have extraordinary motor and sensory 
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to non-musicians, they have an increased ability to learn new tasks, and they 
show enhanced motor and sensory learning capabilities . . . Several studies 
comparing musicians with non-musicians clearly indicate important struc­
tural and functional changes in the brains of the former as a result of intense 
sensory and motor training associated with musical expertise. 
(2013, 46) 
Intense physical training is required to play a musical instrument to a high stan­
dard. As Tufano showed, the requirements for the highest achievements in operat­
ing a handheld 16mm camera are equally exacting. Similar skills are required of 
many who work within the media industries today: a co-ordination between hand, 
machine, eye and ear that are not easy to acquire. As Murphy points out, there is 
a considerable difference between the footage that results from camera movements 
made by an inexperienced user, and the ‘useable move’ that will be provided by a 
skilled user. This is a distinct skill that has to be acquired by practice. Yet we still 
think of what is learned here as skills or crafts rather than knowledges. There is an 
implicit downgrading of these ‘skills’ in relation to other forms of learning. The 
material engagement approach requires that we re-evaluate our approach to the 
idea of ‘skills’ and their acquisition. What we call ‘skills’ are in fact adaptations of 
humans to their new circumstances of operation. The change from fi rst acquain­
tance with a technology to becoming a skilled operator is one of (observable) 
physical change, and (not yet researched) biological changes as well. Malafouris’ 
material engagement theory offers a means of understanding and theorizing an 
area that many media studies scholars find mysterious: the area of ‘media practice’. 
More widely, it also enables us to understand the potential of hands on approaches 
to the study of the relations between technologies and their humans, or humans 
and their technologies. 
In the past, intellectuals have conceived of their own activity of thought as 
something that can only take place through stratagems of avoidance of the physi­
cal: by shrugging off the preoccupations of everyday existence to servants and 
to women; by regarding the physical world as a necessary encumbrance, to be 
endured and overcome; by creating ivory towers. The intellectuals of the past, 
beginning with the early elites who first gained control the surpluses of agriculture, 
expressed their power through their emancipation from the physical, the better 
to be able to think and reflect. So the notion that thinking takes place through 
material engagement runs counter to the long history of intellectual activity and so 
seems rather more radical or difficult than it is in practice. It runs against a dualism 
of the physical and the mental which sets the two in opposition to each other. This 
same dualism is that which Heidegger (1977) identified and criticized in his essay 
on technology, a dualism that sees thought as existing separate from the physical 
world and hence able to instrumentalize that world. This attitude he summed 
up in the idea that humanity to rethink nature as a ‘standing reserve’, as the raw 
material that waits for the human intelligence to exploit it. This attitude is that of 
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profound and pervasive impact on the nature of the world. A hands on approach to 
knowledge will begin to enable a move away from this mindset, to see the human 
as the product of a continuing process of material engagement with both nature 
and technologies. The perception that nature is a ‘standing reserve’, criticized by 
Heidegger, is based on the misconception that human intentionality and agency 
are separate and antecedent to action, rather than produced within the encounter 
of hybrid agents and the material world. 
The self-awareness of the hands on researcher in trying to adopt the adaptations 
of the skilled operators is important in developing an understanding what those 
adaptations were. This new methodology, then, requires techniques of physical 
self-awareness that are different from the contemplative or analytic skills of the 
past. These new analytic approaches are all the more important as we become 
aware of the challenges and affordances of our future. We need an awareness both 
that we are continuously adapting through new material engagements, and that we 
are actors in a world whose very existence is threatened by our misapprehension of 
our material engagements as manipulation of a world that stands ‘in reserve’, ready 
to do our bidding. 
We live in a time when understanding this relationship has become an urgent 
task. Our period is one in which vast populations are being taken (or are taking 
themselves) through a whole range of new material engagements, with whole 
classes of new electronic technologies which are redefining everyday existence. 
The affordances of these technologies bring with them a large range of new mate­
rial engagements and hence series of adaptations of our bodies and our minds. We 
are all digital technicians now, using our opposable thumbs for new purposes, 
adapting our vision and physical disposition for screen work of different kinds. 
We are altering our internal perceptions of time as we adapt our management of 
time. We are substituting writing for speech, moving images for writing. Donna 
Haraway (1991) famously pointed out that humans have always been cyborgs, 
moulding and combining their bodies to whatever tool they were using. More 
recently, Andy Clark has claimed that humans are ‘natural-born cyborgs’ because 
of this continuous adaptation of our minds through their material engagements: 
“Many of our tools are not just external props and aids, but they are deep and inte­
gral parts of the problem-solving systems we now identify as human intelligence” 
(Clark 2004, 5–6). The range of hands on history approaches acknowledges the 
complex realities of this insight. Hands on approaches will develop an understand­
ing of our place in a world through which thinking becomes possible, together 
with which we think. 
Note 
1 This chapter and the videos to which it refers were produced as part of the ADAPT 
project funded by the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s 
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BRINGING THE LIVING BACK TO LIFE 
 
What happens when we reenact 
the recent past? 
Nick Hall 
We live in an age of reenactments of the recent past. In recent years, three types 
of reenactment have grown in importance. Historical reenactment television has 
flourished since the early 2000s, lately turning its attention to histories well within 
the memory of many viewers. Meanwhile, as portable digital video recording 
equipment and access to high-speed internet has become widespread, many thou­
sands of people have committed their own reenactments, recreations, and redis­
coveries to web platforms like YouTube. Some of these emerge from the efforts 
of individuals to record their own memories or preserve equipment: a new form 
of ‘history from below’. Others are imitations of historical reenactment or enquiry, 
confected to draw an audience and to raise advertising revenue. Together, these 
forms of reenactment – produced without formal research methodology, with 
entertainment their primary concern, and always adopting a hands on approach 
to their interactions with technology – create the cultural backdrop against which 
scholarly and investigative reenactments now take place. The importance for con­
temporary scholars of public engagement leads to an inevitable blending of the 
two, for video recordings of investigative reenactments must jostle for space along­
side the characteristic media forms of the digital era: clickbait and viral video. 
Digital video platforms – with YouTube in the vanguard – provide an outlet 
for historical reenactments of every type. Elderly machinery has been dusted off 
and restarted for the cameras; children are introduced to obsolete computer tech­
nologies little older than themselves; hipsters tour ‘the last’ video rental store. No 
longer is the historical reenactment limited to geographically specifi c locations. 
The muddy field of a Civil War reenactment and the rigging of a restored tall 
ship are joined by the everywhere of the internet. Historical reenactments on 
television and in digital media blur the lines between reenactment, simulation, 
and performed memory, and they draw the ‘past’ that is available for memory 
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the conditions under which investigative reenactments and simulations take place. 
It is this conjunction that I am interested in exploring: between a culture now 
immersed in immediate, online, user-generated reenactments of the past, and the 
more sober and systematic efforts of media historians. As other chapters in this vol­
ume indicate, these two approaches to the past are not in contention: they nourish 
and inspire one another. What they hold most importantly in common is that they 
are not concerned with raising dead ancestors – in other words, they do not want 
to bring the distant past back to life. Instead, they seek to bring the living back to 
life. Inspired and informed by practices of experimental media archaeology, they 
find neglected, forgotten, failed, obsolete or dead practices and technologies and 
resuscitate them for education or entertainment. 
In this chapter, I trace the development of this new form of reenactment, 
which has emerged out of the conjunction of historical reenactment television 
and online digital video. I examine two examples of online reenactment: revisita­
tions of holdout Blockbuster franchises in the USA, and the viral video format 
“Kids React. . .”. I consider the ways in which the unspoken and unselfconscious 
methodologies behind these viral videos tessellate with approaches taken by recent 
historical reenactors, taking as my principal example hands on research into histori­
cal technological processes in television production. At the centre of this discussion 
is the problem of the reenactment of the recent past, in which individuals replay 
everyday behaviours that previously typified their working lives. This is a form of 
reenactment unlike any other that has been routinely performed. It offers unique 
opportunities to obtain valuable and richly detailed memories about past working 
practices and obsolete technologies. However, this approach challenges traditional 
ways of thinking about historical evidence and oral testimony. It privileges emo­
tion and affect over historical rigour. The emotional reunion with a long-discarded 
technology is intrinsic to any reenactment of the recent past, but this emotional 
evidence can be challenging to interpret and introduce to the historical record. 
Alongside this methodological challenge is a practical one. Online reenactments 
tend to place vital historical testimony onto the precarious spaces of online video 
platforms. There, videos which do not immediately attract a mass audience risk 
sinking into the algorithmic sediment: the thick layer of digital content that is
rarely watched and hard to find, because it lacks metadata or because nobody 
links to it. Thus, in addition to its primary methodological provocations, hands on 
historical reenactments also make a further case for the necessity of secure, non­
corporatized digital public space into which the digital products of online hands on 
history may be deposited. 
Reenacting the recent past on television 
Television’s preoccupation with the recent past can be traced to the fl y-on-the­
wall documentary boom of the late 1990s. The 1900s House, produced in 1999 for 
Channel 4, was one of the first television series to immerse ‘ordinary people’ in a 
confected past. The series stripped the Bowler family – mother, father, and three 
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teenaged children – of their modern clothing and comforts and sent them, dressed 
as Victorians, to live in a Victorian terraced house. The series’ solemn commit­
ment to authenticity set the tone for historical reenactment television. The open­
ing episode documented the family’s three-day preparatory visit to the Museum of 
Domestic Culture at Shugborough Hall, while the marketing material surrounding 
the programme insisted that the family would “abide by a strict set of rules in an 
effort to live exactly as Victorians would have done” (“Programme highlights: 
1999 week 38 page 46” 1999). The 1900 House thus established the parameters 
for the genre, enumerated by Michelle Liu Carriger as “a reality TV/documentary 
format, painstaking facsimile replicas of historical environments, and the casting of 
regular contemporary people as the main subjects of the programs, relying on the 
dynamic of reenactment for their content” (Carriger 2010, 135). The series was 
followed by sequels covering more recent history, including The Edwardian Coun­
try House (Channel 4, 2002), The 1940s House (Channel 4, 2001), Coal House (BBC 
Wales, 2007) and Coal House at War (BBC Wales, 2008). 
Over the past decade, television has become bored with the distant past, and has 
turned its attention to reviving more recent technologies and lifestyles. “Techno­
logical time travel” documentary series Electric Dreams (BBC Four, 2009), ostensibly 
educational and produced in partnership with the Open University, remodelled a 
family home and watched as its inhabitants struggled with resurrected and restored 
domestic technologies from the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. The parents recalled 
each of the technologies with fondness or exasperation, while their four children 
experienced them afresh. More recently, and without any veneer of educational 
purpose, Channel 4 aired That’s So Last Century (2015), a compilation of celebrities 
showing their children the technologies of their past. That same year Back In Time 
For Dinner (BBC, 2015) transported a family to each decade from the 1950s to the 
1990s, but – having run out of historical road – the sequel series Further Back In 
Time For Dinner (BBC, 2017) turned the historical tide to cover the first half of the 
century, in its first episode returning viewers to an historical milieu fi rst glimpsed 
17 years earlier in The 1900s House. 
Throughout television’s circular tour around the fads and fashions of the 
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, certain constants remained. While his­
torical foci shifted, television’s experimental methodology remained fairly fi xed. 
A “typical” family – always a husband and wife, always more than two children 
(a mixture of boys and girls, teenagers and younger) – was recruited, their house 
transformed, their clothes replaced. In each of these series, children act as surrogates 
for the broader television audience. Their innocent commentary on the differences 
between ‘then’ and ‘now’ incites explanatory narration which might otherwise 
seem too overtly didactic for entertainment television. Above all, historical reen­
actment television was hands on, challenging its participants to make bread in coal 
ovens, and wash clothes with dolly and mangle, feeling the awkwardness and unfa­
miliarity of their labour at the very tips of their fi ngers. No matter how remote or 
recent the reenactment, the family was always put to hardship, so that the novelty 
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before the end of the first episode. Historical reenactment television never went 
without an early emotional breakdown: witness Joyce Bowler, driven to tears of 
rage by an accumulation of frustrating Victorian kitchen technologies in the second 
half-hour of The 1900 House, or Rochelle Robshaw’s profound annoyance at her 
husband’s disappointment in her dish of 1950s liver in Back In Time For Dinner. 
These episodic crises fi t into a larger narrative pattern: as Vanessa Agnew puts it, 
we find that each of the  House series traces a similar arc—estrangement from 
familiar surroundings, depravation [sic] in the historical setting, the precipita­
tion of a crisis, followed by resolution (or expulsion from the group), and 
fi nally reintegration into the present. 
(Agnew 2007, 303–304) 
It was these emotional facets of historical reenactment television, among other 
factors, which prompted Agnew to worry about the genre’s tendency to privilege 
affect over rigorous historical analysis (Agnew 2007). Recent developments in the 
genre have shown her anxiety to be well founded. Television’s ruthless pursuit 
of the marketable format has seen historical reenactment further boiled down to 
its most dramatic and energizing affective moments, then repeated – with minor 
variations – ad nauseam across the world. Family relationships and childish reac­
tions come to the fore, just as they do in other reality genres. Gordon Ramsay’s 
Kitchen Nightmares and Supernanny – superbly entertaining examples of reality TV – 
are more than close cousins of the crudest forms of historical reenactment; they 
are siblings, jostling for space in the same crowded television schedules and replay 
apps. In the light of shows like That’s So Last Century, the solemn dedication of 
The 1900 House to historical fidelity (however partial, however problematic) seems 
almost as antiquated as its subject matter. 
Reenactment, clickbait, and ‘procrastitainment’ 
So much for historical reenactment television; moving image media has moved on, 
and taken reenactment with it. Now we have a new historical reenactment format 
to contend with: a broad, decentralized, disorganized movement of amateur his­
torians and video producers who populate YouTube with boutique reenactments 
and “procrastitainment” videos. To understand this new genre, the defi nition of 
reenactment must be broadened almost beyond recognition. Online, hardly any­
body feels the need to dress up in period clothing in order to sample the primi­
tive user interface of Photoshop 1.0. Nobody receives training in the language 
and social mores of the 1970s before ‘retro unboxing’ a Polaroid camera. Such 
videos are casually, almost thoughtlessly, made: there are no ‘consultants’ credited 
to vouch for the reenactment’s authenticity. Nevertheless, these videos represent 
a decisive, almost obsessive, effort to thoroughly document the technologies of 
the recent past. With hundreds of millions of views between them, their infl u­
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undoubtedly inspired television’s That’s So Last Century. What historical reenact­
ment television started in the late 1990s, the web continued in the mid-2010s, 
albeit in almost unrecognizable form. 
Online historical reenactment videos reflect a particular attraction to the recent 
past. This attraction has a number of sources. Online video is often cheaply pro­
duced, with relatively little planning. Although YouTube is an increasingly profes­
sionalized space, serendipitously or casually captured footage remains its mainstay. 
It is far more likely that a YouTube creator finds an old phone in a desk drawer, 
or purchases a cheap obsolete model from eBay, than arranges to access the same 
equipment within a museum. As a result, mass-produced quotidian technologies 
are lavished with attention by YouTube’s reenactors, while less widespread equip­
ment is more neglected. Aside from this production constraint, the audience for 
such videos is relatively young, especially when compared to a typical television 
audience. Nostalgia, for YouTube’s core audience, means technologies that devel­
oped, flourished, and fell into disuse within the last few decades: DVD players, the 
original Sony PlayStation, and the first-generation iPhone are all candidates for 
the instant nostalgia treatment of the online video historical reenactment. Fortu­
nately, it does not matter that the target audience is so narrow, and their nostalgia 
so alienating for a general audience. These would be significant problems for a 
television documentary: indeed, after the broadcast of the first episode of  That’s 
So Last Century, one newspaper review complained that the show’s nostalgia had 
missed its target. 
Amusing as it was to see Vic Reeves’s daughter call a cassette tape a record,
and Dom Joly’s son try and take a selfie with an archaic Nikon, most of us
do remember when chemists dobbed customers in for their naughty snaps
and people re-recorded TV shows over old episodes of Top of the Pops
on VHS.
(Wyatt 2015) 
In the ultra-narrowcast space of YouTube, such criticisms carry no weight and are 
rarely made. Audiences can select their own precise historical interests, and those 
who wish to indulge their own nostalgia can select precisely the era and exactly 
the technology that they wish to revisit. YouTube’s bottomless archive of dead 
technologies allows for fine distinctions: former owners of the Nokia 3310 can 
indulge themselves with videos of that phone, but there are countless entirely dif­
ferent video records of the (almost identical) Nokia 3330 as well. Videos that are 
annoying, patronizing, or mistargeted can simply be stopped and an alternative 
selected. The viewer must select the historical account that suits them, rather than 
(as on broadcast television) the producer needing to cater to the audience. The best 
– those that most capture the spirit of nostalgia for each generation and technol­
ogy – might, algorithms permitting, rise to the top of trending lists. Here, online 
reenactment is a first draft of history, and the aspiration is not to historical rigour 
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The majority of online reenactment is generated by individual users, who cre­
ate highly personal videos which impart their own memories, experiences, and 
contexts of use upon the reenactment accounts that they produce. “I remember 
this,” is the characteristic refrain of producers and narrators as they stumble upon 
a game, ringtone, or design quirk which triggers a particular nostalgic response. 
Like historical reenactment television, the emphasis is on hands on interactions 
with old technologies: equipment is handled and manipulated, buttons pressed and 
functions tested. Often, the camera tightly frames the hands of the user as they per­
form these actions. Reenactments of the use of old technologies – “retro unbox­
ings”, “living with the iPhone 2G for a week”, “how to go online on a 1970s era 
computer” – represent a form of historical narrative that is largely controlled by the 
individual user of the technology, rather than by academic historians or by tech­
nology companies (Ross 2014; The 8-Bit Guy 2014). They may be seen, in this 
way, as a peculiar form of ‘history from below’. Though this history has no explicit 
ideological project, and is largely shared with the world from within the corporate 
context of commercial platforms like YouTube, it nevertheless emancipates stories 
of technological innovation and use from their corporate frame and places them 
firmly in the hands of end-users. This is only possible because the technologies 
under scrutiny are recently obsolete, and have fallen into disuse well before the 
death of their original users. 
The apparent democracy of YouTube’s platform is, of course, illusory and
unstable. The platform has followed a familiar path: at first a chaotic and dis­
organized space, as its user base has grown its sorting, suggestion, and trending
algorithms have become more sophisticated. Tight integration with Google’s
advertising sales platform has led to the emergence of professional content
creators – traditional media firms alongside the new phenomenon of creative
media entrepreneurs known as YouTubers – who compete for the small income
attracted by individual views. Inevitably, this professionalization and commer­
cialization has led to the development of a range of loose genres. Regular visitors
to YouTube will easily recognize the vlog, the unboxing video, the tutorial,
the review, and the computer game playthrough. Within these genres, we also
find formats akin to those found in broadcast television, of which  Kids React is a
primary example.
In its hyperactive emotional interactions with ‘old technology’ and other his­
torical artefacts, the web series Kids React takes to its furthest extent Agnew’s 
criticism of historical reenactment television’s “historical representation that both 
takes affect as its object and attempts to elicit affect” (quoted in Carriger 2010, 
136). The series is all performance and affect and scarcely any historical substance. 
Kids React is a sprawling format, conceived in 2010 by Benny and Rafi Fine, who 
trade as Fine Brothers Entertainment. The format is simple and repetitious: chil­
dren are shown things – television programmes, viral videos, politicians making 
speeches, and so forth – and their reactions are filmed. There are various thematic 
sub-series within the broad format, including Kids React! Technology, in which old 
technology is placed in the hands of children and teenagers and their reactions 
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FIGURE 2.1 	 A child attempts to switch on an Apple II personal computer in Kids React 
To Old Computers. 
recorded. In this series, the most-watched video is Kids React To Old Computers
(FBE 2014). Produced as a promotional tie-in with the American cable series 
Halt And Catch Fire, Kids React To Old Computers features rapidly edited, intercut 
footage of children and teenagers of different ages ‘reacting to’, then operating 
and asking questions about an Apple II computer. An unseen adult answers their 
questions and prompts them to carry out tasks: they switch the computer on, load 
a floppy disk, and use the command line interface to perform a simple mathemati­
cal operation. 
Though glossily and expensively produced, the kids of Kids React almost pass for 
genuine. However, as the technology writer Drew Gardner has pointed out, there 
is nothing ‘real’ about the reactions in Kids React: 
The Fine Brothers found all the children in Kids React from notices the 
brothers placed on LACasting.com. The show would be more accurately 
titled Child Actors React. The children are the subjects of the show, but 
they are also actors playing video bloggers, cast in that role by an agency. 
There is a viral element at work here, but the viruses have been manufac­
tured in a laboratory. 
(Gardner 2014) 
As Gardner remarks, the series represents a long tradition of “capitalizing on the 
affective labour of children”, which reaches back to the radio origins of Kids Say 
The Darnedest Things and extends into contemporary clip shows like America’s Fun­
niest Home Videos and You’ve Been Framed. The focus of Kids React is always on 
cuteness and precocity, on creating viral, shareable moments that can be enjoyed 
in a moment of spare or squandered time; hence, procrastitainment. The Kids React 
To . . . Old Technology series stands out from other strands in the React format, 
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to react to tangible historical technological artefacts: the Sony Walkman cassette 
player, VHS VCR, rotary phones, Game Boy, typewriters, “90s internet”, and so 
on. Just as in so many historical reenactment television series, here children once 
again stand in for an audience that is working through the passing of technologies 
from present to past. 
Indeed, the repeated attempt to capture history at the very moment of its pass­
ing from past to present is what is most striking about historical reenactment videos 
on YouTube. A disconnected series of amateur videos documenting the decline of 
the Blockbuster video rental store chain is a case in point. In the late 2010s, under 
pressure from online streaming services, the video rental chain Blockbuster began 
to collapse. The company’s demise was gradual. Stores closed in waves during a 
series of bankruptcies and restructuring plans. By 2013 only a few hundred stores 
remained in the United States and by 2017, seven years after Blockbuster fi led for 
bankruptcy, all but a handful of the firm’s 9,000 stores had closed. Blockbuster’s 
slow withering created a zombie brand. When Blockbuster stores were a fi xture of 
malls and shopping streets across the developed world, they could be overlooked 
as a too-familiar feature of the retail landscape. Now, the bright blue-and-yellow 
signage on the surviving outlets could not be ignored. No longer ubiquitous and 
mundane, hold-out Blockbuster franchises located in unremarkable shopping malls 
were a rarity and spoke of decline. Only a few years earlier, to step into a Block­
buster outlet had been to glimpse the cutting-edge of home entertainment tech­
nology. Now, with the brand in freefall and rent-by-mail services on the rise, the 
doors to a Blockbuster were a portal to a very recent past. 
The same technological advance that ultimately killed Blockbuster – the ability 
to stream high definition video across the internet – created a new opportunity 
to record the company’s demise. Armed with digital camcorders or smartphones, 
YouTube content creators visited Blockbuster outlets ironically, attending the 
stores not to borrow a DVD but to document the absurd nostalgia of the zombie 
video rental store. K. Ryan Jones’s Touring the Last Surviving Blockbuster Video is 
one of the earliest examples, uploaded to YouTube in March 2013 (Ryan Jones 
2013). If Kids React follows the producing principles of Hollywood television, then 
videos documenting the decline of Blockbuster embody the spirit of Dogme 95. 
Ryan’s video starts with a Blair Witch Project style title: “On a normal Thursday, at 
the beginning of a normal trip between Dallas, TX, and Wichita, KS, something 
extraordinary and heretofore thought lost was unearthed”. This gives way to a 
short video seemingly shot on a smartphone: “We have made an amazing dis­
covery, like a rare animal, an endangered species, some might even say extinct: a 
Blockbuster Video”. Jones then leads the camera operator around the video store, 
delivering a satirical commentary on the store which is perfectly ‘preserved’ “just 
as we remembered it”. The camera orbits Jones as he holds his head in his hands 
and smiles in delight, aping the behaviour of the arriving family in 1900 House
and the reactions of reenactment participants reunited with old but familiar equip­
ment. But the video is not entirely a comedy performance: Jones briefl y interviews 
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FIGURES 2.2 AND 2.3 Applying for a new Blockbuster Video membership card and 
rediscovering the DVD case in ‘Touring The Last Surviving 
Blockbuster Video’. 
contribution to the video. Jones’ mockery of Blockbuster is contrasted with the 
sincerity of the customers, middle-aged Midwestern women who declare “we love 
doing that” (going to a video rental store). At the end of the video Jones opens 
a new Blockbuster account and receives a membership card, which he will likely 
never use; for him, the transaction is satirical, but for the employee it is a matter of 
daily working life in a video franchise which – he must know – is likely soon to 
close with the loss of his job. 
Jones’s tour of the ‘last surviving Blockbuster’ is not the only video of its kind 
to be found on YouTube. Three years later Blockbuster Video was the subject 
of a video in Chris Stuckmann’s “Retro Rewind” series. With the characteristic 
hyperbole of viral video Stuckmann explains 
my wife and I actually drove out of state to Indiana to one of the few remain­
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but there are still a handful of people who have been able to hold on to their 
franchises, and we walked around an actual Blockbuster and, oh my gosh, 
it was insane. 
(Stuckmann 2016) 
As Blockbuster outlets became rarer, media organizations including the BBC, 
Vice, and Bloomberg News made their own media-historical pilgrimages. In July 
2018, CBS Morning News dispatched a reporter to one of the last existing Block­
buster stores in the United States, in Bend, Oregon. The journalist, Jamie Yuccas, 
performed similar rituals to those of Jones and Stuckmann, admiring the alpha­
betically arranged shelves of DVDs, highlighting the antiquated point-of-sale com­
puter equipment at the store’s desk, and interviewing young adults for whom the 
retail experience was akin to a museum visit. 
These examples of ‘reenactment’ on YouTube and in mainstream news media 
are highly specifi c and rather extreme.  Kids React represents the most commercial, 
most formatted, and arguably least historiographically viable form of online video 
reenactment. Comic videos of moribund Blockbuster stores represent another 
form of reenactment that professional historians might struggle to identify as his­
torical work. They share more with improvised comedy than with the practice of 
historical documentation. Yet it should be no surprise that the forms of historical 
record found on YouTube are unrecognizable to us, because YouTube – and the 
concept of an online video platform in general – is almost brand new. Moreover, 
YouTube, with its millions of hours of video content and almost global availability, 
is a symptom of a new technological reality: it has never been so easy to document 
the present in video and share and preserve the results. Taking advantage of this 
ease, most online videos document the present accidentally, without much thought 
for posterity. The examples here point towards a more specifically historical, but 
not much more self-conscious, use. Here, digital video records and dramatizes 
the present in the process of becoming the past. Taking advantage of the developing 
forms of a brand new media, they present a form of reenactment that is naturally 
unrecognizable from what has gone before. Yet there can be little doubt that the 
videographer or journalist who opens a new Blockbuster video account for no 
reason other than to demonstrate the process, and display the charmingly obsolete 
paper membership card, is staging a form of reenactment. Likewise the children, 
struggling to understand what a 5¼-inch floppy disk is and how it might be loaded 
into an Apple II personal computer are reenacting the past every bit as much as 
the Civil War reenactor in full battle dress. And this activity is not confined to the 
viral giants of the procrastitainment genre. As Kids React and its ilk goes viral at 
the surface, thousands of hours of video footage of old technologies are uploaded 
to YouTube. Much of this material slips without trace into the platform’s unseen 
depths, where obscure titles and incomplete metadata condemn video material to 
just a handful of hundred views per year. Despite this obscurity these videos are 
accumulating to form a vast library of everyday experiences with, and memories 
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unparalleled source of evidence of their twenty-first century ancestors’ interactions 
with technology, if the video material we uploaded can be properly catalogued 
and preserved. 
Bringing the living back to life 
Wherever new media trends and new technological opportunities appear, aca­
demic research projects follow. And so it is with historical reenactments of the 
recent past, of various forms. As other chapters in this collection demonstrate, 
media archaeology labs, filled with ancient and obsolete computer and audiovisual 
equipment, have flourished within universities and museums across the world. In 
the United Kingdom, diverse academic projects have embraced new opportuni­
ties offered by digital video. Roger Kneebone and Abigail Wilson have recreated 
historical surgical practices through simulation, recording the reenacted proce­
dures “in high definition using multiple static and roving videocams with sound” 
(Kneebone and Woods 2012, 33). Media historian Andrew Ireland researched the 
history of British television drama production by remaking a contemporary epi­
sode of Doctor Who using the practices and technologies of 1960s studio television 
production (Ireland 2012). Beyond the academy, in 2006 members of the Test 
Card Circle – a British organization for television history enthusiasts – marked 
the 70th anniversary of regular television transmissions by mounting a live outside 
broadcast using a 1960s television truck once operated by Southern Television. 
The output of the broadcast, TV70, was recorded and distributed on DVD but 
eventually withdrawn due to copyright restrictions. As the costs of creating digital 
video fall, and video content creation skills become more widespread, projects like 
these are becoming more common. 
ADAPT, a research project that investigated the history of British television
production technologies by way of a series of video recorded historical reen­
actments, provided an opportunity not only to research the history of British
television, but also to closely observe the working dynamics of reenactments
which feature living participants. 1 Elsewhere in this volume, Amanda Murphy
describes the practical considerations involved in mounting the simulations car­
ried out for this project. Here, I shall confine myself to noting some of the fea­
tures of recent-past historical reenactments which differentiate them from more
traditional reenactments, and which tie them more closely to the informal and
amateur reenactments described above. In particular, it can be noted that reen­
actments carried out with living participants intensify the collapse of temporal
boundaries. This was further intensified, in the case of the ADAPT reenact­
ments, by the absence of costumes for participants and by the porous boundaries
between the reenactment space and the world surrounding it. In short, having
participants wear their own clothes, and not fencing them in to a ‘reenactment
space’, tends to make the past seem closer and more familiar. Beyond these
practical concerns, we can note a marked difference in the type of memory
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historical skills which are new to them. In ADAPT’s reenactments, as in any car­
ried out with survivor-participants, old skills are not learned afresh but revived
and remembered.
Historical reenactments of any sort collapse temporal boundaries. Carrying out 
reenactments with living participants brings this collapse to the fore. The boundary 
between past and present, porous in any reenactment, melts away almost entirely 
when the recent past is simulated. ADAPT carried out historical reenactment 
experiments with people who had, in the past, worked in technical production 
roles in British television. When recruited, many participants were found either 
in retirement or in second careers. When participants were still working in the 
industrial role which was to be reenacted they were often working with a radi­
cally changed set of technologies. (Were the technologies not radically changed, 
there would be little point in carrying out a reenactment.) To give a number 
of illustrative examples: when ADAPT reunited outside broadcast producers and 
engineers who had joined the BBC in the 1960s and 1970s, all had retired from the 
Corporation and none was still working in their former role. Simulations of other 
technologies recruited individuals who were not yet retired but were working in 
radically different settings or with technologies that had evolved beyond recogni­
tion. A television editor who had learned her craft with 16mm film at a Steenbeck 
table, for example, was now working with digital non-linear editing software. 
At the very least, participants came to reenactments prepared to revive past ver­
sions of themselves. Others – those whose had not retired or left broadcasting –
volunteered to perform a day’s work, simply swapping contemporary tools and
equipment for those they had used in the past. The television editor took a day 
away from her Avid editing console to return to cutting 16mm film at a Steenbeck. 
As a result, to participants in reenactments of the recent past, the ‘gap’ between the 
present and the reenacted past often seemed remarkably small. After the shock of 
a reunion with old equipment and former colleagues, the next emotion expressed 
was often of surprise at how close the past seemed to be: though it has been so 
long, participants commented, it seems like yesterday. 
There are many reasons why the past seems so recent to such participants. Some 
have nothing to do with the conditions set by the investigators, and everything to 
do with the workings of human memory. Many reenactments have asked partici­
pants to recall the work they did in their formative years, during the “reminiscence 
bump” thought to enhance memories of a person’s teenage years and twenties. 
These memories, more detailed and vivid than those made during the years of 
middle age, will naturally seem surprisingly close to the present day. Furthermore, 
participants in reenactments such as these are usually recruited weeks or months in 
advance and tended to be ‘auditioned’ by the investigators via a telephone call or 
series of emails. During the period between the project’s initial contact with the 
participant and their arrival in the reenactment space, all participants – whether 
consciously or subconsciously – reflected upon the history of their working life. 
In most cases, this process was entirely conscious. In fact, it was solicited to some 
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remember old equipment. Often, they presented themselves in the reenactment 
space with a cache of personal archive documents, bringing payslips, photographs, 
and contracts as written counterparts to their memory. The overt outcome of this 
process is one of generous memory-sharing – “I thought you might like to see . . .” – 
but this everyday phrase masks a complex underlying process of memory retrieval. 
The participants, arriving with folder of photographs in hand, had spent some time 
in their memory boxes (physical and mental), and had in the process drawn them­
selves closer to their own past. Under these conditions it is little wonder that by the 
time the reenactment takes place, the reenacted past ‘seems like yesterday’. 
Other, more physical, conditions of reenactment may have the tendency to 
make the past seem closer and more familiar. One of these is the absence of cos­
tume. Costumes carry great importance in traditional historical reenactments.
A reenactment of the distant past requires its audience to suspend their disbelief 
in much the same way as a theatre performance or film screening. Suspension of 
disbelief may be aided by detail and authenticity: the more comprehensively real­
istic the reenactor’s costume, tools, and patterns of speech, then the more likely it 
is that the audience can immerse themselves temporarily in the reenacted world. 
In some reenactments – especially those in which the reenactment takes place 
both for the pleasure of the reenactors and for the entertainment or education of 
the audience – this immersion must also help the performers to enjoy their own 
activity. However, in this context, detail and apparent authenticity can also work 
against the suspension of disbelief. It creates a stronger contrast between the reen­
acted event and the modern world in which it takes place. However accurate the 
stitching on the Tudor reenactor’s coat, however strong the smell of gunpowder 
after the musket fight, the audience must eventually return their attention to smart-
phones, car parks, their own modern dress: to all of the trappings of their modern 
environment. In the reenactment of the distant past, then, detail and authenticity 
works both for and against believability: creating a deeper immersion within the 
FIGURE 2.4 Bill Chesneau, Ray Sutcliffe, John Adderley and David Whitson participate 
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reenactment event, but a stronger contrast between then and now. In an investiga­
tive reenactment of the recent past, involving living survivors, the reverse is true. 
Participants take part in the event wearing their own clothes: modern dress, not a 
costume. This is partly because the recent past creates an assumption that costum­
ing may not be necessary. There seems to be little difference between the casual 
shirt, shoes, and trousers worn by a location camera operator in the 1970s and the 
same outfit worn by the same person 40 years later. (An historian of clothing, of 
course, might point to advances in synthetic and breathable fabrics. For true fi del­
ity even to the recent past, reenactment organizers may conclude that even such a 
recent reenactment demands a costume constructed only from materials available 
in the 1970s or 1980s.) 
The lack of a costume is just one of the ways in which the boundary between 
the reenactment and modern world – often a prominent delineation in a more 
traditional reenactment – is blurred and sometimes completely erased. Participants 
in ADAPT simulations were not fenced into a reenactment space. Neither were 
any of their contemporary accessories – such as mobile phones – confi scated or 
voluntarily surrendered during the reenactment process. Across a number of dif­
ferent simulations, this lack of a boundary created various challenges to historical 
fidelity. The project’s simulation of 16mm location film shooting was interrupted 
and modified on a number of occasions when equipment stopped working and 
needed to be fi xed using tools or accessories kept in vans parked outside the reen­
actment space. Participants traversed an invisible boundary between past and pres­
ent, bringing tools and knowledge of the present into the space of the past. They 
were not discouraged from doing so and there was no suggestion that, by doing so, 
they compromised the integrity of the experiment. On another occasion, during 
one of the most important moments of a simulation of outside broadcast television 
production, one of the participants took a call on his mobile phone. 
The final characteristic of ADAPT’s historical reenactments, which it shares
with informal online reenactments of the sort described above, may also be the 
most important. Participants do not self-consciously adopt ‘characters’; instead, 
they ‘play’ themselves. Consequently they do not acquire or learn about skills, 
but revive and remember skills they once learned and, perhaps, still practise. This 
makes for a dramatic comparison with the traditional historical reenactor, who 
must learn how to hold and safely operate a Civil War musket, or – in the example 
described by Agnew and Cook – learn how to climb the masts and negotiate the 
rigging of a tall ship. There are plenty of online videos depicting the learning of 
new skills, but what unites most historical reenactments of recent technologies is 
the display of reawakened skills, and the performance of the connection between 
the intellectual statement “I remember” or “It seems like yesterday” and the physi­
cal experience of recalling where to put one’s hands in order to operate a piece 
of machinery. This transaction is at the crux of what historical reenactment of 
recently used technologies must achieve, and it is for this reason that participants 
are neither dressed up in costumes nor fenced into an historical world nor asked to 
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they are so effectively modelled by historical reenactment television formats, must 
be avoided because they would hinder the very transaction that we are trying to 
get to: the reawakening of lost, forgotten, or dormant skill. 
Conclusions 
Historical reenactment television in its later phase; viral tech-nostalgia on You-
Tube; academic reenactments of the recent past: all profoundly different, but 
all born of a single historical moment. These are the cultural products of cheap, 
ubiquitous video camera equipment and widespread high speed internet access. 
Improbably, Facebook and YouTube have become laboratories for media archae­
ologists, enthusiasts, curators, and researchers. On these platforms, where historical 
research is performed without fanfare, funding, or institutional support, reenact­
ments are pushed directly to the attention of the ‘crowd’ – that epithet for the 
vast undifferentiated mass audience thought to inhabit the world wide web. The 
crowd, though, is discriminating and specialist, and its members add their own 
expert memories and reminiscences, often detailing not only what they know and 
remember but also how they felt. 2 
In the historical spaces of the web, feelings matter. Affect has become a cur­
rency of online video, and so it is perfectly natural that emotional responses to 
old technologies should permeate online video reenactments. With affect as its 
fuel, the drive to capture and preserve nostalgia for recently deceased technolo­
gies is leaving a valuable digital exhaust: an unrivalled, semi-democratic, grassroots 
documentation of contemporary technologies. Never have everyday technologies, 
in full working order and in all their variations of design and permutations of 
usage, been so comprehensively and diversely documented by contemporary users. 
Future historians will not regret the personal and emotional investment put into 
these videos. Instead, such evidence of affect will be a vital component of their 
understanding of not only how technologies work but what they meant to the 
people who used them. 
The practice of video-recording reenactments of the use of technologies and 
placing the resulting footage online may be relatively new, but as this chapter 
has demonstrated, it emerges from a series of well-established sources. Its roots 
are in the fields of historical reenactment and oral history, while the method of 
presentation and preservation owes much to technologies and visual styles devel­
oped by the ‘legacy’ media of scheduled television. The online platforms where 
these videos reside are not as revolutionary as they once seemed; what at fi rst 
appeared to be disruptive new technology startups have become fi rmly entrenched 
in traditional corporate media structures. Online reenactment videos can, as
I have tentatively argued here, be a form of history from below. But uploading
the results to YouTube or shared on Facebook is simply to entrust the fruits of this 
labour to multibillion dollar tech giants. Online video sharing and social media 
have brought to the surface, and to some degree democratized, a shared impulse 
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secure the evidence of these reenactments for the future, a further revolution is 
needed. Online video reenactments should be another impetus to develop the 
long-proposed notion of the digital public space: a posited “arrangement of shared 
technologies, standards and processes that will be collaboratively developed and 
commonly applied” (Ageh 2013, 6) in order to provide a non-corporatized, pub­
licly owned space in which – among other purposes – cultural heritage might be 
preserved for the long term. 
Notes 
1 ADAPT was a research project that investigated the history of television production tech­
nologies by reunited retired television production professionals with obsolete equipment. 
The project filmed a series of historical reenactment exercises.The project received fund­
ing from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 
2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement no. 323626).The results can 
be viewed at http://www.adaptTVhistory.org.uk and the full collection of digital videos 
fi lmed during the project is located at https://doi.org/10.17637/rh.c.3925603. 
2 The online debate around ADAPT has been relatively muted because the project did not 
exist in a social media space like Facebook nor offer a comment facility on its own web­
site.A stronger example of this sort of ongoing debate may be found in initiatives such as 
Jackson’s  Pebble Mill Project, discussed by Jackson elsewhere in this volume. 
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A BLIND DATE WITH THE PAST 
 
Transforming television documentary 
practice into a research method 
Amanda Murphy 
Hands on history can involve many different kinds of hands, those of one-time 
professionals or skilled users, and those who are encountering an old technology 
for the first time. A physical encounter with an obsolete technology can transform 
our understanding of the machine and its potential. But once those technologies 
had skilled users, who developed complex group working practices around their 
equipment. The ADAPT project set out to film and analyse the skilled users of 
historic television equipment as they re-encountered and used it again for the fi rst 
time in many years. 1 This chapter refl ects on how this experimental media archae­
ology project was conducted. It discusses the methods we used and the lessons we 
learned, and in particular how I was able to adapt my skills as a television producer 
to the requirements of an academic research project. 
The initial proposal for ADAPT envisaged the filming of a series of reconstruc­
tions of the process of working with particular technological arrays, in which veteran
industry professionals were to be reunited with the technologies they used at partic­
ular points in their careers and filmed while they worked with them, discussing the
strengths and weaknesses of the machines and the prevailing ways of working with
them. My role on the project was to act as the producer of these ‘reconstructions’,
‘reenactments’ or ‘simulations’. The project’s uncertainty about how to defi ne this
approach indicates how novel it was, and how much it was my responsibility to
develop the method. The professionals were not asked to reenact the making of a
particular programme, nor to reconstruct a specific historical moment. Nor were
they asked to simulate their old working practices. Instead, they were asked to do for
real in the present what they once did in the past. Their difficulty in recalling how
a particular equipment function once worked would be invaluable research data, as
were their own reflections on how they used to work, and their refl exive reenact­
ment of working habits and workplace banter. The participants were offered a blind
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My role as the project’s producer involved adapting contemporary television 
production practice to the requirements of this unpredictable hands on research. 
I came to the project after a substantial career in mainstream event-based factual 
television. I was a senior producer on the first series of  Big Brother in 2000 for 
Channel 4. I then produced both the UK and US versions of Supernanny. Both 
depended on the unpredictable behaviours of large casts of human beings. Both 
necessitated the recruitment and management of huge teams, overseeing the con­
struction of ambitious sets or houses. So did ADAPT. But the mission of these 
broadcast shows was always to deliver new and compelling content aimed at draw­
ing large audiences. Academic research has different priorities, and its available 
resources will always be meagre in comparison with the television industry. This 
chapter reflects on the method we developed in ADAPT, which involved revising 
standard television working methods to capture skilled hands on work processes 
for research purposes. 
The hands on approach was crucial as it offers far more than a traditional inter­
view with veterans about their past work. Approaching the project as if it were 
a television production was useful in breaking down each element required into 
a sequence or scene. It was clear we needed real reactions at the point at which 
the veterans were ‘reunited’ with old kit; it was clear we needed to understand 
how the equipment worked; and it was clear we needed to see full crews or teams 
in action in order to see machines and their operators working together. As in 
television, these sequences would deliver a rich mix of emotional responses and 




3.		 Equipment-in-use, or a team performance of some part of the television pro­
duction process 
4.		 Group discussion and refl ection. 
Approaching all the filming in the same way throughout the life of the project 
meant that all filmed events had a consistency and that the resulting videos feel like 
a connected collection. 
However, unlike Big Brother or any kind of television or digital production, 
there was no broadcaster and no commissioning platform, and therefore no spe­
cifi c identified audience. There was no intention of ‘narrowing down’ the proj­
ect’s output by, for example, editing it into one main piece of work for a defi ned 
audience. Research has different priorities. Everything is potentially useful evi­
dence. In short, we were not producing a 60-minute documentary for BBC Two. 
Instead, the ADAPT material was to be made available for free to a wide range 
of viewers, from academics and students to film and television fanatics, collec­
tors, technical experts and the wider public. For some, the whole event would 
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overview. So our editing and presentation had to be radically different from that 
of linear broadcast TV. The solution was to produce ‘long’, ‘medium’ and ‘short’ 
packages for each particular filmed sequence. These equated to full-length real-
time edits, a documentary length cut and bitesize social media friendly ‘tasters’. 
For academics and educators, these cuts might constitute ‘research data’, ‘seminar 
screening’, and ‘lecture clip’. While the pace and tone was similar throughout, 
this method of presentation at least meant the viewer could decide how much 
and for how long they wanted to spend looking at it. It also allowed the research 
team to present extracts at conferences and to contribute material to the History 
of the BBC website. 
Initial challenges 
The amount of research needing to be done by the producer in television’s pre­
production phase can easily be underestimated. While academics generally regard 
research as an ongoing and often never-ending process, the television producer 
requires all of her research to be completed in advance. An initial scoping study is 
required to decide on what particular areas of television production can be covered 
and why, whom to approach and cast, what technology to seek out, and how to 
begin to mount an event that can deliver useful fi lmed content. 
As I began the research towards the ADAPT reenactments, the greatest chal­
lenge was in locating technology dating back to the 1960s and 1970s. Much of it 
is obsolete, and display models in museums were of no use as they have very rarely 
been maintained in working order. Yet the project’s aim to recreate how television 
used to be made required technology in some kind of working order. To obtain 
working examples, we relied heavily on enthusiasts and collectors, and on fi nding 
a network of engineers with the time and expertise needed to bring the machinery 
back to life. Mounting events in venues that could offer the right conditions for 
veteran crews to be reunited with and again use the kit of their past, presented fur­
ther challenges. Considerations included type and size of venue given the sizeable 
kit and army of people fi lming would potentially involve, ensuring suffi cient light 
and power, ease of access for hefty equipment, and for some level of comfort to 
accommodate older participants. 
The second challenge was to locate and cast retired television technicians and
crew. This relied on mostly informal networks and was a long process, one that
is usually undertaken in television by a casting team. To ensure an authentic
representation of television production crews of the past, we needed to unite
the right combination of men and women with the tools of the trade they once
used. So, what do you fi nd first: the working equipment, or the capable veteran?
Clearly, we needed both: ideally full teams and full arrays of kit, as television
was made by vast crews using interconnected machinery. It was a complicated
jigsaw puzzle especially given the very limited original technology available. Our
veteran participants also needed to be willing to ‘act’ as their former selves in
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work and to be able to form part of a crew alongside others. They needed to be
clear and ideally dynamic speakers so as to engage the eventual viewers. They
had to have at least some memory of their old working practices, along with an
ability to explain arcane technical terms and workplace jargon. Balancing these
expectations was delicate.
The most extensive casting operation lay behind the most ambitious of the
ADAPT filmed events: the reenactment of a live sports outside broadcast with a 
1969 ex-BBC Type 2 truck known as North 3. This was filmed in May 2016 over 
four days at a Welsh hotel. A 19-strong veteran team recorded a 1970s-style darts 
match using original first-generation colour television cameras and sound equip­
ment. Detailed research was required to understand the full array of kit used in 
outside broadcasts in this period including variations both regionally and between 
broadcast companies. We were fortunate in finding a rare partially working Type 
2 truck and a willing participant in its owner Steve Harris. 2 Steve and I either 
spoke or emailed daily over the following six months. Between us we created a 
network of mostly retired and highly capable engineers to help Steve continue his 
restoration work on the truck, wrestling the vast amount of 50-year old machinery 
back to life. Once this process was set in motion, I began to search for and cast 19 
veteran crew needed to cover all key roles. 
The casting process required an understanding of the hierarchies and delicate
nature of teamwork. One of my attempts to cast a supervisor into a more junior
role – effectively demoting him for the purposes of our reconstruction – led to a
near revolt before any camera had rolled. I also had to dispatch some of the newly
found skilled crew to assist Steve Harris further in the hugely ambitious mission of
getting his old outside broadcast unit into a working state. Once reunited with the
old equipment, they were no longer valuable on camera as participants in the reen­
actment, because one of our requirements was that participants should re-encounter
the equipment for the first time at the beginning of the reconstruction, so that their
FIGURE 3.1 Ex-BBC Type 2 outside broadcast truck North 3, ‘on location’ outside 
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initial reactions could be captured on camera. So this vital technical restoration pro­
cess depleted my potential cast and meant I had to fi nd more participants.
Location research was also vital for this particular shoot. The location needed 
to be able to accommodate what might be a sizeable entourage (a full research 
project crew filming another crew) and be fit for purpose. We had access to the 
television studio at Royal Holloway’s campus near London and had used this for 
other reenactment exercises. But here the equipment dictated the location. Steve 
Harris’ base is more than 200 miles north of London in the town of Hawarden 
in Flintshire. The diesel engine of the Type 2 outside broadcast truck – originally 
installed in 1969 – was incapable of a 200-mile journey, and we needed access to 
Steve’s extensive range of spare parts. So finding a location nearby was crucial. 
A local hotel whose success lay in weekend weddings was persuaded to allow the 
project to move in during the quieter mid-week period. They agreed to their 
function room being transformed into a sports venue, installed a substantial extra 
power circuit so we didn’t blow the fuses, and made space on their driveway 
for the huge OB truck. When filming was underway, windows were propped 
open to accommodate hefty cabling. A café area was inhabited by the project’s 
film crew, alongside a makeshift ‘video village’ from where I directed the fi xed 
rig. The hotel provided bed and board for cast and crew, and traditional evening 
meals of beef bourguignon and sponge pudding added to the 1970s atmosphere. 
Given the ages of the crew and the demands of the long film days, providing such 
comforts was essential. 
In television, there is typically a skilled production management team to help 
with logistical planning, event scheduling, health and safety, travel, hospitality and 
legal compliance. ADAPT’s initial budget underestimated this work, just as it did 
the subsequent editing of the material. We have learned that fi lmed reconstructions 
need to map out such roles at the planning/bid stage. Logistical issues can be many 
and varied: we needed to work out who might be called in to a remote location 
FIGURE 3.2 Screens set up in the ‘video village’ monitored output from multiple fi xed 
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to safety test very old electrical equipment, and we had to determine what size van 
would fi t a 1" videotape machine. 
Furthermore, our experiences when planning this reenactment highlighted the 
importance of keeping notes throughout the production process. In television pro­
duction, troubleshooting practical issues tends to take priority over the documen­
tation of the research processes involved. Television research notes (which can 
include informal interviews, casting, technical and logistical information) are typi­
cally more casual as they serve mostly as aide memoires for how and what to capture 
during filming. As these are of little use after a broadcast, they can lack the accuracy 
essential to academic use. The use of an audio recorder for all conversations and 
interviews ahead of the filming is essential, alongside the use of standardized docu­
ments when making research notes, fact checking and amending all documents to 
ensure accuracy throughout. These techniques can help to ensure that, in the fran­
tic work of producing a television event, useful research notes are created which 
will benefi t the fi nal outputs of the project. 
Finding old equipment and retired crews 
Casting for the reconstruction of technological processes involves fi nding both peo­
ple and technologies. For all of the project’s reenactments, it was critical to match up
the right people with the right working machinery, as it was paramount to the proj­
ect to provide the requisite array of interdependent working kit. There were many
variants and different technical specifi cations depending on where and on what spe­
cific piece of kit the veteran crews worked, as well as real limits as to what equipment
could be found or made to work. The sensible thing would have been to involve
participants in the process of locating and engineering their old kit to be sure it was
indeed the correct item. However, this process would have compromised one of the
key aims of the project, which was to capture the very first moment when a veteran
crew member is reunited with the equipment of their past.
In order to get around this casting problem, it became apparent that we needed
to involve people who had specific knowledge of the technology of the day and
could guide us behind the scenes. These came in the form of enthusiastic collec­
tors and engineers. They would not take part in the reconstructions, but would
assist us in the planning. It took considerable time to find collectors interested in
the period of television equipment that we were seeking. These turned out to be
amateur curators: individuals who had taken it upon themselves to keep the past
alive or save obsolete artefacts from being junked by maintaining, re-using or
displaying them. None we encountered were attached to any large organization
or museum. All were found by word of mouth through a network of ‘old boys’.
Once found, they proved not just extraordinarily helpful but utterly invaluable
to the project. Their knowledge extended beyond the technology, to the era in
which the much-loved machine best shone. More critically, they had the engi­
neering skills to revive the old technology. Finding and re-connecting networks
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other from the past, and even so had to rummage through old address books in
order to remake old connections. This was an unforeseen element of the project.
It paid dividends, because the collectors, restorers and enthusiasts with whom we
worked made possible the fitting together of a seemingly impossible jigsaw. This
jigsaw consisted of old kit that could then work with other old kit via revived
old connectors and old adaptors, old vision desks, and old sound desks reunited
with rack-mounted circuits and miles of cabling. It took several months to reas­
semble such an array of complex machinery, and prepare it to be transported and
filmed in full use.
While this work went on, we forged ahead with finding a crew of retired out­
side broadcast crew to work on our reconstruction. Retired professionals often 
have their own networks, especially when they worked within large organizations. 
In the UK television industry, numerous reunion groups (including TelOBians 
and VT Old boys) responded positively to the idea of the ADAPT mission and 
opened their doors to us. They helped spread the word and enabled us to start to 
cast interested and capable veterans to fi lm. We also placed adverts in  Prospero, the 
magazine for BBC pensioners, calling for participants. This widened the reach and 
brought in many recommendations of pioneers to consider, of colleagues some 
thought suitable and led to a number of volunteers coming forward. This approach 
led to reconstructions that tended to emphasize the role of the BBC. 
Seeking out and drawing on the experiences of other research or fi lmed
projects – like the Pebble Mill project and the British Entertainment History
Project – helped spread the word in useful quarters too. 3 These informal networks 
helped build strong, cohesive teams of participants. One former camera operator 
called another former camera operator, retired engineers called other retired engi­
neers, and support grew in this way. However, when trying to research video tape 
editing and the changes brought about by non-linear and Avid, fi nding participants 
was more difficult as the all-encompassing ‘tape editing’ focus covered a much 
greater period of time than any other reenactment event. Editors, whose work is 
more solitary in nature, were not typically part of reunion groups and networks so 
were much harder to fi nd. 
In television production, the initial process of finding contacts and potential
participants is followed by a process of casting. Casting involves initial conversa­
tions and meeting people to assess their willingness and suitability as individuals,
but also as part of a group of people who will work together on the reconstruc­
tion and will offer complementary skills and accounts. Casting is required to
construct a cohesive group rather than an assemblage of individuals who have
nothing (or too much) in common. A comprehensive and updated database of all
contacts is necessary during the casting phase. For ADAPT keeping data records
was crucial especially as there was rarely a paper trail to the mostly older genera­
tion we were dealing with and who seemed to prefer a telephone chat to email
or social media.
One problem with participants through informal social networks was that we 
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that most television crews of the past had at least one female member – often the 
PA (producer’s assistant) – but these proved elusive. They were not to be found 
at any of the reunion events we attended, and nor did they respond to our call 
for help in Prospero. So, it took a much longer trawl and numerous calls to key 
producers of the era to reach these more hidden but important members of past 
television technical teams. While staying true to the era and genre represented, it is 
important for research projects to consider gender and diversity of participants. For 
ADAPT, having one of the filmed events set in the 1980s and 1990s was key. In 
recreating how video tape editing was done in the 1980s and the changes through 
the 1990s when digital editing came in with Avid and Lightworks, there was a 
great opportunity to include pioneering women in editing and graphics roles such 
as Renee Edwards (one of the UK’s first Avid editors) and Nyree Kavanagh, who 
taught herself Quantel Paintbox, a graphics hardware package that revolutionized 
television post-production. 
Casting 
The participants in our filmed ‘simulations’, reenactments or reconstructions were 
asked to do something unusual: to participate in a blind date with their past, and 
to ‘play’ their former selves. The project had initially used the term ‘simulation’ to 
distinguish this activity from that of historic reconstructions. It soon became clear 
that television veterans were confused by the term. They seemed to think we were 
asking them to pretend to use old equipment, rather than actually operate. I started 
to use the terms ‘recreate’ and ‘reenact’. Both seemed to more accurately describe 
what we were doing behind the scenes in setting up the conditions of an ‘event’ 
for the veterans to respond to. These definitions also seemed to help potential 
participants understand that what we were expecting of them was some kind of 
recreating of their past. We were asking people still living to remember and recre­
ate an element of their former lives. Getting them to act as their former selves was 
an unusual request, and one that does not seem to have been made before in this 
way. Conceptual artist Jeremy Deller, in his 2001 recreation The Battle of Orgreave, 
used 800 historical reenactors and 200 former miners to achieve his recreation of 
the infamous battles between police and miners during the Miners’ Strikes of 1984. 
It was a filmed event, the aim of which was to explore the complexities of that 
bitter struggle. Deller did not ask any of his participants to comment in any way 
on what they are doing or recalling or feeling during the filming or reenactment. 
Some, like art critic Alex Farquharson, suggested that what he had produced was 
more a ‘flashback’ than a ‘reenactment’, suggesting a general uneasiness of defi ni­
tion around this kind of work. 4 
The ambition of ADAPT was to capture, through hands on reenactments, how 
television was made as far back in time as possible. It soon became evident that 
the 1960s was about as far back as we could with this methodology. Technicians 
and professionals from this period were now in their seventies and eighties. Work­
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We needed to ensure that they were mentally and physically capable of long and 
taxing film days. They had to be able to remember (at least in part) working methods 
and practices of 40 or more years ago. And they needed to be able to operate an 
array of complex and cumbersome equipment they had likely not seen for many 
decades. They were also expected to act in the role they held back in the 1960s 
and 1970s, even if that was a much more junior position than they had achieved 
by the time they retired. 
To help ensure the safety and wellbeing of our participants, we recruited stu­
dents to act as ‘shadows’ to the veteran crew. There were real health and safety 
concerns around older participants feeling able or determined to pick up and lift 
heavy machinery. Much of the equipment was exceptionally cumbersome and 
weighty, particularly old outside broadcast machinery. Students wore dark colours 
so as to be discreet and intervened whenever possible to take over this task. Stu­
dents also watched out for participants’ welfare, looking for signs of fatigue or hun­
ger. When necessary they suggested a break, or ensured that a chair was nearby. 
Most of our participants were very fit for their ages given their physical careers, 
but many also overestimated their capabilities. They were hard to stop once they 
took on what they frequently referred to as ‘dedication to the output’. During their 
careers, this meant ensuring that programmes went to air on time; they transferred 
this commitment to our project. As a result of their participation, students were 
able to learn from the pioneers themselves about how analogue television was 
made, while telling tales of smartphone filming and digital platforms in return. It 
seemed that both benefi tted equally from their time together. 
Working with a diverse team of retired professionals brought a number of chal­
lenges that we did not anticipate. Asking the veterans to ‘act’ as their former selves 
also meant that at times some took on a ‘presenter’ mode, addressing the camera 
while explaining their skill even though they were never asked to do that. Some 
of them interrupted each other mid-sentence, in an attempt to provide clearer 
FIGURE 3.3 Vision supervisor Roger Neale and vision engineer John Coupe at the 
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descriptions. And those acting in more junior assistant roles found it hard to resist 
taking over the tasks of those in roles more senior. Not all of our participants 
were fully cooperative with our interest in using obsolete, and often technically 
imperfect, technology. During our reenactment with 16mm fi lm technology, one 
participant struggled to remember how a particular microphone worked and went 
to great lengths to point out how much he didn’t like it and didn’t want to use 
it given that he owned ‘better’, more recent, microphone, which he had brought 
along with him. He went so far as to switch out the old for his own piece of newer 
technology. No amount of explaining the purpose of the project could assuage his 
concern with providing the best quality sound he could. 
Throughout our reenactments, there was no such thing as success or failure, 
either for the veteran crews or for the project. So, while the mission felt enor­
mous, it was useful to remind ourselves that whatever happened when we brought 
veteran men and their old machines together, it was all of interest to the project. 
Old habits or processes forgotten were as interesting as all those remembered. 
Collective memory, while an important element, may not be reliable as factual 
truth. Frequently told anecdotes can have a way of elevating the more banal or 
humorous aspects of an event at the expense of what really took place. However, 
the premise of the project was always clear, and the structure created space for 
surprising outcomes. 
Filming 
ADAPT used the most modern digital technology to film the equipment and 
practices of the past. We used small, lightweight portable and fixed cameras to 
overcome our key challenges: how to capture entire teams working simultane­
ously; how to be unobtrusive but ensure the capturing of the entire experience; 
and how to comprehensively understand what they were doing given the highly 
technical nature of their work. As an academic research project, we wanted to 
involve students in our work as much as possible. In the first year or so, students 
were recruited to both film and edit, but this was not sustainable in the longer 
term. It was not appropriate to ask students, still training and developing their 
skills, to take on the critical responsibilities of fi lming, data-wrangling, and editing 
our larger reenactment exercises. 
For our more complex activities, we employed the services of professional cam­
era operators and sound recordists. Working alongside our trainee students, these 
crew members contributed a wide range of valuable ideas on how to best capture 
content. Their more extensive experience made it easier for us to obtain the exact 
types of shots we needed to capture the ‘hands on’ aspects of the reenactments. 
Breaking with documentary conventions, which tend to emphasize close-ups and 
talking heads, we needed loose mid-size and wide shots. These guaranteed that 
bodily movements, hands, and machine could be seen in context. In order to fol­
low the spontaneous actions of the crew, we decided to use handheld cameras. 
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of moving with the camera, creating what television professionals often refer to as 
‘useable moves’, whereby the movement of the body is used to create fl ow from 
a close up to a wide shot. This gentle body motion, stepping back and forth to 
change shot size rather than zooming in or out with the camera, allows all footage 
to be useable in the edit. However, it is a physically demanding ‘dance’ that can 
take professionals or even seasoned crew time to perfect. 
Where the number of participants was low, and reenactments took place in 
small spaces, four cameras were sufficient to cover the action. Students oper­
ated cameras and sound for both of these events with the university supplying all 
sound and Sony broadcast-standard cameras. To ensure that nothing was missed, 
handheld cameras were supplemented with two locked-off wide angle overhead 
cameras. Miniature GoPros were initially used as fixed cameras, but their lack of 
timecode caused challenges in the editing process, and full-sized Sony cameras on 
tripods were used for later exercises. The advantage of the wide angled overhead 
cameras is that the entire ‘experience’ of the participants could be fully captured as 
these cameras were set to record continuously. They provided a real-time record 
of all activity, a useful perspective of where veterans and machinery interacted, 
and proved invaluable in the edit supplementing where the camerawork struggled 
or a vital action had been overlooked. This enables detailed academic analysis, for 
example, on how long it took a veteran crew to set up and light a documentary 
interview, and what all crew members were doing with what machine at the same 
time. Single camera coverage selects an aspect of this process for the viewer, where 
a wide overhead camera allows viewers to choose for themselves what they are 
interested in. 
The reenactment of a 1970s-style live outside broadcast involving a crew of 
up to 20 presented far greater challenges. Outside broadcast crews of the analogue 
era comprised a team of anywhere from 20 to 60 or more technicians. It became 
clear it was not going to be possible to replicate it or achieve it with fewer than 
20 veteran crew members. Key challenges then were around the sheer numbers of 
veteran crew to cover as they work to simultaneously achieve the broadcast of a 
live show. The confined space within which they achieve this also created diffi cul­
ties. The vintage outside broadcast truck, which acts as the heart of the broadcast 
operation, is narrow and can typically house up to ten veteran crew. They work 
in the three tight longitudinal sections amidst racks of monitors and machinery, a 
spaghetti of cables and live feeds. There was simply no space for any of our project 
film crew to fit, and so we adopted the working practices of one of the most recent 
innovations in factual television: fixed rig production, the technique used to fi lm 
contemporary fly-on-the-wall documentaries like 24 Hours in A&E, Hospital, and
the Educating . . . series. 
Fixed rig shooting is the chosen method for all sorts of television series where 
the content of the show or the space dictates that cameras be installed and left 
unmanned as they record. They are small and discreet so can be fixed in a number 
of places offering a rich mix of angles and coverage, and they allow participants 
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FIGURE 3.4 Images of a live darts match displayed on preview monitors inside ex-BBC 
outside broadcast truck North 3, during an ADAPT project reenactment 
exercise. 
as the subjects can feel free from a watchful eye and perhaps therefore, free from 
concern of being judged for any memory failure. All of these benefits come at a 
high price: this is an expensive way of filming, which requires a professional team 
to install the equipment and record from it, though costs can be reduced by opting 
for small fixed (non-zoom) cameras such as the Marshall CV502-MB model used 
for our outside broadcast reenactment. 
A television production company – Lion Eyes – was contracted to install, main­
tain, and capture video feeds from our fixed rig camera. Led by Martin Riley, who 
acted as technical director, the Lion Eyes team rigged cameras in two large spaces. 
Cameras were installed in the outside broadcast vehicle, and in a large function 
room in the hotel used as a location to stage a live sports event for their fi lming. 
Our veteran crew needed to move freely between both spaces. Cameras were 
required to capture the crew as they rigged and installed cameras, lights, sound, 
set, and all the connected technology in the truck. A total of 14 fi xed rig cameras, 
20 radio microphones and four ambient microphones captured comprehensive 
audio and video of all crew in all spaces at all times as they worked simultaneously 
with their complex array of kit to rig, rehearse, and record an outside broadcast of 
the period. Such extensive coverage afforded the project the potential of watching 
and hearing each and every crew member at any given moment and to understand 
the communication and production processes involved throughout. 
Editing 
ADAPT’s filmed reenactments generated huge amounts of data. The decision to 
keep all the evidence of the process contrasts with television production prac­
tice, which is to discard material that is not used for the final broadcast. Fixed rig 
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of an outside broadcast, typically record the outputs of just a fraction of all the 
cameras that they use. They use a process of live selection of camera outputs, radi­
cally reducing the amount of data that they store for the later editing process. The 
research decision to record all 14 cameras at all times (using no live selection), gen­
erated 11 terabytes of footage – enough data to fi ll over 2,000 DVD-Rs. This had 
a significant impact on the edit in terms of amount of data, storage, and content 
management. RAID storage drives big enough to store this sizeable archive had 
to be found and purchased, as this proved beyond the university infrastructure at 
the time. Managing such a large volume of footage resulting from multiple camera 
sources was a complex and lengthy task. Logging the material was a major chal­
lenge in itself, and the footage had to be organized and edited before researchers 
could conveniently use it. 
As with all productions, there was an array of challenges to face once editing 
began. Some were unique to the project, and many emerged from the fact that 
interruptions from the production crew were kept to a minimum, and the reenact­
ment was allowed to flow naturally. In the edit, we needed to decipher multiple 
simultaneous audio tracks. We needed to deal with jargon and confusing techni­
cal terminology – the same piece of equipment often going by various different 
names. We need to consider how to condense a full day and a half of veteran crew 
rigging into a viewable form, while reflecting the multiplicity of different profes­
sional roles. 
In total, our footage provided fresh and revealing material that is experiential 
and offers far more than the more typical interview with retired professionals. We 
see them re-live their past work, remembering and reflecting while doing so. They 
indulge once again in the professional culture that formed a huge part of their 
working careers, falling easily back into old habits and hierarchies – complete with 
bad jokes. This produced some vivid research data. These blind dates with the 
past demonstrate everyday working practices and habits that could not have been 
accessed in any other way. These professionals’ reflections on the hands on recalled 
experience of their own pasts provides further data about changing (and unchang­
ing) attitudes over lifetimes. 
We edited our video material throughout the project, initially creating a tem­
porary website and free YouTube channel while we were deliberating on the best 
short and long term repositories for the asset. We used YouTube and Vimeo to 
share filmed footage and guided interested parties from our website to our You-
Tube channel which housed a selection of clips. As the project evolved and grew 
in ambition and complexity the amount of archive material at stake increased. As 
the project concluded, we launched a comprehensive website and transferred all of 
our video material to Figshare, a long-term digital repository. 5 
Conclusion 
ADAPT was a highly ambitious project. It aimed to unite two very differ­
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professionals – around a common purpose. Our shared goal was the preservation
of television history. We wanted to show, in depth and detail, how television
used to be made. We sought to highlight the hands on expertise and hard work
that went into making television in the days before digital video cameras and
non-linear editing.
As this chapter has shown, uniting these two groups around a series of fi lmed 
reenactments also required the adaptation of one professional skill – documentary 
television production – into the context of academic research. As the project’s digi­
tal producer, it fell to me to make this challenging translation. The benefit of many 
years of experience in coordinating and producing major documentary television 
series enabled me to unite a disparate group of veteran participants, collectors, and 
enthusiasts. But, when filming, I had to resist some of my professional instincts. It 
was tempting, for example, to ‘over produce’ the participants, by asking them to 
demonstrate technology in a certain way, or to recount on camera the stories they 
had told me during the casting process. But the project required that I leave them 
uninterrupted, so that they felt the freedom to experiment with the old kit, to 
explore how it works, and to engage and re-connect with each other. My priority, 
in short, was to allow their memories to be triggered through the hands on experi­
ence rather than from a lot of short sharp pokes from a producer. 
Refashioning my documentary production skills to suit the constraints and
demands of ADAPT was a complex process, but one that has helped the project 
to deliver an important result. Ultimately, the process of filming reenactments for 
ADAPT has created a new kind of research output. Our filmed encounters between 
operators and machines are not oral history interviews: they lack the structure and 
formality that tends to mark out such activities. Nor have we produced generically 
conventional documentaries. Instead, we have applied some of the techniques of 
fixed rig television filming in a new way. By assembling old equipment and retired 
crews, we have set up the conditions under which extensive observation of ‘hands 
on history’ experiments can take place. The resulting footage, made widely avail­
able in long form, can now be adapted and built upon by anyone who chooses to 
download it. Selections from our filmed reenactments have been featured on the 
BBC’s History of the BBC minisite and have been watched and share thousands of 
times on YouTube. 6 They have also been displayed at the National Science and 
Media Museum in Bradford as part of the Arts and Humanities Research Council’s 
Being Human festival. 
Aside from these publications and outputs, the project created one further
important benefit. It has created new networks and invigorated existing ones.
Uniquely, by uniting participants and researchers around reenactment exercises, 
we have been able to reconnect engineers and technical crews who had lost touch 
with each other. Information and technology is being shared between them as 
never before, to the benefit both of the individuals involved – and to the history of 
television. The dividends of this new methodology need not be limited to media 
history: our techniques are readily transferrable to almost any other aspect of tech­
nology or culture where a hands on approach might be benefi cial. 
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Notes 
1 ADAPT was a European Research Council funded project that investigated the history of 
British broadcasting technology. It ran from 2013 to 2018 and was based at Royal Hol­
loway, University of London.The project received funding under the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, grant agreement no. 323626. 
2 For more information about Steve Harris’s restoration and preservation work see http:// 
www.vintageradio.co.uk/htm/tvprojects2.htm 
3 See http://www.pebblemill.org and https://historyproject.org.uk 
4 See Farquharson, A. (2001) Jeremy Deller:The Battle of Orgreave. Frieze (61). [online]. 
Available from: https://web.archive.org/web/20120429192405/https://frieze.com/issue/ 
review/jeremy_deller. 
5 The project’s website can be accessed at www.adaptTVhistory.org.uk, and the Figshare 
repository at royalholloway.fi gshare.com/ADAPT. 



















How to re-sensitize media historians 
Andreas Fickers and Annie van den Oever 
As Tom Gunning argues: 
Every new technology has a utopian dimension that imagines a future radi­
cally transformed by the implications of the device or practice. The sinking 
of technology into a reified second nature indicates the relative failure of 
this transformation, its fitting back into the established grooves of power 
and exploitation. Herein lays the importance of the cultural archaeology of 
technology, the grasping again of the newness of old technologies. 
(Gunning 2003, 56) 
Newness is a transient phenomenon, a single phase in a longer history. David
Park, Nicholas Jankowski and Steve Jones convincingly argue that the canon of 
media history focuses on the early periods of the histories of media, rather than the 
middle or late periods in their ‘Introduction’ to The Long History of New Media: 
Technology, Historiography, and Contextualizing Newness (2011). There is an obvious 
focus on media history’s ‘constitutive moments’. In a sense, media history “comes 
to us as a kind of prepackaged new media history” (Park et al. 2011). It is indeed 
worth stepping back from this for a moment, as they suggest, to “inquire about 
the role that newness plays in media, and in our histories of the media”. There is 
a series of questions that comes to the fore: the epistemological questions about 
the over focus of media scholars on newness; the theoretical assumptions that guide 
them in this direction; and the critical, historiographical question “where are the 
histories of ‘middle’ and ‘late’ periods for media?” (Park et al. 2011). 
This last question marks a serious problem in the fi eld of media history: there
is a notable gap in media historiographical research. The question then is: why
are the middle and last phases missing? Is this due to a well-known, second prob­
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version of media history? As Andreas Fickers and Anne-Katrin Weber (2015)
argued, on the one hand, “the diachronic perspective incorporates the inherent
danger of producing linear or even teleological narratives, thereby neglecting the
implicit openness of all historical development”; on the other hand, the “syn-
chronic studies are confronted with the danger of overemphasizing the newness
of specific historical events and in messing up the potentiality of history with its
actual manifestations”.
A third and signifi cant problem in the fi eld of media history is that media nov­
elty is both over studied as well as undertheorized: conceptual constancy is lacking. 
The question then is: how to conceptualize the new (and renewal; and the “once 
new”, as Tom Gunning labelled it in 2003). This question is even more pressing at 
this very point in time. Conceptual constancy is needed to elongate and synthesize 
the study of (new) media history. As Benjamin Peters stresses, “a conceptual con­
stancy in the idea of novelty” is badly needed in a world of “torrential technologi­
cal change” which causes “the near-instant obsolescence of studying new media”: 
what is new on one day is obsolete the next (Peters 2009, 25). 
In an attempt to reassess the ‘new’ in the term ‘new media’, Park and a range
of contributors have sought to historicize and contextualize rather than theorize
media newness. Their study reflects on a range of older (standard) studies on
newness in media history by Lisa Gitelman, Carolyn Marvin, and others; they
inspired a number of studies that have deepened the argument that the new and
the novelty phase of media are overvalued in media studies and that an overfocus
on newness is part of a rhetoric of the new in line with the marketing strategies
of the industry institutionally framing new devices as something revolutionary if
not utopian. The ‘rhetoric of newness’ has become such a characteristic feature
of all media discourses that media scholars seem to have a hard time developing
a critical distance from that trope (Fickers 2015). Paying attention to newness
and ‘revolutionary’ developments has resulted in a bias in the fi eld of Media and
Communication Studies, as well as in Science and Technology Studies and in
History of Technology. While processes of technological invention and innova­
tion, as well as phenomena of re-mediation have been analysed in great detail,
phenomena of hybridization, habitualization and routinization have received
much less attention.
In the conclusions to his remarkable article on the ‘new’ in media studies,
Peters (2009, 24–25) argues that it would be good to go against “the bulk of 
media history scholarship to treat only one period (usually the first) that a given 
medium appeared new”. He wonders what a new media history conceptualized 
as a “renewable media history” might look like, suggesting “that the renewable 
quality of media presents a richer yet significantly underdeveloped framework for 
understanding media in history than is widely adopted” (ibid.). Thinking of media 
in terms of their renewability opens up new paths for media historians to look at 
media history, Peters claims: “(new) media history provides a set of lenses, such as 
the five stages of media renewability”. Accordingly, he presents “a fi ve-step cycle 
of new media evolution, from obscurity to obviousness and back again”, arguing 
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that new media can be understood as emerging technologies undergoing a historical 
process of contestation, negotiation, and institutionalization, and that “[t]hese terms are 
meant to suggest ways to think through how media arc from social obscurity to 
invention, innovation, obviousness and obsolescence”. In a similar fashion, Gabri­
ele Balbi has proposed a four-step model, starting with a phase of imitation (when 
the new copies the old); specifi cation (when the new becomes new); reconfi gura­
tion (when the old adapts the new); and, finally, co-existence (when the old and 
the new live together) (Balbi 2015, 231–249). 
These proposals are valuable in several ways: as a reminder to media histori­
ans and historians of technology that – contrary to the industrial and institutional 
rhetoric – histories of media are cyclical rather than linear; as an attempt to refocus 
on such media cycles, and on the middle and last phases thereof, instead of focus­
ing primarily, if not exclusively, on the newness phase; as a pointer at the different 
technical, cultural, legal, economic, and social powers in play in the history of 
media use, powers that need to be studied in their own terms. Instead of reproduc­
ing the evolutionary logic of linear (technical) improvement and enhancement, 
we aim to refocus our attention on the processes of ‘naturalization’ that so often 
fall under the radar of scholarly attention. When we become accustomed to ‘new 
things’, they are interwoven into the fabric of daily life (Nye 2006, 65). Leav­
ing an innovation-centric view behind, we sympathize with David Edgerton’s 
(2006) plea for looking at ‘old’ technologies in terms of their re-uses and alternative 
appropriations by offering a specific perspective that we find to be crucial to the 
understanding of past media practices: that is, the sensorial, perceptual, and expe­
riential dimensions of media use. We want to show their relevance to understand­
ing the individual and collective cultural appropriation and acceptation of media 
technologies. This article is a plea for a sensorial and tacit approach to media history 
aiming at a rethinking and a theorizing of media newness and media cycles from 
the perspective of the user experience. 
Sensorial dimensions in media history 
In the past, in joint as well as in separate papers, panels, and publications, 1 we have 
focused on media use and media experiences to be included in the histories of 
media and technology; our plea was aimed at three specifi c things: 
1.		 To take media objects from the glass cases of museums to help re-sensitize 
the researcher to past media objects and to create an awareness of the senso­
perceptual and tacit traces left by media in practices of use; 
2.		 To take the materiality of media technologies, as well as the sensorial and tacit 
dimensions of media use into account in the writing of the histories of media 
and technology; and 
3.		 To question media history from the perspective of an experimental media 
archaeology by systematically reflecting upon the value and function of hands-
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experiments, from  simulations of practices of media use under the label of an 
experimental media archaeology to playfully recreating media experiences 
by tinkering/thinkering (Huhtamo) with media objects to re-sensitize the 
researcher, and  reenactments to play on the historical imagination. 
In line with our earlier work, we will take the material object – the technological 
device – and, more specifically, the sensorial and experiential dimensions expressed 
in media use as a point of departure for our reflections. Why would the sensorial 
and experiential dimensions of media use be a relevant point of departure for such 
reflections? And, by extension: why would such reflections help to theoretically 
frame media newness? The answer, as we will argue, is that the (media) technolo­
gies used for communication and information purposes work quite differently on 
users than, for instance, technologies of transportation. Media technologies stand 
out amongst the broad range of technologies used by humans, such as trains, aero­
planes, and elevators in as far as media technologies typically use representation as a 
means. As such, they affect users in a very specific way, quite different from trains 
and aeroplanes. Moreover, media technologies stand out among the media such as 
language because of their technical make-up, as Kittler has convincingly argued; for 
this reason, he labelled media technologies, somewhat tautologically as he would 
admit, ‘technical media’ (Winthrop-Young and Van den Oever, 2014). 
We will first discuss the concept of ‘technical media’ to address the question 
of why and how media technologies require special treatment in both media and 
technology research in terms of the traces they leave in representation – with 
considerable implications for the user experience. Then, we will address the ques­
tion as to why the sensorial effects created by technical media would typically be 
accompanied by a distinct experiential dimension and why this would help create 
the famous cyclical effects in the history of media use. Finally, we will discuss the 
implications for media historiographical research. 
The distortive effect of technical media 
In Gramophone, Film, Typewriter (1999), Friedrich Kittler introduced the notion of 
‘technical media’ to discuss the specific material and technical make-up of media 
devices leaving specific traces in media use and needing attention when one stud­
ies (excavates) these processes. There were three main sources of inspiration for 
Kittler to start thinking along these lines: Michel Foucault and his archaeology of 
knowledge; thoughts on media as the message inspired by Marshall McLuhan (and 
Harrold Innis); and Rudolph Arnheim’s studies of early film and visual perception 
from the early 1930s onwards. 
In his first book,  Film as Art (Film als Kunst, 2006 [1932]), Arnheim famously 
discussed a crucial quality of fi lm technologies: technically speaking, they produce 
a representation of the object, which resembles the object represented, yet they 
do so within the limits of the technology used. This particular line of thinking became 
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Gramophone, Film, Typewriter. In Kittler’s words, “(Technical] Media and [techni­
cal] media only fulfill the ‘high standards’ that (according to Rudolf Arnheim) we 
expect from ‘reproductions’ since the invention of photography” (Kittler 1999, 12). 
Here he quotes Arnheim on technical ‘reproductions’: “‘They are not only sup­
posed to resemble the object, but rather guarantee this resemblance by being, as it 
were, a product of the object in question, that is, by being mechanically produced 
by it [. . .]” (Kittler 1999, 12). 
This, Kittler argues, implies a radical difference between ‘technical media’ and 
other communication media such as language. Whereas language operates by way 
of a “symbolic grid” that requires that all data “pass through the bottleneck of the 
signifier” (Kittler 1999, 4, 12), the ‘technical media’ process the  physical effects of 
the real (Winthrop-Young 2011, 59; Winthrop-Young and Van den Oever 2014, 
226–228). 2 
However, that is not all there is to it. Technological media, moreover, “oper­
ate against a background of noise [or blurs] because their data travel along physical 
channels; [. . .] According to Arnheim, that is the price they pay for delivering 
reproductions that are at the same time effects of the reproduced” (Kittler 1999, 
45). Now let us reconsider within this context the Kittlerian dictum that “A repro­
duction [. . .] refers to the bodily real, which of necessity escapes all symbolic grids” 
(Kittler 1999, 12). The problem is that in the process of production of data (to 
stick to Kittler’s words), engineers and other technically oriented experts clearly 
identify the ‘noise’ and ‘blurs’ that are the by-product of the data traveling along 
the physical channels. Furthermore, it is clear that technical teams (e.g. engineers, 
projectionists and broadcasting teams) not only tend to identify such accidental by­
products of the production process as such, but also to propose technical amend­
ments in line with the use of the medium as envisioned from the production/ 
distribution perspective, as documents indicate. 3 
The dynamic unfolding of invention testing/amendment is in itself a very inter­
esting part of the dynamics in the history of technology, as well as the history of 
a medium (Turquety 2014). The user perspective, however, provides a remark­
ably different story. As abundantly shown in reception documents, users may well 
attribute meanings and emotions to traces made by the machine though they 
are made accidentally and without any intention. 4 Viewers respond particularly 
strongly and often even with great excitement to ‘distortions’ in the visual repre­
sentation of animated figures (Van den Oever 2011; 2013).  Distortion is a generic 
term used by Arnheim for all types of (visual) distortions, be it disproportions, 
deviations, enlargement, deformation, decolorization, or fusion. Such distortions 
require attention in the study of media use as they affect users and leave traces in 
the perceptual process (Van den Oever and Tan 2014). From the start, Arnheim 
largely marked the limitations of the technologies as a positive thing. Seen from 
the perspective of the arts and aesthetics, the technical limitations came with a 
potentially huge advantage: expressive power. In the early essays assembled in Film 
as Art (2006 [1932]), Arnheim elaborately discussed the peculiarities created by 
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black-and-white images, 2D, and the numb world of the movies before the inven­
tion of sound in the cinema. Particularly the last feature Arnheim valued: cinema 
being silent as opposed to reality being full of sounds. The cinema’s ‘silence’ almost 
automatically and inevitably moved film into the realm of the arts and aesthetics 
because these ‘unrealities’ (as Arnheim called them) come with the advantage of a 
notable impact on the user experience. They affect viewers. 
Clearly, Arnheim, a perceptual psychologist, mainly focused on the expres­
sivity of the image and the perceptual effects of the unrealities under discussion; 
unlike others, he did not focus as much on the powers unleashed by the machine 
itself. It was Kittler who put this topic of study on the research agenda by coining 
the term ‘technical media’ as part of his archaeology of the media. In addition to 
both Arnheim and Foucault, he developed a focus in research on the material, 
technical traces of media technologies, which needed to be excavated as they 
co-shape ‘the message’ (McLuhan) and the ‘regimes’ (Foucault). In Arnheimian 
terms, they create ‘unrealities’ that have an impact on the perceptual process.
We propose labelling the distortions created by a technical medium technology-
instigated distortions as they constitute interesting aesthetic and perceptual catego­
ries in their own right. 
Technology-instigated distortions 
Technology-instigated distortions are interesting to artists, art historians, and
philosophers of aesthetics – but why would they be of special interest to media 
historians, too? First, we assume that there is a direct connection between the 
technology-instigated distortions produced by novel (mimetic) media and their 
senso-perceptual and experiential impact on users, the so-called novelty experience. 
It is marked by an experience of a notable ‘discontinuity’ in the perceptual process: 
the process is deepened, complicated, and prolonged. Such effects are particularly 
well-known from first-time experiences with novel media (Van den Oever and 
Tan 2014). Psychologists speak about arousal symptoms that habituate. Here, in 
psychology, we find solid ground to theorize media novelty, hence to create the 
conceptual constancy needed for the field of media studies to speak about the ‘new’ 
in media history. Media newness can best be studied from the user perspective in 
terms of arousal symptoms in response to the use of novel (mimetic) media which 
trigger new/unfamiliar technology-instigated distortions which momentarily affect 
the user experience as a result of a discontinuity in the perceptual process. They 
are notable as they affect the user’s (first-time) experience; and media historians 
have access to these because they are marked by users in reception documents (the 
distortions in the representations may be marked as ‘new’ or ‘strange’, etc.; the 
experiences as awesome or amusing or repulsive, etc.). If we know why novelty 
experiences appear (due to novel, technology-instigated distortions in the repre­
sentation of people and things) and if we know how they express themselves in the 
user experience (in the notably deepened, prolonged perceptual process), then the 
question is: why do they disappear? 
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In line with psychological studies, 5 we assume, second, that the arousal symp­
toms disappear due to habituation; that is to say the effects on experience of the
technology-instigated distortions of a novel medium are smoothened in the succes­
sive process of habituation (Van den Oever and Tan 2014). Clearly, the technology-
instigated distortions themselves do not just disappear – unless the technical medium
is technically amended, e.g. by technicians. Interestingly, however, the effects of
these distortions on the user experience do disappear in the process of repetitive
exposure to a medium as perception becomes habitual (media habituation). Repeti­
tive exposure – as is typical for the use of most (communication) media – creates 
so-called habituation effects which render the medium ‘transparent’. That is the 
reason media become ‘second nature’ (Gunning 2003) so quickly and easily. 
Following early perception studies, we assume that habituation/de-habituation 
cycles help constitute the cycles that seem so typical for media use. In “Art as 
Technique”, Viktor Shklovsky spoke about the mechanisms of dehabituation and 
habituation respectively; these two key terms are often translated as de/automatization
and de/familiarization. Though his discussion of these twin mechanisms misses psy­
chological precision, we want to draw additional attention to it as part of our 
reflections on the  experiential dimensions of de-habituation effects – to help research­
ers recognize references to related experiences in reception documents as typical 
for first-time and frequent users of media respectively. We assume that moments 
of so-called de-habituation are put in motion by novel media technologies at their 
moment of introduction; moreover, that such moments typically sensitize users 
to the novel technologies and, at least potentially, make them aware of the mate­
rial, technical, and senso-perceptual make-up of the novel medium at hand. The 
sensitivity to the medium exists only momentarily and vanishes over time in the 
process of habituation. Van den Oever and Tan (2014) proposed calling such
Sensitization Desensitization Cycles. Accordingly, we propose not to speak of De-
habituation Habituation Cycles but, more specifically, of Sensitization Desensi­
tization Cycles. Additionally, we propose to discuss such phenomena as medium 
awareness and medium sensitivity, medium transparency, and media becoming ‘second 
nature’ in terms of such Sensitization Desensitization Cycles or SDCs, that is to say, 
in terms of an increase or decrease in sensitivity to a (technical) medium due to 
fi rst-time or regular exposure to a (mimetic) medium respectively. 
Furthermore, we assume that there is a close relationship between habituation 
effects and the appreciation for and adaptation of media used for communication 
and information purposes. The relationship (as we provisionally call it) requires 
further attention with the help of (media) psychology and perception studies to 
allow for an empirical testing of the habituation hypothesis and the precise effects 
on media users perceptually, cognitively, and emotionally. However, that is not 
the primary focus of our attention here. In line with our argument thus far, we 
assume that there is an interesting relationship between the SDCs as proposed here 
and the media cycles as proposed by Benjamin Peters. We assume that media cycles 
are only partly institutionally driven; and partly by user experiences shaping user 
practices (called ‘user cascades’ by Salehabadi 2016). Correspondingly, we propose 
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a further conceptualization of media newness, with the help of (media) psychol­
ogy to create the conceptual constancy needed to reconstruct not only the story of 
novelty experiences appearing and disappearing, but also the histories of ‘middle’ 
and ‘late’ periods of media as Park and others suggested. 
This brings us to the topic of media researchers being desensitized to the mate­
rial, sensorial, and tacit dimensions of their objects of study. Unsurprisingly, per­
haps, ‘media transparency’ is at the root of most modern media theories as Lambert 
Wiesing (2014) has convincingly shown. Therefore, let us take a closer look at the 
predictable effects of Sensitization Desensitization Cycles on our field of study. 
First of all, we wonder whether new media researchers, sensitized to the ‘new 
media’ of the 1990s, have helped to create an overfocus on newness in the fi eld 
of media studies, if only because novelty experiences may well spur expert users 
no less than amateur users to distinct moments of sharpened medium awareness 
and experiences of awe, wonder, and astonishment, to use Gunning’s favourite terms 
(Gunning 1995; 2003). Second, we wonder about the perhaps more important 
and more lasting effects on media research of routine exposure. The question is 
whether media researchers are not de-sensitized to most media, too, and have lost 
their medium awareness, by and large, just like the amateur users? 
Being desensitized to a medium normally means that the sensitivity to the medium 
vanished as the initial arousal effects wear off due to habituation. This inevitably
leads to a decrease in sensitivity to the distorting powers of the technology, to the 
point of users becoming almost fully insensitive to them. It may almost automati­
cally lead to a point where the material presence of technologies in the perceptual 
process is no longer noted: a quick and swift shift in focus from the medium to the 
mediated becomes not only habitual, but even natural or ‘second nature’. Being 
perceived as “natural” indicates that once the mechanism of habituation enhances 
such a smooth shift in the perceptual process from perceptual input to cognition, 
fully automatic and unnoticed by the percipients, they may altogether stop notic­
ing the ontological difference between say a pipe in reality and one on a photo, 
TV, laptop, smartphone, cinema screen or canvas. This easily leads to an identifi ca­
tion of the represented and the ‘real thing’. As in the Magritte painting, one must 
remind the viewer: Ceci n’est pas une pipe [This is not a pipe] (The radical irony, of 
course, also includes the connotation of this painted pipe as overtly phallic). 
In general, medium unawareness is a predictable and almost inevitable effect of 
habituation. Once media technologies have become second nature, media scholars 
easily lose sight of them. As a result, the special ontological status of the image as 
‘mediated’ is easily overlooked and the technical make-up of the medium may 
simply go unquestioned – even by media scholars. In other words, media research 
does not necessarily benefit from the Sensitization Desensitization Cycles: long 
intervals of medium desensitization may straightforwardly facilitate a dominant 
research focus on the ‘real’ (an overlooking of the medium itself once habitua­
tion has kicked in). This may be referred to as the realist fallacy in media-historical 
research: desensitized to its effects, realists basically leave the medium itself
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an accidental, but a fundamental and structural phenomenon, also in the fi eld of 
media research, and that habituation is the mechanism underlying the phenom­
enon (Van den Oever 2011; 2013). 
The re-sensitization of researchers 
Where does this leave media historians and their attempts to write the histo­
ries of media (technologies)? We assume that doing hands-on experiments with 
media technologies, e.g. in lab situations, helps to reverse the processes of habitu­
ation and de-sensitization. 6 Such experiments help to re-sensitize researchers to the 
effects of media technologies (Fickers and Van den Oever 2014). Experimental 
media archaeology, hands-on, can make historians (at least potentially) aware of 
the material, technical and senso-perceptual make-up of old and obsolete media 
technologies and so-called ‘dead’ media (Hertz and Parikka 2012). As part of a 
cultural archaeology of (media) technology, such an enterprise seems relevant if 
not inevitable. As early cinema historian, Tom Gunning, argues in “Re-Newing 
Old Technologies”, new technologies enter culture(s) charged with a utopian 
envisioning of a future they “radically transformed by the implications of the 
device or practice”. However, he also concludes that the sinking of technology 
into “a reified second nature” indicates the failure, by and large, of the transfor­
mations envisioned: (once) new media end up fitting into, rather than changing, 
the already existing “grooves of power and exploitation”. We need an archaeol­
ogy of technology to grasp again the (lost) newness of old technologies as Gunning 
states (2003, 56). 
On the basis of our own (lab) experiences with colleagues and students, we 
assume that in general researchers can be made much more medium aware and 
medium sensitive, not only to the old/dead media, but also to the traces their use 
left in historical reception documents, among them the cues marking distinct his­
torical user experiences of media newness – mainly awe, wonder, and astonishment, 
in the perception of Gunning (1995; 2003): they provide an ideal background to 
the utopian envisionings in which the launch of novel media can take place. The 
re-sensitization of the researcher may make him/her more sensitive to the expe­
riential, senso-perceptual and tacit dimensions of media use; moreover, it may 
help trigger questions concerning novelty experiences and their (mostly) sudden 
appearance and gradual disappearance as the ebb and flow of media’s (de)habitua­
tion histories. 7 
Hands-on experiments and reenactments as 
a research (and teaching) method 
One possible way of exploring past media practices is to do reenactments or hands-
on experiments with old media devices, which is at the heart of a new approach 
called experimental media archaeology (Fickers and Van den Oever 2014). At the 
heart of this is our proposal to open the vaults and glass cases of museums: to make 
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the device collections available to researchers for experiments, hands-on. 8 Experi­
mental media archaeology not only aims to sensitize researchers but, beyond that, 
to ‘grasp’ media and communication technologies in their concrete materiality and 
tangibility. Grasping is to be understood here as a hermeneutical act in the mean­
ing given to it by Ernst Cassirer (1995): it comprises both the intellectual process 
of comprehending, as well as the sensory-bodily appropriation of getting a grip on 
things. 
In line with Cassirer and others, we want to argue that doing media archaeologi­
cal experiments in this experimental system of knowledge production turns histori­
ans into experimenters who experience the “mangle of practice” (Pickering 1995) 
of “science in action” (Latour and Woolgar 1979). From this experimental practice 
fl ows a series of advantages marked by researchers under a range of different labels: 
“collaborative thinking” (Corrigan 2012); “thinkering” (Huhtamo 2013); “heu­
ristic groping” (Breidbach et al. 2010); or “bricolage” (Rheinberger 2015), taking 
place in a “living laboratory” (Arrigoni 2013), a context that fosters a process of 
“situated learning” (Lave and Wenger 1991) and “learning by doing” (Heering 
and Wittje 2001). Moreover, the careful documentation and self-refl exive analysis 
of such an experimental practice will be greatly beneficial for the fields of media 
archaeology, media history, and material and museum studies (Ludwig and Weber 
2013; Byrne et al. 2011; Csikszentmihalyi 1993). 
We wish to emphasize that doing experiments with old media technologies –
be it with originals or replicas – produces authentic contemporary experiences,
but these (lab) experiences can, in no way, recreate ‘authentic’ historical experi­
ences. As one of the pioneers of sensory history, Mark Smith, has convincingly
argued, we need to carefully distinguish between sensory production and con­
sumption. While it is possible to reproduce a particular sound or image of the
past by using original hardware and software, the way we understand, experi­
ence and ‘consume’ these sounds and images is radically different from the way
in which people interpreted these in the past. “Failure to distinguish between
sensory production (something that can, at least theoretically, be replicated in the
present) and sensory consumption (something that is hostage to the context in
which it was produced) betrays the promise of sensory history”, as Smith argued
(2007, 841).
Doing hands-on experiments with old media technologies also opens up the 
way to a reflexive hermeneutical research practice aimed at reflections on the co­
constructedness of situated knowledge production. Such a practice of reenacting, 
re-staging, re-doing, and re-making in an experimental setting is geared towards rais­
ing the awareness of the participants in the experiment about the functionalities 
ascribed to the materiality of the object (what can and cannot be done with a 
device), as well as the symbolic nature (design, semantics, interfaces). Moreover, 
such a practice facilitates the explication of implicit inventories of knowledge and 
ignorance (knowledge that provides a springboard for action); the creative discon­
certion of available knowledge (education through failure); the refl ective analysis 
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critical reflections of the situational dynamics in the experimental space (between 
the object and the experimenter, as well as between different actors). 
Although authenticity is “a currency and competency standard within the reen­
actor’s history work”, as Stephen Gapps (2009, 398) has put it, the reenactors/ 
experimenters are charmed not by the original, but by its authentic simulation. 
It is the combination of old and new, the playful practice of locating, embody­
ing, and recalling that make reenactments or media archaeological experiments 
an authentic mode of communicative memory practices (Dreschke et al., 2016) 
or, to quote Tilmans, Van Vree and Winter (2010, 7): “Re-enactment is both 
affirmation and renewal. It entails addressing the old, but it also engenders some­
thing new, something we have never seen before. Herein lies the excitement of 
performance, as well as its surprises and its distortions”. Reenactments and experi­
mental approaches open up possibilities that allow history to be unfi nished business 
(Gapps 2009, 207). With a similar appreciation, Simone Venturini (2013) speaks of 
a “handmade environment for using the technology available and the human and 
corporal reclaiming of the technology”. Such ‘aesthetic experimentations’ with 
media devices are described by her as “practical operations on the technology and 
material of a reflective nature”. Interestingly, in his 1977 book Ricognizione della 
semiotica, Emilio Garroni (quoted by Venturini 2013, 202) already typifi ed such 
practical operations as mainly meta-operational activities. 
While the heuristic potential of experimental media archaeology has been out­
lined in detail (Fickers and Van den Oever 2014; Fickers 2015; 2018), the question 
of how to document and ‘translate’ the sensorial experiences and perceptions made 
during such hands-on interactions with past media technologies remains largely 
unexplored. Within the field of ‘sensory studies’ (Howes 2013), anthropological 
and ethnographic approaches have been most explicit in documenting processes 
of embodiment and the plurality of sensory modes of engagement. Most promi­
nently, Sarah Pink has advocated a ‘sensory ethnography’ that experiments with 
multiple media for the registration and communication of cultural facts and prac­
tices (Pink 2009). As a reflexive and experiential process through which under­
standing, knowing, and (academic) knowledge are produced, research on sensory 
perception and reception requires methods that are capable of grasping “the most 
profound type of knowledge [which] is not spoken of at all and thus inaccessible to 
ethnographic observation or interview” (Pink 2009, 4). 
By using audiovisual media to document non-verbal communication, behav­
iour, and emotional reactions of users interacting with media technologies, we 
can try to open up for research and help make explicit the embodied and implicit 
forms of knowledge invested in past media usages. Sound and video recordings 
can work as analytical instruments to document the tacit knowledge of our hands, 
bodies, eyes, and ears when operating media devices; such recordings help us to 
grasp the complex and subtle human–machine relations as social interactions in 
situations of media consumption or use. In the exposure to the aesthetic and per-
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historians to their own embodiedness and enhance their awareness of the limita­
tions of speech and written language as primary modes of knowledge production 
(Serres 2008). Capturing and documenting these embodied forms of implicit or 
tacit knowledge enables researchers to make explicit what the experimental histo­
rian of science Otto Sibum has described as “gestisches Wissen” – skilled knowledge
(Sibum 1998, 154). Reflecting on his hands-on simulations of 16mm fi lm edit­
ing, John Ellis emphasized the limits of using linguistic/textual representations as 
the most adequate technique for describing implicit forms of expertise or techni­
cal skills: “Verbal analysis can go some way to explicating the details, but in the 
end this is hands-on history where information has to be experienced as well as 
written . . . or, at least, has to be read audiovisually” (Ellis 2015). 
But what will such audiovisual representations tell us about the experiences 
of the experimenters/reenactors? Will they enable us to get closer to their senso­
rial perceptions, emotions or performative pleasures when interacting with old 
or replicated media technologies? Hardly so. Sure, a trained video or sound ana­
lyst (or experienced ‘sensory ethnographer’) might be able to detect specifi c ges­
tures or emotional reactions, to map the spatial setting and situatedness of the 
human–machine interactions as well as the social interactions during the hands-
on experiments that can help to qualify a reenactment as contemporary historical 
performance. However, in terms of interpretative evidence, such documentation 
remains somewhat speculative, unless used as a guide to our own encounters with 
these technologies. Much more important, it seems, is the added heuristic and meta­
refl ective value of doing hands-on experiments (and additionally document them 
audiovisually): to deconstruct the myth of authentic historical experience, more­
over, to turn the inherent contradiction of any such endeavour into a purposefully 
distortive intellectual experience full of creative uncertainty. 
Epilogue: some remarks on authenticity, 
distortion, and the art of failure 
Instead of reproducing canonical master narratives of moments of ‘media newness’ 
based on discourse analysis of textual, sonic or visual representations of the past, 
the hands-on experiments with old media devices or replicas we propose aim, fi rst 
of all, at re-sensitizing researchers and at the human and corporal reclaiming of 
technology (Venturini, 2013). It means a regaining of a keen, corporal sensitiv­
ity to the senso-perceptual, tacit, and experiential dimensions present in practices 
of media devices, a sensitivity researchers predictably lost in their routine use of 
media technologies. Second, we aim to nurture a heuristic and meta-refl ective 
attitude towards user practices – including an awareness of the fact that making 
things work (as they should) is most likely to be an experience of failure, break­
down, and disappointment rather than one of immersion, habituation, and routin­
ized pleasure. While our appropriation and use of media technologies – especially 
since the emergence of so-called consumer electronics since the 1960s – can be 
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negatively characterized by some as an ‘inflation of things’ (“Dinginfl ation”, Heßler, 
2013), which have invaded our domestic and public spaces, the positive experience 
of some new media practices in the mechanical and electro-mechanical era, to 
some others, is the exposure to extensive intervals of tinkering, learning and, most 
importantly, repair and maintenance (Krebs, Schabacher and Weber 2018). In 
other words, habituation and routine use as dominant modes of media consump­
tion are the result of a “ready to use” consumption habit (closely tied to a “ready 
to throw-away” culture in case of dysfunction), whereas the exposure to ever-new 
media invites de-habituation and a re-sensitization to (modes of) media use much 
appreciated by (new) media researchers. 
Putting our hands, bodies, and brains to experiments with old media tech­
nologies will, inevitably, resensitize us to the fact that user manuals, do-it-yourself 
handbooks for operators, not to mention advertisements, have little to do with past 
or present realities of media usage. Just as the act of turning a messy and lengthy 
process of scientific experimentation into a publication must be interpreted as the 
first step in a process of canonization of knowledge (carefully subordinating the 
vitality of the experimentation process to a linear logic of reasoning and concep­
tual consistency; Rieß 1998), instruction books and leaflets accompanying media 
devices clearly represent idealized situations of use that have little in common with 
actual practices of appropriation and use. 
For experimenters, the problem with experiments is that they rarely work 
according to plan, if they work at all. For historians, the problem with exper­
iments is that scientists’ accounts of them naturally reflect the plan or the 
fi nished product, rather than actual practice. 
(Gooding 1989, 64) 
What is true for experiments in science is certainly true for the less codifi ed and 
structured spaces of experimental media archaeology. The “art of failure” (Aasman 
2014) is probably one of the most important learning experiences in this heuristic 
practice. In his thought-provoking essay “Rethinking Repair”, Steven Jackson 
(2014) pleas for a “broken world thinking” that focuses on moments of break­
down, maintenance, and repair instead of privileging moments of initial encounter 
and general predilections for the new. In re-orienting our attention to the history 
of “an aftermath, growing at the margins, breakpoints, and interstices of com­
plex sociotechnical systems as they crack, flex, and bend their way through time” 
(ibid., 223), Jackson (ibid., 234) argues that we might be able to redirect our gaze 
from moments of production to moments of sustainability and “the myriad forms 
of activity by which the shape, standing, and meaning of objects in the world is 
produced and sustained – a feature especially valuable in a field too often occupied 
with the shock of the new”. Building replicas, taking precious devices from their 
glass cases, and experimenting with originals will help to dehabituate media histo­
rians from their fixation on media newness and authenticity; to produce creative 
distortions in a field dominated by canonical narratives of technological inven­
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newness); and, lastly, to value the surprisingly capricious and quirky (de)habitua­
tion histories so typical of the experiences of past media practices. 
Notes 
1 As in our earlier articles written together, our names are presented in a simple alphabeti­
cal order. Fickers mainly contributed to the historiographical reflections;Van den Oever 
mainly contributed to the theoretical reflections. Here too, we draw from earlier, joint 
work (Fickers and Van den Oever 2014; 2018). Moreover, both of us draw from parts of 
our past research projects and publications;Van den Oever draws, in particular, from her 
work on distortions in the representation of figures leaping into the grotesque and the 
effects on viewers, published in  Image & Text and in Leonardo in 2011 and 2013 respectively; 
and a research project she prepared with Ed Tan (in 2014) on sensitization desensitization 
cycles. Andreas Fickers builds on his research in the framework of the history of home 
movie film making (with Jo Wachelder, Susan Aasman, Tim van der Heijden and Tom 
Slootweg), stereophonic recording technologies (with Stefan Krebs) and transnational tel­
evision transmissions (with Andy O’Dwyer). 
2 Geoffrey Winthrop-Young is Kittler’s most solid bridge between the German and English-
speaking world.Winthrop-Young translated parts of Kittler’s work, originally written in 
German, into English and wrote illusive introductions to his work, clarifying in passing 
Kittler’s complex relations to Foucault, McLuhan, Arnheim, and others (see Winthrop-
Young 1999); with ironic precision,Winthrop-Young characterizes and clarifi es Kittler’s 
cryptic terminology and provocative phrasings (see Winthrop-Young 2011); see also our 
dialogue on Kittler and Arnheim (among other things): Winthrop-Young and Van den 
Oever 2014. 
3 There are many examples (e.g., the amendments discussed by David Bordwell in his  Poetics 
of Cinema from 2007), but in this article we mainly restrict ourselves to some references to 
Tsivian (1994), to be discussed below and in note 4. 
4 Remarkable examples have been excavated in an exemplary way by Yuri Tsivian in his 
illusive study of  Early Cinema in Russia and Its Cultural Reception (1994). This study has 
inspired research in this field ever since. Today, many good examples are to be found 
in the phase of very early cinema and many particularly interesting discussions are to 
be found in the field of early cinema studies, a classic being the debates concerning 
Maxim Gorky’s response to a Lumière “filmshow” in 1996: “Last Night I was in the 
Kingdom of Shadows”; for the full text, see: https://www.mcsweeneys.net/articles/ 
contest-winner-36-black-and-white-and-in-color. 
5 Habituation is defined in standard studies as a dissipitation of a target-psychological 
response, e.g. psychophysiological activation at the presentation of a novel stimulus due to 
repeated exposure only; see Thompson and Spencer 1966. 
6 In his 2003 article,Tom Gunning speaks of reversing the cycle of wonder. 
7 There are signals that not all the novelty/arousal symptoms (fully) disappear due to habitu­
ation, for example, the question is whether the arousal effects triggered by the famously 
huge IMAX screens positioned above the seated cinema audience who is made to look up 
at them disappear: though the impact of the screens on experience is clearly designed by 
IMAX technicians to not fully disappear, the effects seem to be diminishing gradually.This 
is just one among many examples where further research is needed to explain the effects of 
habituation and user appreciation and acceptation (Van den Oever and Tan 2014). 
8 For a range of examples and a further explication of the strategy, see also the “Introduc­
tion” by Fossati and Van den Oever to  Exposing the Film Apparatus (2016, 13–43) and the 
examples provided by 29 authors in each of the successive 29 chapters. See also the his­
torical, hands-on work done by BBC teams under the supervision of John Ellis and his 
research team studying the BBC television production practices of the 1960s: John Ellis, 
“16 mm Film Editing. Using Filmed Simulation as a Hands-on Approach to TV History”, 
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Rephotography and historical images 
Mary Agnes Krell 
This chapter is borne of days walking the streets of St Malo, stacks of photographs 
in our arms as we looked for traces of the past in buildings and streets. It attempts 
to articulate multiple sites of encounter in the viewing and, crucially, making of 
a rephotographic image. While there has been some scholarly exploration of the 
nature of rephotographic images and the promise they offer viewers, far less has 
been written about the photographic acts involved and the new knowledges that 
might emerge from those. The ghosts in the title refer simultaneously to the origi­
nal photographers and to the people and places who have disappeared from the 
spaces and places we inhabit. 
On Lee Miller 
Lee Miller was the first female photographer to enter Normandy with troops during
the Second World War. She was working in a freelance capacity for Vogue magazine
in England during that time. She was also one of a small number of female photog­
raphers officially accredited by the Allies. Miller was an American expat and was
therefore able to obtain permission to work as an actual war correspondent, making
her the first woman to write and photograph her own stories from that time. In her
capacity as a reporter for Vogue she produced a series of reports on her experiences.
For each, she provided the magazine with photographs and her own written accounts
of activities. Not long after returning from the war, those images, notes and ephemera
were boxed and placed in an attic only to be rediscovered decades later by her son.
This chapter emerges from a project exploring those materials and focusing on 
Miller’s own words, images and marginalia. She was a photographer and author 
whose life was often framed through her proximity to famous men with whom she 
lived, worked and loved. She is sometimes included in discussions of surrealist art 
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FIGURE 5.1 Screenshot from the project,‘Traces of Lee Miller: Echoes from St. Malo’. 
and associated with many famous individuals from the period. Such a narrow read­
ing of her life and work is problematic. For that reason, the project at the core of 
this article consciously focused on her own work, and not her work with Man Ray 
or her collaborations with her husband Roland Penrose and others. 
Miller’s war photography presents a unique and personal account of war. It war­
rants further study and, as such, we chose to focus on her time in St Malo in Nor­
mandy, the place at which she first saw battle, to begin our work. Miller was sent 
to St Malo but, as a result of misinformation, arrived not after but in the midst of 
the city’s siege. Women were not supposed to see combat but Miller landed at the 
heart of it. During the following week or so her life and her photographic practice 
would change significantly. This period in Miller’s life, and – I would argue – this 
very moment in St Malo changed her work from the somewhat surrealist (almost 
playful) early images to darker and more complex material. 
In light of those experiences and that notional moment of transition, we pro­
duced a project with rephotography at its core. Alongside the rephotographs is a 
wide range of materials including Miller’s contact sheets, captions, personal notes 
and the original manuscript as submitted to her editor at Vogue, Audrey Withers. 
We also included the revised manuscript (as printed) and interviews with war 
survivors, one of whom was actually a French soldier in one of Miller’s photos. In 
writing about her work from this time, McLoughlin describes how Miller’s writ­
ings, “provide pointers missing from her photographs” (McLoughlin 2010). In our 
project, we presented the user with a range of visual, textual and interactive objects 
which, together, create a series of possibilities for exploring and constructing read­
ings of Miller’s work and life. 
On rephotography 
Rephotography is a practice that offers novel opportunities for engagement with 
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photography” in the fields of geology and anthropology or referred to as “then 
and now images” in contemporary press. The rephotographic method has become 
a tool used to study change in communities, landscapes and built environments. 
In this chapter, both the creation and reception of rephotography are of inter­
est. Rephotographic images, when discussed, are often described in terms of how 
a viewer responds to the images presented. Much has been said about how one 
might interpret rephotographic material and the possibilities afforded by interact­
ing with work that simultaneously contains both a notional past and a present. 
While that simultaneous present and the various readings afforded are touched 
on in this chapter, it is the rephotographic act – that of making a rephotographic 
image – that bears more consideration. 
The act of making a rephotograph 
Rephotographic practice is, in many ways, doubly hands on. It is, at the point of 
creation, an act of physically reenacting the moment of taking a picture belonging 
to someone else and of conjoining the two in a single final form. The rephotogra­
pher is responsible for undertaking research to determine the precise location and 
framing of the original in order to create the new image and layering the two. This 
merging of images can lead to the creation of work which evokes strong reactions. 
It is described by Kalin in his work on memory and rephotography as, “a style of 
engagement with the past, a visual style and aesthetic, that reorients the time and 
place of memory” (Kalin 2013, 172). 
In an interview about the act of rephotography Mark Klett, founder of the 
Rephotographic Survey Project (RSP), describes the act of creating rephoto­
graphic images as one which “increased our ability to visualize space and time rela­
tionships”. (Rothman and Klett 2011). Klett’s project included restaging images 
originally shot by land surveyors in late nineteenth century North America, more 
than one hundred years after they were originally made. Having trained as a geolo­
gist, Klett’s work began largely with landscape images but has expanded in recent 
decades to include urban environments and other subjects. Cultural historian 
Rebecca Solnit accompanied Klett during the process of making rephotographs of 
work by Eadweard Muybridge and others in Yosemite. She describes the feelings 
she experienced as a result of taking part in those acts of creation by saying that 
afterward each place had imprinted on me – it wasn’t that I could recall the 
place with some sort of photographic accuracy, but that it had become part 
of me, that when I thought of it there was a definite feeling, not an image of 
place but a sense of place. 
(Solnit 2004) 
Solnit’s articulation of feeling a sense of place is eerily similar to the ways that 
members of my own team described their experience of rephotographing Lee 
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larger than the image that was taken there suggests that the creators of the repho­
tographic image were having the same kind of experience as the viewers. Both 
seem to be engaging in some kind of temporal drift where the real and imagined 
places exist simultaneously. Later in this chapter, I will return to exploring the act 
of rephotographing Lee Miller’s work in St Malo and this notion of place. That 
project employed interactive rephotography. There are, however, many ways of 
presenting rephotographic material. The primary forms of rephotographic practice 
one might encounter are touched upon below. 
Types of rephotography 
Standard formats for presenting rephotographic work have emerged over the past 
few decades. They range from the wholly static side-by-side images to fully inter­
active overlays, with a range of styles in between. The most common of these 
formats and their differing qualities are described below. 
Side-by-side 
Side-by-side presentation is a comparative style of repeat photography in which 
the original image and contemporary image are, as described, placed side by side. 
While both images are visible, viewers can only focus on one at a time when look­
ing at an image in any great detail. This format is the one commonly employed in 
geographic studies and has been used for decades as a tool to measure change within 
landscapes. This is perhaps the most common format for presenting rephotography. 
Embedded 
An increasingly popular method for presenting rephotographic material is that of 
holding an historic image up in front of a contemporary place so that both can 
be photographed together. This can be seen commonly in the “Looking Into the 
Past” Flickr group. This style, like the split style, shows past and present within the 
same frame. A crucial difference is that the older image actually hides or masks part 
of the newer. While this style is aesthetically pleasing, it is also problematic in the 
way that the past effectively obliterates the present. 
Split 
Another common form for the presentation of rephotographic images is the split 
image showing past and present on either side of a vertical axis within the same 
frame. These can be presented as static or interactive images with the most com­
mon being to present the image with a static split. Some forms of split rephotog­
raphy contain degrees of photo manipulation and interactivity described below. 
A variation on the split image is the selective inclusion of elements of the 
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rendered in black and white but without significant borders or other lines around 
them. It is implied that the photo-manipulation in these images is used only to 
draw and soften the boundaries between the two but that the contents of both 
original and newer image remain intact. 1 
Interactive split
An increasingly popular format for presenting rephotography is the interactive split 
model. In this, a vertical line in the image can be dragged to the left and right, 
changing the point at which the old image and new image meet. The National 
Park Service has produced the Klondike Gold Rush project in which this method 
is used to present rephotographic images. Though interactive split images allow 
increasingly active engagement on the part of the viewer, they still struggle from 
the problem that only part of each image is visible at any one time. 
Interactive overlay 
The most interactive format for presenting rephotography sees the images overlaid 
and includes an interface for users to fade back and forth between the two, either 
by scrolling left and right or through some other means of interactivity such as the 
use of a touchscreen or other interface. The interactive overlay allows viewers to 
see both the original and the rephotographic images simultaneously fading into and 
emerging from another. It is this format that we employed in Traces of Lee Miller
and it can also be seen in David Levene’s project The American Civil War Then and 
Now (Levene 2015). This interactive overlay allows a viewer to actively interact, 
giving her the freedom to reconfigure material within a frame exploring new forms 
of both content and meaning-making. This format gives the viewer an opportunity 
to engage with the relationship between space and time in much the same way as 
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Klett described when discussing the act of actually creating rephotographs. It is this 
form of rephotography that often leads viewers to describe the presence of ghosts 
or to talk of a kind of daydreaming or temporal drift taking place as they interact 
with the images. It is these type of interactive rephotographic images that I wish to 
discuss in the most detail. 
Tracing footsteps 
This chapter builds upon my previous work, including Traces of Lee Miller: Echoes 
from St Malo, a rephotographic project that focused on Miller’s photos of and expe­
rience in St Malo during the Second World War. While not my only rephoto­
graphic project it was the most expansive and it saw the largest number of people 
interacting with it around the world. It was produced as a DVD available for 
purchase and was also shown around the world including alongside an exhibition 
of Miller’s work at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, as part of a tour­
ing exhibition in New Zealand and Australia, and as part of an exhibition entitled 
Curating Knowledge in England. 
Creating rephotographic images requires careful planning and close study of 
the original materials. Rephotographers must analyse images for the visual cues 
provided by buildings and other environmental elements. Architectural details and 
pronounced features of the landscape in an original can be used to help determine 
the point from which to take the rephotographic image. In studying Miller’s mate­
rial from St Malo, change (and specifically, the destruction and later reconstruc­
tion of the city after the War) presented serious challenges. In developing our 
project, we devised an interface that included access to Miller’s original images 
alongside a range of relevant materials. These included her contact sheets which 
provided context and her own commentary on the images. Other items of hers 
including maps and her own handwritten notes were also available to users. The 
project was navigable via multiple pathways each with its own interface. One was a 
simple timeline allowing people to explore the rephotographs and related materials 
chronologically. The other was a map showing the location of each image set. The 
final pathway was presented as a series of themes that emerged from studying the 
material as a whole. They included topics such as everyday life in war, the experi­
ences of soldiers, the act of being a journalist and the challenges of actual physical 
movement. Users could explore the rephotographs along thematic lines. 
Each element of the project’s interface was driven by what we learned in the 
process of rephotographing Miller’s work. The act of creating the rephotographs 
forced us to study Miller’s images and associated writings closely and to follow in 
her footsteps as we recreated them. While we expected the process to reveal details 
about how the world, and specifically the built environment, changed, we were 
surprised at the other things we learned about the spaces we inhabited. We learned 
that the framing of the original image, when recreated at the location in which she 
stood to take it, told us rather a lot about the original photographer. As we retraced 
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we began to see her stance change. As she experienced the war in St Malo, Miller 
seemed to hold her camera differently. Through physical positioning a kind of 
embodied knowledge began to emerge from the rephotographic act. 
What we learned about the act of rephotography through the process of staking 
out and re-shooting each of the images from Miller’s time in St Malo was that the 
movements of the photographer and the framing of the images themselves told a 
story. Having arrived in St Malo amid active combat, Miller’s photographic pro­
cess was affected by the space around her. As she spent more time in the war-torn 
town, her images were shot from increasingly lower points of view, suggesting 
that perhaps she was shooting from a tenser or less visible space. The focal points 
within the images varied, and contact sheets revealed that the images were shot 
rapidly and often in a way that suggested a photographer on the move. The images 
Miller chose to shoot in the spaces between locations, perhaps en route from one 
to another, suggest her path through the city and the encounters she might have 
had. These paths, as retraced when creating the rephotographs, show surprising 
patterns of movement which, when considered alongside her own notes from the 
period, highlighted Miller’s concerns. She often commented on how the details 
of everyday life became complicated and regularly used her camera to capture 
them. The life of the GI himself and the notional everyday nature of his existence 
emerged as an analogous but different concern. She followed people, looking not 
for large moments of conflict but for the moments of pause, of rest: lingering in 
an archway to look at the light; resting on the stoop outside of a building; sitting 
quietly at a desk lost in thought. 
Traces of Lee Miller utilizes rephotography to highlight the impermanence of 
the world we inhabit. A viewer’s presence causes the images to merge and fade. 
By being there, viewers cause the images to retreat into one another. Their very 
presence interacting with the work creates instability within the frame of the 
image. The project itself includes a large number of interactive rephotographs of 
Miller’s work as well as hundreds of images of her own notes, contact sheets and 
other ephemera from that time. When creating the project, we chose to build 
it around rephotography as the form offered both artists and viewers the oppor­
tunity to come to new understandings about that period in Miller’s life through 
the reframing and recontextualization rephotography allows. The project allowed 
users direct engagement with Miller’s work whilst navigating existing and new 
narratives emerging from it. 
Participation and exchange: the rephotographic impulse 
There has been much debate about how the digital age is reshaping photography. 
While it may be simpler to accept more pessimistic views regarding changes in both 
the material form and reception of photography, digital media also brings with it a 
distinct potential for expanding photographic practices. The act of creating repho­
tography could be seen as an example of a kind of expanded photographic practice 
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In his introduction to The Art of Participation exhibition at the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art, Rudolf Frieling highlights the importance of systems of 
exchange between artist and viewer. While these are relationships we rehearse in 
various ways across media, his comments bear consideration. Frieling asks whether 
“new modes of communicating and distributing information change a museum’s 
policies and attitudes” (Frieling 2008). While we are not exploring curatorial prac­
tice, his comments remain relevant precisely because he highlights the nature of 
certain exchanges between creators and audiences that can be seen across rephoto­
graphic practice. Frieling suggests that “the process of mutual exchange between 
visitors, users, artists, curators, and collectors is essential” (Frieling 2008). 
It is that process of mutual exchange that we see in the rephotographic image – 
not least because these images are built on an assumption that viewers are encour­
aged to interact with them literally or imaginatively, leading to a consideration
of the effects of change. In rephotographic practice the original photographer,
rephotographer, viewer and other members of the team involved in the project
engage in a kind of mutual exchange as they engage with the creation and view­
ing of images that hold multiple simultaneous moments of the present. That
strategy of considering the exchange informed the process of creating Traces of
Lee Miller.
The roles of the rephotographer and the viewer are separate, and, for each, dis­
tinct discoveries can be made. In the case of the rephotographer, the act of retrac­
ing the footsteps of the original photographer and of recreating the framing can 
lead to an understanding of, among other things, the space she occupied. For the 
viewer encountering a rephotograph, there is much to be learned about what has 
changed between the two images both in terms of what has gone but also in terms 
of what is new. In images where people or buildings are present, the viewer may 
find herself wanting to know more about who or what has disappeared or emerged 
within the images. The rephotographer chases the ghost of the photographer while 
the viewer chases those who may or may not have come before. 
While rephotography has its roots in the landscape images of geological study, 
the choice of image and the distance in time between the original and its repho­
tograph can reveal a range of different types of knowledge. In urban spaces or 
war-torn regions where much has occurred, details emerge that speak largely to 
absence, change and decay. In geological contexts, when rephotographing land­
scapes that change more slowly over time, the information revealed within the 
image may show small changes which relate to more significant events. In both 
instances, the possibility of knowledge discovery exists for both the photographer 
and the viewer as each is forced to contend with the changing spaces in which 
the image is taken and with the actual change which emerges within the frame 
between the two images. In his writings about rephotography as encountered by 
viewers, Kalin proposes a kind of ghostly ontology or hauntology inside of which 
the multiple times and places represented in the images coexist and are complicated 
by our own present readings of them. He suggests a kind of becoming or an emer­
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of engagement with memory that disrupts the linear flow of time by circulating 
and accumulating many times and places” (Kalin 2013, 177). 
These multiple possible readings of rephotographs that engage with memory 
and can be disruptive present interesting challenges when considering the indexi­
cality of the image. Doane (2007) directly addresses the tendency, in a digital era, 
to highlight the problematic state with photography. She explores how the wholly 
digital image, lacking in its chemical processes, is difficult to locate in a specifi c 
time or place in the same way as a more traditionally produced photograph could 
be seen to have come into being in the moment it was taken, therefore linking 
it to the moment of its creation. Through her work, however, she arrives at a 
suggestion that in many ways describes the state of rephotography. It effectively 
privileges the materiality of the photochemically produced image over the ephem­
erality of the digital image. She suggests that the former offers a promise that, “is 
that of touching the real” (Doane 2007). In rephotography, however, the act of 
constructing a rephotograph itself creates an interaction between the notional real 
and the digital which could be seen in some ways as touching the real. 
When deriving meaning from context we are activating a kind of indexicality. 
Consequently, it becomes useful to consider the rephotographic act as an indexical 
statement. Rephotography is unique in its insistence that the audience simultane­
ously read multiple images as one. It could be described as polysemic in the way 
that rephotographs encourage close readings which invite viewers to engage in 
multiple simultaneous readings. In her work on rephotography and witness, Miles 
describes how the past and present converge, describing how “rephotographs chal­
lenge historical distanciation” because “the ‘then’ of past and the ‘now’ of the 
present become entangled with one another” (Miles 2016, 65). 
Encounters and disappearances 
I regularly create opportunities for viewers of my work to share their experiences. 
As my work has toured the world, people have regularly reported feeling as if 
they’d seen ghosts, or that interacting with the rephotographs had caused them 
to “daydream” or “think about what was missing”. Rephotographic practice cre­
ates the conditions for that kind of temporal drift that often leads users to express 
feelings of nostalgia. They repeatedly asked questions about what happened to the 
children playing on the tanks in the middle of a road within a picture from the Sec­
ond World War. They wondered why once-bustling streets now seemed empty. 
In an image taken within a hotel that served as a command point, they often spent 
signifi cant time watching the soldiers appear and disappear within the images. 
In observing people interacting with the images, we would regularly see them 
slowly explore what has changed in each. The amount of time spent on each image 
was longer than we anticipated in nearly every instance. After interacting with the 
rephotographs, people seemed eager to talk about their experience and to wonder 
aloud about disappearances. They often commented on the changes they have 
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FIGURE 5.3 An image from the project  Traces of Lee Miller: Echoes from St. Malo. 
In the same way that Miles describes an entangled then and now in her writing 
about rephotography, viewers seem to articulate a space where then, now and 
the personal become entangled. As Solnit described the way that the place of the 
rephotographic act imprinted on her, one could argue that the moment of actively 
interacting with rephotographs had a similar effect on viewers. 
In the early twenty-first century, rephotography has become increasingly popu­
lar. Once a tool used largely by geologists, photographers and artists, the practice 
of creating repeat photographs has become more widespread. Through a combina­
tion of the rise of web-based sites where people share their images and institutions 
including newspapers and museums producing rephotographic projects, they have 
become more visible in a number of areas. Writing about the work of Argentinian 
photographer, Gustavo Germono, Miles suggests that this trend represents acts of 
reconciliation. “Rephotography has become a particularly popular trend in recent 
years, as amateurs and professional alike seek to represent change in their personal 
lives and environments, and reconcile an aspect of the past and with the present” 
(Miles 2016, 54). In the Appendix to this chapter, a number of rephotographic 
projects are described. They represent a range of work spanning the personal, the 
geographical and the historical. The projects employ a range of practices discussed 
here and offer the potential for further engagement. 
Conclusion 
Rephotography provides unique opportunities for discovery to both photogra­
phers and audiences. The simultaneous reading of multiple images necessitated by 
rephotography creates the condition for audience members to construct meaning 
from a range of possibilities. Current writing about rephotography has tended to 
focus upon the experiences of viewers as they engage with the images, highlighting 
the ways in which they interpret the work. Few, however, have explored what can 
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Rephotographic practices are by their very nature ‘hands on’. In making them 
we combine the ‘then’ of the original image with the ‘now’ of the rephotograph to 
create new work. By using rephotographic practices, we might gain new insights 
into the images, their creators and the spaces in which they were taken. As we 
discovered when creating Traces of Lee Miller: Echoes from St Malo, the embodied 
practice of retracing the steps of the original photographer and of recreating the 
framing of the original image lead to new insights about the work and its wider 
context. When shared with audiences, those insights could open even more pos­
sibilities when interacting with the work. In creating and interacting with repho­
tographs, we occupy a space between the moments of the original image and its 
rephotograph. In it we find disappearances, appearances and change. In that space 
the distance between then and now is different, and in that difference I believe 
there are still discoveries to be made. 
Appendix 
The American Civil War Then and Now 
David Levene’s project rephotographing American Civil War sites in 2015. 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/ng-interactive/2015/jun/22/ 
american-civil-war-photography-interactive 
The Desert Laboratory Repeat Photography Project 
Perhaps the largest collection of its kind in the world, these images are created to 
help researchers understand the effects of changes in climate and land use in deserts 
across the world. 
https://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2007/3046/fs2007-3046.pdf 
Exploring Land Cover Change Through Repeat Photography 
A project cosponsored by the University of Alaska and the National Parks Service, 
it is similar to other repeat photography projects and it also encourages citizen sci­
entists to get involved in documenting landscape changes in the Denali National 
Park and Preserve. 
http://denalirepeatphotos.uaf.edu/ 
Klondike Gold Rush: Capturing a Century of Natural 
Resource Change Through Repeat Photography 
In this project, repeat photography is used to show change in a national park.
The interesting or novel thing about this is that is used the more contemporary
central slider allowing people to position the point of distinction between the
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between past and present back and forth. These can be seen in the National Parks
Service Klondike website.
https://www.nps.gov/klgo/learn/nature/repeatphotography.htm 
The Repeat Photography Project 
A United States Geological Service project that uses rephotography to showcase 
forestry-related sequences of images. 
http://www.repeatphotography.org/intro/ 
Thomas P. Peschak 
Peschak, a National Geographic photographer, uses rephotographic practices to 
highlight environmental change. 
https://www.worldpressphoto.org/collection/photo/2018/environment/ 
thomas-p-peschak 
Vincent Zénon Rigaud 
Rigaud has produced a wide range of rephotographic images showing past and 
present, often with a central blurred line between the two. 
http://vincentzenon.com/rephotography-repeat-photography 
Note 
1 For an example of the selective static split technique, see Danielle Cadet’s  Huffi ngton Post
article about ‘then and now’ images of significant moments in American history (Cadet, 
2014). 
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The anthotype as a call for action 
Kristof Vrancken 
The online digital photo archive grows daily at an increasing pace. Contributing 
to the digital visual overload are not only the thousands of selfies or hundreds of 
sunsets that are uploaded every second, but also the automated images created 
by security cameras, satellites, and Google Streetview. Almost every moment and 
street corner is digitally captured, documented, and shared (Shore 2014, 7–11). 
This digital hyper-documented world raises a question: how can photography still 
be useful and how can an image maker can bring his or her message across? 
Disciplines like photography and film attempt to respond to this digital domi­
nance, and are experiencing a growing suspicion of the digital process. It cannot be 
denied that the digital revolution is a tremendous step forward in terms of speed, 
quality, and convenience. It has changed our way of seeing, thinking, and acting 
enormously, but now that digital technology has become so firmly embedded in 
our lives it is perhaps time to consider what we have lost. 
This sense of loss is acknowledged by a recently established group of artists, 
photographers, and filmmakers, whom Jonathan Openshaw describes as post-
digital artisans (2015, 7–9). They use digital technology, but also fall back on 
old techniques and examine how they can combine these to arrive at a new and 
modern version of the profession. They are looking for something that digital 
technology cannot offer, namely tactility and authenticity: the feel of the material, 
the experience, the magical moment when craftsmanship and non-reproducibility 
develop something unique. This is not so much a nostalgic vision of history as a 
critical stance towards the digital era. 
Regarding photography from this perspective made me doubt the evidence 
of my own predominantly digital work process and prompted me to look for 
alternatives. I have experienced the transition from analogue to digital person­
ally during my studies. I therefore see myself as part of what Openshaw calls the 













92 Kristof Vrancken 
image makers, I combine different styles, methods, and media: photographing with 
analogue large and medium format cameras, developing negatives with alternative 
methods, scanning, experimenting with emulsions, old procedures, 360° record­
ing techniques, video, digital image recordings, and processing. This opens up a 
range of possibilities, both on a technical and a content level. I feel that an image 
maker today must almost necessarily examine cross-disciplinary methods in order 
to revive photography and make it useful again. These experiments strengthen the 
message of the photographic image to communicate in an innovative visual way 
that prevents the image from sinking away into the everyday, fleeting, visual digital 
mush (Shore 2014). 
Dark ecology 
In an online world in which truths and untruths are intertwined, in which
main affairs and additional ones cannot be separated and in which the fi ght for
attention usually is more important than the message, it is difficult to reach a mass
audience (Rushkoff 2015). There are, however, stories that require our supreme
attention. One story that urgently needs to be told and retold, is that of the
human era, or how humanity became a geological force. How we increasingly
pressured the earth and nature and how we therefore urgently need to rede­
fine our thinking and acting to keep the planet liveable for future generations
(Bonneuil and Frezoz 2017).
In contemporary academic literature this story is usually referred to as the 
Anthropocene or the Capitalocene. The discussion about which terminology 
is most suitable, and what the starting point of this era would be, is ongoing 
(Haraway 2016; Moore 2016). Apart from this theoretical discourse we should 
however be afraid of the consequences and weirdness of climate change, writes 
Timothy Morton in his book Dark Ecology (2016). We should be standing on 
the barricades to call for structural action to limit the unforeseen effects of the 
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destruction of ecosystems, mass extension, and growing social inequality. All 
too often, however, we click away and continue to lead our lives as if nothing 
is going on and the cited problems will resolve themselves. Proponents of the 
Degrowth movement have been urging for some time now for a gradual transition 
toward a reduced or at least smarter consumption, to the construction of a society 
that is alert to the imbalance between human and planet and which is not solely 
directed to short-sighted economic growth margins and power relations (D’Alissa, 
Demaria and Kallis 2014). 
If we don’t act now, the ecological reality will soon overtake us. We are at 
a point of no return for the survival of our species and life on earth. Politicians, 
scientists, philosophers, historians, and artists – and in fact everyone – should dare 
to bet on a new narrative and vision. We too quickly lose sight of the urgent cur­
rent problems, the complexity of big stories and their mutual cohesion because 
we constantly want to be entertained by easily to understand digital distraction, 
determined by our likes (Rushkoff 2015). We need action and awareness in addi­
tion to academic discourse. According to Bonneuil and Frezoz, this means freeing 
ourselves from repressive institutions and from alienating dominations and imagi­
naries. (2017, 288–291). T. J. Demos asks how we can convert into image and nar­
rative the disasters that are slow moving and long in the making, disasters that are 
attritional and of indifferent interest to the sensational driven technologies of our 
image-world (2017, 13). One of his conclusions is that more activism, not neutral­
ity, is needed: “We need a revolt against brutality against the violence of climate 
change” (2017, 81). There is an urgent need for a global call to action. 
Call for action 
My artistic PhD research, carried out at the LUCA School of Arts, responds to 
this call in an unconventional, visual manner. To shape the vital transformation 
to a sustainable world we need new streams of thought and design processes, as 
well as a new visual language in order to understand, document, and spread them. 
My research is based on the methodology of Sustainist Design. This is a recent 
movement within social critical design that argues in favour of sustainable design 
processes. In Sustainist Design Guide (2013) Schwarz and Krabbendam defi ne four 
pillars for sustainable design. The first is  Sharing – exchanging knowledge, mate­
rials and tools, both online and offline, instead of hiding them, leads to greater 
efficiency in development and production. The second pillar,  Localism, stands for 
returning to and upgrading the local. Our focus should be locally rooted but glob­
ally connected. The third pillar, Connectedness, exceeds the principle of sharing 
in development and manufacturing. It underlines the importance of offl ine and 
online interpersonal contact. This pillar also refers to the connection with nature 
and argues in favour of restoring our bond with it. Finally, Proportionality stands for 
bringing production into balance and introduces custom designing to suit the social 
and local context. Proportionality also incorporates the aspect of time. In a world 
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stand still there is more time to discover and to reflect. Sustainist design no longer 
designs for a society; it starts a new movement from within. 
Central to my research are the following questions: What effect does apply­
ing sustainist design principles in the photographic process have on visual lan­
guage, method, material use, and photographic techniques? This interdisciplinary 
approach creates a new hybrid method of visual storytelling in which not only the 
image is important but also the process, context, and social interaction. In addition 
to the relationship with design, my research questions photography as a discipline. 
By analysing and opening up the entire photographic process new lines of reason­
ing about forming and experiencing images arise. The anthotype image is a key 
tool in this process. 
The anthotype process 
Regarding photography from the perspective of postdigital artisans, dark ecology 
and sustainist design prompted me to return to the roots of the discipline, which 
are located in the middle of the nineteenth century, the same period as one of the 
turning points of the Anthropocene. 
The anthotype is a traditionally analogue process. This photographic tech­
nique was first described by the prominent scientist, mathematician, botanist, and 
experimental photographer Sir John Herschel (1792–1871) in 1842. Herschel’s 
significance in the development of photography is incalculable. He invented a 
way to fix photographic images using hyposulfite, which is still used today. He 
also discovered the cyanotype process, in which the print eventually becomes 
cyanogen, and worked closely together with the well-known pioneer Henry Fox 
Talbot (1800–1877) on the first negative-positive process (Batchen 2016; James 
2016). The anthotype process is an organic contact printing process that affects the 
discolouration of natural pigments exposed to ultraviolet light (James 2016). An 
anthotype is created by applying a photosensitive emulsion made from the colour 
pigments of plants to a carrier and exposing it to sunlight for several days or weeks. 
Ultraviolet rays break down the colours, slowly creating an image. The organic
emulsion undergoes a chemical change or photo-destruction during this process 
and the pigments become lighter. Not only does each plant respond differently to 
light, the harvesting point, freshness, pollution, and additives are also parameters 
that affect the discolouration. 
In order to extract the colour of plants the organic fibres must first be crushed. 
Adding alcohol is sometimes necessary to help plants to give off their chlorophyll 
pigments to the liquid. The emulsion can be applied to all kinds of surfaces. Every 
surface will change the look of the print and emphasizes the handmade character­
istics of the process. When the coating is dry the carrier is ready to be illuminated. 
Most photographic techniques require a negative that gives a positive image after 
illumination, as was the case with Herschel’s and Talbot’s photographic experi­
ments. The anthotype process, however, requires a positive. It can either be an 
analogue positive (glass plate or film) or a digital one (transparent). To illuminate 
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the image it must be placed in sunlight. Ultraviolet rays break down the colours, 
slowly creating an image by selective destruction of the colour pigments. The 
unexposed parts of the image will retain their colour, while the exposed parts will 
slowly lose their colour and intensity. 
The plurality of the anthotype printing process proved to be endless. Each plant
responds differently to light, and the harvesting point, freshness and additives also
affect the discolouration. 1 Light sensitivity can vary greatly from plant to plant, even
within the same species. For example, my experiments with a poppy emulsion
showed some results after only a few days, while the exposure time of blackberries
took a few weeks or even months. I did some tests by using an anthotype sheet in a
large format camera to expose it directly in the camera, but after an exposure time of
more than two months in full summer there was no visible result. For the time being,
the possibilities of the anthotype process seem limited to contact printing.
Since pigments of vegetable origin are used the landscape forms an essential 
factor in creating an anthotype. Not only does it provide the setting for the pho­
tographic image, it also provides the ingredients for the photographic emulsion 
that is used to print the image. Even the an sich invisible aspect of the photo­
graphed landscape, the soil composition, plays an important role because it par­
tially determines which plants grow in that specific spot and therefore which 
pigments can be used for the photographic emulsion. Moreover, a combination of 
the soil composition and external environmental conditions, such as the quantity 
of sunlight that the plant receives and the air-soil contamination, has an impact on 
the chemical composition and, consequently, on the progress of photosynthesis 
(Ahmad 2002). 
I experienced fi rst hand how much our society is accustomed to speed when it 
comes to obtaining results during my initial experiments with the anthotype tech­
nique. It required a lot of patience and a completely different approach than that of 
a solely digital recording. Collection of materials, preparation of emulsion, coating 
of paper and development of prints turned out to be time-consuming activities. 
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FIGURE 6.3 	 Cameraless photograph: dune pansy, abandoned Ford grounds, 2016. 
(Kristof Vrancken) 
I literally had to follow the pace of the seasons and had to adapt my agenda to the 
harvest times of the different plants. The entire process also came to a halt in winter 
due to a lack of materials and sunlight. It made me realize how little we actually 
know about these plants and how our lives have become disconnected from nature 
(Rushkoff 2015, 66–129). 2 
The anthotype print is saturated with time, much more so than the fl eeting 
digital image. Not only does it require time to make the photographic emul­
sion, but the time that the print must be exposed to sunlight depends upon the 
light sensitivity of the species. Once the anthotype print is formed the time aspect 
continues to play a role. Although each anthotype is unique – only one print can 
be made – it is at the same time ever-changing. 3 If the print is exposed to light it 
will continue to fade. This has interesting consequences. Because the anthotype 
image fades over time it does not necessarily have to be seen as a static image with 
a limited shelf-life. Its constant degradation can also be interpreted as a slowly 
moving image. The contours of what was photographed are not permanent, and 
after some time has passed the original image also transforms. Recent tests I per­
formed in a simulated lab environment as part of the exhibition The Artist’s Studio
in Z33 – House of Contemporary Art, have shown that an anthotype print with 
an emulsion of elderberry and alcohol needs more than 130,000 lux hours to form 
a well-exposed image. 4 Further tests will be undertaken in my studio to investigate 
the relationship between the appearance and reappearance of an anthotype image. 
When placed on a timeline, the inherent gradient of the print adds a valuable and 
meaningful element to the anthotype image: entropy as an essential part of the 
photographic work. 
Due to the temporary aspect of the image, the imperfections, the amount of 
work involved and the long exposure times, this procedure never became popu­
lar. 5 Yet, for me, this transitoriness is precisely where the poetry and power of the 
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FIGURE 6.4 The appearance of an anthotype print – lab test, 2018. (Kristof Vrancken) 
process relevant today, as a counter reaction to the sterile digital image. It forms a 
critical counterbalance against the current obsession with the eternally enduring or 
an unnatural denial of the ephemeral (Rushkoff 2015, 159). 
The vulnerable side of the anthotype image is also closely connected to its tactil­
ity. Contrary to the fleeting digital image, which can often only be seen on a com­
puter screen and is not always printed (Openshaw 2015, 4–9), an anthotype cannot 
exist without a physical medium. This essential physical existence, combined with 
the fact that the print was made with an emulsion of vegetable origin, emphasizes 
how much this type of image is linked to the tangible world and, above all, to 
nature. Its tactility renews attention on experiencing photographic images. While 
digital photos only serve the eye, an anthotype also appeals to one’s sense of smell 
(the image smells like the plants that were used) and sense of touch (small plant 
fibres are often visible and perceptible). Even one’s sense of taste can be involved 
when the emulsion is drunk by the viewers. 6 
The anthotype print has a final and very special property related to this con­
nection with nature. By actually using plants originating from the depicted land­
scape to create the photographs, an interesting relation is established between the 
physical landscape and its photographic representation. The anthotype print not 
only represents the landscape, it is the landscape since it is made from the fl ora that 
grows there. The multisensory organic and tactile anthotype image that carries the 
landscape within itself is a response against today’s Anthropocene visualizations 
which are mainly dominated by scientifically framed imagery, digital high resolu­
tion images and data visualization (Demos 2017, 13). 
The time aspect, the entropy, the tactility, the connection with nature, the
importance of the experience and the ability to incorporate what was photographed 
in the print, enable the anthotype to open up a number of layers of meaning that 
remain irrevocably closed to digital photography. Because plants are increasingly 
affected by environmental stresses, especially by the devastating consequences of 
pollution and global climate change (Ahmad, et al., 2002), the anthotype, in which 
plants are used in the preparation of a photographic emulsion, acts as a suitable tool 
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to illustrate the narrative of the Anthropocene. The technique is also a means of 
raising awareness of it and of reacting against it. One of the oldest photographic 
methods becomes paradoxically an appropriate instrument for approaching a con­
temporary topic and to relive history. I would like to illustrate this on the basis of 
two artistic projects: Transit and MijnKOOL. 
Transit 
The project Transit started in 2016. It resulted from a collaboration with the
C-Mine Cultural Centre, the Emile Van Doren Museum, and the City of Genk, 
Belgium. 7 The main focus of this photographic series is the history and evolution 
of the landscape of the former mining city Genk in Belgium. 
The waves of change in Genk, currently the third largest industrial city in
Flanders, can be unmistakably linked to the pre-industrial era and the effects of
two Industrial Revolutions. The history of Genk illustrates on a micro-scale the
development of the Anthropocene. The area around the city changed drasti­
cally, from a wide-open landscape loved by late nineteenth-century painters such
as the Brussels artist Emile Van Doren (1865–1949), to an industrial city. Van
Doren fell in love with the idyllic landscape, marked by infertile sandy areas, vast
heathlands with ponds, and marshland (Figure 6.6). He gathered a group of artists
around him who painted the landscape extensively in open air. In imitation of
the Barbizon school of painters in France, the Genk school of painters became
one of the most important artist colonies in Belgium around 1900. In 1901 André
Dumont (1847–1920) found coal in the Genk area, and large-scale coal exploita­
tion started in 1917 (Reulens 2015).
Emile Van Doren was sad to see the industrialization of Genk and in his paint­
ings hung on to the romantic landscapes, in which he completely ignored the 
emerging mining industry. In some panoramic views, he eliminated mine shafts 
and dumping grounds to not disturb the romantic quality (Reulens 2015). Armand 
Maclot (1877–1959), on the other hand, took a more activist stance and sketched 
an ominous view of a mining landscape suffocated by smoke plumes, with the 
ironic title Villégiature or refuge (Reulens 2010). 
The artists based around Genk, and especially Van Doren and Maclot, played
an important political role in the fight for nature conservation. They, for instance,
opposed for a long time the construction of roads and industry in their beloved
area around the steel ponds. In the beginning of the twentieth century there
were, thus, already active counter voices that felt the necessity to protect eco­
systems and nature. Unfortunately, economic interests prevailed. Because of the
flourishing coal industry – at its peak there were as many as three coal mines in
Genk – pollution increased as well. In the 1960s and 1980s coal exploitation was
no longer a profitable industry and the mines closed down one by one, leaving
their marks on a radically transformed landscape (Reulens 2010).
The city proceeded to attract other industries. For example, car manufacturer 




FIGURE 6.5 Transit, slag heap of Zwartberg (black-mountain), Genk, 2017. (Kristof 
Vrancken) 
FIGURE 6.6 Transit, slag heap of Waterschei and parking lot, Genk, 2017. (Kristof 
Vrancken) 
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assembly lines (Bonneuil and Frezoz 2017, 229) – established a factory in 1964 
that was shut down permanently in 2015. At its peak the factory made almost half 
a million cars each year and employed over 14,000 people (Kloostermans 2014). 
After the closure, the company sold its grounds to Genk for a symbolic one euro. 
The costs involved with cleaning up the polluted site, however, were estimated 
at 12 million euros (Figure 6.10) (Lenaerts 2015). The establishment of metal-
processing companies and other heavy industrial branches brought economic
development to Genk but it also had severe ecological consequences. A study
into internal exposure to pollutants and their early effects in 14- to 15-year-olds 
in the period 2007 to 2011 showed that young people from South Genk, where 
the industrial estates are located, had higher concentrations of heavy metals and 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in their bodies. Higher levels of DNA damage 
and hormonal disturbances, which increase the chance of developing cancers, were 
also detected (Vrijens et al. 2014). 
The city of Genk has worked hard to reduce pollution but a lot of work still 
needs to be done. The city is currently making efforts in nature conservation. 
Although the population of Genk grew to 66,000 inhabitants it is still one of the 
greenest regional cities in Belgium. Heathlands are being maintained, burned, and 
levelled to restore a piece of the authentic – albeit cultivated by human hands – 
landscape. The endless and undisturbed horizon that appealed so strongly to Emile 
Van Doren has, however, been lost for good. Chimneys, steel constructions, apart­
ment buildings or windmills always come into view. 
For Transit I made a series of artistic work portraying Genk’s landscape using 
the anthotype method, looking in 2017 for the muse found there by Emile Van 
Doren. The title Transit refers both to the many evolutions – from nature to 
industry – that the landscape of the mining town of Genk has undergone since the 
introduction of the first Industrial Revolution, as well as to the type of van which 
was manufactured in the Genk Ford factory between 1960 and 2000. 
Each image is about how human action cultivates the landscape and how this 
landscape yields to it or resists (Notteboom 2013). The Genk landscape changes 
so fast that it almost sits in a continuous transition. It happened more than once 
during the preparation of this project that a location that was to be photographed 
had disappeared on arrival. Geographically and via Google Earth it would still exist, 
but it had in reality been transformed into an unrecognizable, churned, almost sur­
real place. Often these areas are waiting for a new destination in the contemporary 
economic reality. Sand is supplemented and taken away. 8 Roads are constructed 
to be deserted. Woods are planted while others are wiped away. Buildings are 
constructed on the dumping grounds of the mines. The landscape is continually 
managed while the landscapes that for the moment are unmanaged are most attrac­
tive to me. 
I used plants from the area that I photographed to display Genk’s biodiversity 
and soil quality to create my anthotypes. In doing so, the landscape is not only cap­
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way, the print, in fact, becomes a physical piece of Genk. The choice of a plant to 
make an emulsion is, thus, not based on some coincidence, but declares something 
about the history and the current state of the photographed location. 
The series Transit comprises 11 anthotype prints made from different kinds of 
plants that grew at the photographed locations. A greenhouse was built next to the 
Emile Van Doren Museum to be able to expose the different images and to enable 
the prints to be exposed all summer long despite the changeable rainy Belgian 
weather. The month of August 2017 had relatively few sunny hours, which caused 
problems for the print production. The prints based on poppy were exposed in 
about two weeks, while the elderberry emulsion needed an exposure time of three 
to four weeks, just like the emulsion based on marigold. As earlier tests had already 
shown, the emulsion based on blackberry was the least light-sensitive. Some prints 
needed an exposure time of at least 8 weeks. 
Plants are not only capable of generating an image. Research proves that some 
plants are excellent receptors and collectors of heavy metals and fine dust, and that 
anomalies in growth and flowering of certain plants in a certain area could be an 
indicator of pollution. Therefore, they are not only extremely suitable as research 
tools in exact sciences, but also in my work. Because these plants collect these toxic 
substances in their systems, these also end up in the anthotype prints. 9 The traces of 
pollution are literally encapsulated in the print. This causes the anthotypes of the 
polluted landscapes of Genk to have a disturbing undertone, despite their romantic 
appearance. 
The Anthropocene is a difficult and abstract concept. It could easily remain 
invisible to the general public until it is too late to act. The consequences of a 
global ecological catastrophe happen too slowly for our human perception even 
though they become more and more apparent. The delay between cause and effect 
of our human activity on this earth is too large in order for us to see the big pic­
ture. Morton therefore sees the Anthropocene as a hyper-object, something that 
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FIGURE 6.9 The potable and light-sensitive Anthropocene elixir. (Kristof Vrancken) 
stretches out endlessly in time and space, making it impossible to fathom (2016, 
47–49). I think that we need to make the problematic of the Anthropocene more 
apparent and personal in order to bring the message across. 
In an attempt to make the Anthropocene more tangible, I created for the Tran­
sit series, in addition to the photographic prints based on the anthotype process, a 
drinkable photographic emulsion based on the plants in the documented polluted 
areas. For the creation of this emulsion I followed historical liquor and anthotype 
recipes by Sir John Herschel. With this knowledge in hands I created a somewhat 
sinister, organic, photographic emulsion that was both light-sensitive and nice, 
both sweet and wry. 
The sanguineous elixir is made on the basis of sloe berries and elderberries, har­
vested on the seriously polluted sites of the closed Ford factory at Genk. The berries 
can contain increased levels of nickel, chrome, manganese, and zinc, but the potion 
itself tastes deliciously sweet as these metal parts are as good as odourless and tasteless. 
They don’t impact on the taste and thus can enter unnoticed into our system on a 
daily basis. We are not conscious of the fact that we daily absorb harmful substances 
by driving in heavy traffic in the morning, living in busy cities alongside industrial 
areas and consuming food polluted by pesticides and antibiotics. But consciously 
drinking this toxic emulsion makes you an active bearer of the Anthropocene. The 
elixir reveals things we don’t see, and possibly also don’t want to see. Drinking this 
‘unheimliches’ elixir thus almost becomes a political act. 
I presented the Anthropocene elixir and the photographic images for the fi rst
time during the A–Z Night #5: Dark Ecology, Artistic Encounters in the Anthropo­
cene organized by Z33 House of Contemporary Art.10 I toasted to the Anthro­
pocene and to my surprise most of the audience emptied their glass. There were
only a few that resolutely refused to do so, but the hesitation that was palpable
in the room before and after the toast was a sign that the elixir defi nitely caused
an intrinsic unrest and that the Anthropocene is hard to digest. According to
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FIGURE 6.10 Transit, abandoned Ford grounds, Genk, 2017. (Kristof Vrancken) 
darkest elements from reality, transform them into an object or a performance
and enter into a dialogue with an audience.
The sweet taste of the dark elixir mirrors the call to give in to the lure of lazi­
ness, doing nothing, and continuing our lifestyles and the current consumption 
model. Luxury and abundance after all taste sweet. The pollution is a free addition. 
Degrowth, although essential to tackle the consequences of climate change and pol­
lution, tastes rather wry. Or as Morton puts it eloquently: “Dark Ecology is eco­
logical awareness, dark depressing. Yet ecological awareness is also dark-uncanny, 
and strangely it is dark-sweet” (2016, 18). Ironically, Morton refused to drink this 
dark emulsion when I offered it to him during a brief encounter in Nijmegen on 
the occasion of his talk about his book Being Ecologic in January 2018. 
Translating the different layers of meaning of an image – from an impres­
sion of a forever-lost pristine landscape to pressured ecosystems due to industrial
superiority – would not have been possible with a digital picture. The literal and
figurative multi-layeredness could only be achieved through the anthotype pro­
cess. This shows how one of the oldest photographical techniques is, ironically,
better able to visually communicate the urgency of a contemporary topic than
more recent ones.
MijnKOOL (myCABBAGE)
Next to the artistic series Transit, there is a second track in this Genk project 
that involves a partnership with design studio SOCIAL MATTER. 11 In order to 
stimulate awareness about the Anthropocene on a larger scale we organized several 
workshops with local Genk residents. In these workshops, we shared the anthotype 
process and the opportunity to relive the wonder of this historical photographic 
process. The main ingredient for the photographic emulsion was in this case red 
cabbage. Thanks to its anthocyanins, red cabbage could function as a bio-indicator 
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1999; Szczygłowska et al. 2011). If red cabbage is grown in pure soil it will turn out 
more blue, and in alkaline environments it will turn more green and yellow. If the 
red cabbage is grown in acidic soil, it will yield a red colour. An erratic pH value 
can point to contamination. I carried out two experiments to test this method in 
May 2016 and 2017. A dozen cabbage plants were planted in contaminated and 
uncontaminated areas in Genk, and in pure potting soil (Figure 6.14). Four months 
later the cabbage pants were harvested and documented. Although some plants had 
trouble surviving due to the city’s poor subsoils, shortage of rain and damage from 
caterpillars and slugs, there was enough basic material to carry out pH tests. For this 
test I added three grams from each red cabbage plant to 50ml distilled water and 
brought it to the boil in order to dissolve the anthocyanins in water. This resulted 
in clearly perceptible colour differences in the final liquids, varying from light to 
dark blue and from light to dark purple. The diverse colours in the test tubes show 
that red cabbage really does react to the pH value and soil quality of the subsoil 
that it grows in. At the same time, my test illustrates and confirms that this method 
is suitable for making a visual map of the diverse, historically formed soil composi­
tions of an area. 12 
Every participant in the mijnKOOL workshop received a red cabbage plant 
grown in pure compost and was asked to plant it in his or her garden. After a few 
months the group came together again and brought their harvest. The participants 
used their plant to create an emulsion that would serve as a basis for their anthotype 
portrait and their print of the planting area. Everyone had to follow the protocol 
as strictly as possible in order for the experiment to succeed. Each participant made 
an emulsion by weighing 100g of leaves of their red cabbage and boiling it for 
30 minutes in 400ml of distilled water. In order not to affect the test results alcohol
was not added to the photographic emulsion. Depending on the acidity of the soil 
in which the cabbage was grown the final prints clearly showed different colours, 
bringing forth a participative sample card of the Genk surface – and thanks to the 
anthotype process – of the subsurface as well. 
A map of the City of Genk was created to illustrate this. It was made with 
organic ink from local raw materials and drawn by illustrator Jenny Stieglitz. The 
map consists of two layers. On the lower layer the soil samples of the different loca­
tions are resting in small petri dishes which allow you to discover the diverse soil 
structures of Genk. On the higher layer you can find the different emulsions made 
by the participants that are clearly different in colour. By comparing the colour of 
the anthotypes with those of the emulsions you can find the growing place of the 
cabbage on the map. 
In the context of MijnKOOL I also experimented with red cabbage to develop 
photographic films. During one of the workshops I made portraits of the partici­
pants using my analogue large format camera. I used a Sinar F2 with a Rodenstock 
150mm lens with a maximum aperture of f/5.6 and a copal shutter. This camera 
was made by Swiss camera manufacturer Sinar in 1986 and was as an advanced 
modular lightweight professional large format field view camera. I usually use this 
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camera results in a more thought-out image strategy, but photographing a portrait 
with a large format camera is an experience in itself. Not only for the photogra­
pher but also for the person portrayed. The workshop turned out into a historical 
reenactment instead of a standard portrait shoot. The participants reacted with 
amazement about the use of this old analogue camera. Young children looked 
with disbelief at the large strange device where the image on the frosted glass is 
swapped left-right and displayed the other way around. The fact that the image was 
not immediately visible also caused astonishment among the youngest participants. 
Due to the large film format of 4×5 inches, there is little depth of field and manual 
focusing therefore needs to be done with extreme precision. It takes five to ten 
minutes to fully prepare the camera for recording, which is an eternity in today’s 
digital age. Unlike photographing a landscape, it is not only the photographer 
who has to concentrate on large-format shooting, but also the person portrayed 
who needs the necessary concentration not to move. A small movement to the 
back and the head disappears from the sharpness plane. Due to the slowness of 
the entire photographic process, both the photographer and the person portrayed 
become more aware of every small gesture and the tension is built up. The ‘click’ 
of the Sinar Copal shutter is loud and fills the entire space with one clear stroke. 
The negative is exposed, the photographer and the person portrayed breathe again. 
“Can I have a look at the picture?” one man asked. 
The photographic large format film was not developed using the standard
chemical products of industrial manufacturers, but with a self-made developer of 
red cabbage juice, vitamin C and soda. To develop my 4×5 inch Ilford FP4 fi lm 
I used 32g of water-free soda, 10g of pure vitamin C and the juice of 400g of red 
cabbage in a solution of 600ml distilled water. I got the best results with a devel­
oping time of 15 minutes at a temperature of 23°C. This process – related to the 
caffenol process – considerably reduces the quantity of harmful chemicals normally 
used during the photographic development (Williams 1995; Bendandi 2015). 13 
Not only can red cabbage develop negative film, but it also causes a shift of con­
trasts which makes the image harsher and less even than a traditionally developed 
image. The negatives developed with red cabbage juice formed the basis of the 
anthotype prints that the participants of the workshops made with the emulsion of 
their home-grown red cabbage 
FIGURE 6.11 Portraits mijnKOOL, Genk, 2017. (Kristof Vrancken) 
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FIGURE 6.12 Transit,Winterslag, Genk, 2017. (Kristof Vrancken) 
MijnKOOL, the title of this participatory project, alludes, on the one hand, to 
the red cabbage plants that participants grew in their own gardens. On the other 
hand, it alludes to Genk’s industrial past via the words ‘mine’ and ‘coal’. By adopt­
ing the anthotype process as a participatory research method, we intended to bring 
people together through open communication and to raise awareness about the 
unbalanced human-nature ratio. The anthotype technique was effectively used as 
a call for action as inhabitants of Genk were informed via the workshops about 
the potential uses of wild plants, soil quality and local problems with pollution. 
They were directly addressed because they and their habitat were implicated and 
united in the photographic process and the final image. This participatory method 
provided a strong local context as well as a wider reach. The project not only con­
nected the usual photography and culture enthusiasts, but also engaged a wider 
network of participants. Combining knowledge and strategies from exact sciences, 
social design, history, and photography in a transdisciplinary project thus created 
new possibilities to inform and activate people. At the same time it enabled them 
to relive and experience the magic and possibilities of historical photographic 
processes. 
Conclusion 
My research shows that it is important to explore the possibilities of old tech­
niques in the light of contemporary and future technologies. Media archaeology
can thus play a crucial role in developing ways to visually capture the world and
society in a meaningful way and to also understand them better. In my search to
make the problem of the Anthropocene visible and contribute to a greater con­
sciousness of the problematic state of our planet, I deliberately chose to use the
nineteenth-century anthotype technique in artistic photography as a participa­
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choice. The organic anthotype technique has special characteristics that are in
danger of being lost in the digital era, such as incorporating time, entropy, and
tactility, the connection with the landscape and nature, and the importance of
sensory perception. As the photographic emulsions for the anthotypes are plant-
based they not only form a good indicator of the state of the increasingly dis­
turbed and polluted landscape in which the plants have to survive, but they also
incorporate this information as critique in the photographic image. The ability
to embed what was photographed in the print itself is almost impossible in digital
photography. One of the oldest photographic techniques thus becomes one of
the most appropriate tools to visually and multisensorial translate the urgency
of a current topic and to call for much needed action. At the same time it also
allows us to relive photographic history through experimentation and, in combi­
nation with today’s digital technologies, opens up new possibilities and avenues
of thought in imaging. 14
Notes 
1 Steve J.Appleyard (2012) Experimenting with Cameraless Photography using Turmeric 
and Borax: an Introduction to Photophysics. Physics Education, 47(4): 423–428. 
2 “Most of us today live in cities and spent most of our time indoors, where the cues that 
used to alert us to the changing days, moon phases and seasons are largely hidden from 
us”.About our contemporary digital culture and alienation from the seasons (Rushkoff 
2015, 107). 
3 This uniqueness of an anthotype image is reminiscent of Walter Benjamin’s aura of a 
not mechanically reproduced work of art: “This unique existence of the work of art 
determined the history to which it was subject throughout the time of its existence.This 
includes the changes which it may have suffered in physical condition over the years [. . .]”
(Wells 2003, 43). 
4 See my project Latency Hasselt 2018, http://kristof-vrancken.com/project/latency 
5 Over the last few years, there has been increased interest in the technique thanks to the 
remarkable qualities of the anthotype. The work of Christine Elfman and Binh Danh 
illustrate this evolution (James 2016, 43, 50, 56–59). 
6 See my project Manufactuur Hasselt in 2016, http://www.sustainistgaze.com/tag/hasselt/.
7 See http://www.c-minecultuurcentrum.be/; http://www.emilevandorenmuseum.be/. 
8 For instance, I found seashells in a vast sand plain in South Genk at more than 200km dis­
tance from the coast.This infertile layer of sand caused the withering of many of the trees.
9 At the same time, some plants can also be used to clean grounds.This method is called 
phytoremediation. The research group of Environmental Biology of the University of 
Hasselt had poplars planted on the Ford grounds in Genk that can partially break down 
the present oil pollution (Barac et al. 2009). 
10 See: http://www.a-znights.be/event/a-z-night-5/ 
11 	 SOCIAL MATTER, founded by Giacomo Piovan, is looking for ways to return aban­
doned and polluted industrial areas to the local population by means of social and par­
ticipating design. See http://www.socialmatter.eu/. 
12 	 Further scientific research, however, will have to show the level of concentrations of 
heavy metals that nest within the photographic emulsions made from the red cabbages 
and in the final anthotype image and/or whether there are actual colour differences 
between the emulsions of polluted and non-polluted plant species.With the results, we 
could make a visual mapping of the possible pollution and quality of the soil. After 
completing this Genk project I would like to apply this methodology to other cities and 
polluted sites. 
    
 
 


































108 Kristof Vrancken 
13 This open-source developing process was developed in 1995 by Scott A.Williams at the 
Rochester Institute of Technology. Caffenol is a developer made of coffee, vitamin C and 
soda. See <https://people.rit.edu/andpph/text-coffee.html> [Accessed 11 November
2017]. 
14 I would like to thank Jan Boelen, Dr Leen Engelen, Dr Leen Kelchtermans, Prof Dr Jean
Manca, Dr Dirk Reynders, Dr Veerle Van der Sluys and Prof Dr Roland Valcke for their
valuable remarks and Edith Doove for the translation. 
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ON THE PERFORMANCE 
OF PLAYBACK FOR DEAD 
MEDIA DEVICES 
Matthew Hockenberry and Jason LaRiviere 
FIGURE 7.1 Performance of Videodrome (1982) on the Dead Media Streaming Service. 
David Cronenberg’s 1982 masterpiece Videodrome depicts a very peculiar act of 
media consumption. After viewing a televised sermon from Brian O’Blivion, the 
film’s McLuhan-esque techno-profit, protagonist Max Renn (played by master of 
postmodern smarm, James Woods) develops a rare condition: a large slit opens in 
his abdomen for access to the wetware of Max’s internal organs. The high concept 
gambit of Cronenberg’s film is typically read by cinema scholars as a symptom of 
his overarching concern with “body horror” – an investigation into the uncanny 
permeability of the human body explored in fi lms such as  Scanners (1981) and The 
Fly (1986). But here it is media itself that has the ability to interpenetrate the body’s 
soft exterior. As Steven Shaviro puts it, “Video technology is no longer con­
cerned merely with disembodied images. It reaches directly into the unseen depths, 























Playback for dead media devices 111 
the body” (Shaviro 1993, 142). The strategy of Videodrome, he explains, is to take 
theorists like McLuhan and Baudrillard at their word, to “overliteralize their claims 
for the ubiquitous mediatization of the real” (Shaviro 1993, 138). At a crucial 
moment in the fi lm’s final act, Max has a videotape inserted into his body that 
brainwashes him into going on a killing spree, eventually resulting in his own 
suicide. Perhaps, the viewer is meant to assume, he is just another victim of too 
much media exposure. 
If most critics agree about the moral of Cronenberg’s ending, what is not often 
remarked upon is the format of the tape that brings about the bloody denouement: 
Betamax, Sony’s entry in the home video format wars that began in the late 1970s 
(Benson-Allott 2013, 70–101). One might imagine that by making a Betamax 
cassette – the “late lamented Betamax,” as Cronenberg puts it – the “preferred 
Videodrome format,” the director was suggesting something significant. After all, 
Max’s death prefigures the “death” of this media format at the hands of VHS only a 
few years later. The truth is more material. “It was smaller”, Cronenberg explains, 
a better choice to fit into “strange places” (Cronenberg 2004). When the Dead 
Media Streaming Service screened a Betamax copy of Videodrome at the end of July 
2017, it was again forced to fit into a “strange place”. The service, which streams 
obsolete formats to the web from original hardware, seemed to permit a similar 
act of parasitic interpenetration to take place. The Betamax tape was remediated, 
transformed into something old and new – strange and mutated. 
The analogue undead 
What does it mean to press play? There was a moment before the advent of digital 
video where this process was the culmination of some careful preparation, and this 
nostalgic history of the salad days of the video store – along with its attendant cul­
tural rituals – has become something of a scholarly genre (Herbert 2014). It begins 
with walking the shelves of the store. Making the selection. Popping popcorn after 
the long drive home. Dimming the lights. Freeing the film from its clamshell case. 
Finally, there is the familiar resonance of the VCR’s tape head moving into place. 
Click. Whrr. Action. Even then, there were countless rites that consumed the 
night. Adjust the tracking. Fumble for the remote. Pause. Play. Rewind. 
The first showing on the Dead Media Streaming Service, with no advance
notice and only a little fanfare, was 1980’s infamously bad rock opera, The Apple. 
The copy in question – the Betamax home video release from Cannon Film – was
a poor recording of what is already considered an unwatchable movie. Noth­
ing as transformative as Videodrome. Still, when the play button was pressed on
the 30-year-old player an entirely obsolete format was brought back to life: its
crackling audio and fuzzy images streaming out to any viewer who might have
happened to follow the link. Presenting a home video in this way was intended
only as a technical demonstration, a proof-of-concept for a web-based video
service we had developed. We had no idea how well the tape would perform,













   
  
       
 
 






112 Matthew Hockenberry and Jason LaRiviere 
together at all. This performance, this media archaeological experiment, was not
without its problems. The tape constantly fell out of sync, and the continuous
tracking adjustment required proved especially tedious over the course of mul­
tiple showings. But it was not without some measure of success, an undeniable
tremor of transformation. Indeed, since that impromptu opening dozens of fi lms
have been screened for the community gathered around the service, with a man­
date to not only present at least two each month over the regular academic term,
but to incorporate them into courses in media archaeology and media history as
we develop our own sort of parasitic pedagogy out of the performance of the
obsolete.
The sort of programs that are performed on the service vary. Some are meticu­
lously planned, requiring considerable time and effort to acquire the appropriate 
movie on the appropriate format. It took more than a year to obtain Videodrome
on Betamax, but no other copy would do. Other screenings, like our memorial 
presentation of Night of the Living Dead on VHS for director George Romero, 
Aliens on Laserdisc for Bill Paxton, or Purple Rain on Betamax for Prince, had to 
be assembled in response to more unexpected circumstances. Most are organized 
thematically, either as compilations such as our “creature feature” of the cult-
classic Hardware and the campy Saturn 3, series like our “cyberpunk” summer of 
The Net, Strange Days, Hackers, and Blade Runner, or for specific events –  Halloween
on Halloween, Ladyhawke coinciding with a solar eclipse. Over the “life” of the 
service we’ve programmed everything from The Last Dragon on Betamax and The 
Peanut Butter Solution on VHS, to Battle Royale on VCD and Lady Snowblood on 
Laserdisc. The only requirement for a selection is that the format on which it will 
be presented is obscure, obsolete, or otherwise dead.
The question at the heart of this practice is what it once meant to press play 
on these obsolete objects – and, perhaps, what it could still mean. There was a 
moment when it seemed that cinema itself could be contained in plastic shells, 
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made manifest on magnetic tape. But with video streams encoded for almost every 
device imaginable, an isolated apparatus for the reproduction of outdated electri­
cal signals has become an unthinkably archaic appliance. Heaps of discs, tapes, 
cassettes, and cartridges sit idly by, mouldering in dusty attics and damp base­
ments. As Jonathan Sterne has suggested, our expectation of technology’s even­
tual obsoleteness brings with it a painful truth: new media always becomes old
(Sterne 2007, 16–17). 
Media archaeology must always begin from what Wolfgang Ernst calls the 
“media assemblage,” a device that is technologically – and therefore historically – 
“operational”. But the effort to excavate these remains brings with it, he muses, a 
surprisingly “haptic taste” for the “mouldy, decaying fragments” that constitute the 
“mummies, parchments, [and] remnants” of media technology (Ernst 2005, 589). 
Perhaps as a consequence, our attempt to instil a new means of meaning has fallen 
victim to what Garnet Hertz and Jussi Parikka have called “zombie media.” Less 
dead media, more “media undead”. With these “living dead of media history,” 
we are not concerned with media in use, but media “resurrected to new uses.” No 
wonder the stream of Romero’s Night of the Living Dead was one of the most suc­
cessful! By “probing, exploring and manipulating” consumer technologies beyond 
their natural life spans, our analogue undead stagger into unexpected and entirely 
unfamiliar contexts (Hertz and Parikka 2012, 427–429). 
Programs for streaming software 
Rather than Romero’s cemetery in western Pennsylvania, we turn to a website in 
Manhattan’s Greenwich Village. Through it, we watch the reanimation of early 
video formats for life in the digital age. Despite the uncertainties that accompany 
these phenomena in the movies, the happenings here aren’t quite so mysterious. 
Indeed, from a purely technical perspective, they require only a modest amount 
of hardware. Some off-the-shelf, some in the junkyard. From the latter, a media 
capture station to interface with otherwise derelict media players, converting their 
analogue audio/video formats to contemporary digital signals. From the former, 
a relatively standard media server managing the published stream. Through this 
arrangement, we are not limited to already receptive spaces like those of Max 
Renn’s Toronto. More remote geographies with more limited infrastructural 
resources – the flea markets and thrift stores that will constitute the grave-sites of 
most media – become equally viable sources for dissemination. A veritable horde 
of dead media devices. 
Working with these formats in the current moment, acquiring the “haptic 
taste” it requires, is a more difficult proposition than it might seem. Contemporary 
video practices revolve around software for editing high definition digital signals – 
not magnetic tape decks and specialized effects boxes. Students rely on ports 
prepared for compliant HDMI and SDI interfaces, not the unmediated electrical 
connection of RCA-style composite video jacks, BNC connectors, or SCART-
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it is rotting there. Circuits necessary to process the curiosities like composite and 
component video are out of production, discontinued. Ancient artefacts of an 
earlier era. 
The transition to digital video was marked by signs of sacrifice. New forms of 
content control were carried along with unfamiliar connectors and cables, com­
plete with compression artefacts, evidence of over processing, and an entirely new 
set of errors and irritations. “Squeezed through slow digital connections, com­
pressed, reproduced, ripped, [and] remixed,” Hito Steyerl opines, “only digital 
technology could produce such a dilapidated image” (Steyerl 2009). But, like most 
moments of transition, the past isn’t easy to see from the other side. It is now the 
analogue image that is in disrepair, and the gap between the past and the future 
cannot be kept open indefinitely. Modern devices are tuned for capturing 4K and 
VR, not comparatively primitive DV streams. The very image of current day HD 
televisions can seem out of focus for filmmakers who are actively appropriating a 
retro look and feel for their productions. Matt and Ross Duffer, creators of the 
Netflix series  Stranger Things, have been outspoken in their criticisms of the default 
“motion smoothing” of most contemporary screens. When watching their show – 
a self-conscious mélange of 1980s horror tropes attributable to icons of the genre 
like John Carpenter, Stephen King, and Steven Spielberg – they encourage viewers 
to turn off features like “TruMotion” or “smooth motion” (Sternbergh 2017). But 
it is a futile request. Like modern televisions, streaming services like Twitch and 
YouTube expect pure digital signals at the highest frame rates, pure digital produc­
tion for pure digital playback – the output of digital devices intended as the inputs 
for yet another digital device. 
The result is that it can seem like we are struggling to speak analogue in a digital 
world. But we should not forget its basis in that ancient dialect. Before releases 
were described with generic ubiquity as media (or worse, content), industry sources 
referred, quite simply, to “software”. While this might evoke a sense of the always-
already digital, at the time this was just a way to suggest “something that went 
into a machine”, marking their suitability for playback on the comparatively hard­
ware of a turntable or tape-deck. While Joshua Greenberg suggests that distributors 
“were marking out a specific relationship between pre-recorded tapes and video 
recorders” that had the consequence of ignoring video cassette’s materiality, this
might be the very metaphor that allows us to recover the implications of that materi­
ality (Greenberg 2008, 55–56). In a moment where everything already seems to be 
software, it may be just the right kind of language for bringing the dead back to life. 
It opens avenues to some other metaphors as well. Emulators and fi eld­
programmable gate arrays are only some of the means by which software’s old 
incarnations still persist, alive and “running” on new devices. Retrocomputing 
enthusiasts will speak about having a “tweener” – a computer that is “in-between”, 
as it were, the truly old and obsolete. They support prior disk formats and drives, 
previous card interface and ports, but they feature more accessible networking, 
more flexible storage solutions, and more recent operating systems (see, for exam­
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the last generation of a system to support certain capabilities, and – while its Thun­
derbolt support positions it partially toward more recent cameras and capture 
devices – the most obvious benefit for obsolesce from our mid-2011 Mac Mini is 
found here. Firewire, the high-throughput serial interface designed to replace the 
aging SCSI standard, prefigured the oncoming ubiquity of digital video. “It wasn’t 
long ago that video on the desktop was more fiction than fact,” PC Magazine
wrote in 1997. It was only through technologies like Firewire that it had fi nally 
become “reality” (Ozer 1997, 159). As the first widely implemented standard for 
working with digital video, Firewire became a fixture on the final generations of 
tape-based digital camcorders that had begun to store digital, rather than analogue, 
video. As a consequence, a wide range of consumer devices were produced with 
analogue inputs and digital outputs capable of reliably converting the formats used 
by tapes, cartridges, and discs to the early digital video (DV) codec. Indeed, we 
make use of Canopus AVDC converters precisely because of their support for DV 
over Firewire. But it is a temporary solution. Most computers that support this 
workflow have, themselves, become period pieces – back from fact, to fi ction. 
While the conversion to digital video is a complex requirement for any non-
analogue transmission of dead media, the requirements for constructing a stream­
ing server capable of delivering the results remain relatively modest. While there is 
some irony in the fact that our only hardware failure has been with the new, rather 
than the old, in practice nearly any computer will suffice. For our service, we have 
symbolically set a RaspberryPi into an otherwise ordinary Betamax cassette case. 
The Nginx server running on this box allows the contents of this cassette to be 
“played” over an RTMP stream or through the HTML5 video player loaded into 
the site. It also provides the basic software structures required for operating the 
community around the service – both its web presence and the storage necessary 
to collate archived video fi les from prior performances. 
Our Betamax box is a rogue media server. Though consumer-facing stream­
ing services have become increasingly commoditized for players of video games, 
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both retro and recent, they have proved problematic when applied to other media 
objects, with the terms of the largest services, Twitch, YouTube, and Facebook, 
prohibiting these broadcasts in compliance with the legal requirements of the 
DMCA (see Jenkins, Ford, and Green 2013, 49). Policies remain highly contin­
gent, with much of the vernacular traffic in dead media archives falling victim to 
digital fingerprinting and copyright protection technologies (with YouTube chan­
nels like Techmoan and Oddity Archive, both of which regularly demonstrate 
obsolete media formats and technologies, offering valuable insights on the amount 
of content one can safely show and what countermeasures are necessary to avoid 
triggering these automated responses). While we have no illusions about the legal 
status of the works we broadcast, it seems reasonable to differentiate when they are 
no longer, for most definitions of the term,  playable. If this was more convention­
ally credited software, we might describe them as “abandonware”. The fact that we 
can’t stems largely from the extensive back catalogues of modern media companies. 
Almost everything will be re-released. That they come to us as digital remasters, 
special editions, and deluxe features suggests that the objects we are interested in 
reanimating have not always been left behind. They’ve been replaced. 
Forms and formats 
Every screening on the service begins the same way. A particular title is selected 
and the format is found. The object – tape, disk, cassette, or cartridge – is tested 
and tuned. Any details necessary for playback are noted. At the scheduled time, 
the appropriate equipment is prepared. Hitting play on the deck begins the broad­
cast, converting the original object to a digital signal streamed out on the service. 
Adjustments to tracking, the switching of tapes or discs, and any other operations 
necessary for viewing must be performed, live, over this initial broadcast. As a 
result of this process, a recording – for our purposes, an “archival” representa­
tion of the event – is created by the streaming software. Despite the reproductive 
promise of the recording, each event is an individual performance, with a unique 
set of constraints and demands. While entire boxes of VHS tapes may require 
only a few adjustments over the course of playback, the more venerable Betamax 
can require multiple machines, with multiple, misaligned, tape-heads, to produce 
any image at all. Laserdiscs, with their manual movement between the sides of a 
disc and awkward assembly of special features, exact their own concessions in the 
sorting of sleeves. For our students, this software “programming” reinforces the 
particular temporality and materiality of these objects. Magnetic tapes are formed 
and formatted by the players they get played on. The split sides of laserdiscs are gaps 
in the continuity of presentation, just as they are openings to unexpected places. 
Just as long-lost images have been recovered in the margins of film leaders, Tromo 
collaborator Richard W. Haines recalled that the technical constraints of laserdisc 
manufacture required signal on the side not intended for playback, with this “dead 
side data” accessible to those pioneering media archaeologists willing take a chemi­
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Relatively early in our process we made the decision to limit the more mechan­
ical aspects to the initial screening, to allow “reruns,” so to speak, from the video 
file produced by digitization. While one consequence was that we were able to 
make screenings available in a rotating “video on demand” feature, the primary 
motivation was that for most movies it was overly tedious to manage the particulars 
of a “live” performance for an extended period of time. For some it was almost 
impossible. The ideal circumstance for streaming a laserdisc, for example, requires 
only that one is fully committed to the presentation – watching the program care­
fully to respond to the request to flip discs and restart playback, noting the timing 
of each transition for when a manual procedure will be required. But a poorly 
preserved Betamax tape requires almost continuous active adjustment. While this 
might be a reasonable hazing activity for a new programmer, it is unreliable as 
part of a regular practice. Automation is possible, of course. Algorithms can be 
written, mechanical intermediaries constructed. Playback can be triggered by net­
worked infrared emitters (for devices equipped with remote controls), but even 
this requires the media be physically present (though more popular formats might 
offer multiple-device systems – multi-disc CD players or dual-tape VHS decks, for 
example). It seems that these media always require a little bit of fi ddling alongside 
their particular presence in space and time. Always messier and more material than 
we might imagine. 
This materiality is something that becomes almost immediately clear to any
viewer of the stream. Or rather, it doesn’t. For those used to the high-resolution 
imagery, crisp and complex audio encodings, or smooth movement and perfect 
frame rates on Blu-rays and digital download services, the differences of older for­
mats can come across as deficiencies. They are copies, imitations, and poor ones at 
that. But this comes from a very particular way of looking, one premised on the 
idea that there is some original that this copy stands against. Before the days of digi­
tal cameras, fi lms were shot on  fi lm, and so it is certainly true that there did exist a 
single material object that was, for all meaningful purposes, the film. The existence 
of a “master” carries with it the understanding that there was some ideal to which 
all iterations must be compared. But despite the perfection of its appearance, a 
digitally “remastered” release of an analogue artefact is no more materially like the 
original than any other. It has been re-encoded, re-presented, and re-animated for 
an entirely different format – one with entirely different capabilities and curiosities. 
The transition to the digital brings with it an embrace of a digital aesthetic, with 
pixels, rather than lines, of resolutions; with frame rates intended for LCDs and 
OLEDs, not projectors and cathode rays. While this new regime of visual fi delity 
is taken to present a superior picture from the media of analogue mediums, this 
sort of fidelity is no more faithful than any other. Nor does digital production 
imply an exact duplicate. Encodings and compression ensure that few will see the 
same sequence of ones and zeros that defined the original. They all just pieces of 
software, each just another format. To embrace the “economy of the multiple,” 
Erika Balsom writes, is to recognize how meaning shifts to the channels through 
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consumers before the 1980s settled for Super 8 reproductions, “highlight reels” 
that were compressed down to a few scenes and which ran at less than ten or 
twenty minutes. When the end of the 1970s brought the opportunity to see a fi lm 
in full, it did so with the seemingly obvious and inconsequential caveat that they 
were, indeed, no longer fi lms. 
As Jonathan Sterne has put it, the dominant mode of media history depends 
on the imagination of a particular sort of verisimilitude, where progress can only 
be imagined as “progress in terms of greater and greater definition” (Sterne 2015, 
35). Certainly the logic of this paradigm was familiar to manufacturers in the home 
media industry, and companies like Sony and JVC readily declared the heightened 
fidelity of many of the components they released. But they rarely applied this 
language to home video, where the emphasis was largely on the capability to move
media from one place and time to another. The only claim to quality was to the 
length of the feature – an entire film rather than the edited selections that had been 
available on formats like Super 8. “Watch whatever, whenever”, as Sony suggested 
in 1978. 
But media forms, Sterne counters, “are not like suitcases; and images, sounds, 
and moving pictures are not like clothes”. There is no definitive edition to be 
found. There are only different defi nitions, and despite the claims of early video 
sales that cassettes could put “Hollywood in a box”, Sterne reinforces that media 
objects have “no existence apart from their containers and from their movements – 
or the possibility thereof” (Greenberg 2008, 55–56; Sterne 2015, 35–36). Differ­
ent formats are not interchangeable; they cannot be played just anywhere. At best, 
they are “ports”, alternative instantiations for the subtleties of the systems on which 
they are released. Anyone who has listened to Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band
on 8-Track or played Assassin’s Creed on their mobile phone can attest to the fact 
that the limitations of these platforms impose demands on their porting practice. 
These new demands call for new ways to conceptualize them. The turn to a 
focus on formats, in other words, ought to give rise to format theory. “If there is 
such a thing as media theory, there should also be format theory”, entreats Sterne 
(2012, 7). Figured in this way, the Dead Media Streaming Service can be taken 
as an attempt to put something of this into practice. By foregrounding the format 
specificity of each individual stream, by emphasizing the  historical and material con­
tingency of a particular remediated experience of an obsolete format, the service’s 
programs resist the teleology of verisimilitude that Sterne locates in a traditional 
account of communication history that “outlines a quest for defi nition, immer­
sion, and richness of experience” (Sterne 2012, 4). By refusing the “a priori hier­
archy of formations of any given medium”, and recognizing that communication 
has a “network reality” – not a binary relationship of mediated transmission, but 
rather “an ensemble of relations that only produce the moments of transmission 
and reception after the fact” – format theory invites us “to ask after the changing 
formations of media”. We begin to consider not only the “contexts of their recep­
tions”, but “the conjunctures that shaped their sensual characteristics”, and even 
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2012, 11). To pursue this alternate path, as we wish to do, is to explore the intrigu­
ing swerves, the missed opportunities, and the outright failures that have piled up as 
the angel of media history backs itself into the increasing ubiquity of digitalization. 
Optical media 
Laserdisc is only one example of the persistence of the service in following this 
path. Students struggle to make sense of these strange and mysterious “oversized 
CDs”. Indeed, quite unlike CDs, DVDs, and most other formats that are read 
optically, laserdiscs are largely analogue objects. Though they seem to share some 
perceptual connection to DVDs, they have no native capability for “menus”, for 
“soft” removable subtitles, or the other programmable video features that debuted 
with that format. They aren’t defined by the sampled sources of the DVD codec, 
but by a composite video stream inscribed on plastic pressed 12” aluminium plat­
ters. At its release, laserdisc held a justifiable claim to a superior video format, with 
a staggering 425 lines of horizontal resolution compared to VHS’s 240. But while 
it began with an advantage over the mechanical complexity of video cassettes, a 
combination of economic and technical limitations (it was a read-only format), 
relegated it to the margins of mediation. Marketed to cinephiles, it struggled to 
compete even with expensive – but more reliable – fi lm prints. 
The format not only persisted, it pioneered features that became permanent 
fixtures for the future. The capability for multiple audio tracks (both analogue and 
digital) not only permitted multiple language imports, it allowed distributors like 
Criterion to experiment with commentary tracks. Its position outside the main­
stream allowed it to stretch the limits of analogue television’s 4:3 aspect ratio, with 
countless widescreen releases over the format’s life. While the format held no more 
than 60 minutes of video per side, many included a frame-perfect, 30-minute, 
constant angular velocity (CAV) encoding on the second disc – presenting the 
dramatic climaxes common to blockbuster action films with the potential for 
frame-by-frame follow through, slow-motion, or reverse tracking trick-plays. The 
availability of a “fourth side” on these releases led to the inclusion of special fea­
tures like trailers, production art, and making-of documentaries, while clever uses 
of chapter markers and automatic pausing prefigured the more sophisticated menu­
ing of later optical formats. The result was that laserdisc became a connoisseur 
format (Klinger 2006, 54–90). At the height of this phenomenon acrylic platters 
proliferated. Special editions could include as many as six discs, and multiple ver­
sions of a particular film, with alternative editors and director’s “cuts”. Copies of 
copies for a cinephile’s delight. 
It is remarkable how many of the unique features of laserdisc emerged because 
of the peculiar properties of the format. Late in its life, VHS began to mimic traits 
that had become common to laserdisc and DVD, including widescreen editions 
and special features. But even though these formats came to copy the conven­
tions, they’d never had the same technical constraints – the extra sides to fill – that 
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had rarely been limited by the amount of tape they could spool inside their shells. 
For the few features that did come on two (or more) tapes, divisions were set at 
entirely arbitrary points. But there were exceptions. When Gone With The Wind
was designed to break at the same point that the theatrical release had its intermis­
sion, the recording media seemed to have captured a material reminder of the pre­
vious format. As Wolfgang Ernst notes, media archaeology, “is both a self-refl exive 
method and an archival object of research”. For a digital culture of “apparent, 
virtual, immaterial realities” this sort of reminder – of the “insistence and resistance 
of material worlds” – is, he writes, “indispensable” (Ernst 2005, 589). 
Our media formats will always come burdened with their own limitations. But 
even overcome by technological development, they give rise to entirely new ones. 
In cinema, directors were originally constrained by the physical size of the fi lm 
reel that could fit on the camera. When Alfred Hitchcock, to offer one prominent 
example, wanted to make his Rope a one-take, uninterrupted, single shot, the ten-
minute maximum provided by a standard reel of 35mm forced the director to fi nd 
creative ways to “hide” his cuts – moving the camera behind a character’s back, 
lingering on a dark prop, and so on (see Bordwell 2008). At the exhibition stage, 
this constraint was marked, quite literally, by the “cigarette burn” in the corner of 
the frame that signalled a reels’ end (a feature immortalized by Brad Pitt’s anarchistic 
projectionist in Fight Club). When the dream of the single-take feature fi nally 
became a reality through the storage capacity of digital cameras, in “fi lms” like 
Alexander Sukorov’s Russian Ark, it was accompanied by the oncoming ubiquity 
of digital projection. Seeing celluloid became a boutique cinephile practice. The 
need for a break between reels all but disappeared. 
But not all interruptions were the result of technical limitations. The intermis­
sion is a break, a stoppage in a performance. For a time in the twentieth century, 
the roadshow theatrical presentation was the ultimate mark of a “prestige” produc­
tion. Epics like Gone with the Wind or David Lean’s Lawrence of Arabia included 
intermissions, along with overtures, exit music, elaborate lobby ephemera, and 
souvenir programs – all of which contributed to the special sense of the experi­
ence. These films were typically longer than the average feature, upwards of four 
hours, and these breaks were no doubt welcomed. Be it for dramatic effect or for 
comfort, the entr’acte is a cultural technique that can be traced across a number of 
historical contexts and performance practices – from the act breaks of eighteenth 
century opera to flipping a laserdisc to play the other side. By “cultural technique” 
we have in mind the German concept of Kulturtechniken that has emerged as a 
key approach in continental media studies. As Bernhard Siegert explains, “The 
concept of cultural techniques highlights the operations or sequences of opera­
tions that historically and logically precede the media concepts generated by them” 
(Siegert 2011, 15). Figured in this way, the interruption of performance becomes 
a recursive historical operation that has always already preceded our current media 
theoretical conception of it. And some, at least, might be creatively remediated, 
from the public time of the roadshow intermission to the private time of the disc 
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This sort of remediation is all the more necessary in a media landscape where
the proliferation of digital files has served to mask the differences between for­
mats. Not that digital distinctions are any less significant. After all, two digital
music files, alike in representation save for the .MP3 or .WAV appended to their
names, nevertheless stand at the end of processes of production with little else
in common. The former is a lossy data compression format founded on psycho-
acoustically modelled samples; the latter is a “raw”, uncompressed, bitstream.
Even this description neglects the multitude of differences that lurk within fi les
of the same supposed type. Break them open and a whole host of encodings and
corresponding codecs start to spill out. These are distinctions that have become
remarkably less distinct. While there was a point in the heyday of the MP3
where at least one feature – filesize – was readily apparent to any bandwidth-
bound user, that day is long past. Even the idea of the file, itself, is fading. Nearly
everything seems to play inside the same sorts of apps, lost somewhere out in
the stream.
Through our return to the more obvious artifactuality of analogue media forms, 
we hope to find ourselves better able to see the crystallizing conditions for the 
“social and material relations” that give form to all of our formats (Sterne 2006, 
826). As we do, we come to all sorts of remarkable realizations about the logics 
that structured them. We see, for example, that despite the perception of physical 
incompatibility, analogue formats were sometimes more forgiving than their digi­
tal counterparts. Digital files cannot open outside their expected applications, but 
Betamax tapes will “play” a haunting magnetic motion inside a VHS shell. PAL 
formatted video will display strange signals when NTSC devices work to process 
them. The flexibility of these formats, the shock of our students reminds us, has 
been lost somewhere along the way. Our media objects, it seems, can no longer fi t 
into quite as many strange places as they could before. 
Pedagogy of performance 
While the service has been utilized in a number of undergraduate and graduate 
contexts, including in our Dead Media Research Studio and by students studying 
in the Technology, Culture, and Society department, we are particularly invested 
in its ability to provide a “hands on” experience for media studies students new to 
media archaeological practice. While many of those interested in media archaeol­
ogy come from backgrounds with some degree of technical skill, few occupy quite 
the same celebrated position of Friedrich Kittler’s “technological bricoleur” who 
writes on media theory by day and works with “soldering gun in hand and DOS 
screen in view” at night (Peters 2010, 7). Coupled with the demanding exper­
tise of foundational media archaeological theorists like Kittler, Ernst, and Siegfried 
Zielinski, media archaeology presents a formidable front. “Programming” for the 
software of the service offers a practical entry point for those for whom Assembly 
Code and C++ are not native languages. This sort of programming not only pres­
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FIGURE 7.4 Curriculum for use with the Dead Media Streaming Service. 
provides them with a crash course in the basic techniques necessary for their acqui­
sition, exploration, and preservation. Students learn to recognize the unfamiliar 
and unexpected sites of media archaeological investigation, cataloguing an ever-
changing list of flea markets, vintage shops, and dumps. They become familiar with 
the vernacular traffic in old media formats, developing connections to communi­
ties where practitioners discuss techniques and equipment in vintage electronics 
forums and perform them in the course of creating retro-nostalgia video series. 
Students have the opportunity, in other words, to get something of the “haptic 
taste” for old media formats before they are asked to start cutting things open (for 
more details on this curriculum, see the Center for Analog Humanities at http:// 
www.analoghumanities.com). 
While the Streaming Service is not, in itself, intended as an archival preservation 
process, it utilizes much of the same technological workflow that those processes 
require. The difference being that we operate at a far more cursory level – the 
same specialized sorts of equipment, but with less of a concern for a process’s 
results. For example, the service uses tools like a time base corrector with a full 
frame synchronizer (and background signal generator) to ensure that there is no 
signal loss during a stream, but we are not necessarily concerned with flaws in the 
transmission per se. We only need to have the appropriate equipment in place to 
prevent the stream from terminating unexpectedly when the digital capture detects 
a signal loss. Archivists working with video formats tend to be concerned about 
output quality – carefully monitoring for noise, interference, and dropped frames. 
The programs we have screened on tape have degraded visual playback, tracking 
lines, or mild to moderate tape damage. Some of the laserdiscs are even experienc­
ing symptoms of laser rot. We are interested in mummies, after all, not statues. 
Nevertheless, the actual mechanics of preparing a release rests on some of the same 
skills and considerations that would be employed in archival preservation. 
Even here, particularities of playback force programmers to confront sometimes 
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viability for remote representation. Students are often surprised to learn that Beta-
max, though often lauded as the superior format in its confrontation with VHS, 
presents far more difficulty for streaming. Though it has not necessarily aged worse, 
it has aged. The format wars may have started to Beta’s advantage in 1976, but it 
took only four years for VHS to control 70% of the market. The rapid decline of 
the format by the early-1980s ensures that not only are there fewer home video 
releases, both in the number of tapes produced and titles available, but – more 
significantly – the median point of obsolescence falls significantly earlier (it wasn’t 
until 1990 that the VCR finally reached a 70% market penetration in consumer 
households, see Coplan 2006, 9). VHS technology, whatever its condition at the 
start of the 1980s, had advanced significantly by the end of the format’s life. When 
Sony shifted to VHS in 1988, dozens of companies were producing high quality 
VHS decks. The few non-Sony Betamax decks, in comparison, were junk (Digital 
FAQ 2012). 
Acquisition itself presents insights into the afterlife of video formats. Laser-
disc, one of the most expensive formats in life, has become one of the cheapest
in death. While rare or historic titles retain significantly more value than their
videotape counterparts, the bulk of the laserdisc library can be had for next to
nothing. In a bit of a historical quirk, the common size they share with vinyl LPs
ensures that they turn up, unwanted, in the bulk sale of music collections. There
are few record stores that actively advertise their availability, and fewer still that
are interested in maintaining them. As students begin to excavate, we have come
into a substantial cache of laserdiscs from crate-digging in local brick and mor­
tar stores in New York City – most notably the now-shuttered Bleeker Street
Records where several boxes could at one time be found haphazardly arranged
next to the world music section in the basement. Gems from the Criterion Col­
lection, some of which have never made the transition to DVD and Blu-ray, sat
rather incongruously next to pornographic relics from a bygone era of the West
Village.
The existence of the service, and its place as a regularly recurring site of dead
media research, offers the opportunity to explore broader media archaeologi­
cal topics related to the history of home video in an active, situated, context.
This has resulted in a number of additional projects, including the performance
of 8mm, Super-8, and 16mm footage on telecine boxes, and an exploration
into VHS “games” like Action Max (1987), VCR 221 B Baker Street (1987),
and Nightmare (1991). In one of the more extensive, we’ve coupled the digi­
tal stream of the service with a more conventional broadcasting technology:
analogue television transmission. Connecting the service’s server to an agile
modulator allows us to take the NTSC composite video source and generate
a broadcast RF signal (a popular solution for vintage television collectors, see
Nelson 2017). While the range is somewhat limited (the transmission covers the
building floor where the server is housed), simulcasting the service on analogue
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The psychic life of dead media 
Why do we remain so enamoured with these dusty formats, what draws us back 
to a diminished way of watching that, by all current consumerist logics, could be 
seen as radically perverse? Worse, why do we want to visit this strange habit on 
others? Perhaps the answer lies in a revanchist desire to return to an earlier period 
of cinematic culture, a time before the instant availability of video-on-demand and 
the constant stream of content. Between iTunes, YouTube, Netflix, and Amazon 
(to name just a few) it can feel like just about any fi lm is available to view at home 
at the touch of a few buttons. In defiant resistance to the many epitaphs for the 
“death of cinema”, we are overwhelmed by a glut of entertainment choices. Jeffrey 
Sconce has diagnosed this particular irony: 
Rather than witnessing a cinema in evaporation, then, we are now increas­
ingly buried under a cinematic avalanche. And therein lies the problem for 
the older cinephiliac order. Nothing is more frustrating to desire than satia­
tion, of course, and continuing satiation must ultimately lead to torpor. 
(Sconce 2004, 71) 
Is the Dead Media Streaming Service a baroque reaction to this contemporary 
laziness? Are we just making it hard on ourselves? If this banquet of entertainment 
must eventually result in a decline of symbolic efficiency, then what? What hap­
pens after the orgy, as Jean Baudrillard famously asked? As Dominic Pettman notes, 
there is more than a little resting on our answer (Pettman 2002). Again, Sconce is 
instructive: “‘After the orgy’ of absolute cinematic access and obscenity through 
new distribution technologies, who knows what paraphilias cinephiles will have to 
devise to maintain their celluloid libidos?” (Sconce 2004, 74–75). If cinephilia is 
an erotics, then the Dead Media Streaming Service may seem almost necrophilic. 
But the objects of the past are not quite dead, and we not mired in nostalgia, but 
in “revival” (Parikka 2012, 3). No longer bound and buried in their old meanings, 
the “media undead” are put to the performance of entirely new ones. 
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THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF 
THE WALKMAN 
Audience perspectives and the roots 
of mobile media intimacy 
Maruša Pušnik 
When du Gay et al. (2013/1997) made a cultural study of a material device, the 
Sony Walkman, 1 in the late 1990s, with clear observations about the symbolic 
meanings of culture, nobody realized that it would become the most famous book 
in its field. Moreover, at the time, nobody realized that the Walkman already 
predicted a dramatic extension of the era of media that had first been identifi ed 
as ‘mobile privatization’ by Raymond Williams in 1974. Therefore, present con­
cerns must be projected precisely onto that past to understand the rise of mobile 
and privatized, intimate, online mediatized worlds. In their preface to the 2013 
edition of Doing Cultural Studies: The Story of the Sony Walkman, the editors write 
that while the media landscape has changed greatly since it was fi rst published, the 
book’s analysis of the material cultural artefact that was the Walkman can help us 
critically reflect the past 
in relation to examining the practices attached to the mobile devices we use 
now; in other words, their place in how we live now, and just how new and 
different that ‘now’ is (or is not) from the ‘now’ of the Walkman. 
(du Gay et al. 2013/1997, xiv) 
Most studies of the Walkman have concentrated on the producers or market­
ers; however, my intention in this chapter is to emphasize the mass users of the
Walkman. To understand the social construction of the Walkman, it is crucial to
include its consumers in the analysis. 2 This chapter investigates the archaeology
of a portable media player, the Walkman, and its development from a porta­
ble audio cassette player to the Discman, from the perspective of audiences –
real users of portable entertainment devices. The Walkman boomed all over
the world in the 1980s and represents the beginnings of mobile intimacy. My
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mobile phones/app music players) in a now archaic media technology. I treat the
Walkman as a portable medium and as a material artefact that functions as a site of
memory (see Nora 1996). When put in the hands of users, the Walkman can aid
in understanding and historicizing trends towards ‘mobile intimacy’ within con­
temporary cultures of mediatization. The study of such media devices through
evoking people’s memories with the help of hands on historical research, com­
bined with oral history interviews, can help build a new kind of cultural his­
tory of mediatization. This new history reveals hidden aspects of these media
technologies and explains a contemporary epoch that no longer holds these past
experiences and practices.
Since the introduction of the Walkman in the early 1980s in Slovenia, por­
table media devices have gone through many technological, cultural, and social 
changes. Because the perspectives of production and consumption are intertwined, 
many authors suggest that to understand the culture surrounding portable media 
technologies we must pay attention to audiences and their uses of media, which 
affected the ways in which technologies were invented and how they evolved 
(see Geraghty 2000; du Gay et al. 2013/1997). This chapter focuses on people’s 
memories and their dealings with the Walkman, and studies past uses of the Walk­
man to understand Walkman users in their broader social and cultural contexts. 
My study is based on an investigation of the history of Walkman technologies 
through hands on simulations to observe how our informants (born in the 1960s 
and 1970s) reacted when being faced with this old or even dead media technology. 
Our research reveals how these users identified with the deep material structure of 
this media technology, or in other words, how this technical media has transmitted 
and processed culture (see Parikka 2012). 
This research was carried out during a Media History course in 2015–2017. 
I am grateful to students who helped me gather hands on history participant 
observations, interviews, and evidence about historical uses of the Walkman. In 
most cases, they interviewed their own parents or their parents’ friends. They 
reported this as a provocative and thought-provoking experience. They had little 
previous conception of idea how media structured everyday life in the past. They 
were fascinated by how much time their parents spent on outdoor activities and 
on socializing with their friends in face-to-face communication, and how media 
took a secondary place in their lives. In most cases, they reported how they were 
fascinated about the “innovative ways” that they parents found when using this 
“cumbersome and outdated technology”, as they described Walkman. They called 
Walkman a “old big box”, tending to see it as a predecessor of their iPods or MP3 
Players. They argued that their parents used media in a similar way as students use 
media today – they hid in their rooms and escaped from the outer world with the 
Walkman or they walked around engaged in media practice. They argued that 
their parents’ media world did not differ significantly from their current media 
world, using similar media technologies to isolate from the world and to be mobile. 
The principal difference lay in how little time their parents spent with the Walk­
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We gathered 114 personal testimonies of female and male users of the Walkman 
from urban and rural areas of Slovenia. We asked these informants to search for 
their old Walkmans, and many found them in their basements, closets, and attics; 
if they were unable to find their old devices, we placed a Walkman in their hands, 
and throughout the interview they carried it in their hands, played with it, dem­
onstrated, and explained how they used it in its heyday. The method of the hands 
on history of the Walkman helped us to observe how people used this technology, 
what they did with it, and how the changes in music listening habits were intro­
duced by allowing people to carry music with them through the development of 
portable devices. In addition, with portable media technologies in their hands, we 
were also evoking their (hi)stories regarding the contexts of uses of mobile media 
devices. 
People’s reconstructed uses and memories of media when directly faced with 
old technologies can help us to analyse the transformations of (portable) media in 
history and understand the historical roots of contemporary mobile and intimate 
mediatized and digitalized worlds. Such a critical attitude towards the history of the 
Walkman as a portable media reveals that ritualized media uses have profoundly 
changed, and new mobile media rituals have been invented which are nevertheless 
historically anchored in the first uses of portable media devices such as the Walk­
man (see Rothenbuhler 1998). 
Reflective nostalgia for past media spaces and experiences also needs to be taken 
into account when discussing hands on historical approaches (see Boym 2001). 
I observed that all our informants who were owners/users of old equipment started 
to build emotional and nostalgic historical narratives the moment they started to 
use these old portable media devices. However, this nostalgia was not restorative 
or collectivist, but rather individual – they cherish the memories of the good old 
days or of their childhood and youth. This does not signify a desire to restore the 
obsolete media system, but it rather shows the feelings of people who cannot iden­
tify with new transcultural and extremely privatized mobile and on-line spaces. 
Most of the informants reported nostalgic and pleasant feelings when they held the 
Walkman in their hands. As one among many cases shows: 
I have to admit that the Walkman brings beautiful memories of my youth 
and my socializang with friends on the basketball court, where we listened 
to the Walkman. I miss this. I remember how in school I used the Walkman 
together with my friends when we met at the playground. 
(Tjaž, 39 years old) 
We have to take into account that precisely such nostalgic feelings have driven the 
informants’ recollections of the usage of the Walkman. 
The case of local uses of the Walkman within the hands on historical approaches 
in Slovenia helps to discover the development of mobile media devices in different 
historical settings; how these media were used, preserved, subverted, or discarded. 
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world order through the practical uses, subversions, and meanings of the Walk­
man for the first users of portable media. This paper attempts to answer the ques­
tion of how the media that predate today’s interactive, mobile, privatized digital 
forms were, in their time, contested, adopted, and embedded in everyday life (see 
Huhtamo and Parikka 2011). 
This hands on history project is very nation-specific. The research was con­
ducted in a specific geographical area, in Slovenia, which was a part of the
broader Yugoslav socialist state in the 1980s. The Walkman entered Slovenian
society under a Communist political system. These socio-political and economic
circumstances represent unique or unusual ways in which the Walkman was
introduced to Slovenia in the 1980s. Specifically, in the socialist economic sys­
tem, there was a relatively high average well-being, but there was a shortage
of technical goods and Western products (Luthar 2010). Slovenian users thus
experienced the Walkman in a different way from users in Western Europe and
the rest of the world. For them, the Walkman represented a Western product
and the promising idea of Western capitalism, which was something that Slo­
venian audiences longed for (Pušnik 2010). All our informants described how
they obtained Walkmans in the 1980s. In most cases, there are interesting stories
about the lack of these goods in the Slovenian stores and about trips to western
Italy or Austria to buy these products. Almost all informants reported how there
were only one or two ‘outdated’ types of the Walkman in Slovenian stores,
which were also very expensive.
We travelled to Austria to buy the Walkman. When I saw all these Walk­
mans on the shelf, it was a new world that opened to me. At that time in 
Slovenia in Yugoslavia, you couldn’t buy all these technological innovations. 
We were very backward in this sense. I had to convince my parents to go to 
Austria to buy all these new media. I didn’t want to lag behind my friends 
and I bought a completely new Walkman in Austria. 
(Katjuša, 48 years old) 
Strict customs controls on the borders between the capitalist Western world and 
the socialist Eastern world required audiences to smuggle this media technology 
into Slovenia/Yugoslavia in the 1980s. As Luthar (2006) notes, these were spe­
cifically socialist surveillance techniques, which disciplined subjects through their 
desire of Western goods and through consumption. Longing for the West in social­
ist Slovenia/Yugoslavia was connected to the peculiar practice of smuggling goods 
through the border, and socialist individuals were very skilful in this tacit practice. 
Most of our informants described the smuggling of Walkmans as a normal practice 
of acquiring this media technology at that time. 
We went to Italy to buy me a new Sony Walkman. Sony was a real brand 
and it represented a Mercedes among Walkmans. My mother was scared that 
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because I knew they wouldn’t look there. This is the story of my fi rst Sony 
Walkman, but later I was a hero in the village for having a Sony Walkman. 
(Peter, 42 years old) 
When our informants were reintroduced to the Walkman and when holding it 
in their hands and playing with it, in almost all cases they recalled two general 
trends. The first was their excitement over the possible portability of media tech­
nology. They realized that for the first time that they were able to be mobile and 
to use media technology. The second was their enthusiasm about the possibility 
of strictly individual, personal, or even intimate usage of that media technology. 
These two trends were already noticed in the late 1990s: “[. . .] the Walkman was 
a device that both facilitated and expressed an increasing mobility and privatiza­
tion of cultural experience” (du Gay et al. 2013/1997, 19–20). The Walkman 
boomed in the 1980s; it presented new trends of media usage in the environment 
of the then mainstream mass media (like TV and radio), and it started to drastically 
change people’s lives and especially their ways of connecting with media technol­
ogy. The Walkman changed the way we listened to music and how we connected 
with media technology and, in a way, it represented the dawn of a new age of 
technology. 
Increasing mobility: the Walkman’s portability as the 
predecessor of present mobile media 
Westlund (2013, 6) argues that the present mediascape is increasingly expanded, 
fragmented, privatized, digital, and mobile. Like cars, mobile media technolo­
gies have become a taken-for-granted part of present society (Ling 2012). Goggin 
(2011, 2–5) talks about cell phones as global mobile media: all old traditional media, 
from TV, radio to computers, went mobile on cell phones. Goggin examines how 
current mobile communication is transforming media and how mobile technology 
is used for reinventing place or community. Some authors argue that mobile com­
munication has become mainstream and even omnipresent with mobile phones; 
it certainly is the most rapidly adopted new technology in the world, which has 
quickly come to seem ordinary and even necessary (Katz 2008; Goggin 2011). As 
Sutko and de Souza e Silva (2011) argue, mobile media require us to rethink our 
understanding of urban sociability, particularly how we coordinate and commu­
nicate in public spaces. What is important is their ability to increase one’s spatial 
awareness and to encourage one to meet more people in public spaces (Sutko and 
de Souza e Silva 2011, 815–818). 
These mobile media technologies have their roots in the past media devices. 
The mobile phone is a descendent of the fixed telephone, but has undergone 
extensive technological transformations. This device now also enables the process­
ing of communication and information through audio, video, graphics, text, and 
animation (Westlund 2013, 6). Wei (2008) reasons that from early mobile media 
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the dissemination of information, entertainment, and news. Moreover, its trans­
formation has been influenced by many media, from the Walkman to messaging 
services, such as the pager (Leung and Wei 1999), and convergence processes that 
have involved accommodating functionalities such as the camera, GPS, and music 
player. Although mobiles have roots in the not-so-distant past, they have become 
deeply embedded in contemporary social life. 
Goggin (2011, 102) points specifically to the late 1970s and early 1980s as a 
significant starting point of mobile media with the appearance of the Sony Walk­
man. The results of our hands on history analysis also support this thesis. All the 
informants stressed the importance of the portability of this medium at that time 
when they engaged with the Walkman device. This was actually the first thing to 
be noticed when we placed a Walkman in their hands and asked them to describe 
their feelings and memories of this technology. They reported that this technology 
was the fi rst one to have drastically changed their media-communication practices 
in comparison to other old media, communication with which was more static. 
In this manner, many informants compared it to their present uses of mobile 
phones. As this statement illustrates: 
I took my Walkman with me with a special device that I attached to my 
trousers. What was revolutionary with the Walkman was independence, 
I could listen to whatever music I wanted to, and it offered me mobility. For 
instance, radio meant society and adaptation, but the Walkman meant inde­
pendence and solitude. For me, the only problem was when I ran down the 
batteries when I was travelling, although I always carried spare batteries with 
me. First, I was afraid of using the Walkman as mobile media, because I was 
afraid I would damage it, but with time it became true mobile media for me. 
(Uroš, 48 years old) 
Or, as another informant explained: “For me, the essence of the Walkman was
its portability, it was resistant to steps and body motion, more than the Discman
was later, which I used more when I was lying in bed and reading” (Simona,
39 years old).
Informants told us about their feelings of freedom when using this technology: 
suddenly they were not bound to a specifi c point in space, but they could use this 
media technology wherever they wanted to. They also stressed the limitation of 
other old media, which the Walkman overcame: 
What I found the most important with the Walkman in comparison to other 
media was that that you could carry it around with you and that you didn’t 
need to be connected to the electric cable. I had a Sony Walkman. I liked 
it very much, and I liked it that I was mobile that when listening to music 
I could walk around. I could clean or play and jump around with the Walk­
man stuck to my trousers. 
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Our informants connected the Walkman not only with entertainment, but also 
with work. Precisely because of its portability, this medium also entered the work­
space: “I grew up on the farm and with my Walkman the work there got faster for 
me. My mother made a small pouch for me where I put my Walkman and I tied 
it up with a belt” (Miha, 49 years old). 
In many cases, informants compared the Walkman to the radio, although they 
stressed a great difference in their usage, the radio was perceived as a more com­
munity medium and a static one, while the Walkman as a more individual medium 
and, most importantly, as a portable medium. Moreover, when showing us how 
to use this technology, many of the informants argued that the problem with this 
technology was its batteries and that the mobility of media at that time was severely 
limited to a couple of hours because the batteries quickly ran down: 
I carried my Walkman in the inside pocket of my jeans jacket. We used it 
in the way that we could carry it around outdoors. The only thing that was 
problematic was its batteries. For example, one had to be very careful when 
using the rewinding function because the batteries ran down even quicker. 
(Elena, 46 years old) 
I observed that there was a generation gap in the usage of the Walkman. Older
generations avoided using a Walkman as they were not familiar with mobile
media use:
I listened to my Walkman at the beach and at work. When I went out, 
I carried it in my hands. The only problem was its batteries; they were not 
so cheap as they are today, and they quickly ran down. It was important 
because you could listen to music everywhere, although not for a long time, 
because the batteries ran down, but still. My parents listened to the radio 
more often; they didn’t use the Walkman because they were not used to 
carrying it around with them. It was something too technologically sophis­
ticated for them, but with my sister, we constantly listened to it. You could 
carry and listen to the music when you were not at home, but somewhere 
outdoors. Later, I also used an MP3 player, but today I use my smartphone 
in practically the same manner. 
(Vesna, 49 years old) 
However, some of the informants also lamented that it was not so easy to adapt 
themselves to the Walkman’s portability because they were used to the stationary 
uses of the then mainstream media. The portability of the Walkman was something 
so innovative for them that they needed some time to realize that this medium was 
a portable one. To illustrate: 
At the beginning, it was not self-evident to me that you can carry music 
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more in its ability to put headphones on and to disconnect from the world. 
Mostly at home, in the bed, that you listened to audiocassettes and to have 
your own peace. At the beginning, it was not obvious that music could come 
around with me. It was a super technological toy, and it was cool that I was 
able to listen to music in peace privately at home. Then, I slowly changed 
my mind, and I realized that the Walkman could come with me wherever 
I go, I listened to it at the beach. This was a real advantage, although it took 
me some time to discover how nice it was to listen to music during some 
boring activities. The Walkman had only one pair of headphones, and listen­
ing to it was not a social activity; it was less social, I used it more for listening 
to music and to disconnect. And brains off. It was a black box, Sony I think, 
with bass and treble buttons at the top. At that time, it seemed so little to me, 
but today I laugh at how big it was. 
(Marko, 52 years old) 
The Walkman represented a real revolution in comparison to the mainstream 
media of the 1980s, especially radio, television, and the conventional telephone, 
which were stationary media and which required sedentary usage. It suddenly 
brought more active, mobile uses of media since it was freed from the network and 
electricity cable, although it still had some disadvantages (batteries with a limited 
charge capacity, impracticality of carrying many audiocassettes, etc.). 
Privatization of media experience: intimacy 
with the Walkman 
Okada (2005, 43) explains that the dimension of personalization and privatization 
of media began in the late 1970s. From the mid-1980s, cordless and extension 
phones were commonly placed in bedrooms as the telephone found its way into 
FIGURES 8.1 AND 8.2 Examples of mobile uses of the Walkman. (Photographs by Melisa 
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the private rooms of each family member (Okada 2005, 46). The process of the 
personalization and privatization of media developed decisively with the popular­
ity of the Walkman with its shift away from products used by the whole family 
to those used by individuals. Later, throughout the 1990s, during the adoption of 
mobile media, the original business and official uses of the pager were extended 
into individual and personal purposes. Okada (2005) describes this sequence of 
events as the shift from household media to individual media. 
In the late 1980s, Beniger discussed the personalization of mass media by disguis­
ing the size of mass audiences, targeting messages, and contriving intimacy in content
(1987, 354). Beniger argues that this change constitutes a transformation of traditional
community into an impersonal association that we might call ‘pseudo-community’,
which has especially been strengthened with new media-communication technol­
ogy. Nowadays, new media like the mobile phone are so deeply embedded in our
personal lives that some authors call these new media intimate technologies (Bell
2006). Wilska (2003) talks about the privatization of the consumption of mobile-
phone technology. Livingstone and Bovill (2013, 327) argue that privatization sup­
ports individualization and vice versa, when showing how children and youth use
media technologies, which transforms more traditional communities (like family)
into individual associations: “Within the home the multiplication of personally
owned media may facilitate children’s use of individual, privatised space, as opposed
to communal family space” (Bovill and Livingstone 2001, 17).
In the modern era, we can observe a significant personalization of media and the 
shift to the use of media in privacy and in intimacy, enabled by the use of smart-
phones and personalized mobile smart applications. Spiegel (in Morley 2007, 200) 
transforms Williams’ concept of mobile privatization (1998/1981, 284), which 
was brought about by television and automobility years ago. Many authors point 
out that modern media-communication technologies create private media bubbles 
in the crowd, which results in forms of ghettoization and entrapment in media 
bubbles, whereby media technology helps individuals to build a barrier with the 
outside world and, thus, enables an individual to separate his/her internal impulses 
from the impulses of the outer world (Boyd 2014; Morley 2007; Burchell 2015; 
Ling 2008; Wellman 2001; Krajina 2014; Pajnik 2015). 
Hjorth and Lim (2012) presuppose that these new trends of intimacy with 
media already have roots in the history and in the historical forms of media: 
Technologies such as mobile media re-enact earlier co-present practices and 
interstitials of intimacy: for example, SMS (Short Message Service) re-enacts 
nineteenth-century letter writing traditions [. . .] and sharing vacation pho­
tographs via Facebook are a digital analogy of the time-honored ‘Wish you 
were here’ postcard. [. . .] new forms of telepresence such as email are linked 
to earlier practices of intimacy such as visiting cards. In this way, the intimate 
co-presence enacted by mobile technologies should be viewed as part of a 
lineage of technologies of propinquity. 
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They go even further when arguing that with the ‘intimate’ turn in the contem­
porary era of new media impacting various facets of cultural practice and politics, 
notions like emotion are no longer defined individually or psychologically but must 
be seen as an integral part of social life (Hjorth and Lim, 2012, 481). In this respect, 
intimacy with the Walkman in the 1980s – with headphones on users’ ears – 
resembles the modern practices of listening to an iPod or using apps on a mobile 
phone. In all cases, users are in an intimate relationship with media technology, 
remote from the outer world and locked into personal space. 
With the hands on history approach, we observed two trends of personaliza­
tion and privatization of the Walkman experience, when our informants reported 
their intimate connection with the Walkman device and their individual uses of 
media. First, this enabled them to move in the solitude of their personal or even 
intimate space, that they could disconnect from the communication with other 
people and from the outside world. Second, these privatized and personalized uses 
of the Walkman enabled them to create their own personal content; they reported 
that, in comparison to the radio, when listening with a Walkman they were free to 
listen to whatever they wanted. 
The fi rst trend of personalization and privatization of the Walkman, moving to 
personal, intimate space, also indicates that the users’ connection with technology 
began to be tighter. For example: “I used my Walkman when I was alone; I locked 
myself with my Walkman in the solitude. It was an analogue technology, but it was 
reliable as long as the batteries were working” (Uroš, 48 years old). The results also 
show that the Walkman was a device of intrapersonal communication; with the 
use of the Walkman, users could escape interpersonal communication and started 
to communicate with themselves. Many informants reported this: “I remember 
whenever my parents were giving me a hard time I went out with my bike with 
my Walkman on my ears” (Elena, 46 years old). The Walkman entered deep into 
the personal and intimate space of its users, not only because it represented an 
escape from the real world, as our informants were claiming, but also because it 
replaced communication and communion with other people with communication 
with oneself. Hardt (2004) observes that this was already a characteristic of televi­
sion media in the twentieth century, which started to attack dialogue with other 
people, substituting it with communion with the screen. 
The Walkman also substituted communion with sound for dialogue with other 
people: 
I disconnected from the real world with the Walkman. When I was young 
I shared my room with my two sisters – our apartment was crowded, and 
there was not a lot of privacy. The Walkman was my personal escape, if 
I may say so. 
(Mojca, 50 years old) 
Or: “For me, the Walkman was also an escape from the conversation with par­
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in comparison to the then mainstream mass media for the informants: the fi rst was 
an escape to the intimate world and the second was a non-disturbance of an outer 
world during media activity – like listening to the Walkman: “You did not disturb 
your neighbourhood with your Walkman. Whenever it was something wrong or 
when I wanted some peace. I put on my Walkman and closed myself into my own 
world” (Nataša, 48 years old). 
The Walkman allowed its users to escape to a private media bubble in a social 
space, a characteristic of contemporary media technologies: 
I was obsessed with music and I wanted to listen to it on my way to the 
school, on my way home, on the way to my friends, everywhere and any­
time. The Walkman allowed me all this, and it gave me a feeling that the 
outside world is not important. Immediately when I left my home, I put 
headphones on and I used it until I came home. Sometimes, when I felt like 
a real rebel, I put my headphones on during the class in the school, when the 
teacher had oral exams, I sat in the rear bench and I listened to my favourite 
songs. At home, I turned the volume up, and I couldn’t hear if parents called 
me, and they were really nervous about that. The Walkman made music 
more accessible, because you could carry the device with you wherever you 
wanted to. This gave the music and the device a touch of freedom. You 
could enjoy it in private with the Walkman. 
(Tine, 48 years old) 
In many cases, the Walkman also represented a physical barrier from the rest of the 
world, with the Walkman acting as a kind of their personal room: 
To me, the Walkman represented an escape to my own world. Together 
with my two brothers, there was no peace at my home – we were shout­
ing, fighting. And the Walkman brought me the five minutes of peace that 
I needed in the day so that I could think about my future, about girls, and 
some other things. To carry music around with you and to listen to it when­
ever you wanted to was a totally new thing. The purpose of use of mobile 
phones is similar to that of the Walkman. As we used the Walkman to escape 
from reality, the same way you use your phones today. 
(Matjaž, 42 years old) 
Or: “I didn’t have my own room, so I put my headphones on and, in the moment, 
I was all alone and could listen to music all by myself” (Alenka, 44 years old). 
Moreover, in the case of personalization and privatization of the Walkman, 
I noticed a generation gap: younger informants escaped to the intimate communion 
with the Walkman, older ones required more communal and group uses of media: 
The coming of the Walkman totally changed my habits of listening to music. 
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ones were separated from older ones by the Walkman. I remember that my 
mother and father were very angry with me and told me that I was too often 
alone in my room listening to music and that I should spend more time with 
them in the living room watching television or listening to radio. 
(Barbara, 50 years old) 
Or another example: 
The advantage of the Walkman was that you could listen to what you wanted
to. You put in an audiocassette, pushed “play” and listened to music, freed
from the rest of the world; you were in your own world. However, radio was
a device of the older generation, and the Walkman of the younger genera­
tion. The Walkman meant independence for me at that time, also because
there often was no electricity in the evenings. The Walkman meant a great
leap – MP3s and iPods are not revolutionary at all, it is only a new form of
technology for listening to music. I still remember my Walkman often, and
I miss those times. I still keep a collection of audiocassettes, around 500 of them.
(Dejan, 40 years old) 
The Walkman isolated people from one another; instead of bringing them into 
contact with other users, users of technology were in contact with the Walkman. 
Fang (1997, 139) similarly argues for the TV and for the mass media culture in the 
twentieth century that conversations were slowly displaced from the rooms, where 
TV communication was going on, and the connection with the TV set was further 
strengthened. What started with TV was strengthened by the Walkman. In con­
trast, most media of the twentieth century, especially radio, are more communal 
media, as our informants also recognized, while the Walkman strictly sharpened 
these trends of isolation from others: 
Radio was not so intrusive as the Walkman was. You can put it in a corner, 
turn down the volume and still listen to it, but at the same time drink coffee 
and talk with other people. Meanwhile listening to the Walkman, you can­
not do that, with the Walkman you are closed with yourself into your own 
world. Like you were a part of some other world, into which you do not 
allow anybody else to enter. 
(Andrej, 57 years old) 
Or: “We always listened to the radio together, during lunch, for instance, but 
you could listen to the Walkman all by yourself at your own discretion” (Mojca, 
46 years old). And: 
With the Walkman, listening to music became more intimate because only 
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was one to one moment – me and my Walkman/music. Radio was more 
community media, we listened to it together, but the Walkman was more 
my own media, more intimate. 
(Eva, 35 years old) 
The privatization and personalization of the Walkman meant also a kind of escape 
for its users, to escape from their everyday routines, from their obligations: 
Many times, I listened to my Walkman in my room, when I needed a bit of 
relaxation. I shut all the windows and doors, rolled down the shutters, and 
I lied down on the bed in the darkness and listened to music in peace. The 
Walkman meant relaxation and escape from the outer world for me at the 
moment when I needed this. I also used it when jogging or riding a bike. 
I stitched it to my belt or simply on my t-shirt. 
(Petra, 47 years old) 
And again: 
The Walkman was important because it was more a personal experience, 
that you could live in music. Especially if I was nervous or something both­
ered me, I closed myself into my room and put on the headphones. The best 
therapy. 
(Marija, 53 years old) 
The second trend of personalization is the individualization of content, pro­
cessed according to personal wishes, tastes, ambitions, and interests. Informants
started to prepare their own repertoire of media contents. Rando (2017) and
Stock (2010) call his phenomenon the birth of the ‘mixtape’ with personal
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curating of users’ own compilations from the radio on audiocassettes. Stock
defines the mixtape thus:
The mixtape is a conglomeration of songs compiled typically by a single 
individual; however, some tapes are produced in tandem or groups for spe­
cific purposes. The mixtape emerged out of the improvement and afford-
ability of recording equipment in the 1980s combined with the availability 
of the cassette tape released in the seventies. 
(2010, 283) 
This characteristic of the Walkman resembles the modern media on demand (TV 
or video on demand, etc.). The key new function of the Walkman that the infor­
mants remembered when playing with the Walkman in their hands was recording, 
which enabled this personalized content. They started to massively prepare their 
own repertoire of music, which individualized their usages of mass media – radio 
listening, for example. As one informant described: 
I chose music on the radio, and then I recorded what I liked. This was a great 
art for me at that time. In most cases, we recorded music from the radio. 
The good old audiocassettes . . . we were so excited about recording. I asked 
my parents to request some music for me on the radio for my birthday that 
I liked, and then I recorded it. We had to be totally silent when record­
ing. The Walkman was a true miracle in this respect, what was the most 
fascinating was that you could carry it with you and listen to whatever you 
wanted to. When listening to the radio, you needed to adapt to others and 
their tastes; with the Walkman, this was different. Thus, I was in love with 
my Walkman. 
(Tatjana, 38 years old) 
The most common reason that our Walkman users made recordings of the radio 
was a shortage of recorded music in the 1980s in the then-socialist Slovenia/ 
Yugoslavia. As informants recalled, there was a “poor choice of audiocassettes 
in our stores”: either they were expensive, or you could not buy the Western 
releases of popular music on cassettes at that time in Slovenia at all. There were 
only two ways to get Western popular music: either to travel to Austria or Italy 
and buy audiocassettes or to record music from the radio. According to the analy­
sis of interviews, our informants became experts at curating compilations from 
the radio according to their own wishes. In this regard, Rando (2017, 65) calls 
mixtapes ‘wish tapes’, ‘a heterotopic space’ and explains different techniques for 
curating people’s own compilations of music: “The wish image of the mixtape is 
also invested in reordering, restoring, and translating the commodifi ed fragments 
of music back into an unalienated musical whole or totality”. 
Another significant reason for the mixtape was that a certain kind of male teen­
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mixtape was “a courting tool for adolescent and young adult males”. Many of our 
male informants mentioned this trend: 
I was in love with one girl from the neighbouring village, and every week 
when we met I recorded a new cassette with love songs in English for her 
because I wanted to impress her. Then we both listened to these songs 
together on the Walkman, each with one headphone on. I was a real stud 
with all these brand-new songs. 
(Miro, 50 years old) 
A mixtape might also be a gift, as Stock (2010) argues. A mixtape is a compilation 
of individual songs often presented to someone else as a gift or to denote a specifi c 
event. In this regard, the Walkman was most often compared to radio, which did 
not allow for such an individualized and personalized listening to music or a pro-
gramme: “The Walkman was a first device that enabled you to be a master of your 
own music wishes, and you didn’t depend on others’ choices, as was the case with 
radio” (Žiga, 38 years old). 
The mixtape was a kind of “wishful expression of the new” (Rando 2017, 11). 
Stock (2010), in another sense, argues that such a mixtape, which is created using 
other artists’ songs and music for a specified purpose, is an art-based act of creativ­
ity; for him, this is a type of creative imagination. Evidence from our informants 
supports this theory; almost all noted that they felt free and emphasized their fan­
tasy and imagination when they were compiling their own music together. The 
following informant precisely described the function of recording, which was so 
crucial for individualized listening with a Walkman: 
I still remember that there was a show with foreign music on Mondays, and 
every Monday we waited with fingers on the ‘record’ and ‘play’ buttons, to 
record a new single. These were real events. We waited for an exact song. 
Many times, it happened that you recognized your favourite song too late 
and then you didn’t have the beginning of the song, or that the speaker still 
spoke when the song was already on, or that he started to talk when the 
song was not yet over, or that there was some noise during the song. You 
recorded all this on your tape. 
(Polona, 47 years old) 
Another informant recalled: “One of my favourite activities of that time was record­
ing audiocassettes for my Walkman. I could sit for hours listening to the radio and
waiting for a certain song so that I could record it then” (Tanja, 43 years old). The
testimonies of our informants reveal that they had certain rules for recording on the
cassettes, which are also mentioned by Stock (2010) as important art-based rules.
Another recollection of the recording function on audiocassettes emphasized 
the importance of personalized content: 
We mostly recorded music from radio for listening to it on the Walkman, 
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cassette with finger or pen and recorded the new song on the tape again. It 
was the best that you could re-record the old song with the new one when 
you got bored with the old song. But then, it was a problem if the old song 
was longer from the new one because at the end of the new song than you 
could still hear the end of the old song. The Walkman represented a jump 
into the advanced society. It definitely changed our lives. It was a technology 
that certainly influenced individual’s state in the society. 
(Simon, 41 years old) 
This example demonstrates that there were specific art-based techniques of how to 
prepare the mixtape and users were real craftsmen masters of this recording prac­
tice. In this regard, today’s ‘playlist’, created by Napster, iTunes, or other computer 
software programmes to organize and create playlists, lacks an art of imagination 
that was so characteristic of mixtapes: “today, with CD burners and online servers 
with hundreds of thousands of songs at their fingertips, people are losing the art of 
making a really great mixtape” (Stock 2010, 285). 
When showing us different functions of usages of the Walkman, informants 
specifically mentioned the rewinding/fast-forwarding function as a great advantage 
of this technology, because they could listen to whatever they wanted to in com­
parison to radio where they could not choose. 
With radio, there was always a compromise what we would listen to. My 
word was nothing, and I couldn’t listen to my favourite songs. The Walk­
man gave me the freedom to listen to my songs in the moment I wanted to. 
(Simona, 45 years old) 
It is worth mentioning that a kind of cultural nostalgia, which Rando (2017) also 
observed regarding the mixtape, is seen in the informants’ testimonies of recording 
functions, which they describe as a real art and observe as unrepeatable in time. 
FIGURES 8.4 AND 8.5 Examples of handling the Walkman. (Photographs by Lea Plut 
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Conclusion: the Walkman and mobile intimacy 
The adoption of the Walkman in Slovenia influenced the media practices of its 
users and introduced them to uses which over the years have slowly become the 
prevailing communication practices in society. As I observed with the hands on 
history approach, our informants were very nostalgic about the uses of the Walk­
man; they were all very positive about that technology, and they mostly remem­
bered it as a kind of freedom in comparison to the then-mainstream media. They 
revealed mobility, intimacy with technology, personalized content, and isolation 
from others. What Hjorth and Lim describe as characteristic of this century’s media 
practices therefore has roots in the history of the Walkman: 
That is, the ways in which the various forms of mobility (across technologi­
cal, geographic, psychological, physical, and temporal differences) and inti­
macy infuse public and private spaces is spearheaded by the increasing role 
of personalization by mobile media to both blur and reinstate boundaries 
between online and offline worlds. This has allowed for multiple cartogra­
phies of space in which the geographic and physical space is overlaid with 
an electronic position and relational presence, which is emotional and social. 
This overlaying of the material-geographic and electronic-social is what can 
be called mobile intimacy. 
(2012, 478) 
It is precisely in this sense of mobile intimacy that I understand the Walkman as 
shaped by the social construction of its users. The process of mobile and intimate 
media reception became the dominant one with a new medium in the 1980s – the 
Walkman. A hands on historical perspective, in which users of mobile phones are 
faced with this old technology, can help us to understand how minor or subversive 
media uses evolved and transformed into mainstream media uses through time. To 
understand the role of the Walkman in the history of media we must understand 
this popular cultural device of that time as the main transformer of younger gen­
erations’ trends of communication in the 1980s and 1990s. Furthermore, as Okada 
argues, “we must analyze how these changing media forms both grow out of and 
shape trends in communications. [. . .] We need an even clearer model for the rela­
tionship between media, popular cultures, and communication trends” (2005, 60). 
The growing trend of individualized and personalized use of media in present 
digital societies has its roots in the time of Walkman in the 1980s and our hands 
on history analysis proves that personalized media has played a role in culture and 
society long before our digital age. 
Notes 
1 “This gadget, originally invented and marketed by Sony in the spring of 1980 in Japan, and 
soon exported, has become known throughout the West, however awkward its Japanese-
made English may sound” (Hosokawa 1984, 165). 
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2 A starting point for my analysis are theories of the social construction of technologies – 
technological systems (Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch 2012), which see technologies as built 
in a process of social construction and negotiation, which are always driven by the social 
interests of its participants. 
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Hands on with 40 years of English 
amusement arcades 
Alex Wade 
Amusement arcades are historically viewed as an unflattering venue where devi­
ancy and dereliction run as free as the youth who populate them (see e.g. Fisher
1995; Huff and Collinson 1987). Popular books of the time reflect this, from the
tongue-in-cheek narrative interpretation of Rubin’s Defending the Galaxy (1982),
to Amis’s graphic – both visually and linguistically – Invasion of the Space Invad­
ers (1982), to Sudnow’s cold-war bad-trip of Breakout addiction Pilgrim in the
Microworld (1983). Each documents and reinforces the popular notion of arcades
as arenas where, as distinguished game designer Al Alcorn observes, “naughty
things might happen” (Alcorn 2014, 25). The end result was a moral panic,
which found its political manifestation in George Foulkes’ infamous campaign
to limit “the menace of video games” (Haddon 1988, 60), via the United King­
dom parliament in the Control of Space Invaders (and other electronic games) Bill
(Foulkes 1981, cc287). This popular and political attention piqued the interest of
sociologists, psychologists, and criminologists. The videogame amusement arcade
became a favoured and fevered site of academic study, which, to the delight of
writers and the panic of politicians and parents reinforced the notion that arcades
were a locus of dubious, unethical, and perhaps even illegal behaviour. A large-
scale study by the Centre for Leisure Research in the UK found that 80% of 2739
respondents disagreed that amusement arcades provided young people with a safe
place to go, while 59% of the same cohort agreed that young people should be
banned from amusement arcades (Centre for Leisure Research 1990). Another
UK survey of 789 respondents showed that over 20% of those who frequented
amusement arcades had been involved in a fight and nearly a fifth “had been
approached by someone who makes them feel uncomfortable2 (Huxley and Car­
roll 1992). The common perception of amusement arcades being a site of moral
panic reflects much of the contemporaneous work undertaken by Birmingham’s
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habitus of amusement arcades places them geographically and culturally under­
ground, or in what Young specifically terms the “subterranean world of play”
(Young, 2005).
The perception of the underground space of the amusement arcade is predi­
cated on their being at once open to the public, but requiring special and separate 
codes of operation and access, evidenced in the language (e.g. ‘credit’; ‘high score’; 
‘extra life’), cultural idiosyncrasies (e.g. placing money in full view on cabinets to 
have dibs on the next game) and bodily habitus (as Newman humorously recalls 
from an episode of Seinfeld, to succeed at Pac-Man requires the ‘perfect combina­
tion of Mountain Dew and Mozzarella . . . just the right amount of grease on the 
joystick’ (Newman 2016, 8)). These niceties are reflected in other shadowy, dark, 
and imperceptible places where subcultures abound, such as strip-clubs, snooker-
halls, and strip-malls: spaces simultaneously symptomatic of the dangers of time-
wasting, cash-sapping, leisure consumption, and traditionally linked to organized 
crime (see Trapunski 1979, 104). 
As the literature outlined above demonstrates, videogames have a long, tire­
some relationship with moral outrage. From the abhorrent story of a boy, who, 
while being sexually abused by a clergyman, spent the money that he was given on 
arcade games (Amis 1982, 29–30) through the shameful machinations of Gamer-
gate and into the contemporary shill of lootboxes in top-tier releases, it can seem 
as if videogames achieve recognition only when fomenting moral panic. Now 
that videogames are a mature medium, moral panic is courted by some develop­
ers and utilized for its marketing advantages. The knowing satire of Rockstar’s 
Grand Theft Auto franchise impels the mortal hand-wringing of politicians. Their 
kneejerk responses, including first amendment debates, class action lawsuits, and 
prohibition has the contradictory effect of adding gravitas to the ‘trivial’ position 
of games, while trivializing the grave business of politics. Yet most games do not 
achieve this level of notoriety in the wider public consciousness. Games continue 
to be viewed as a medium, which, in common with the subterranean world of 
play, are somehow positioned ‘beneath’ popular culture (Southern 2001, 2). As its 
starting point this chapter draws on historical literature from the dawn amusement 
arcades’ in Victorian England. It is shown, from their inception, that while games 
were viewed by commentators as a subculture to be looked down upon, they were 
also an arena of innovation and a manifestation of changing working and leisure 
conditions seen at the time. These are features that extend into further discussion 
concerning the work and play that is required to maintain videogame machines’ 
social and cultural status, particularly in their maintenance and curation. Rather 
than being machines of the past that occupy a separate space and time in a glass 
cabinet in a museum, it is shown that amusement arcades and particularly those 
who interact with them are living histories that can only be properly experienced 
and engaged by being fully hands on with them. To demonstrate this in practice, 
the second part of the chapter presents primary data gathered through interviews 
and participant observation of those who have been hands on in the construction 
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are individuals who have played, worked, and owned amusement arcades during 
this time. The techniques, technologies, financial, and social capital are evidenced 
in a passion shown in their practice ensuring that the past lives on into the future 
through those who are hands on in the present. 
Historical forces of amusement arcades 
Videogames continue to occupy a position in the nether regions of popular culture 
that is as prevalent in the twenty-first century domestic realm of shiny consoles 
and consumer electronics as it was in the 1970s and 1980s fug of the neon-night of 
amusement arcades. This suggests that there are historical forces attached to video-
games, and to games more generally, which mean that they are at best a waste of 
time and at worst corrupting the moral integrity of individuals within society. As 
with any study of the histories of videogames, this cannot be limited to the game 
itself, or the technology that gives rise to it, but is instead contingent on a con­
fluence of factors, including social policy, human geography, and demographics. 
Bank holidays, inaugurated in the United Kingdom in 1872, were the first of many 
revisions of social policy that led to a “huge growth in demand, both for leisure 
time, and for activities to fill that leisure time” (Downs 2010, 56). Modest budgets 
and short holidays precluded long-distance travel, and so working class people 
from urban centres like Bolton and Manchester began to take holidays nearby, in 
places like Blackpool and Fleetwood. These trips offered holidaymakers the oppor­
tunity to ‘experience a world set-apart from the everyday’ (Downs 2010, 57) in 
nascent amusement arcades. This separateness has become an aspect central to the 
sociological investigation of games, which are seen invariably as a space separated 
from the everyday (see e.g. Caillois 2001; Huizinga 1970; Goffman 1961; Salen 
and Zimmerman 2005). Encouraged by the opportunities presented by the work­
ing class who finally had money to spend and the wherewithal to spend it, seaside 
entrepreneurs invested in new amusement attractions and increased the quality 
of existing ones. The result was a very early form of consumption operating as a 
function of production, certainly for those who previously were only economically 
valued due to their labour power. As Young notes, the values attached to subter­
ranean activity meant that “hedonism [was] closely tied to productivity” (Young 
2005, 150). The impression this left on the histories of record of the time shows 
how negatively this was viewed by the refined classes in Victorian Britain. From 
their perspective, the working classes debauched themselves to within an inch of 
their labour-intensive usefulness, all the while revelling in the revulsion of 
Crowded, noisy, vulgar, unbuttoned, uninhibited enjoyment, for better or
worse. They epitomised carnival, saturnalia, the temporary triumph of the
periphery over the core, the world turned upside down, the suspension of dig­
nity and inhibitions, the temporary reversal of the civilising process, the reign
of gluttony, extravagance and licentiousness.
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As seen in research on home coding and cracking in the 1980s (Wasiak 2013; 
Swalwell 2008) games shift traditional boundaries of work and play, through the 
introduction of new technologies, so that the “world of leisure and work are inti­
mately related” (Young 2005, 151). Indeed, home coding drew on this exten­
sively, becoming a cottage industry which briefly achieved the Marxist ideal of 
utopia between work and play. Yet for Young, originally writing in 1971, there 
was a tension, played out in the overlapping spheres of production and consump­
tion which suggested that the ‘subterranean values’ of hedonism, autonomy and 
activities performed for their own sake were becoming more prevalent in subsec­
tions of society. These subsections generated subcultures, which had greater truck 
with the pleasure principle of play than the grind of the work ethic. A focus on 
immediate gratification, rather than delaying to an undefined future was the aim 
of the subjects of Young’s study. These same ideals of subterranean values of play, 
of inverting norms in pursuit of hedonism, are as evident in the trips the working 
class took to the amusement arcade in the nineteenth century as to those in the late 
twentieth century. History suggests that the relationship between work and leisure 
is tightly entwined with the emergence and predominance of amusement arcades 
as a primary leisure activity. 
Play as work 
The symbiotic relationship between work and leisure is a phenomenon which
is brought into sharp focus when considering the hands on work required to
maintain amusement arcade machines. Whether fruit machines, pinball, shovel­
lers (also known as penny drop) or videogames, the ‘decay of gaming hardware
[. . .] is a serious and potentially difficult to manage issue’ (Newman 2012, 14).
Some attempts have been made to preserve the past in a representation of work­
ing order by institutions such as museums, shifting the focus of videogames
away from the incessant ‘logic of the upgrade’ (Newman 2012, 37), a defi ning
feature of modern consumer electronics and specifically videogames. As part of
the ‘Game On’ project, the Barbican museum in London collected, curated,
and presented a host of videogames from the past, which then toured Europe,
Asia, and America (Guins 2014, 281). The hands on nature of such exhibitions,
where museum-goers are able to play the games on offer, is central to their suc­
cess. Yet it removes the machines from their original context of the ‘naughty
place’ of the amusement arcade and therefore inevitably cleanses the experience.
By law and custom, smoking, eating, loud music, and neon are not promoted
in the creaking halls of the Barbican. The sight and site of a Ridge Racer (1993)
deluxe sit-down cabinet, in full working order with a notice next to it denoting
its year of release and the reasons for its historical importance at once demon­
strates how quickly past technologies age, while locating past videogames in a
time and space when they were a new form of media (Newman 2012, 86–87).
Meanwhile, as Guins observes, the placement of a Space Invaders (1978) cabinet
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the videogame further from its original location and illuminates how the “his­
torical conditions, context and experiences of coin-op arcade video games often
go unremarked” (Guins 2014, 132).
In keeping with the historical literature around arcades, keeping the history 
of arcades rubs up against the same problems as any other curatorial activity. The 
original context is erased as the extinct dinosaurs move from the plains into the 
Great Halls. As Castells highlights, this is both a strength and a weakness of muse­
ums, which are “systems for the storage, processing and transmission of poten­
tially interactive cultural messages, in and for a determined social context” (Castells 
2001, 4). This social context is by economic and cultural necessity mostly – but not 
exclusively – the general public who consume cultural messages in the space and 
time of the museum. In the case of those seeking out games, these will be drawn 
from two main audiences. First, those who have not experienced this history fi rst 
hand, but are acutely aware of the social context of museums that offer interactiv­
ity at every station from stone rubbing to touchscreens. The rapid pace of change 
involved in gaming and its technology amplifies this and all the while new media 
becomes old at an accelerated pace. The second audience, and those who are likely 
to attend specialist exhibitions at the Barbican or Strong Museums’ will have had 
hands on experience with arcade games, either in their original incarnations in 
amusement arcades, as conversions to home microcomputers and consoles or as 
part of emulation (for discussion as to the legal complexity of this, see McFerran 
2018). The net result is that museums attendees will have an acute awareness of the 
extensive hands on curatorial work, which, by default removes and places games 
from a specific historical context, into a specific social context and generates what 
Kocurek and Tobin (2014) have coined the ‘undead arcade’, an experience that in 
spite of not being able to be recaptured, continues to live, albeit in a distorted form. 
This extended play as work of undead videogame amusement arcades outside 
of their specific historical context leads to the central consideration of this chapter. 
What has occurred and continues to occur in arenas where videogames remain 
within their historical context? Drawing on the position outlined through the liter­
ature that there are extensive historical forces evident in the work around protect­
ing and playing arcade videogames, the discussion below is based on interviews and 
observations with individuals who are hands on throughout the history of these 
games. As shown below, individuals who have played and worked (and continue 
to do so) in amusement arcades which house videogames as living histories have 
first-hand, hands on experience of the videogame in the arcade. No matter how 
valiant the efforts of museums or emulation, this can never be attained by placing 
games into a specifi c social context., such as a museum. 
Method 
Interviews and participant observation were undertaken between March 2015 and 
August 2017. In keeping with themes in the historical literature by Downs, an 
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and three interviews with participants. This allows two separate, but overlapping 
arenas to be explored. First in the traditional ‘seafront’ amusement arcades where 
old videogames are arranged in a manner similar to those in the past where they 
would exist as part of a larger economy of gambling ‘fruit’ machines, pinball, 
change machines, and food vendors. These machines are unmodified to the point 
where the cabinets require old 10 pence pieces to be used to begin a game. The 
second arena, less than a kilometre away, is an ‘inland’ retro arcade, which includes 
both original games and emulated ‘candy cabs’ as well as a cordoned-off area for 
high-value payout (£200+) fruit machines, which can only be played by those 
over the age of 18. Finally, there is a separate floor for high-end PC and Local 
Area Network gaming. 
The second location for participant observation and an interview is a large 
inland arcade located one of the Northern industrial towns that provided many 
of the patrons for Blackpool in the nineteenth century. Although its location is 
not traditional for arcades, it does draw on some of the more extreme historical 
idiosyncrasies of ‘inland arcades’. A bar serves alcohol and patrons can play all night 
on videogames that are set to ‘free play’, meaning they do not require money to 
be deposited into them. 
As veterans of arcades in 1970s and 1980s UK, all participants witnessed the 
introduction of videogames to amusement arcades. Similarly, as they all continue 
to have gainful employment in arcades either as gamblers, employees or owners of 
amusement arcades, they have witnessed the retrenchment of videogames within 
amusement arcades in the late 1990s and have seen a concurrent rise in interest 
around retro arcades, particularly the rise of inland arcades. The names of the par­
ticipants have been anonymized and three-letter initials (e.g. PSD, FSH), which 
would traditionally have been input into high-score tables, have been used in their 
place. 
The fi ndings presented here are broadly separated into three sections that spot­
light the different elements of hands on history as arcades have evolved in their 
historical context. The discussion first shows how amusement arcade subculture 
drew individuals in and how the playing of games and playing with norms worked 
on the players in a specific and appealing way. The next section demonstrates how, 
following this period of experimentation, amusement arcades became a source of 
work, income and sustenance during the 1980s, while maintaining subcultural and 
hedonistic elements. The final section explores how contemporary amusement 
arcades continue to exist and operate and the individuals’ part in this. Throughout, 
the hands on notion of history is accentuated, which foregrounds the argument 
made here and in others’ work that while the game can be taken out of the arcade, 
the arcade cannot be taken out of the game. 
Getting into games 
As discussed by Downs (2010), videogames are a relatively recent introduc­
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use of silicon technology in the last quarter of the twentieth century. Arcades 
were a popular leisure destination for the working class throughout the nine­
teenth and twentieth century and provided an induction into videogames via 
other coin-op games. This is observed very early on by PSD, the owner of an 
inland arcade in Essex who recalls the introduction of ‘videos’ to arcades in the 
mid-1970s 
The golden age in the US is talked about as ’79 – ’83, but mine was ear­
lier, probably ’72 – ’76. We’d go on a week’s holiday every year to Black­
pool . . . and I’d be allowed to go into an arcade on my own. It felt like an 
hour, but you know it was probably only ten minutes . . . I was only seven 
as the coin-drop machines would take the pennies which went out of cir­
culation in 1973. 
(PSD) 
PSD’s recollection follows in a rich tradition of relatively short holidays from the 
working class towns of Silloth to nearby Blackpool. This echoes a pattern of lei­
sure consumption identified nearly a century before. PSD’s memory is of parents 
who gave their son some change so that he could entertain himself while they did 
something else, possibly increasing the propensity for becoming inured to subcul­
tures. The lack of extant surveillance from a moral guardian is in itself a method of 
attracting to young people visiting arcades (Tobin 2014), which somewhat contra­
dictorily allows them to engage in “adult leisure which adolescents are impatient 
to experience” (Fisher 1995, 74), which would include, but not be limited to, 
gambling. This is especially salient here, because, as shown below, PSD would later 
become a professional gambler. 
The continuum between young people, videogames, and deviant behaviour
appears to be malleable and not wholly dependent on entering amusement
arcades, as young people were “far more likely at an early age to encounter
video games – widely spread throughout large stores, cafes, chip-shops etc.”
(Huff and Collinson 1987, 407). This is the extension of the subterranean val­
ues of play enshrined in the amusement arcade through the physical manifesta­
tion of the videogame: the cabinet and the game it contains. You can take the
game out of the arcade, but not the arcade out of the game. As a result, the
deviancy of amusement arcades proliferates, away from and beyond traditional
underground sites and into supermarkets, takeaways, newsagents, and laun­
drettes (see Guins 2004). Indeed, anywhere that had a high volume of transi­
tory, cash-rich passing trade, and required people to loiter or wait became an
ideal locale for arcade games. This was another form of extended play: subter­
ranean values that broadened into the formal, adult, social world. Yet, while
many of these places appeared to be adult and mature, they were not even
value-neutral proprietors of work and consumption. Instead, by selling fast,
hot, cheap food, they offered some respite from the blancmange and semolina
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to the subterranean experiences proffered by the arcade, their hot practices
playing fast and loose with the law to maximize revenue, which even extended
to illegal sales of cigarettes:
I’d go into a Chinese and pay 50p for three goes on the videos. There was 
this chip-shop where you’d get a fag [cigarette] and a match for 5p, a portion 
of chips for 25p and the rest for the videos. I was 12. Totally illegal of course. 
(FSH) 
The ‘safe’ spaces that were offered by games are very much in flux here. Clearly, 
FSH, now a staff member at one of the largest seafront arcades in Essex, was 
‘safe’ from the moral guardians of parents and was able to smoke underage, 
safe in the knowledge that he wouldn’t be caught. The risk to the proprietor is 
equally clear in selling cigarettes to minors: hiding the cigarettes surreptitiously 
from prying authority figures is a tactic employed by children as regards to eva­
sion of the paternal gaze. The risk and reward that is key to success in arcade 
game play is extended here into the balance between restitution and destitu­
tion and arguably it is the formal, adult world of the fish and chip shop, which 
has the greatest amount to lose and the least amount to gain, while the risk to 
the schoolboy is minimal, the gains, via inducement into the adult world, are 
signifi cant. 
Perhaps it was the perceived success of amusement arcades and the increased 
revenue allied with the introduction of videos that encouraged individuals to wel­
come the arcade into everyday spaces. This is seen in recollections of amusement 
arcades from the 1970s and the difference that the shift from the chrome and gloam 
of electromechanicals to the smooth sheen of videos made to revenue and the 
environs of the amusement arcade: 
The charm of the arcades then was the noise of the electromechanicals [pin­
ball, shovellers] dovetailing with the cutting edge of the videogames. Those 
games really made a difference. It was louder then [1970s] as there was no 
carpet in a lot of arcades, then by the 1980s arcades became better at making 
money and they had carpets. The videogames really made money. 
(PSD) 
The psychology employed here has a genealogy that stretches back to Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach of the early twentieth century where machines were “bright and 
beautiful; coin chutes were designed to maximize the sounds of falling pennies to 
encourage the sensation of significant winnings” (Downs 2010, 58). The seductive 
gleam of arcades in the 1970s and 1980s is now augmented by the bleeping and 
winking of the screens of videogames. This potential for revenue extended play 
not only into everyday spaces, but, on a much larger scale, from the seafronts of 
holiday towns to the streets of factory towns, transferring the seaside to the urban 
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where, as was the dream for those who struggled with low-quality arcade conver­
sions of their favourite games, the arcade experience quite literally ‘came home’: 
There were arcades everywhere back then [in 1981]. Silloth, Blackpool, 
Carlisle, Workington. Inland arcades too. One day I remember going a short 
cut into town [Workington] and in the middle of this street, in this terraced 
house there was an arcade. This wasn’t a room, it was every room. These 
huge cabinets in a 100 square foot house, there wasn’t enough room to 
breathe. Can you imagine being a neighbour to an arcade? It got shut down 
by the Council a fortnight later. It was just totally against the law. 
(HAM) 
While arcade videogames were not ostensibly portable, they were able to be
used in most locations. Generic ‘woody’ or ‘candy cabs’, which were uniform
in size and used a standard 240v electrical outlet, made installing an arcade in a
town house a relatively straightforward task. The domestic arcade described by
HAM, who is now the owner of a large northern inland arcade, opened in 1981,
appears as part of a wider trend towards the production of “events, spectacles
that have an almost instantaneous turnover time” (Harvey 1989, 157) prefi gur­
ing the seasonal pop-up shops of contemporary high streets by over 30 years,
characteristics that clearly appealed to young and impressionable, perhaps even
bored young adults taking a quotidian shortcut through a residential area. In
the contemporary realm the emphasis of sheen over situation has been taken to
its logical conclusion. Recent arcade spectacles such as SnoCross or Star Wars:
Battlepod continue to have an emphasis on quick turnover, of money and per­
sonnel, yet this is not contingent on agon, the skill of the player, but on arbitrary
time-limits fixed by the developer or operator. Irrespective of the skill of the
player, exposure to the game remains broadly the same: while practice and skill
may improve social standing on the high-score table, it will never extend play
either for the player, or into locations outside of the amusement arcade, where
space is at a premium and other consumer electronics can be used as emulators
or substitutions instead.
Working the game 
If arcade games of the 1970s and 1980s were flexible in their location, they were 
equally flexible in the experiences they proffered, not only to the user, but to the 
arcade operator or proprietor. Printed circuit boards (PCBs) could be swapped in 
the same cabinet, often leading to humorous disjuncture between cabinet art and 
the actual game. Dipswitch changes permitted operators to alter the diffi culty level 
of the game, new technological innovations impelled manufacturers to increase the 
price of cabinets and, in turn, increase the price charged to individuals playing the 
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While these changes to price and diffi culty structures were expected, it did not 
mean that they were accepted and they had the greatest effect on how games were 
approached and played within arcades, 
I think it was Galaxian that came out and it was like 20p a play. Full colour, 
lovely backgrounds, but that was like twice the price of Pac-Man or Space 
Invaders or Asteroids. That’s a big hike . . . for the faces [arcade regulars] they 
had to find ways to deal with this . . . you either got very good, found some­
thing else, or got good at playing the fl oor. 
(FSH) 
The construction and maintenance of ‘being a face’ – a regular customer of social 
standing – was dependent on being profi cient at a certain game, of ‘getting good’. 
Proficiency required an investment of time matched only by the deposit of money. 
In distinction to Trapunski’s idea that a coin offers quid pro quo and Kocurek’s 
(2012) observation that play can be extended through practice and skill, there is a 
different type of play at work here, that of ‘gaming’ the wider arcade. FSH notes 
a clear delineation between being ‘very good’ at playing the game, and being 
‘good at playing the floor’. Playing the floor would be a hands on experience. It 
would normally mean gambling on fruit machines to increase funds, but sometimes 
involved practices that stretched or punctured the boundaries of legality, turning 
the mechanics, the machinery of the game inside out and back on itself 
I’d see it as a floorwalker [employee who looked after the machines and 
customers]. I’d go up to the change machine to get the money out and it’d 
just be water. People had put 50p pieces made of ice into the slot and it had 
given them 50p’s worth of change in 10s. I guess they would go back into 
the videos. They were primitive then, you can’t do it now of course. 
(FSH) 
The tricks and ‘systems’ used to game the games show how, in the face of increased
prices, hacks – novel solutions to complex problems and ways of manipulating regu­
latory technologies – can be explored and exploited. FSH also recalled that he never
caught patrons stealing directly from change, fruit or video machines, but that infre­
quently, employees who had access to machines were caught stealing cash from pinball
and arcade games. In this instance, it is not young people who were deviant or crimi­
nal, but the autonomy of workers in the amusement arcade that brings subterranean
values to the surface, a by-product of unsupervised employment at the low-end of a
cash-rich industry where dingy, dark corners, lit only by the screened-out faces of the
vidkids would promote such behaviour. (Kent 2001, 50). Arcade operators attempted
to reduce the widespread use of cash by using tokens, resulting in more sophisticated,
‘grey’ workarounds, involving collusion between staff and regular customers:
You’ve got to work every angle. This is a minimum wage business, like a lot 
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earned it, on highscores on videos or pinballs . . . I would get the fl oorwalk­
ers to tell me when they think a machine is going to pay [tokens]. I’d get the 
tokens and put them in a low-pay machine. Tokens in, cash out. They’d keep 
the cash and I’d keep half the tokens and put them in Defender or Asteroids. 
(VIV) 
This extension of play into manipulating machines and processes was sophisti­
cated by its very nature: as techniques and technologies of control and command 
became more complex, so did the approaches required to circumnavigate them. 
There were simpler – and more elegant – ways of achieving desired outcomes. 
FSH recalled that removing the piezzo electric element from a cigarette lighter 
and arcing it across the coin slot of Moon Cresta could acquire “free plays, but 
sometimes it would just blow it up”. Other players tried “changing the coin slot 
on shovellers so it took 2p instead of 10p, less money in, more money out” (VIV): 
because two pence pieces were larger than 10p pieces, they were also more likely 
to move the money at the front of the shoveller towards the chute. Both operators 
and players adapted within an arms race of institutional rules versus guerrilla tactics 
where the prize was cash and credit to play games. For many of the respondents, 
following their childhood initiation to arcades, their interest was maintained not 
by new games and graphics, but by learning about the challenges posed by new 
technology, how to overcome them and how to use their hands on knowledge of 
the arcade to their advantage. This expertise could be employed maliciously: the 
predilection for sexual assault noted by Amis (1982), Sudnow (1983) and Foulkes 
(1981) is emphasized by the observation of FSH 
You remember Donkey Kong? There was this girl playing it and she was so 
into it that this guy just came up behind her and lifted her skirt up. She didn’t 
even notice! He had it up all the time she was playing just because she was 
so into it [the game]. 
(FSH) 
This advances the idea that the “nightclub-dark” of the arcade is closer to a casino
or club, where “electronic jingles and pop music suppress normal conversation and
keep the mind focused on the machines” (Needham 1982, 54; Fisher 1995, 75) to
the point where the young woman in FSH’s anecdote was so engrossed in a video
game that she was unaware her skirt had been lifted. The proclivity of screens to cap­
tivate individuals – young and old – is a debate that continues from Minecraft to Snap-
chat. Knowledge gleaned from the arcades of the 1980s shows that these concerns are
not new and with the ongoing problems associated with sexual bullying and violence
in schools along with online predation among young people, neither are they trivial.
Reviving the game 
In the amusement arcades of the 2010s, there is a revival of the ‘naughty places’, 
of the dim and dank corners of the past where moral panics and subcultures 
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spawned side by side. For the seaside arcade, the experience can only be complete 
if the entire historical context is present. Reconfiguration of old  Track and Field
(1983) and Pac-Man (1980) cabinets to accept modern 10p pieces, or even to be 
switched to free play is not possible. Instead, old 10p pieces are exchanged at the 
counter, where the metallic stacks are piles of pounds. It requires a human to 
undertake the transaction from modern money to old iterations: modern change 
machines do not accept obsolete coins. The reliance on electromechanical tech­
nology, experienced in jammed coins in coin chutes, and screen-burn – where 
images remain on the screen even after the power supply is disconnected and 
ghosting, where images remain after they should have notionally disappeared – is 
part of the experience 
It’s difficult to find that balance, but I don’t know any other place in the
country where you have to use old money for old games. Games in the
past were about choice, if you wanted to put 10p in a machine to last all
night you could if you were good enough. In an all you can play arcade,
where you’re paying a tenner [£10] for all night and you expect them all
to work and I guess it’s trying to get people in who haven’t played [arcade]
games before. When these machines go kaput, we can give the punter
another go on another game. Because it is seen as free, people are often
really happy.
(VIV) 
The assumption is that because the seafront arcade has a diversity in machines, that 
offering authenticity in both monetary exchange and the game experience, video-
games remain in the spiritual homes of the seaside amusement arcade 
We can do that because it’s not just what we do, if a machine goes kaput we 
can leave it off until the engineer fixes it, or we can have a go. Even though 
we have access to the coin box, the money isn’t worth anything, not like 
the old days . . . I think the owner of this place, owned three scrapyards, 
not sure if he still does or not. Do you know how much it [the arcade] cost? 
Three million quid. That’s the money he’s holding in the place. When it was 
closed one day he lost £3000, not sure if that was revenue or profi t, but it’s 
not bad for a day’s play. 
(FSH) 
As VIV notes, for inland arcades, which rely on the proper functioning of old 
machines, and is central to what they do it is essential that they offer all of the 
games all of the time: maintenance of the social context is essential to its success. 
This is signifi cant technical and logistical challenge, as HAM notes: 
We have two engineers on duty to look after all of these machines. They are 
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or refurbished, the boards the same. Often, this is not about over-use, but 
under-use: a game left on for 100 hours will continue to work, it’s when you 
drop the power supply that the problems really start . . . The 100 or so games 
you see here are just part of our collection, we have a load more in storage 
and they can be a pig to get started when we bring them in here. 
Furthermore, the maintenance of expectation in inland arcades incurs large eco­
nomic costs, which must be offset by any means possible. Akin to the fl oorwalker 
in an arcade in the 1980s, the owner of a retro arcade in a city centre can only 
spend his money one way: by putting it back into arcade machines, 
I was a professional gambler until 2005. On the ferry between Portsmouth 
and Bilbao I could clear £2000–£3000 a trip . . . When I opened this place 
I put 250 thousand [pounds] of my own money into it, but it doesn’t pay for 
itself, that’s why we need adult fruits [fruit machines with high payouts] to 
support the retro gaming. 
(PSD) 
More than in any other statement, PSD reveals here how hard individuals work 
at maintaining the amusement arcade. This is highly personal investment in an 
area where there is a relatively low demand, but the hands on work of the arcade 
proprietor, their investment in social and cultural capital is such that their fi nancial 
capital is placed at risk. For FSH, gainful employment in a seaside arcade remains, 
but in one of the few places in the UK where a link to the past of arcade cabinets 
remains, not ‘undead’, but instead in the case of the Essex seafront, a place that has 
“done pretty well as arcades go as people know what they’re getting, gambling, 
fairground, chip shops, fresh fi sh” (FSH). 
Conclusion 
This chapter posits that much of the literature written of the time and at the time 
reflects notions that amusement arcades, with their position geographically and cul­
turally underground, gave rise to proliferating and, at times, nefarious subcultures. 
These grew out of these contradictorily safe places that allowed experimentation 
and innovation with subterranean values and extended into the formal, ‘adult’ 
social world. It is in how these social, financial and cultural notions, fermented in 
working class towns which hosted videogame amusement arcades in the 1970s and 
1980s, influenced and even educated individuals into extending play into the realm 
of a postindustrial economy. While these subterranean values were initially located 
underground, through a lived, hands on history the amusement arcade continues 
to exist, inland, seaside, but always underground, not purely as hedonism and not 
only as work, but as a hands on way of life extending play through the present and 
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ENRICHING ‘HANDS ON HISTORY’ 
THROUGH COMMUNITY 
DISSEMINATION 
A case study of the Pebble Mill project
Vanessa Jackson 
Online platforms present us with opportunities to create and enrich hands on 
histories that complement and challenge traditional approaches. They support
Andreas Fickers’ assertion that “academic historiography has definitely lost its 
hegemonic power in the public sphere” (2012, 6). Fickers notes that the Inter­
net offers abundant opportunities to share previously inaccessible sources with 
potentially unlimited users, but asks what kind of history this might produce. 
The Pebble Mill project, an online community archive focused on the history of 
BBC Pebble Mill in Birmingham, is one possible answer. It is not a history based 
on critical examination of documentary sources, within a culture of objectivity, 
with the aim of producing a synthesis of authenticated events in a scholarly, nar­
rative form. Instead, the Pebble Mill project is a history of living people, written 
by the community whose past experience it is, and facilitated by me, as archivist, 
chronicler, interpreter, and citizen curator. Documentary sources, and particu­
larly artefacts, are critically examined, albeit not necessarily in a scholarly manner, 
and particular events are retold in a narrative form, but there is no pretence of 
objectivity, because the writing concerns the community’s lived experience. How 
the actors in these particular events felt and the position they took are germane 
to the narrative, and at the heart of their history. This is a qualitatively different 
kind of resource. It is an informal history, often written in the form of an online 
conversation, rather than academic prose. It is partial, subjective, and in places 
lacks accuracy, but it is the history that the community chooses to write, and to 
share, about itself. This imbues the resulting historical text with a different kind 
of authenticity, and a different kind of value. Though they may lack the academic 
rigour of a traditional history, such collections have a place in the archival world. 
They provide complementary collections to the institutional repositories, and to 
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‘Hands on history’ is a concept open to diverse interpretation. Fickers and van 
den Oever’s plea was for a practical approach to historical enquiry, where – through 
physically interacting with artefacts – we stimulate our sensory understanding of 
the past (2014, 273). However, the methods through which we get our hands on 
the history can be varied, and I will argue here that the physicality of the process is 
not as important as the grass roots interrogation of historical artefacts, which could, 
in fact, occur in a virtual space. 
One of the challenges for hands on history is how to disseminate the experien­
tial encounter with the historical materials to a broader audience, in a manner that 
does not revert to traditional written history. If the physicality of the encounter is 
at the crux of the method’s success, then how can this be replicated beyond the 
experience of the individual participants? The necessity now is to explore diverse 
methods of engaging wider audiences with hands on history, particularly through 
online means. Experimentation using online media archaeology laboratory spaces 
can result in new historiographical practices. 
This chapter explores one application of hands on history: the Pebble Mill project, 
which employs a hands on approach to the creation and dissemination of multi­
media artefacts, in the process producing what Dougherty and Schneider (2011) 
term an ‘idiosyncratic archive’. The project is a democratic community history 
endeavour to document the history of BBC Pebble Mill. This chapter focuses 
upon the enrichment of histories through engagement with the online commu­
nity, and the rewards and difficulties that result from facilitating them. The project 
provides an example of social media functioning as a laboratory for a community 
of memory around the practices of television production. As the project unfolds, 
social media communities interact with the collaborative online oral history, with 
the platforms becoming the space and means to encourage, share, manage, and
interpret ‘hands on history’. 
The context of the Pebble Mill project
I worked in television production at BBC Birmingham for 20 years, leaving in 
2008, and this is the source of my interest in documenting its unoffi cial history. 
I began the Pebble Mill project in 2010 as a piece of academic research, and have seen 
it grow to a collection of over 1600 artefacts, as a result of community involve­
ment. Through the project I have become a ‘citizen curator’, learning to navigate 
through the various challenges which have presented themselves at various points 
along the journey. 
Pebble Mill was the first purpose-built broadcast centre in Europe to combine 
radio and television production (BBC 1962). It opened in Birmingham in 1971 
and closed in 2004. At its height it produced around 10 per cent of BBC output 
(Wood 2005), boasting a renowned drama department, producing Nuts in May 
(1976, BBC Two) and Boys from the Blackstuff (1982, BBC Two) among many 
other programmes. The prolific factual unit produced the original series of Top 
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Gear (1977–2001, BBC Two), Countryfile (1988–present, BBC One) and  Garden­
ers’ World (1968–present, BBC Two), in addition to live studio programming such 
as Pebble Mill at One (1972–1986, BBC One). Much of Pebble Mill’s output falls 
under Frances Bonner’s definition of ‘ordinary television’, with an emphasis on 
factual formatted programming incorporating ‘real people’ (2003). These types of 
programme are often neglected in terms of scholarship and critical acclaim, and their 
history is not as well documented as those in the traditional canon. 
The Pebble Mill project consists of a website and a Facebook page with over 
1600 members, many of whom are former BBC employees. As a former col­
league I have a personal connection to many members of the online community. 
Blogs are regularly posted on the website and copied to Facebook, where most 
of the community activity happens: comments and new artefacts are added by 
participants, facilitating lively online discussion. There is a symbiotic relationship 
between the website and Facebook page, with social media driving traffic to the 
website, and individuals commenting on Facebook, with the content then copied 
back to the website. 
Towards a wider interpretation of hands on history 
Fickers and van den Oever (2014) define ‘hands on history’ in a literal fashion, 
stressing the physical encounter in stimulating our sensorial understanding of the 
past.Whilst this proves very effective in the context of an individual or small group 
of investigators, it is challenging to expand its scale.This interpretation of hands on 
history appears quite narrow in its scope, and I suggest the adoption of a less literal 
definition, which could yield similarly valuable results, whilst having the benefi ts 
of scalability. 
Through the operation of the Pebble Mill project I have developed a practice 
of ‘citizen curation’, which I consider to be hands on in a more fi gurative sense. 
The role of the ‘citizen curator’ will be explored in more depth later in this chap­
ter. The majority of artefacts on the Pebble Mill project website (www.pebblemill. 
org) have been donated to me by members of the online community which has 
grown up around the project. These artefacts are frequently remediated digital 
versions of analogue texts, including photographs of productions, people and their 
workplaces. Members also contribute videos, audio, and written material including 
script pages. Sometimes I am given a physical artefact, but more usually I receive a 
digitized version. Other artefacts are produced specially as part of the project: these 
include career biographies written by members of the online community, video 
oral histories created by me to document staff’s working lives, and contemporary 
photographs of staff and memorabilia. Some of the video oral histories include 
demonstrations of defunct production equipment, which would be encompassed 
in Fickers and van den Oever’s literal hands on history. However, I consider the 
engagement with all these artefacts in the online laboratory of social media as 
hands on history. It is the online community’s hands on their own history: many 
individual hands on many small pieces of history, which when combined create a 
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of this particular historical jigsaw puzzle is a worthwhile endeavour in its own 
right, but the really valuable part of the exercise comes when the remediated arte­
facts are shared and built-on by the very community that created them in the fi rst 
place, and this is where the hands on history is enriched in a laboratory-like space 
by the layering of more hands upon it. 
Creating and sharing hands on history 
For the Pebble Mill project, the really hands on historiography happens on social 
media, and specifically on Facebook. This is where the online community interacts 
with the historical material, by including their own experiences and memories, 
and adding further artefacts. This activity echoes citizen science and public history 
projects. Much of my practice centres on facilitating and moderating the sharing of 
historical artefacts online with the community involved with their original produc­
tion. In order to understand how the process of enrichment occurs, it is necessary 
to consider some particular examples. 
In October 2017 I posted a photograph on the Pebble Mill Facebook page (see 
Figure 10.1). It dates from 1983 and shows a local radio engineer, Rod Fawcett, 
standing beside the Radio WM (West Midlands) radio car, parked behind the 
garage at Pebble Mill. The radio car would be driven to a location and enabled live 
broadcasting from the scene. I asked if anyone could add any information about the 
radio car and how it worked, and members of the online community responded 
to the request. The post reached over 3500 people, 39 individuals ‘liked’ it and 
29 people took the trouble to comment on it. This was a relatively high level of 
engagement for the page. 
I have selected some of the comments posted in reaction to the photograph, to 
illustrate how the original artefact is built upon by the online community. 
Keith Butler: I was attached as an engineer to Radio WM in 1983, and it was 
me who went down to Brookmans Park to collect this radio car and drive it 
back to Pebble Mill. 
Bob Chesworth: UHF transmitter to that aerial on top of the mast, VHF 
comms to and from base. Air compressor to drive mast up (with safety over­
rides!) . . . A lot of the vehicles had number plates reflecting the transmitter, 
Lincs was A219 SUL ’cos we were 219 on medium wave . . . 
Keith ‘Scouse’ Brook: Before I became a Pebble Mill cameraman, I worked 
at Radio Merseyside in the late 60s.Their radio car was a Ford Cortina and 
the whole of the cargo area filled with very heavy car batteries to power the 
transmitter.This made driving the thing great fun especially around corners 
when we were trying to stay close to a blue light police escort! Trying to get 
a signal back was problematic and the car had to be inched backwards or 
forwards until the signal strength was good enough.There was a switch at the 
base of the antenna to inhibit driving with it extended.To perform the ‘inch­
ing’ procedure, the switch was over-ridden with an old penny piece wedged 
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FIGURE 10.1 	 Former Radio WM engineer, Rod Fawcett, with the Radio WM radio car. 
(Photo by permission of Rod Fawcett) 
These first-hand testimonies provide a historical context around the original arte­
fact which would be difficult to replicate without social media. We learn, from 
the Radio WM engineer, how he collected this particular vehicle and drove it 
back to BBC Pebble Mill. We hear about the technical equipment in the car, and 
that the same cars were in use across all BBC local radio stations, which provides 
us with a useful national picture. The idiosyncrasies of the car’s handling, because 
of the weight of the equipment, and the details about how to over-ride the safety 
cut-out switch, which prevented driving with the mast up, could only be added by 
someone who had used it professionally, and demonstrate the challenges of operat­
ing customized broadcast equipment. This kind of detail would be unlikely to be 
recorded in any institutional archive, because of the power dynamics around how 
archival documents are collected, with artefacts coming from ‘official’ – usually 
managerial – sources, rather than those reflecting the ‘unofficial’ experiences of 
the staff. Therefore, comments explaining the lived experience of using broadcast 
equipment become an extremely valuable resource in idiosyncratic archives, and 
prove the effectiveness of a social media laboratory approach. The contextual infor­
mation that the comments provide add to the history being told. It is the result of 
motivated individuals remembering having their hands on a historical artefact. The 
photographic artefact rekindles the memory of physically interacting with the radio 
car, and the commenters take pleasure in sharing their memories with each other, 
and adding to the comments already posted. 
The type of artefact used to stimulate the engagement of the online community
can be varied, and the medium does not appear to dictate the value of the responses.
Social media allows members of the online community not simply to add com­
ments in response to posts, but to add their own artefacts as well. This phenomenon
creates a virtuous circle, where one artefact leads to the digitization and display of
another, which then leads the conversation, and therefore the history being written,
in another direction. Considering a specifi c example will help explain the process.
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FIGURE 10.2 A BBC Radio links vehicle at Burghley Horse Trials. (Photo by permis­
sion of Steve Dellow) 
FIGURE 10.3 Eagle Tower Dinky toy. (Photo by permission of Cyril Thompson) 
In January 2017 I posted a 1985 photo of a radio links vehicle at the Burghley 
Horse Trials (see Figure 10.2). I copied the post onto Facebook, and asked the 
online community to explain how the radio links worked in relaying the signal 
from an outside broadcast to either a BBC centre or a main transmitter. A number 
of engineers explained how the process worked technically, and by way of illustra­
tion, posted up their own photographs. Telescopic towers were often necessary to 
relay the signal with a line of sight to a radio links vehicle. A member of the Pebble 
Mill online community, Cyril Thompson, added a photograph of the Dinky toy 
version of the Eagle Tower, a mobile tower used for transmitting outside broadcast 
signals. He had found the toy in the waiting room at his dentist’s offi ce. Another 
engineer, Stuart Gandy, added a 1980 photograph of BBC Pebble Mill’s actual 
Eagle Tower, and Steve Dellow added a photograph of rigged Eagle Towers in 
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FIGURE 10.4 Pebble Mill Eagle Tower. (Photo by permission of Stuart Gandy) 
FIGURE 10.5 Rigged Eagle Towers at Silverstone. (Photo by permission of Steve Dellow) 
Steve Dellow also scanned and posted the communications planning sheet from 
the Burghley Horse trials of 1985, which relate to the photograph I had originally 
posted. The radio links vehicle shown is number ’356’ on the planning sheet, and 
Steve was stationed at Tinwell Lodge (see the fourth column on the sheet). As 
part of his duties Steve needed to pay the landowner, a farmer, £25 for parking 
the vehicle on his land, plus £20 for the previous year, which had not been paid. 
The planning sheet gives an insight into the intricate preparations that accompa­
nied each outside broadcast, and provides a fascinating contextualization to the 
photographs. 
The artefacts that were added by the Pebble Mill online community in response 
to the original radio links vehicle photograph, sparked several related posts on the 
website, as I re-purposed the material from the Facebook page. This supports the 
notion of the community carrying out its own hands on historical investigation, 
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FIGURE 10.6 	 Outside broadcast communications sheet. (Photography by permission of 
Steve Dellow) 
The role of the citizen curator 
I consider my role in the Pebble Mill project as that of a ‘citizen curator’; I select, 
organize, look after, and present the history of the community that has grown 
around the project. Without someone carrying out this complex role and facilitat­
ing the online interaction the project would lose momentum. To curate is to care: 
a curator is the keeper or custodian of a collection, derived from the Latin ‘curare’, 
to take care of. ‘Taking care’ is a crucial aspect of the role, and extends to the care 
of the artefacts which are entrusted to me, the care of the history being told, and 
having a duty of care towards the project’s participants. It is an ethical position 
involving a sensibility of care and a responsibility to the community. Caring for 
the materials and also the contributors, and their memories, suggests a shift from 
museum curation around the care for artefacts, to the wider care for the partici­
pants as well, as part of a ‘living heritage’, involved in the production of a living 
history. When projects involve oral histories, and continued interaction with an 
active community, extending a duty of care to include the contributors is entirely 
appropriate. This indicates a development in the curation role, and the necessity of 
a flexible approach which can respond to the demands of the project, rather than 
following traditional curatorial practice. 
Citizen curation is a manifestation of engaged citizenry, and shares similarities 
with the better documented examples of citizen science, as well as community or 
alternative media and public history. It is part of what James Curran describes as 
“a new culture, that is critical, selective and participatory” (2003, 227). Jonathan 
Silvertown defines the citizen–scientist as a volunteer who collects and sometimes 
even processes data as part of a scientific study (2009, 467). In a similar vein Clem­
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radical, participatory and alternative media, highlighting the transformative effects 
from participants to active citizens (2003, 190). Such citizens provide labour, 
skills and enthusiasm at no monetary cost. However, the scale of activity differs 
hugely between projects. A citizen–science project may simply involve an hour’s 
garden birdwatching as part of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds’ 
annual ‘Big Garden Birdwatch’. Running a hyperlocal news site, or curating a 
community history project like that of the Pebble Mill project, requires sustained 
commitment on a daily basis. It is akin to a job, with (self-imposed) responsibili­
ties and deadlines. 
The citizen curator is in a position of power. They are taking care of a collec­
tion, deciding what belongs in that collection, how it is preserved and importantly 
they are the gate-keeper of it, making judgements on who has access and in what 
circumstances. Bailey et al. note that the Internet can be “ab(used) by those who 
hold the power, to give participants the illusion of participation” (2008, 106). I am 
conscious of the privileged and powerful position I hold, and feel a responsibility to 
use this power wisely, with the best interests of the community and the project at 
heart. The position of power distinguishes the curator from the community, even 
if they are embedded within it. 
I want to care for the collection as best I can, but I have a very different
approach to gate-keeping to most professional curators, because disseminating the
archive openly and publicly is at the heart of the project. This does not mean,
however, that there are no controls in place. There is moderation, although the
operation is light-touch. In terms of the website, the first time a person comments,
I as administrator have to approve it, thereafter that commenter is approved. This
prevents the posting of spam or abusive comments. On the Facebook page, as
administrator I can delete any inappropriate posts, but I have found that it is
generally more effective for the online community to police itself. In the past
contributors have realized when a comment they have written is inappropriate
and have edited it themselves, or other members of the community have made
it clear through the use of an emoticon when a comment makes them angry or
upset. There are challenges that can occur, such as conflict becoming apparent
within a project. In running the Pebble Mill project I have observed occasional
hostility between different groupings within the community, or tension between
staff who worked at Pebble Mill and outsiders, and negativity or abuse towards
individuals featured on the site, due to incidents in the past. Deciding how to
manage conflict can require careful thought on a case by case basis, particularly if
an intervention is necessary.
Curation requires the selection of material, meaning that some material is dis­
carded or unexplored; this process circumscribes the history being told. There are 
some unsavoury aspects to Pebble Mill’s past that the community chooses not to 
remember publicly, for example, allegations of inappropriate sexual behaviour, or 
the dismissal of staff. The online community has never discussed these subjects, 
and I do not feel that it is appropriate for me to push them to confront them, 
although individuals have on occasion mentioned them to me privately. I feel 
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I would risk alienating members of the online community. This does raise questions
concerning the nature of the history being told, which risks presenting a sanitized 
version, reflecting nostalgically on the past, rather than addressing diffi cult issues. 
I would argue that I am led by the community on what is included in the history, 
and would not describe the Pebble Mill project as an objective history. Rather it is 
a subjective account written by and for the community who has created it. If the 
history was an academic account of BBC Pebble Mill then these issues should be 
included, but when it is a community-driven endeavour, then it should include 
what the community chooses to share. There is a tension between the desire to 
articulate all aspects of Pebble Mill’s history, and the sensitivities towards unsa­
voury aspects of it. 
It is tempting to concentrate on the positives of efforts like the Pebble Mill 
project, but it is important to consider the ethical role of the citizen curator at 
the centre of such collaborations, and to caution against overzealous sharing. The 
citizen curator moderates content and decides what should, and what should not, 
be included in the ‘idiosyncratic archive’. It is his or her hands on the commu­
nity’s memories. Some decisions are very easy to make: if a personal comment is 
made about someone’s private life, it is straightforward to see that a line has been 
crossed, however, there is an area of semi-public/private comments, where the 
issue is more nuanced, and where it is easy to make a poor decision. Nick Couldry 
describes areas of the Internet as a “private subzone of public space”, and this is 
where ambiguities arise over what participants perceive as public or private (2003, 
51). I have found funerals to be particularly sensitive subjects regarding the public/ 
private divide, and here I have learnt by my mistakes. I am frequently alerted to 
the deaths of former colleagues, and funeral details are shared with me. I often post 
the details on the Pebble Mill website and Facebook page, as people may wish 
to attend a former colleague’s funeral. However, it is easy to intrude on a fam­
ily’s grief, as I discovered when a widow contacted me, after being offended that 
I had posted details of her husband’s funeral. She felt I was encouraging people 
to take advantage of her hospitality, which was not my intention. I apologized 
and removed the post. Since then I have adjusted my practice, and now only post 
funeral details on the Facebook page, keeping posts about the deaths of BBC staff 
on the website very neutral, concentrating on their BBC history, and avoiding 
details about their deaths. This incident illustrates the need to adapt one’s practice 
in the light of experience, and to be aware of the duty of care towards individu­
als. There are ethical boundaries that require careful consideration, especially in 
balancing the tensions between privacy and reputation, against community interest 
and historical record. New historiographical methods require new ethical frame­
works and guidance, which are only now beginning to emerge. 
The era of collaborative online oral history 
The examples in this chapter have illustrated how the Pebble Mill virtual com­
munity, facilitated by me as its citizen curator, builds the online archive that docu­
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historical media artefacts. Shared visuals and text evoke memories in others, who 
are prompted to contribute their own individual responses, which then builds 
the history further, with each person adding their piece of the collective jigsaw 
puzzle. The new digital media ecology created by social media for contemporary 
short-term memory work enables us to write history in new ways. The Pebble Mill 
project uses these platforms for historical remembering, and harvests the articulated 
memories from the online community. 
The use of interactive online platforms to create hands on histories, through 
initiatives like the Pebble Mill project, constitute a paradigm shift in the writing of 
oral histories. We are now entering the era of collective, online, oral history. The 
interrelationship of the process of historiography and the creation of a collective 
textual memory product is crucial here, and both have interactive online platforms 
at their core. This form of online oral history projects presents us with new ethical 
challenges, with a duty of care needing to be extended to participants. 
Flinn et. al. draw attention to the role of archives in stimulating memory (2009, 
76), and this is what we see in practice with the Pebble Mill project: the posting of 
a media artefact online evokes memories, which are captured, curated, and then 
fed back to enhance the archive itself. The examples seen earlier in this chapter, 
concerning how artefacts are posted and commented upon, are testament to this 
new departure in oral history writing. The examples illustrate how, why, and
what individuals contribute to the project, and demonstrate how this creates an 
idiosyncratic archive, telling a history using an experimental method that would be 
impossible through other means. This process demonstrates social media’s ability 
to transform non-fictional narrative, by effectively crowd-sourcing it in a non­
linear fashion, a concept which questions Cobley’s assertion that “social media 
have not wrought a transformation of narrative any more than email or telephone 
did” (2014, 186). Social media does have the ability to transform non-fi ctional 
narrative, and to collectively build a multi-authored, non-linear, multi-media oral 
history. The artefacts and stories to be included in the Pebble Mill history are pre­
dominantly chosen and donated by members of the online community. They are 
then remediated by me on the website and Facebook page, with some additional 
information, followed by the online community building on the original post with 
their comments, anecdotes and further photographs or additional artefacts. This is a 
circular creative process by which the community collectively produces their own 
history. Through this process a multiplicity of views is gathered, which provide a 
context far more nuanced than would be possible in an institutional archive, with 
personal first-hand testimony being key, rather than an institutional perspective. 
How individuals react to a particular multi-media blog post is not necessarily pre­
dictable, with some seemingly innocuous posts eliciting high response levels, and 
online conversations frequently taking an unexpected direction, but this adds to 
the democratic empowerment of the community, leading and authoring the col­
lection down particular paths. 
What is not yet clear is the extent to which other community projects will 
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opportunities afforded by interactive technologies are likely to become more vis­
ible to community and oral history projects, and the historians involved will hope­
fully capitalize on them, facilitating many communities in getting their hands on 
their own histories, interpreting and enriching them in the process. 
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THE MEDIA ARCHAEOLOGY LAB 
AS PLATFORM FOR UNDOING AND 
REIMAGINING MEDIA HISTORY 
Lori Emerson 
It is hard not to notice the rapid proliferation of labs in the arts and humanities 
over the last ten years or so – labs that now number in the thousands in North 
America alone and that are anything from physical spaces for hands on learning and 
research to nothing more than a name for an idea or a group of people with similar 
research interests, or perhaps a group of people who share only a reading list and 
have no need for physical space and no interest in taking on infrastructural think­
ing through shared physical space. Regardless of their administrative organization, 
focus, funding, equipment or outputs (or lack thereof), the proliferation of these 
labs refl ects a sea-change in how the humanities are trying to move away from the 
nineteenth-century model of academic work typified by the single scholar who 
works in the boundaries of a self-contained offi ce and within the confi nes of their 
discipline to produce a single-authored book that promotes a clearly defi ned set 
of ideas. 
Instead, humanities scholars seem to be rallying around the term ‘lab’ (along 
with ‘innovation’ and ‘interdisciplinary’ and ‘collaborative’ – terms that are all 
invoked whenever the topic of labs come up), likely because this particular term 
and structure helps scholars put into better focus their desires for a mode of knowl­
edge production appropriate to the twenty-first century – what one might call 
‘posthumanities’ after Rosi Braidotti’s articulation of it in The Posthuman as a 
humanities practice focused on human-non-human relationships, “heteronomy 
and multi-faceted relationality” and one that also openly admits, in Braidotti’s 
words once more, that “things are never clear-cut when it comes to develop­
ing a consistent posthuman stance, and linear thinking may not be the best way 
to go about it”. For me, in more concrete terms, this version of posthumanities 
work means pursuing modes of knowledge production that are quick on their 
feet, responsive, conversational or dialogical, emergent, collaborative, transparent, 
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processes, and experimental about what constitutes a rigorous knowledge produc­
tion and distribution process. These are perhaps by now tired clichés of the kind of 
work many would like to do, many believe they do, and that many administrators 
would like to see humanists do; but it is still worth noting that – more because of 
a longstanding lack of access to both material and immaterial resources than a lack 
of imagination – very few are actually able do this kind of work. This trend to cre­
ate labs, even if only in name, is also a response to pressures humanists are feeling 
to both legitimize and even ‘pre-legitimize’ what they do as increasingly they are 
expected not just to ‘perform’ but, more importantly, to prove they’re performing. 
The proof of performance is possibly now more important than the performance 
itself. And where else do we get our ideas about ‘proof’ but from some notion of 
how the sciences are in the business of proving the rightness or wrongness of theo­
ries about reality by way of the ‘discovery’ of facts that takes place in a laboratory 
environment? 
As popular figures in Science and Technology Studies such as Bruno Latour 
(particularly in his classic Laboratory Life from 1979, co-written with Steve Wool-
gar) and Donna Haraway (in her essay “Situated Knowledges: The Science Ques­
tion in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective”, 1988) have been 
teaching us for several decades: these notions about proof and the scientifi c method 
do not need to have any grounding in how scientifi c truth is actually produced or 
manufactured – it is more about trying to figure out why the continual circula­
tion of a particular cultural belief is necessary. I have come to see that the staying 
power of this belief about the nature of proof and scientifi c practice is derived not 
so much from scholars’ obliviousness or ignorance about these convention-bound 
processes of legitimation but instead from the importance of maintaining belief in 
humanism, even though it appears we are just talking about science. A belief about 
how scientists ‘discover’ truth depends on the related belief that scientists are not 
affected by the agency of their tools, machines, the outside world, other people 
(Latour and Woolgar 1986). This is a belief that is a cornerstone of humanism and 
thus it is just as much a part of the humanities as it is a part of the sciences, for the 
prevailing belief in the humanities seems to be that humanists are also not affected 
by their tools, machines, the outside world, other people. Microsoft Word is sim­
ply a tool I use to produce articles and books. Google is simply a search engine 
I use to discover relevant information. The Graphical User Interface just happens 
to be the easiest way for me to interact with my computer. Regardless of the 
constant admonition from administrators to innovate, collaborate, incubate and 
whatever other entrepreneurial terminology you can think of, at the end of the 
day our raises, appointments, ability to get jobs, and much else besides, depends 
on continually manufacturing the illusion of a clear separation between ourselves, 
others, and the rest of the material world. 
It is true that some humanities labs appropriate a traditional notion of labs from 
the sciences as a way to continue humanism but they do so under the auspices 
of innovation – the Stanford Literary Lab, when it was under the directorship 
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the lab’s main project of ‘distant reading’ as one driven by the desire for “a more 
rational literary history” because “[q]uantitative research provides a type of data 
which is ideally independent of interpretations” (Moretti 2003, 72). But, these 
instances aside, what does a uniquely humanities lab look like – or what could 
such a lab look like if it did not feel compelled to respond to the aforementioned 
pressures to perform and ‘objectively’ measure such performance? How could such 
a lab even creatively make the most of its more limited access to the kinds of 
resources large science labs depend on and instead embrace what I called above the 
posthumanities? 
The Lab Book: Situated Practices in Media Studies (forthcoming from the Uni­
versity of Minnesota Press and co-written by me along with Jussi Parikka and 
Darren Wershler) investigates the history as well as the contemporary landscape 
of humanities-based media labs – including, of course, labs that openly identify as 
being engaged – in terms of situated practices – with the digital humanities. Part 
of the book’s documentation of the explosion of labs or lab-like entities around 
the world over the last decade or so includes a body of over 60 interviews with lab 
directors and denizens. The interviews not only reveal profound variability in terms 
of these labs’ driving philosophy, funding structures, infrastructures, administration, 
and outputs. They also clearly demonstrate how many of these labs do not explicitly 
either embody or refute scientificity so much as they pursue twenty-fi rst-century 
humanities objectives (which could include anything from research into processes 
of subjectivation, agency, and materiality in computational culture to the produc­
tion of narratives, performances, games, and/or music) in a mode that openly both 
acknowledges and carefully situates research process as well as research products, the 
role of collaboration, and the influence of physical and virtual infrastructure. While, 
outside of higher education, ‘lab’ can now refer to anything from a line of men’s 
grooming products to a department store display or even a company dedicated to 
psychometric tracking, across the arts and humanities ‘lab’ still has tremendous, 
untapped potential to capture a remarkable array of methodically delineated and 
self-consciously documented entities for experimentation and collaboration that 
may or may not include an attention to history – though they almost always include 
an emphasis on ‘doing’ or hands on work of some kind. 
I also view The Lab Book as an opportunity to position the Media Archaeology 
Lab (MAL) in the contemporary landscape of these aforementioned humanities/ 
media labs. Since 2009, when I founded the MAL, the lab has become known as 
one that undoes many assumptions about what labs should be or do. Unlike labs 
that are structured hierarchically and driven by a single person with a single vision, 
the MAL takes many shapes: it is an archive for original works of early digital art/ 
literature along with their original platforms; it is an apparatus through which we 
come to understand a complex history of media and the consequences of that 
history; it is a site for artistic interventions, experiments, and projects; it is a fl ex­
ible, fluid space for students and faculty from a range of disciplines to undertake 
practice-based research; it is a means by which graduate students come for hands 
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and curatorial studies to community outreach and education. In other words, the 
MAL is an intervention in ‘labness’ insofar as it is a place where, depending on 
your approach, you will find opportunities for research and teaching in myriad 
configurations as well as a host of other, less clearly defined activities made possible 
by a collection that is both object and tool. My hope is that the MAL can stand 
as a unique humanities lab that is not interested in scientificity but that is instead 
interested in experiments with temporality, with a see-saw and even disruptive 
relationship between past, present, and future, and in experiments with lab infra­
structure in general. 
From Archaeological Media Lab to Media Archaeology Lab 
The MAL is now a place for hands on, experimental teaching, research, artistic 
practice, and training using one of the largest collections in North America of still 
functioning media spanning roughly a 130 year period – from a camera from 1880, 
a collection of early twentieth century magic lanterns and an Edison diamond disc 
phonograph player to hardware, software and game consoles from the mid-1970s 
through the early 2000s. However, the MAL initially came to life in 2008–2009 
as the Archaeological Media Lab. At that time, the fi eld of media archaeology had 
not yet become well known in North America and the lab was nothing more than 
a small room on the campus of the University of Colorado at Boulder containing 
15 Apple IIe computers, floppy drives, and copies on 5.25" floppy disks of a work 
I had come to admire very much: First Screening, one of the first (if not the fi rst) 
digital kinetic poems created by the Canadian experimental poet bpNichol. 
I began the lab partly because I wanted to start experimenting with stockpil­
ing hardware and software as a complementary preservationist strategy to creating 
emulations such as the one of First Screening that had recently been made available. 
Without being aware of the very nascent debates in archivist communities that 
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FIGURE 11.2 	 5.25" floppies of ‘manuscript’ versions of bpNichol’s digital poem “First 
Screening” from 1982–1983, housed in the Media Archaeology Lab. 
were then pitting emulation against original hardware/software, I wanted to aug­
ment students’ and scholars’ access to early works of digital literature and art while 
also collecting other works and their original platforms in order to eventually make 
available emulations of these works. 
However, I also created the lab because I wanted to bring in small undergradu­
ate and graduate classes to work directly on the machines, with the original work 
by bpNichol, rather than only study the emulated version. In other words, the lab 
allowed me to think through with my students the difference the original material, 
tactile environment makes to our understanding of First Screening. It was a straight­
forward enough experiment, but even now in 2017, the implications of this kind 
of literary/historical work are far reaching and unsettling to the discipline. The 
foregoing first involves turning away from close reading and from studying literary 
products (as surface effects), to studying instead the literary production process – 
looking at how a literary work was made and how the author pushed up against 
the limits and possibilities of particular writing media. From there, the ramifi ca­
tions of such an approach start to become more obvious as soon as one realizes that 
learning and teaching ‘the how’ of literary production cannot take place without 
access to the tools themselves in a hands on lab environment. That said, while using 
hands on work not just as an added feature but as the driving force behind teach­
ing and research is quite new to the humanities, the production-oriented approach 
to interpreting literature has been around in one form or another since the early 
twentieth century. As many are fond of pointing out, nearly all foundational media 
studies scholars (from Walter Benjamin to Marshall McLuhan and Friedrich Kittler) 
were first literary scholars; moreover, one can read the long history of experimental 
writers, especially poets, as one that is inherently about experimenting with writing 
media – whether pens, pencils, paper, or typewriters and personal computers. 
Since my academic background is in twentieth-century experimental poetry 
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logical next step. Furthermore, once my attention turned to the intertwinement 
of First Screening with the Apple IIe, it likewise made sense to add to the lab’s col­
lection other, comparable personal computers from the early 1980s such as the 
Commodore 64 – at least partly to get a sense of why bpNichol might have chosen 
to spend $1395 on the IIe rather than $595 on the C64. (The answer likely lies in 
the fact that the IIe was one of the fi rst affordable computers to include uppercase 
and lowercase along with an 80-column screen, rather than the C64’s 40-column 
display for uppercase letters only.) 
In these early years, I tried to sell the lab to the larger public by saying that it
was an entity for supporting a locavore approach to sustaining digital literature –
a pitch I also hoped justified our very modest online presence while also under­
scoring the necessity of working directly with the machines in the lab rather
than accessing, say, an Apple IIe or Commodore 64 emulator online. Thus, from
2009 until 2012, the ‘Archaeological Media Lab’ maintained its modest col­
lection of early digital literature and hardware/software from the early 1980s
and gradually increased its network of supporters – from eBay sellers who had
become ardent supporters of the lab, to students and faculty from disciplines
ranging from Computer Science, Art, Film Studies, and English literature, to
digital archivists. However, 2012 was a turning point for the lab for a number of
reasons: first, and most importantly, the lab was given a 1000 square foot space
in the basement of an older home on the edge of campus, making it possible for
the lab to become the open-ended, experimental space it is today with the larg­
est collections of still-functioning media in North America; second, I renamed
the lab the ‘Media Archaeology Lab’ to better align it with the field of media
archaeology I was then immersed in; and third, the MAL became a community
enterprise no longer synonymous just with me – now the lab has an international
advisory board of scholars, archivists, and entrepreneurs, which I consult every
six months, faculty fellows from CU Boulder, a regularly rotating cohort of
FIGURE 11.3 Commodore 64 computer, from 1982, housed in the Media Archaeology 
Lab. 
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undergraduate interns, graduate research assistants, post-graduate affi liates, and
volunteers from the general public.
The lab, called the Media Archaeology Lab since 2012, is also now a kind of 
anti-museum museum in that all of its hundreds of devices, analogue and digital, 
are meant to be turned on and actively played with, opened up, tinkered with, 
experimented with, created with, and moved around and juxtaposed next to any 
other device. Again, everything that is on display is functional, though we also 
have a decent stockpile of spare parts and extra devices. The MAL is particularly 
strong in its collection of personal computers and gaming devices from the 1970s 
through the 1990s ranging from the Altair 8800b (1976), the complete line of 
Apple desktop computers from an Apple I replica (1976/2012) to models from the 
early 2000s, desktops from Sweden (1981) and East Germany (1986), a Canon Cat 
computer (1987 – I discuss this machine in detail in the following section), and 
game consoles such as Magnavox Odyssey (1972), Video Sports (1977), Intellivi­
sion (1979), Atari 2600 (1982), Vectrex (1982), NES (1983) and other Nintendo 
FIGURE 11.4 Altair 8800b computer, from 1976, housed in the Media Archaeology Lab. 
FIGURE 11.5 Vectrex game console, from 1983, housed in the Media Archaeology Lab. 
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FIGURE 11.6 Xerox typewriter, likely from around 1987, housed in the Media Archae­
ology Lab. 
FIGURE 11.7 	 Magic Lantern, likely from around 1910, housed in the Media Archaeol­
ogy Lab. 
devices. These are just a handful of examples of hundreds of machines in the MAL 
collection in addition to thousands of pieces of software, magazines, books, and 
manuals on computing from the 1950s to the present as well as the aforementioned 
analogue media we house from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
A case study in undoing and reimagining computer 
history: the Canon Cat 
While I am attempting to illustrate the remarkable scope of the MAL’s collection, 
I am also trying to show how anomalies in the collection quietly show how media 
history, especially the history of computing, is anything but a neat progression of 
devices simply improving upon and building upon what came before; instead, we 
can understand the waxing and waning of devices more in terms of a phylogenetic 
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tree whereby devices change over time, split into separate branches, hybridize, or 
are terminated. Importantly, none of these actions (altering, splitting, hybridizing, 
or terminating) implies a process of technological improvement and thus, rather 
than stand as a paean to a notion of linear technological history and progress, the 
MAL acts as a platform for undoing and then reimagining what media history is or 
could be by way of these anomalies. 
The Canon Cat is one of the best examples I’ve come up with of a machine 
that disrupts any attempt to narrativize a linear arc of past/present/future that sup­
ports notions of progress or even notions of regression. This machine was designed 
by Jef Raskin after he left Apple in the early 1980s and it was introduced to the 
public by Canon in 1987 for $1495 – roughly $3316 in 2017, the year of this 
writing. Although the Cat was discontinued after only six months, around 20,000 
units were sold during this time. The Canon Cat is a particularly unusual device as 
it was neither behind the times nor ahead of its time – it was actually very much 
of its time, albeit a time that does not fit into our usual narrative of the history of 
personal computing. 
First, this machine was marketed as an ‘Advanced Work Processor’. Although it 
looks like a word processor, the Cat was meant to be a step beyond both the IBM 
Selectric Typewriter and conventional word processors. It came with standard 
office suite programs, a built-in communications device, a 90,000 word diction­
ary, and the ability to program in Forth and assembly language. While the Cat was 
explicitly not a word processor, it was also not supposed to be called a ‘personal 
computer’ because its interface was distinctly different from both the command-
line interface and the Graphical User Interface (GUI) that, by 1987, had already 
become inseparable from the idea of a personal computer. Try to imagine a com­
puter that had no concept of files and no concept of menus. Instead, all data was 
seen as a long ‘stream’ of text broken into several pages. And so even though the 
interface was text based (it does not make use of mouse, icons or graphics), its func­
tions were built right into the keyboard. Whereas with a machine that uses a GUI 
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you might use the mouse to navigate to a menu and select the command ‘FIND’, 
with the Cat you use the ‘LEAP’ keys. 
But before I can explain how LEAP works, I need to explain the remarkable 
way Raskin designed the cursor, because the cursor is part-and-parcel of the LEAP 
function. The Cat’s cursor has several states: narrow, wide, and extended. In addi­
tion to the variable cursor states, the cursor blink rate also indicates the state of 
the text. The cursor blink rate has two states: clean (whereby the cursor blinks 
at a rate of roughly 3 Hz to indicate that all changes to the text have been saved 
to a disk) and dirty (whereby the cursor blinks at a rate of about 1 Hz to indicate 
that changes have been made to the text and they have not been saved to a disk). 
Leaping, then, is the Cat’s method of cursor movement; you can leap forward and 
backward using the LEAP FORWARD and LEAP BACKWARD keys. While 
the LEAP FORWARD key is held, a pattern may be typed. While the pattern is 
being typed, the cursor immediately moves forward and lands on the fi rst character 
of the first occurrence of the pattern in the text. LEAP BACKWARD behaves the 
same as LEAP FORWARD except that the cursor moves in the opposite direction 
through the text. Note that LEAP was, at that time, roughly 50 times faster than 
the same function on the Apple Macintosh and possibly just as fast as ‘FIND’ is on 
our contemporary machines. 
I have only discussed two features of the Cat – the cursor functionality and LEAP, 
both of which make it possible to do many more things than we can do today with 
FIND or control-F or with our generally single-purpose cursor. My point is that, 
just on the face of it, the Canon Cat disrupts even the most nuanced genealogi­
cal accounts of computers and digital devices. Where does a Work Processor fi t in 
the history of computing – a history that nearly always glides seamlessly from IBM 
Selectric, to kit computers, mini computers, microcomputers, word processors and 
personal computers? More, this disruption only becomes evident when you look 
not at the Cat’s outward appearance, its style and design, but at its functionality. 
It is also important to note the bundle of contradictions and inaccuracies the 
Cat’s functionality brings to light as they show us the mismatch between what we 
believe is the history of computing versus the disruptions to this story represented 
by machines such as the Cat. For example, while, beginning with the Macintosh, 
Apple may have had an uncanny knack for weaving design into marketing, that 
certainly wasn’t the case across the board. The design and marketing of comput­
ers in the 1980s were not necessarily one and the same as Raskin’s vision for the 
machine was consistently contradicted by Canon. For example, Canon sold the Cat 
as a secretarial workstation and therefore represented it in promotional materials 
as a closed system. While, in fact, the Cat was designed not only to integrate with 
third-party software but it also had a connector and software hooks for a pointing 
device that could be added on later. Moreover, despite Canon’s efforts to market 
the machine as closed, somehow Raskin was able to make sure the Cat came with a 
repair manual and very detailed schematics for how to dis-assemble and re-assemble 
every single part of the machine. The Apple Macintosh, by contrast, never came 
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opening up the Macintosh and repairing it themselves, in the same way that our 
Apple devices nowadays are similarly hermetically sealed (Emerson 2014). Fur­
thermore, while the Cat was consistently marketed by Canon in terms of its speed 
and efficiency, reinforcing our belief that these are the two markers of progress 
when it comes to digital technology, Raskin himself seemed to take pride in mak­
ing heretical statements about how his designs were based on an “implementation 
philosophy which demanded generality and human usability over execution speed 
and efficiency” (quoted in Feinstein 2006). By contrast, every single bit of Canon’s 
promotional material for the Cat – from videos to magazine ads to the manuals 
themselves – emphasized the machine’s incredible speed. 
A variantology of hands on practices 
The MAL, then, is essential for exploring the functionality of historically important 
media objects – functionality that cannot be understood in any depth if one only 
has access to promotional material or archival documents and that fundamentally 
shapes one’s understanding of the media object’s place in the history of technology. 
Otherwise put, the lab invites one to reread media history in terms of non-linear 
and non-teleological series of media phenomena – or ruptures – as a way to avoid 
reinstating a model of media history that tends toward narratives of progress and 
generally ignores neglected, failed, or dead media. 
I have also come to understand the MAL as a sort of ‘variantological’ space in its 
own right, a place where, depending on your approach, you will fi nd opportuni­
ties for research and teaching in myriad configurations as well as a host of other, 
less clearly defined activities made possible by a collection of functioning items that 
are both object and tool. In other words, the lab is both an archive of hardware and 
software that are themselves objects of research at the same time as the hardware 
and software generate new research and teaching opportunities. 
For example, in terms of the latter, in the last three years the lab’s vitality has 
grown substantially because of the role of three PhD students who are develop­
ing their own unique career trajectories in and through the lab. The results have 
already been extraordinary. One student, who wishes to obtain an academic posi­
tion after graduation, has created a hands on archive of scanners in conjunction 
with a dissertation chapter, soon to be published as an article, on the connections 
between the technical affordances of scanners and online digital archives. Another 
student, who wishes to obtain a curatorship after graduation, founded an event 
series called MALfunctions, which pairs nationally and internationally recognized 
artists with critics on topics related to the MAL collection; this student also arranges 
residencies at the lab for these visiting artists/critics who, in turn, generate techni­
cal reports on their time spent in the MAL; furthermore, as a result of her work 
with this event series, this student has been invited to be a curator for annual media 
arts festivals and local museums and galleries. Yet another student, who wishes to 
pursue a career in alternative modes of teaching and learning, has started a monthly 
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at CU; she also is running monthly workshops teaching students and members of 
the public how to fix vintage computers and game consoles as well as the basics of 
surveillance and privacy; as a result of her work, this student was invited to run a 
workshop at the Red Hat Summit in Boston, MA in Spring 2017. 
In sum, the MAL is unique for a number of reasons. Rather than being hier­
archical and classificatory both in its display of objects as well as its administrative 
organization of people, the MAL is porous, flat, and branching; objects are orga­
nized in any way participants want; everything is functional and made to be turned 
on. Rather than setting out to adhere to specifi c outcomes and fi ve year plans, we 
change from semester to semester and year to year depending on who’s spend­
ing time in the lab. Rather than being an entity you need to apply to be a part of 
or something you can only participate in as a researcher, librarian, PhD student, 
anyone may participate in the lab and have a say about what projects we take on, 
what kinds of work we do. Rather than being about the display of precious objects 
whereby you only ever get a sense of the external appearance or even external 
functionality of the objects, we encourage people to tinker, play, open things up, 
disassemble. Rather than the perpetuation of neat, historical narratives about how 
things came to be, we encourage an experimental approach to time – put Edison 
disks beside contemporary proprietary software or put the Vectrex and its lightpen 
up next to a contemporary tablet and stylus to see what we can learn through the 
juxtapositions. And finally, rather than participating in the process of erasing the 
knowledge production process or perpetuating the illusion of a separation between 
those who work in the lab and the machines they work on and hiding the agency 
of the machines themselves as well as the agency of the larger infrastructure of the 
lab, we are interested in constantly situating anything and everything we do in 
the lab and being self-conscious, descriptive about the minute particularities of the 
production process for any projects we undertake. 
In short, it’s my hope that the MAL can be a tool for moving away from 
humanism and traditional humanities work and instead tentatively, provisionally 
model what posthumanities work might look like. 
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REFLECTIONS AND REMINISCENCES 
 
Tactile encounters and participatory research 
with vintage media technology in the museum 
Christian Hviid Mortensen and Lise Kapper 
Introduction 
Museums dedicated to aspects of media and communication heritage have been 
in existence since 1872. The earliest examples include the Postal Museum (now 
the Museum of Communication) in Berlin and the Telegraph Museum (now 
A.S. Popov Central Museum of Communications) in Saint Petersburg. It was not 
until a hundred years later, however, that this museum trend took off in earnest. 
Towards the end of the twentieth century the rapid development of new media 
technologies, rendering old media technologies obsolete, reached a point where 
it became pertinent to conserve these obsolete technologies for posterity and put 
them on display in museums (Mortensen 2017). Thereby, media technologies now 
constitute part of our cultural memory both in the potential state of the archive and 
in the actual state of exhibitions (Assmann 1995). 
However, as interactive objects, media technologies proved to be an unsuit­
able match for the conventional modes of museum representation: static objects 
displayed behind glass beyond the reach of visitors. As the media archaeologist 
Wolfgang Ernst remarked: 
[. . .] a medium that is not performing in its medium state is just a piece of 
furniture. A television on display in a museum which does not show the 
screen working is not shown as a medium; it’s just a piece of hardware, a 
design object. 
(Henning and Ernst 2015, 6) 
In an attempt to overcome the inherent blackboxing (Hertz and Parikka 2012; 
Latour 2000) of media technology in many museum displays Ernst established the 
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is also a ‘tinkering space’, where scholars and students can gain insight into the old 
media by operating them (Parikka 2012, 131). Such a hands on approach to media 
history tallies with the novel approach of Haptic Media Studies that addresses the 
“practices of touching and being touched by mediation technologies” (Parisi et 
al. 2017, 1517). This kind of object handling was not always anathema to muse­
ums. In the early museums of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries visitors, 
the privileged few members of the social elite, were allowed to handle artefacts. 
Hands on experiences were seen as central to the knowledge production within 
the museum. The ocular-centric conventions of museum display are a product of 
the nineteenth century, when museums became public spaces for the mass audi­
ence (Candlin 2008). However, towards the end of the twentieth century there 
has been a revalorization of touch in the museum and object handling has again 
become a common offering (Howes 2014). 
A hands on approach to history is part of our DNA at The Media Museum 
in Odense, Denmark. 1 Since the beginning in 1984 open workshops manned by 
retired craftsmen have been part of our exhibitions. The workshops demonstrated 
diverse printing technologies, bookbinding techniques, and fundamental paper 
manufacture, but lacked a participatory aspect as visitors rarely engaged directly 
in the activities. We have experimented with visitor object handling in temporary 
exhibitions on gaming culture, where interactivity is essential to understanding 
(Mortensen and Kapper 2015). Taking further inspiration from the Media Archae­
ological Fundus, and similar initiatives, we decided to establish our own Media 
Archaeological Laboratory (MAL) and make the hands on approach to media his­
tory a permanent feature for visitors at our museum. 2 This chapter will present 
the ideas underlying our concept of a media archaeological laboratory within a 
museological context and in the concrete setting of the MAL. Then we will show 
the kind of knowledge production that the lab enables by accounting for our fi rst 
round of data collection. We rely primarily on self-administered questionnaires 
FIGURE 12.1 Detail from the open workshops at the Media Museum. Printer Hans 
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in our gathering of data. Secondarily, we have used observation and interview. 
We expect the MAL to produce two kinds of knowledge from participants’ tac­
tile encounters with vintage media technology: first, reminiscences or memories 
concerning media use (Neiger et al. 2011); second, reflections triggered from this 
encounter. Either fresh insights, encountering this media technology for the fi rst 
time or reflections stemming from the juxtaposition of reminiscence with new 
experiences. The chapter ends with a discussion of the future perspectives for this 
endeavour. 
Concept: media – archaeology – laboratory 
The concept of a Media Archaeological Laboratory juxtaposes two metaphors, archae­
ology and laboratory, that have attained prominence recently within the cultural 
sciences. Foucault (2000) famously adopted archaeology as a conceptual metaphor 
for his historical analytical method in The Archaeology of Knowledge designating a 
completely different form of ‘digging’ than archaeology proper in his excavation 
of the conditions of existence for cultural phenomena. The heterogeneous notion 
of media archaeology is promoted as a turn away from human-centred approaches 
within media studies focusing on discourse and interpretation towards a materialist 
technology-centred and object-oriented approach (Parikka 2012; Strauven 2012). 
Further, Fickers and van den Oever have proposed that media archaeology should 
take inspiration from experimental archaeology utilizing reenactments and other 
experimental methods in order to reflect on the tacit knowledge that informs our 
encounters with media technologies (Fickers and van der Oever 2013, 273). 
Similarly, the laboratory as a site for knowledge production has migrated from 
the natural sciences to the humanities where it is presented as a central feature of 
the Digital Humanities paradigm (Burdick et al. 2012). These media labs, estab­
lished in connection with universities and colleges, are mostly oriented towards the 
future with a focus on design and new technologies, but some also have a historical 
focus and address other temporalities. The combination of old and contemporary 
technologies enables new forms of knowledge. In this way, the value of techno­
logical artefacts is displaced from being the objects of knowledge a priori to being 
a precondition for the production of new knowledge (Parikka 2016). 
Often access to these laboratories, such as the Media Archaeological Fundus, are
restricted. You need to be a faculty member or enrolled as a student to gain access
or you will need to seek permission to visit the laboratory collection in advance.
In contrast, we intend our MAL to be a public space open to all walk-in visitors.
Museum galleries are, of course, open to everyone (often only after having paid the
price of admission). However, ordinary visitors are conventionally restricted from
hands on object handling, and participate only as spectators. Recently, the scope
has widened for more involved forms of participation for visitors within museums
(Carpentier 2011; Simon 2010). This development also includes sensory approaches
that address not only our sense of sight, but also hearing, touch, smell, and taste
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had a representative function showcasing the wealth, sophistication, and (implied)
knowledge of the owner, and collections with a more practical and scientifi c purpose
(Imprey and MacGregor 1985). We envision the MAL to be a return to the hands on
approach and scientific purpose of the museum collection. It will be open not just to
experts but to the general public, thus enabling new forms of knowledge production
within the museum, what has been called citizen science and maybe even, depending
on scale, crowd science as a collaborative enterprise (Franzoni and Sauermann 2014).
Similar open initiatives are currently developed at other museums: the Museum of
Copenhagen’s Makerspace and Archaeological Workshop are one example. Also,
Makerspaces are becoming a popular feature at libraries across Denmark.
The founding idea of the MAL is that encountering the otherness of media 
technologies on display, and experimenting with them, will give visitors new 
insights that further provoke reflections on their contemporary media environ­
ment. Elsaesser calls this attention to otherness a “hermeneutics of astonishment” 
(Elsaesser 2004, 113). Essentially, we wish to revitalize ‘dead’ media, providing 
them with an afterlife beyond obsolescence by displaying them in their working 
state within the museum, thereby turning them into “zombie media” (Hertz and 
Parikka 2012). It is our hope that the insights of ordinary museum visitors, non-
experts with little or no prior knowledge of the displayed artefacts, will provide 
fresh perspectives that can challenge the tacit knowledge of expert users such as 
media scholars and curators. We aim to foster encounters like the one seen in a 
popular YouTube video in which children interpret the two sockets in a cassette 
tape as intended for watching movies (Crane 2017). Clearly the affordances of the 
cassette tape design are not that obvious. 
On the other hand, for many the reaction to an encounter with media artefacts 
from the recent past will not be one of otherness but of familiarity with objects 
from one’s own past. Rather than astonishment, such an encounter will likely elicit 
reminiscence and even nostalgia. Among historians’ nostalgia is often disregarded 
as providing just an emotionally distorted view of the past. However, elsewhere we 
have argued for the potential for reflection inherent in nostalgic relations with the 
past (Mortensen and Kapper 2015; Mortensen and Madsen 2015). Here we fi nd 
useful the three-tier framework of nostalgia into simple, reflexive, and interpreta­
tive forms, developed by Davis (1979), for understanding nostalgic reactions and 
enabling further reflections. Simple, first-order nostalgia is the belief that things 
were better before than now; in second-order, reflexive nostalgia, the feeling is 
accompanied by empirical reflections concerning the truth and accuracy of the 
nostalgic memory; in third-order interpretative nostalgia reflections move beyond 
issues of historical accuracy and address the nostalgic experience itself. Regarding 
the older generations of visitors, the activities of MAL will contribute to the fi eld 
of Memory Studies as the memories concerning media are another form of data we 
wish to collect and study. 
Whether as new insights or as refl ections on media memories these experiences 
constitute reflections on different temporalities. According to Strauven, such a 
rethinking of temporalities is at the core of media archaeology, either seeking the 
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new in the old or the old within the new as “history is the study not only of the 
past, but also of the (potential) present and the possible futures” (Strauven 2012, 
68). Each generation of visitors have been surrounded by different objective and 
symbolic media environments (Bolin 2016), and will thus create a meeting of dif­
ferent temporalities that we hope will result in intergenerational sharing of knowl­
edge and experiences. 
Setting: The museum exhibition vs. the laboratory 
The first generation of our MAL contains three workstations each with a different 
experimental set-up all based on magnetic tape technology: cassette tape players 
(and Walkmans), VCR and VHS tapes, and a Commodore 64 computer with a 
datasette. These popular forms of media consumption (listening to music, watching 
films, and playing games) are all now enabled by the smartphone, and are displayed 
in juxtaposition with their different technological platforms. Each workstation is 
supplied with a worksheet with written instructions for using the technology on 
display, which the participant can refer to, if they are stuck with the unfamiliar user 
interface. In time, we intend to replace or supplement these media technologies 
with others in later generations of the MAL. 
In support of the lab metaphor, the furniture in the room is utilitarian and
the decorations sparse. We intend to focus the attention of the participants pri­
marily on the media technologies on display, thus keeping other environmental
variables at a minimum. Therefore, we decided against adopting an interior
design approach to exhibitions creating tableaus of different settings for media
use e.g. the family living room or the teenager’s dorm as seen, for example, in
the Finnish Museum of Games in Tampere or the Museum of Computer Games
in Berlin.
The laboratory experience is framed by the following introduction: 
A media archaeologist examines media of the past by experimenting with 
the technologies of the past. The Media Museum has excavated outdated 
media technologies and made them available for your experiments in the 
MediaArch Lab. [. . .] We hope these experiments will provide you with 
new perspectives on today’s media. [. . .] We’d like to know the results of 
your experiments, so please share your thoughts, memories and observations 
with us by filling out the questionnaire located at each experimental setup. 
The results will be included in our collection of data focusing on media use 
in the past and present. 
The laboratory atmosphere is underscored by the way that the users are explic­
itly invited to experiment with the objects on display and to record their obser­
vances and experiences on a questionnaire. Further, the knowledge production
and data collection that takes place in the MAL are visualized when the users
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FIGURE 12.2 The authors ‘excavating’ at two of the three workstations in the MAL. 
From the right VHS, Commodore 64 and cassette tapes. 
FIGURE 12.3 	 Example of interior approach to the display of media technologies at the 
Finnish Museum of Games. (Credit: Saana Säilynoja, Tampere Museums, 
Vapriikki Photo Archives) 
browse the questionnaires from other users. In time, this display of “raw” data
will be supplemented with findings from our analysis of the aggregated data.
Informed by our initial round of data collection, we intend to extend this pas­
sive form of collecting data with a more active approach by facilitating focus
groups with different compositions depending on what areas we want to explore
further.
The Media Museum exhibitions span approximately 1500 square metres on 
the third floor of a former industrial textile mill. While the museum also contains 
traditional exhibitions on Danish media history the MAL is the latest in a series of 
activities involving visitors in experimenting with different aspects of media which 
the museum has engaged in. From 2006 to 2016 we had a fully functional televi­
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FIGURE 12.4 Detail of the MAL VHS workstation. Fresh questionnaires are available 
on the left and the user can leave their filled-out questionnaire in the box 
when they leave the workstation. 
the tuition of our TV producer. In 2010 we established the MediaMixer with three 
simulated production facilities were visitors can experiment with the craft of the 
foley artist, live reportage, and take “the hot seat” in front of a virtual TV journalist 
(Mortensen and Vestergaard 2011). 
The Media Museum has evolved from being a primarily technology-oriented 
museum focusing on the printing industry to becoming a museum with a broader
scope and holistic approach to media history, including also electronic and
digital media, and involving aspects of both media production, consumption,
and content. A heightened focus on visitors and adoption of experimental
approaches has been a priority area in Danish cultural policy administered by
the Danish Agency for Culture for a number of years (Lundgaard and Jensen
2013). Therefore, as a public funded museum, the obligation to experiment
with and evolve our visitor-engaging activities is now embedded in our mission
statement.
Knowledge: reflections and reminiscences 
In the following we will account for the findings of the first round of data collec­
tion in the MAL. 3 As stated above we envision the open MAL to enable a kind
of citizen science via participatory research (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995), where
the visitors become participants by engaging in a form of collaborative media
ethnography by experimenting with the technology at the work stations and
recording their reflections and experiences on a questionnaire. The questionnaire
consists of two parts: one with closed questions, designed to present an overview
of the participants and a part with open questions inviting the participants to
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TABLE 12.1 Aggregate of data collected from the fi rst section of the questionnaires 
N=68 Visitor Age No Yes 
0–14 years 8 
15–24 years 34 
25–44 years 21 
45–65 years 5 
66+ years 0 
Group visit 13 55 
Familiar with tech 14 54 
Have used tech before 30 38 
know the age of the visitors, whether they visit alone or in a group, if they are
familiar with the technologies on display and finally if they have used the tech­
nology before. Table 12.1 shows the quantitative findings from the first part of
the questionnaire.
Almost all the visitors that have engaged with the displayed technology and 
filled out a questionnaire are under 44 years old with half being in the 15–24 age 
group. The latter group were not even born when these technologies were in 
vogue. Still, a vast majority are familiar with the technologies and just over half 
of them have used one or more of these technologies before. Apparently, media 
technologies linger and hands on experience with them are not restricted to the 
generation that grew up with them. Meanwhile, the older age groups, who are 
traditionally the most frequent museum visitors, seem not to be attracted to the 
technologies and hands on approach of the MAL. Observations confirm that older 
couples in their fifties will enter the MAL but not engage with the workstations. 
Our findings also confirm the common finding within visitor studies that visiting a 
museum is primarily a social activity as most visitors to the MAL are part of a group 
such as a family (Falk and Dierking 2013). This social embeddedness profoundly 
influences the museum experience creating the potential for learning within the 
family unit: parents who want to show their children technology from their youth 
are drawn to the MAL. 
In the second part of the questionnaire, we first ask participants to record
any immediate thoughts and memories from their encounter with the media
technologies. Then we ask them to reflect on any similarities or dissimilari­
ties between contemporary media technologies and the technologies on dis­
play. The formulation of Q2 was intended to assist the participant in moving
beyond simple reminiscence and engage in refl ection and interpretation. Finally,
we invited them to provide any further comments. Table 12.2 provides an over­
view of our findings from the second part of the questionnaire. The answers
to the three questions have been coded on two levels. First, we distinguished
between answers containing reminiscence and/or reflection – the two forms of
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connected with reminiscence and the different themes connected with refl ec­
tions (only a selection is shown in Table 12.2).
The ratio between reminiscences and reflections changes signifi cantly between 
Q1 and Q2 from 28/15 to 3/33. This shift indicates that designing the question 
TABLE 12.2 Overview of data from the second section of the questionnaires 
N=39 Q1:What are your immediate thoughts about this media 
technology? Does it evoke any memories? 











Tech speed 5 
Tech development 3 
Functionality 2 
Low quality 2 









N=36 Q2:What similarities and differences do you notice between this 
technology and the media tehcnologies of today? 
Reminiscences 4 Refl ections 33 
Both 4 
Neither 3 
Similarities 9 Both 7 
Differences 27 Neither 3 
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 N=24 Q3: Do you have any further comments? 
Reminiscences 3 Refl ections 7 






Patience/lack of speed 
Quality 
Function 
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TABLE 12.2 (Continued) 
towards eliciting reflection, here juxtaposing historic and contemporary media
technologies, shifts participants from a mode of reminiscence towards a mode of 
reflection. This is promising regarding targeting future explorations of specifi c 
themes in the MAL. Most of the answers to Q3 contain neither reminiscence nor 
reflection. Instead, the participants have used the open invitation to provide value 
judgments on their experience in the MAL such as “Boring” or “I love it”. Almost 
all value judgments are of a positive disposition. 
Based on previous findings (Mortensen and Kapper 2015) we expected the 
immediate reminiscences following the tactile encounter to be dominated by nos­
talgia. However, only few participants explicitly express nostalgia or the normative 
belief that things were better before, for example: “Absolutely, it is beautiful. It 
reminds me of the good old days”. Rather, the reminiscences are value-neutral and 
descriptive such as: “Yes. It evokes memories of a youth spent in video rental shops, 
sleep overs and popcorn, soda and pizza”. Naturally, the vintage media technolo­
gies remind participants of their childhood and youth. Following Mannheim in 
that experiences in youth are especially formative, Bolin argues for the concept of 
media generations, based on common experiences with media technologies. Fur­
ther, he argues for the impossibility of intergenerational sharing of this experience 
(Bolin 2016, 110). But participants also associate the media technology with other 
related practices (sleep over; video rental; car journeys and making a ‘love-tape’4) 
that they previously engaged in, specific media content ( Winnie the Pooh; Tele­
tubbies) or other vintage technologies (Sodastream). This shows that using media 
technology is often embedded in other social practices and identified with the 
specific content that is accessed via the technology. Collecting such media memo­
ries enables us to better understand this social embeddedness and further identify 
‘memorable’ media content for different media generations. 
For some participants reminiscence is followed by reflection. For example:
“It evokes memories of childhood and a time before laptops and smartphones
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with further interpretation of his experience: “It evokes memories of my child­
hood. I think this technology seems simultaneously both simple and complex.
It’s like stepping back in a time capsule from my youth”. In this way the forms
of reminiscence, with or without nostalgia, enabled in the MAL mirrors the
three-tiered distinction between simple, reflexive and interpretative nostalgia
(Davis 1979). Overall the immediate reflections of participants gravitate towards
different themes. The most common theme is the low speed of the technology
on display or the amount of patience it requires; next, visitors reflect on techno­
logical development from then until now. Participants also reflect on the inferior
quality of the media content accessed via the technology such as low resolution
graphics and low-fidelity sounds as well as the basic operation of the technology.
However, there are also more inspired reflections such as the one quoted above
wondering about the simple, yet complex technology. The effect of blackboxing
is less prominent with vintage technologies than modern digital technologies,
because their separate storage media, output and input devices require manual
actions. Thus, they can appear more complex because the functionality becomes
visible. As one participant states: “You see/hear how it works, many buttons
to press, not only one screen to touch”. Finally, for another participant the
encounter elicited socio-economic reflections associating the vintage technology
with being poor and with Eastern Europe. Presumably, new media technologies
became available to consumers more slowly in Eastern Europe and therefore
vintage technology lingered for longer.
In the second section of the questionnaire, where we explicitly ask the par­
ticipants to reflect on the differences and similarities between the technologies on 
display and the media technologies of today, the same reflections concerning qual­
ity, speed, size and usability resurface. A majority of participants (27) have recorded 
differences, while a minority have recorded similarities (9). Participants notice the 
lack of graphic user interface, and manual controls; for one participant the vintage 
technology makes “the eyes hurt”. Rather than eliciting astonishment the other­
ness of the vintage technology manifests itself in a primarily negative way for a 
majority of users as lacking quality and usability with unfamiliar technical obstacles. 
The tactile aspect of the hands on encounter manifests itself in refl ections regarding 
the disappearance of buttons and external input devices such as joysticks. 
The similarities recorded include similar content (films, games, music), as the
overall purpose of entertainment is the same, and the technology still feels like 
an extension of ourselves despite being more cumbersome. But participants also 
recognize symbols, that are still in use on “virtual buttons”, the QWERTY key­
board, and that most contemporary media technologies still require a screen. For 
some participants, their reflections are accompanied by reminiscences: one recalls a 
smaller world, without the new cultures we encounter today. Another feels nostal­
gic: “It was more difficult to use, but it was magic – it seemed more realistic/real”. 
Despite the hyperrealism of much media content today, this participant still feels 
that it seemed more real then. Apparently, the material aspects of both media tech­
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the experience of the real. Another participant elaborates on a similar point in the 
free comment section: 
The sound and video quality are so low fidelity that I wonder how I missed 
it in its heyday. I wonder how much I relied upon my own imagination 
to make the images more vivid. I see this in the continuum of the moving 
image becoming so ‘hi def’ as to become unattractive to me in its pursuit of 
perfection. 
In this way, digitalization is addressed in the MAL by its absence, which partici­
pants notice immediately. 
In the final section for further comments most participants take the opportunity 
to make value judgements on the vintage technology and the MAL experience. 
A few record reflections, most of whom address the familiar issues of speed, qual­
ity and usability. One participant, who had never used a C64 herself before, was 
amazed that it was possible to play videogames from a cassette tape she knew well 
from listening to music. For another participant, the vintage technology made him 
feel old. This feeling could be both a function of the rapid development of media 
technology and of the experience of discovering familiar objects from one’s youth 
on display in a museum. 
A few participants also expressed reminiscence in this section. Apart from the 
articulate reflection on the dynamic between lo-fi and imagination quoted above, 
one participant states that “VHS does not belong to the past!” This statement 
might follow from current retro sensibilities that are giving VHS a revival as a 
collector’s object, especially with regard to vintage horror B-movies (Joy 2015). 
Further, the aesthetics of VHS has also gained new interest with a popular retro 
camcorder app recreating the look of the 1980s (Pierce 2015). 
Even though the sample is small, the data material shows a potential for producing
knowledge in the MAL and collecting two kinds of knowledge: reminiscences and
reflections. While there are some profound responses, answers typically lack detail.
But the questionnaires can still generate a selection of issues and themes which could
be explored in more in-depth data collection activities such as a focus group. Also,
we can support the hermeneutics of astonishment with the participants further by
foreclosing some of the common reflections on quality, speed and usability in the
way we ask. Reformulating question 2 as: “Apart from issues regarding quality, speed
and usability. Which differences and similarities do you notice between this technol­
ogy and the media technology of today?” might push participants beyond the obvi­
ous reflections. Another possibility is to provide more structure to the experiments of
the participants. For example, by asking them to undertake specific tasks that require
them to engage more creatively with the vintage technology. Participants could be
prompted to “create a mix tape using multiple sources”, highlighting the role of users
as early ‘produsers’. This activity might not only elicit more profound refl ections, but
also strong reminiscences as mix tapes, because they are labour intensive, are strong
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However, does this process constitute participatory research as we intended? 
Participation has become a ‘fl oating signifi er’ and it is often regarded as inherently 
beneficial without considering the concrete participatory practices and their impact 
on participants (Carpentier 2011). Any normative claims for participation requires 
a framework for description and comparative analysis of participatory processes. 
Elsewhere, we have used the framework developed by Kelty et al. (2015) based on 
an extensive literature review of participation across different domains, to evaluate 
participatory activities in the museum (Mortensen and Kapper 2015). Kelty et al. 
suggest a framework consisting of seven dimensions that encompass the complexity 
of participation: 
1.	 	 Educative dividend. The degree to which participants learn something valuable.
2.		 Goals and tasks.The degree to which participants not only undertake tasks but 
also help set goals. 
3.		 Resource control.The degree to which participants get control of resources, 
not merely produce them. 
4.		 Exit. The degree to which participants have the capacity to leave without 
penalty. 
5.		 Voice.The degree to which participants have opportunity to ‘speak back’ to 
infl uence outcomes. 
6.		 Visible metrics.The degree to which there are empirical demonstrations of the 
connection between participation and outcomes. 
7.		 Affective/communicative capacity. The degree to which participants experi­
ence collective effervescence and the experience of being part of an audience. 
These dimensions posit different continuums and we can now estimate the degree 
of participation in the activities of MAL using a five-point Likert scale ranging 
from none, low, some, high and very high as shown in table 3. 
The amount of reflection following the tactile encounters in MAL show a clear 
educative dividend, however, as discussed above, it can appear shallow judging 
from the detail of the answers on the questionnaire. But it is entirely plausible 
that the reflections continue to have an effect beyond the museum visit in future 
TABLE 12.3 	Estimate of the degree of participation in 
the activities of MAL 
Dimension of participation Degree in MAL 
Educative dividend Some 
Goals and tasks None 
Resource control Low 
Exit Very high 
Voice Very high 
Visible metrics Some 
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engagements with different media technologies. This lingering learning effect of 
museum visits have also been demonstrated by Falk and Dierking (2013). The 
participants have no influence on the goals and tasks of the MAL activities, namely 
collecting reminiscences and reflections via tactile encounters with vintage media 
technologies, as they have been predefined in the concept of MAL. Visitors can, 
of course, refuse to participate by not engaging with the technology on display or 
by not filling out a questionnaire afterwards. Presently, participants also have little 
control of the resources of MAL. They can only engage with three media tech­
nologies and the form of engagement is limited to simple consumer behaviour, as 
participants are not allowed to disassemble or modify the technologies on display. 
On the other hand, participants are free to leave the MAL at any moment and 
with the open comment section on the questionnaire they have ample opportunity 
to talk back and voice any concerns, for example request written instructions in 
English. The MAL also contains some degree of visible metrics with the fi lled-out 
questionnaires displayed in the open. However, here is room for improvements 
as a visualization of aggregate data would be more illustrative of the connection 
between participation and outcome. We intend to strengthen this aspect in the 
future, for example with a word cloud showing the relative commonalities of the 
different associations resulting from the tactile experiments. Finally, there are some 
affective/communicative capacity as most participants are part of a group. Again, 
there is scope for improvement and we expect that further visualizations of data 
aggregates would help convey the feeling to participants that they are part of and 
contributing to a larger endeavour – an ongoing research project in which their 
input is highly valued. 
Concluding remarks 
The MAL as a knowledge-producing facility is clearly a work-in-progress. Ini­
tially, the concept of utilizing technological museum artefacts to generate knowl­
edge, thereby displacing the value of the artefacts from being objects of knowledge 
a priori to acting as a precondition for new knowledge, seems promising. The 
tactile hands on encounters elicited two kinds of knowledge: reminiscences and 
reflections. Judging from the reports on the questionnaires collected in MAL the 
generated knowledge appears rather superficial. Most of the immediate responses 
of participants are reminiscences and only a few of them move beyond simple 
reminiscence to the refl exive and interpretative forms. When we explicitly ask the 
participants to compare contemporary technology with vintage technology the 
amount of reflections increases significantly. This makes the case for experiment­
ing further with other means of scaffolding reflection. Both in the way we collect 
data, but also in the experimental setup where participants could be given specifi c 
tasks to perform, for example. We also expected more intergenerational dialogue 
following from the tactile encounters, than what appears on the questionnaires, 
as most participants visits as a group often including different generations. How­
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to recording nuanced observations comprising different generational perspectives. 
Another form of recording observations, such as video, might be better suited for 
these kinds of interactions. 
While the ‘hermeneutics of astonishment’ following from the encounter with 
the otherness of vintage technologies in the MAL for most participants resulted in 
negative reflections regarding their lack of quality and usability, in a few instances 
it elicited a profound rethinking of temporalities questioning the linear continued 
progress of media history. Thus, practising hands on media archaeology can chal­
lenge the established narratives of technological progress even if performed by 
ordinary media users as non-experts. Therefore, we see a potential for increasing 
the educative dividend of participants by further developing the media archaeo­
logical experiments as participatory research within the MAL. In particular, we 
are curious to see what effect a better visualization of their contributions and the 
outcomes of the data collection within the MAL might have. 
Notes 
1 The Media Museum was established as a printing museum. The museum merged with 
The Danish Press Museum and Archive in 1989 and in 2000 the remit of the museum 
was extended to also include the heritage of electronic and digital media as The Media 
Museum of Denmark. In 2010 the museum changed its name to The Media Museum 
in recognition of the transnational nature of media. See http://museum.odense.dk/en/ 
museums/media-museum 
2 Due to a relocation of the Media Museum the MAL closed on 30 December 2018.We 
intend to reopen the MAL activities at our new location, when possible. 
3 The data consist of 42 completed questionnaires from 68 visitors collected from 31 March 
to 31 May 2017. In addition, we draw on two observations of visitor behavior in the MAL 
and an semi-structured interview with a family of four on 23 April 2017. 
4 Presumably, the practice of compiling a mixtape for a loved one. 
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A VISION IN BAKELITE 
Exploring the aesthetic, material and 
operational potential of the Bush TV22 
Elinor Groom 
FIGURE 13.1 	 The Bush TV22, part of the Science Museum Group collection, inventory 
number 1979–624/721, Science Museum Group. 
The museum, traditionally, brings the general public into contact with objects of 
historic value. This is particularly the presumption surrounding national museums: 
that these historic buildings contain historic collections through which our national 
history can be told. Their fundamental civic duty is to collect and steward such 
objects, and to provide unimpeded access to them. The evidence for this presuppo­
sition of historic value and duty is in structures of governance and regulation: one 
of the pillars of the government’s sponsorship of national museums is to facilitate 
‘free public access to the national collections’ (DCMS 2015). Whatever the details 
of care and access, the overarching aim remains the same. Object engagement is 
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when, how, and why objects are collected or displayed. Such curatorial gatekeep­
ing is the pinnacle of hands-off history: a one-directional knowledge exchange 
wherein all the museumgoer brings is their eyes. However, as this chapter argues, 
within current museum discourse there is the will to shift the rules of engagement. 
The spirit of hands on history is incrementally shifting how museumgoers engage 
with objects, and that shift is evident in the changing ways in which individual 
museum objects are utilised. 
This chapter comprises a case study of how a common 1950s television
receiver, the Bush TV22, has been documented, interpreted, and displayed by
the Science Museum Group (SMG). A survey of the times when the Science
Museum in London and the National Science and Media Museum in Bradford
have exhibited the Bush TV22 in various galleries since the late 1980s reveals
certain commonalities in how this familiar domestic appliance is understood
and explained to museumgoers. It also demonstrates that the primary mode of
encounter has remained largely unchanged since the first Bush TV22 went on
display in 1971: the visitor can see the set but they cannot touch it. While this case
study considers a single model of television receiver, there are fi ve separate Bush
TV22 television sets in the SMG collection, which will be looked at in turn. The
descriptions of the television receivers are taken from the SMG catalogue, and
other documentation from the corporate archives of the Science Museum pro­
vide evidence of when and how each of the TV22s has been publicly displayed
in the museum. I argue that there is potential for televisual encounters beyond
just looking at an object, and that the hands on history approach developed by
the ADAPT project (Ellis 2016) and media archaeologists could be adapted and
applied to museum collections.
However, I also argue that there are a number of critical considerations and prag­
matic decisions that come to bear when assessing how a museumgoer can or should 
encounter an object like a television set. I also caution against the assumption that 
simply looking at a television set is an encounter lacking in value, or that a hands 
on encounter has greater inherent value. The ADAPT project used innovative 
methods to elicit tacit knowledge from veterans of television production to inform 
a better understanding of the operational history of television practice. The project 
was designed to nurture an empowering co-production of knowledge between 
the academy and industry, considered to be peer repositories of subject specialist 
knowledge. By contrast, the museum is a space where, traditionally, subject special­
ists bestow knowledge on visitors through inanimate displays and informational, 
largely text-based interpretation. Using the hands on history approach could radi­
cally upend this tradition, actively involving the museumgoer in the object encoun­
ter and allowing their physical experience of the object to become their main source 
for understanding or appreciating it. However, in order to do so, the hands on his­
tory approach must be adapted to suit the needs of the museumgoer who does not 
necessarily have any tacit experience to bring to the knowledge exchange. In plain 
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Watching the box: looking at the Bush TV22 
In 2016, the BBC celebrated the 80th anniversary of the inaugural British Televi­
sion Service broadcast. A specially commissioned documentary, Television’s Opening
Night: How the Box was Born, traced the history of that first broadcast in 1936, and
culminated in an ambitious restaging of the opening night programme. That restag­
ing was achieved with historically accurate technology based on the convoluted and
dangerous electro-mechanical equipment of the Baird Company. The technology
had to be recreated from scratch as so few objects from this period survive. Presenter
Dallas Campbell gamely donned suit and heavy stage makeup and recited the words
of original BBC announcer, Leslie Mitchell, from a black box on the studio fl oor,
while a large spinning disc scanned his face. The experiment was broadcast live to
a television receiver in an adjacent room, where it was watched by 91-year-old tap
dancer Lily Fry, who had herself appeared on television as a child in the 1930s. The
whole recreation, from the content to the programme format to the technology,
was executed with as much historical accuracy possible within the parameters of the
resources available. The only exception was the television set used to broadcast it. As
the voiceover admits, the small, square, table top box dates from the 1950s but was
being used to display a system 20 years older than that (Figure 13.2).
The television receiver used was a Bush TV22. It is a recognizable television set, 
particularly among collectors of vintage broadcast technology. Online forums fea­
ture many threads that recount efforts to purchase, store, restore and adapt TV22s. 1 
It is a model that is indicative of mid-twentieth century domestic design, particu­
larly in its thermo-set Bakelite outer shell, designed to mimic veneered walnut 
wood. At the same time, it is recognizable by its own unique features: the lighter 
colour surrounding the nine inch cathode ray tube, the rounded ends of the screen, 
the two simple knobs on the front, two further screw dials, the Art Deco curvature 
of the sides and the speaker grilles. It evokes a specific period of time and has the 
FIGURE 13.2 Screen grab from Television’s Opening Night: How the Box was Born, show­
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potential to provoke explicit memories of usage in the home. Restorer Stephen 
Ostler, who once created his own modern replica of the set dubbed ‘The Retrovi­
sor’, calls the Bush TV22 “the quintessential ‘vintage television’” (Ostler no date). 
Perhaps the timeless quality of its aesthetics is why the set stood in for a much older 
receiver. However, its wide availability – even today – and the number of working 
models may also have played a part. 
The Bush TV22: a brief history 
In 1948 the British radio and television manufacturer Bush brought the Bush 
TV12 to market. At this point the fledgling BBC Television Service was only 
available in and around London, so when the Sutton Coldfield transmitter began 
broadcasting the service to the Birmingham area in 1949, Bush sold an updated 
set – the Bush TV12-BM – for viewers in the Midlands. By 1950, yet another 
highly similar set was manufactured: the Bush TV22, capable of tuning into the 
two existing transmitters carrying the BBC Television Service alongside three 
channels earmarked for future use. The dimensions, materials, components and 
finish of these sets were almost identical – the screen surround of the TV12 was 
squarer and some of the internal components changed – but the fl exibility of the 
Bush TV22 meant that it quickly outnumbered the TV12 and remained on the 
market for many years. 
There is keen awareness of the working potential of the Bush TV22 among the
enthusiast community. Roger Grant, a member of the British Vintage Wireless Soci­
ety, wrote about ‘Fixing my Bush TV22’ in the Society’s magazine, and expressed a
nuanced understanding of the exact interventions he was making to his set:
This project is not a restoration – as the title of this article suggests, it’s a 
repair to get the set working, keeping it in its original state with [sic] only 
replacing what’s necessary to get it working. 
(Grant 2016) 
The subtle distinction between ‘repair’ and ‘restoration’ underlines the difference 
between a working receiver and a receiver restored to its original condition. It 
demonstrates a pragmatic approach to the care of an old television: operational 
functionality is valued more highly than adherence to original, historical condition. 
Grant referred to the original instructions to retailers for the set to guide his repair 
work, detailing the components and electrics that had to be replaced or adjusted. 
In describing his methods he also demonstrates the particular knowledge and skills 
of enthusiasts and other people familiar with the mechanics of old domestic appli­
ances. In theory, so long as the receivers and the information contained in historic 
ephemera such as trade sheets survive, these skills and knowledges can be learned 
and put to use. 
Beyond enthusiast communities, the example of the Bush TV22 in the BBC’s
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recognizable as a vintage television even by non-specialists. The remediation of
the television as an object or set dressing solidifies its recognition. Moreover,
that remediation solidifies the image of the television receiver in the context
of the home, which Deborah Chambers argues links the object to the rituals of
domestic life:
Production, design and advertising comprise powerful media imaginaries 
that attempt to “pre-domesticate” technologies to conform to domestic val­
ues and meanings. 
(Chambers 2016, 44) 
More than any other technology, the television receiver triggers immediate and 
specific visions of domesticity: the living room, the corner tabled-set, angled 
toward the sofa or armchair (see Chambers 2011; Spigel 2001; Morley 1986). The 
constant remediation of this vision of home life in the twentieth century has led 
to two consequences relevant to museums that display televisions. One is that, no 
matter the positioning or the surrounding context of the museum display contain­
ing the television, the visitor can populate the rest of the image of home around 
the object, regardless of whether the object played a part in their lived experience. 
The second is that it reinforces only a partial image of television viewing: the pas­
sive end, television either on or off. The operation of the television – warming up 
the CRT, adjusting the aerial, tuning to channels, sweeping dust from the stati­
cally charged speakers and screen, the weight of the receiver as it is shuffled into its 
corner unit; all of these tactile prompts are denied to the hands-off museumgoer. 
In many respects, the post-domesticated television set is tough to understand in 
isolation from visions of domesticity, but visions alone cannot communicate the 
tacit experience of using a television set. 
Tacit televisions: materiality and the museum 
In 2016, the Science Museum Group convened its first research conference. Head 
of Research Tim Boon summarized one of the strands of discussion at the confer­
ence, when curators and researchers brainstormed ways to promote histories of use 
and tacit histories of collection objects in museum environments: 
In these enthusiastic encounters, the potential of re-enactment, reconstruc­
tion, replication, restoration of behaviour and object-guided oral history to 
enrich understanding of practice and objects had become clear. 
(Boon 2017) 
The word ‘potential’ is tricky. It implies a critique of current practice but stops 
short of enacting change. Yet Boon’s perspective as a museum professional offers 
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that are usually displayed, inanimate, behind glass. Boon and other museum pro­
fessionals working with historic technology built these conversations on recent 
curatorial work with operating objects and/or participatory projects (see Boon, 
van der Art and Price 2004). Already there is the will to progress beyond inani­
mate technology displays, and an increase in case studies of objects being used to 
actively engage and involve museumgoers in the practice and historic usage of 
museum collection objects. 
While the museum world looks to active approaches to engaging museum visi­
tors with the objects they have travelled to see, academic projects are also adopting 
more participatory research methods. The ADAPT project’s compound method is 
engineered around usage of historic objects: 
ADAPT uses the method of ‘hands-on history’ by reuniting retired televi­
sion equipment with the professionals who once used these machines on
a daily basis.
(Murphy et al. 2015) 
The approach utilizes the original material kit of broadcast production as a prompt 
for the embodied tacit knowledge of the project’s veteran broadcaster collabora­
tors. While the objects are genuine examples of historic technology, they are not 
framed as historic objects, but rather as ‘kit’, ‘equipment’ or ‘machines’ – language 
drawn from the everyday working world the participants operated within. This 
perspective takes its cues from the work of media archaeologists who have argued 
for opportunities for haptic, tacit and operational encounters with historic technol­
ogy (see Huhtamo and Parikka 2011). The call to action was succinctly expressed 
by Andreas Fickers and Annie van den Oever: ‘the materiality of media technolo­
gies and the practices of use need more attention’ (Fickers and van den Oever 
2013, 12). 
Media archaeologists have developed laboratories stocked with machines and 
components for students and researchers to tinker with – at least one, the Media 
Archaeology Fundus founded by Wolfgang Ernst at the Humboldt University of 
Berlin, has a Bush TV22 available for hacking (see Parikka 2016; Emerson, 2016). 
The ADAPT approach is participatory in a different way, collaborating with pro­
fessionals with embodied memories of operating technology that are linked to the 
rituals of their working lives: 
The participants are asked to demonstrate what they used to do regularly: 
how their machines worked, how they worked together, what their routines 
once were. 
(Murphy et al. 2015) 
The twinned approach of tinkering with historic objects and user-led participa­
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Gauvin, following on from Jean Baudrillard, argues that the function of an historic 
object is lost once the object has been decommissioned and retired behind glass: 
The performing object then becomes a ‘pure object’, an object pushed onto 
an aesthetic plane that no longer belongs to the practical and tangible space 
of functionality. 
(Gauvin 2016) 
Sandra Dudley explains that the tradition of glass cabinet display comes, at least in
part, from the public expectation that museums are “authoritative temples of enlight­
enment and culture”, and so long as the objects are displayed in stasis museums
remain “places of edification available to the ordinary visitor” (2010, 5–6). As is the
tradition of museums as repositories of material culture, there are rules: look, but
don’t touch (see Dudley 2010 and Pearce 1992). Inclusion in museum collections
and displays can enhance the status of an object, but this power and esteem accrues
to the object alone. Handling historic objects gives the handler a share in that power,
and acknowledges that they have the skills and knowledge to produce their own
meaningful conclusions from their encounter (see Graham 2016).
However, the question remains whether tacit methods can be used to engage 
people with no direct experience of the object at hand. Some – indeed many – 
museumgoers do not have knowledge, understanding or experience with analogue 
television receivers. There are complicated consequences in allowing tacit experi­
ences only for those with tacit memories to refer to. What defines a tacit experi­
ence or participatory experience in a museum? Joshua P. Gutwill, Nina Hido and 
Lisa Sindorf asked similar questions of a similar phenomenon: the proliferation of 
‘tinkering/making’ spaces in museums: ‘What, if anything, constitutes learning for 
museumgoers participating in tinkering’ (2015)? Acknowledgment or foreground­
ing of the material properties of an object is not the same as experiencing that 
materiality through handling. Equally, handling an object is not a fully realized 
method for understanding tacit histories of that object. The productive outputs of 
tacit engagements may also be limited in scope, and as with any targeted activity 
the outputs may be difficult to disseminate to more casual visitors to museums. 
When it comes to objects donated to museum collections, there are also legal, 
ethical and practical considerations. Acquiring an object to the SMG collection 
is a curatorially motivated act, done in accordance with the museum’s Collection 
Policy and subject to the Collections Trust’s Spectrum standard for collection care 
and management (SMG 2017; Collections Trust 2017). That means that consid­
erations such as protecting museumgoers from hazardous substances cannot be 
ignored. Collection objects are not for tinkering with. 
One further consideration is that an object used for user-led handling is often 
experienced away from the usual trappings of the museum, including textual 
information or visually stimulating displays. For example, at the National Science 
and Media Museum handling activities usually take place in the reading room 
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provenance prior to its life in the museum, which is often relayed through text on 
gallery or in the museum catalogue, and is difficult to conjure through handling or 
even operating an object. However, as Samuel Alberti articulates, the biography of 
the object does not end with its accession into a museum collection: 
We can trace the careers of museum things from acquisition to arrangement 
to viewing, through the different contexts and the many changes of value 
incurred by these shifts. 
(Alberti 2005, 560) 
In basic terms, that is what this chapter will now do: trace the journeys of every Bush
TV22 accessioned by the Science Museum Group (SMG) that is still within the
museum, within the limits of institutional knowledge available. Most of the informa­
tion has been gleaned from the SMG object catalogue. The catalogue data includes
names, materials, dimensions, descriptions, and some of these fields are accessible
to the public through the Collections Online website. There are also a number of
linked records charting the usage of each object under discussion, which detail any
changes in location, in valuation, or in the condition of the object. Such records
are dated, providing a reasonably accurate timeline of activity and handling of each
example of the Bush TV22, give or take human error or documentation gaps. How­
ever, when the core object information is changed or updated it supplants the infor­
mation before it, and therefore the descriptions cited are as they stood in 2018, and
we cannot know how descriptive information has been edited over time.
Making the modern world and the Bush TV22 1971–76 
According to the catalogue, the first Bush TV 22 in the Science Museum Group 
collection was accessioned in 1971, as a gift from a private individual. Since 2000 it 
has been on display in the Science Museum’s permanent gallery Making the Modern 
World. The gallery occupies the ground floor of a large central atrium, which most 
visitors cross as they make their way through the museum. The TV22 is placed in 
large case alongside several other domestic objects, and rows of similar cases fl ank 
the long sides of the gallery, forming a timeline of technology (see Figure 13.4). As 
Science Museum curator David Rooney reflected in 2005, ‘the main exhibits were 
embedded in a background of 2000 items from everyday life’ (Rooney 2005, 26). 
So the TV22 sits within a narrative of the industrial revolution and the technologi­
cal progression that followed. Yet despite residing behind glass, in a mass display, as 
part of a roughly chronologically themed ‘background’ display, the sheer amount 
of technology on display gives the Making the Modern World gallery an added frisson 
of excitement: 
These artefacts have awesome power. It is a thrilling, humbling, life-changing
experience simply to be in their presence.
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Here the phenomenological aspect of the television receiver that is emphasized. 
The ‘power’ is considered to be intrinsic to the object, and the power is experi­
enced simply by occupying the same space as the object – though it is worth noting 
that Rooney’s perspective is curatorial, and does not presume prospective visitors 
would be awed in the same manner. 
Compared to the large and imposing nature of the Making the Modern
World gallery, the catalogue description of the Bush TV22 on display in it is
relatively muted:
One of the most popular television sets in the early 1950s, this Bush television
set has a ‘walnut’ Bakelite cabinet and an innovatory [sic] nine-inch screen.
The ‘walnut’ is in inverted commas because the Bakelite shell mimics the colour 
and grain of walnut wood. The description also notes that Bakelite was ‘a cheaper 
alternative to the standard wooden case’, one of the reasons cited for the popular­
ity of the set. The innovation of the screen most likely refers to the fact that the 
cathode ray tubes inside many Bush receivers manufactured in this time were made 
exclusively for Bush by British manufacturer Mullard, making the Bush television 
set “one of the first to use an aluminised cathode ray tube [. . .] giving a brighter 
image” (Mullard, year unknown). This information is confirmed by Mullard’s own 
marketing materials from the time, which boast of the light emitting properties of 
the CRTs manufactured for Bush (Figure 13.3). 
Overall, engagement with this particular TV22, either through viewing it on 
display or reading about it in SMG documentation, would result in an overall 
understanding of the television set in relation to technological progress of the 
twentieth century writ large. It ‘earns’ its place in the object-rich gallery due to its 
popularity and the features that are emblematic to the period in time, particularly 
FIGURE 13.3 	 Mullard leaflet advertising its aluminized cathode ray tubes, from the Kodak
Collection held at the National Science and Media Museum, 1990–5036/ 
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FIGURE 13.4 The Pilot ACE computer is moved from its case in the Making the Modern 
World gallery; the Bush TV22 1971–76 is visible in its case in the back­
ground, 2014, Science Museum Group. 
its material properties. While it is positioned in a mass display of consumer appli­
ances, it is up to the visitor to connect the object to social history. The specifi city 
and provenance of that particular set is not highlighted or explored, nor is the 
growth of television as an entertainment medium and cultural phenomenon. 
Experience TV and the Bush TV22, 1979–624/721
While the Making the Modern World gallery is about objects, manufacturing and 
engineering, the Experience TV gallery in Bradford was all about television as a 
medium. The gallery’s opening in 2006 coincided with the renaming of National 
Museum of Photography, Film and Television as the National Media Museum. 
The gallery was closed and decanted in 2016 to make way for the fully interac­
tive Wonderlab gallery, which heralded the site’s further renaming as the National 
Science and Media Museum in 2017. The Bradford museum has a tighter subject 
remit than the Science Museum, so while a television receiver in the Science 
Museum might be displayed close to objects from the realms of aeronautics or 
computing, in Bradford the same model of receiver was displayed in a gallery solely 
dedicated to television. Thus the mission statement of the museum has a meaning­
ful impact on how the museumgoer encounters object displays, and on what they 
get out of that engagement. 
According to catalogue data, the receiver 1979–624/721 was purchased by the 
Science Museum alongside 292 other plastic objects mostly from the 1920s and 
1930s (making the Bush TV22 one of the exceptions) for its Plastics and Modern 
Materials collection. Whether these items were purchased from a single source 
or several acquisitions consolidated into a thematic collection is unknown. Either 
way, the exact provenance of this television set is unrecorded. From the late 1990s 
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before it was removed and transported to Bradford for Experience TV. There, the 
receiver was on open display on a rotating plinth at the bottom of the ‘Wall of 
Televisions’, a section of the gallery described by Amy Holdsworth as ‘a point of 
memory for older visitors, who remember living with the various sets, and a point 
of history for younger ones’ (2011, 139; see Figure 13.5). 
Caroline Worthington reviewed the gallery for the Museums Journal following 
its launch, noting that the gallery contained both collection objects and a popular 
array of large scale interactive exhibits including a news studio, chromakey screen, 
vision editing desk and a television studio (see Worthington 2006). These interac­
tives used real, fully operational production equipment including Ikegami camera 
heads on Vinten pedestals, and a teleprompter fed with a mocked-up television 
news script. Even in 2006 Worthington considered the interactives somewhat old 
hat, expressing that a ‘Big Brother set with a diary room would have been more 
fun and topical’ than repeating a local news story after a pre-recorded lead in from 
Huw Edwards (Worthington 2006, 47). Nevertheless, the ‘Production Zone’ had 
a high degree of verisimilitude to real-life television studio environments, and as 
the original curatorial team relayed to Amy Holdsworth, it was developed ‘in con­
sultation with practitioners’ (2011, 136). Visitors had first-hand interaction with 
real kit, and though the experiences were carefully scripted and developed to be a 
contained interaction, the materiality and basic function of the production kit was 
maintained. 
Meanwhile, the televisions mounted on the double height wall were not
operational. The Bush TV22 display was at least more kinetic than most. There
was also a small degree of interactivity in the interpretation, as the object descrip­
tions were accessible through a touch screen where the visitor would tap a pic­
ture of the television they wanted to know more about. Yet, while the wall of
televisions was only moderately more animated than standard museum display,
the space and the open display of multiple historic receivers ‘ranging from ones
FIGURE 13.5 Photograph of the Wall of Televisions in the Experience TV gallery of the 
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disguised as Chippendale cabinets to space-age bubbles’ was also arresting and
impactful (Worthington 2006, 46).
The interpretation available to the visitors relayed the same information about 
the Bush TV22 as the catalogue description of the set in the Science Museum, 
albeit in different words and with subtly different emphasis. This particular 
receiver is described as being ‘made of brown phenolic plastic’, but the longer 
web and touch screen description embellished the information: ‘[t]he Bush TV22 
is an icon of early 1950s Bakelite sets and highly desirable today, although in its 
day it was one of the cheapest sets available’. Then there is further more edito­
rialising, as the description argues that the ‘TV22’s main claim to fame is that it 
was the first British television that could be tuned by the owner to any one of 
the two then current BBC transmitters’. The tuning capability of the set is veri­
fied information, but the assertion that the Bush TV22 is ‘an icon’ and ‘highly 
desirable’ with famous features is mildly contentious. Like the other TV22s in the 
SMG collection, the provenance of the set has not been recorded and does not 
feature in the interpretation. Equally, while the set is highlighted on its plinth, 
it was still one of a wide range of televisions, and for the majority of visitors the 
display would have been experienced en masse, and the specificity of the object 
(including details of its cost, materials, manufacture) was available only to the visi­
tors engaged enough to pursue it. The display is also comprised entirely of televi­
sion receivers, set within a larger narrative of television production and reception. 
The image of the television receiver in the home, the way most casual visitors 
would have encountered television receivers in their own lives, was absent from 
the Experience TV gallery. 
The Secret Life of the Home, Information Age and 
the Bush TV22 1983–692
Essentially, museumgoers look to gallery interpretation to tell them more about the 
objects on display. This is knowledge that they do not have that curators do, and 
is at the crux of the asymmetrical curator-museumgoer knowledge exchange. This 
knowledge exchange is complicated when objects enter the museum with little 
documentation, and particularly difficult when they remain undocumented. The 
Bush TV22 with the object identifier 1983–692 (part of the Radio Communica­
tion collection of the Science Museum) is one such object, currently on display in 
Information Age, a permanent gallery opened in 2014. It was originally purchased by 
the museum from a private collector of British vintage radio equipment in 1983. It 
is difficult to trace exactly how and where it was used prior to 2014, but it appears 
that it was on display in The Secret Life of the Home gallery from the mid-1990s until 
its redisplay in Information Age. The Secret Life of the Home is still a feature of the Sci­
ence Museum: it is a permanent gallery in the lower ground floor of the museum, 
which the museum website describes as taking ‘a closer look at household appli­
ances’. Here again we see the Bush TV22 as emblematic of domestic life in the 
twentieth century. 
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The Secret Life of the Home has several televisions and associated paraphernalia, so
it was evidently not the specific qualities of the Bush TV22 that would have led
to its inclusion, nor was it spotlighted as any kind of key object. In the set’s more
recent installation in Information Age, however, its interpretation is more specifi c to
that model of television, spotlighting the set in new ways. The Bush TV22 was
signposted as an exhibit in the new gallery in advance of gallery installation, when
the project was under its working title of Making Modern Communications. A picture
of the Bush TV22 (albeit a different example to the one eventually on display) was
used on the front cover of a pamphlet promoting the proposed galleries to potential
sponsors and donors. Inside the pamphlet, the same Bush TV22 features alongside a
brief rundown of where radio and television fi tted in the gallery plans:
Through this Network [i.e. thematic zone of the gallery] we will look in 
detail at the impact that broadcasting has had on audience and users. 
(Making Modern Communications, c. 2010) 
Here, again, we see the vision of a Bush TV22 without the context of its sur­
roundings or content on its screen, in close quarters with ‘the impact of broad­
casting’ – the aggregated significance of the entire technological advancement
and cultural sea change that resulted from the growth of the television industry.
However, the document also alluded to the eventual event that the Bush TV22
was used to illustrate:
The coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953, when millions watched tele­
vision in Britain and across the world. 
The television set sits in Information Age alongside other objects representing
the broadcast of the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. As a television receiver
FIGURE 13.6 Display, including the Bush TV22, in the Information Age gallery of the 
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widely available at the time of the coronation, its choice is a sound one. Many
of the 20 million purported viewers of the coronation would have watched
the event on a Bush TV22. The 1986–692 television resides in a conservation-
grade glass case along with the other collection objects relating to the coronation
broadcast (Figure 13.6). However, that case adjoins an experience best described
as something between an interactive exhibit and a piece of audio-visual inter­
pretation. The gallery’s building contractors, Beck Interiors, commissioned 3D
modelmakers Berry Place to manufacture a replica of the Bush TV22. The rep­
lica is easily and purposefully identifiable: the shell is bright white plastic, rather
than imitation-wood Bakelite, and the screen is a curved LED screen rather than
a cathode ray tube. 2 There is an armchair facing the replica, where visitors can
watch the BBC’s archive recording of the original broadcast of the coronation
on loop. At the opening of the gallery, Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip were
photographed with this exhibit, the Queen watching her own coronation more
than 50 years later on a screen designed to mimic the original experience of 1953
(Figure 13.7).
The description of the television is comprehensive, in part because its instal­
lation in the Information Age gallery in 2014 was accompanied by a strategy for
digital engagement with the gallery, including full photography of each object
and quality-controlled descriptions. The descriptive paragraph encompasses most
of the facets highlighted in the other Bush TV22s in the SMG collection: Bake­
lite plastic, mass production, multi-transmitter reception, and adaptation for ITV
signals. Moreover, inside the fairly straightforward and informative text are a
few value statements that hint to the motivation behind its selection as part of
the Information Age gallery: the set is ‘now seen as iconic’ and at the time was an
‘inexpensive and popular television set’. It is the reconstruction of the historic
moment, using the Bush TV22, that feels innovative, particularly the chance to
sit and watch the television. Even if the seat is a hard bench and the audio is
FIGURE 13.7 Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip are shown the coronation on a 
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played through headphones, it still gives a facsimile of the time, place and prac­
tice of watching television.
Experience TV again and the Bush TV22 1986–5005
Of the five Bush TV22s in the Science Museum Group, the National Science and 
Media Museum acquired only two. 1986–5005 was purchased by the National 
Museum of Photography, Film and Television from an individual donor in 1986. 
It was also on display in Experience TV, but it was not part of the Wall of Tele­
visions. Instead, it was on open display on a plinth next to a Pye television set 
from the same era. The Pye set sat with a small Bakelite Band III converter box. 
Together these objects formed a display designed to tell the story of when the 
ITV network launched in the 1950s. In particular, these three objects shifted the 
focus of the historical moment away from changes on screen to changes in view­
ers’ homes, as they adapted or bought television sets capable of receiving the new 
channel.3 However, this interpretation is relayed once again through only two 
mechanisms: text and placement in relation to other. Both require the museum-
goer to participate, but only with their eyes. 
The web description is identical to that of the other Bush TV22 that was
on display in Experience TV. The interpretive focus of both receivers situated
the historical context of the Bush TV22 in relation to ITV, as reflected in the
catalogue:
[The Bush TV22] remained in production (with circuit improvements) for 
several years, and in 1955 a Band III converter was produced which could 
be fitted to existing sets to enable them to receive the new ITV programmes. 
Like the receiver in Information Age, the Bush TV22 in Experience TV was tethered 
to a cultural moment in the history of television viewership. However, unlike in 
Information Age that cultural moment is not articulated through archive broadcasts. 
As with the Wall of Televisions, it was largely up to the visitor to make that con­
nection between the object and its historical context and interpretation (in the case 
of this receiver, the interpretation was made available through text panels and lami­
nated object information sheets). The interpretation and documentation that was 
available to visitors did not highlight the content of the ITV network, but rather 
the growth in sales and rentals of television sets, and the adaptions to receivers to 
allow them to tune in to Britain’s first commercial television broadcaster. This 
interpretive viewpoint kept the visitor’s attention on the object, but the object 
remained inoperable, understood only by looking and reading. 
The handling collection and the Bush TV22A, E2015.0479.1 
The final Bush TV22 held by the Science Museum Group is not, strictly speak­
ing, a collection object, and its exact provenance is undocumented. The object – 
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in museum’ at the National Media Museum in 2015, which is when it was assigned 
the entry number E2015.0479.1, but it had been used by the museum for an 
unspecified amount of time before then. The only catalogue information beyond 
the model, maker and date of the set (c. 1955) is that it was ‘adapted for contem­
porary use as working display model’. 
The receiver was added to the collection only to be formally deaccessioned 
soon after and absorbed into the museum’s handling collection (though the loca­
tion records show that the process of moving it out was protracted, as the receiver 
had to be surveyed for potential asbestos). The handling collection is an informal 
group of original, historical objects that can be used by the learning department – 
such as the gallery ‘Explainers’ who lead workshops for family, community and 
school groups – as well as collections staff. It is not formally catalogued, nor is it 
subject to the same rigorous standards of conservation, display, storage or access as 
objects in the national collections are. It is therefore the only Bush TV22A within 
the Science Museum Group currently available to operate, and available to be 
handled by members of the public. However, there are a few critical downsides 
and parameters to the utilization of this particular set. The receiver works, but 
since the digital switchover completed in 2012 there is no broadcast television to 
watch on it. Any television content would need to be pre-selected and digitized 
like the coronation in Information Age (albeit through an original CRT, rather than 
a modern LED replica). 
That is not to say that this Bush TV22A does not have operational potential, 
but rather that its potential in terms of the restoration of its original operation is 
limited. However, that is not the barometer of a working object’s value when put 
to use with hands on history or media archaeological methods. Those methods 
emphasize tinkering and repairing historic objects to understand them and how 
they worked. Having a historic analogue broadcast stream is not necessary to gain 
that insight. However, the museological ideal for such an encounter would argu­
ably be for visitors to gain an understanding of how and why viewers switched 
on their sets. 
Switching on the Bush TV22? 
This overview of one common model of historic television receiver and its mul­
tiple stagings in the galleries of the Science Museum and the National Science and 
Media Museum demonstrates that an object holds the potential for multiple modes 
of engagement as well multiple narratives. However, it also demonstrates that there 
are recurring elements in the way that this model and its signifi cance has been 
understood and articulated in museum environments. A lack of recorded prov­
enance means the set is interpreted in relation to its wider historical context, but 
it also means that the individual receivers are largely interchangeable, inserted into 
displays because they are generally recognizable and of the period. When informa­
tion specific to the model of television is relayed, it is through a prosaic highlight­
ing of aesthetic or material features such as its Bakelite shell and CRT, alongside 
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users and usage of the Bush TV22 has been lost in the mix. The object-centred 
interpretation described in this chapter, while diverse, belies a dearth of the histories 
of practice and of provenance that could encourage empathic connection between 
the museumgoer, the object, and the people who owned it in the fi rst place. 
Media archaeologists, historians, museum curators, visitors, veterans and tech­
nology enthusiasts have all identified the lack of and need for hands on engagement 
with collection objects in museums. However, for the hands on history method 
to be applied effectively in museums, both the object and the method need to be 
adapted. This note is particularly relevant when considering applying the hands on 
history methods to domestic technology. While the acquisition of television sets to 
the national collection affords the sets a certain status, one that ensures its survival 
and keeps its material integrity intact, it also brings literal barriers to access. That 
is why the de-accessioned television receiver holds the greatest potential for user-
led, hands on interaction. The archive footage encased in a replica of a Bush TV22 
in the Information Age gallery is testament to the will of curators to replicate the 
experience of watching television on a historic set, but it is still not a truly hands 
on experience. The television in the museum is now switched on, the next step is 
to enable users to switch it on themselves. 
Notes 
1 See the search results for ‘Bush TV22’ on the ‘UK Vintage Radio Repair and Restoration 
Discussion Forum’: https://www.vintage-radio.net/forum/index.php?s=40c74f1b33b04 
d25c24d30fff535041f 
2 For more information, see the Berry Place website: http://www.berryplace.co.uk/exhi 
bition-display/ 
3 Other gallery objects represented the change to television content heralded by ITV, 
including the Associated Rediffusion in-vision clock – the first visual to be seen on the 
commercial network. 
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HANDS ON CIRCUITS 
 
Preserving the semantic surplus of circuit-level 
functionality with programmable logic devices 
Fabian Offert 
When museums started to exhibit culturally significant computational objects in 
the late 1970s, two major problems became immediately apparent: the problem 
of preservation and the problem of display. How can we preserve computational 
objects, so their cultural significance can be experienced by future generations? 
And how can we structure this experience visually and spatially? 
While both the problem of preservation and the problem of display are fi rst 
and foremost pragmatic, technical problems, they have latent philosophical impli­
cations. In this chapter I focus on the latent philosophical implications of the 
problem of preservation. I propose that an investigation of these implications can 
not only enrich the philosophical discourse but can also inform a critical tech­
nical practice (Agre 1995), which manifests itself here as a critical conservation 
practice. 
As part of this critical conservation practice, I propose a new preservation strat­
egy for culturally significant computational objects. This new strategy exploits one 
of the latent philosophical implications of the problem of preservation: the fact that 
software and hardware can be ‘translated’ into each other. Concretely, I propose to 
investigate hardware description languages (formal languages that describe discrete 
electronic circuits) and programmable logic devices (discrete electronic circuits that 
can be physically altered through software to assume the role of any other discrete 
electronic circuit) as possible preservation media. Based on an analysis of success­
ful experiments with such programmable logic devices and hardware description 
languages in the retrocomputing scene I propose this strategy as a way to preserve 
culturally significant computational objects that exhibit a semantic surplus of circuit-
level functionality – computational objects that derive meaning from specifi c idio­
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Pragmatic strategies of preservation subscribe 
to specific notions of authenticity 
With the preservation of culturally significant computational objects like computer-
based digital artworks and historic computing machines, museums and collec­
tions face the double challenge of caring not only for an object itself, but also 
for its context (Rinehart, 2000). The boundaries between object and context, 
however, are often blurry, and depend on the individual preservation case, the 
focus of the academic disciplines involved, and the computational object itself. 
Such objects might include components which are hidden (circuit boards), only 
accessible remotely (web servers), or entirely inaccessible (external binaries). 1 Even 
if we consider a narrow definition of context, the very notion of a computational 
object itself inevitably suggests an assemblage of both material and immaterial com­
ponents, of software and hardware (DeLanda 2011). This links the problem of 
preservation back to the problem of display: the very possibility of exhibiting com­
putational objects necessarily acknowledges their ‘mixed’ ontological status. Thus, 
there is also no ‘pure’ approach to the preservation of computational objects, no 
approach that avoids the philosophical quicksand that emerges from the double 
constitution of computational objects as material and symbolic. To borrow Philip 
Agre’s words: preservation of computational objects is “philosophy underneath”
(Agre 1995). 
Computational objects mirror the discreteness of digital logic on the macro­
scopic level: they either run or don’t. A single malfunctioning component, soft­
ware or hardware, can break a complex computational object consisting of millions 
of parts. Furthermore, while some computational objects break in a literal sense, 
others break epistemically: they remain perfectly functional, but nobody knows 
how to use them. At least since Richard Rinehart first described the preservation 
of computational objects as “the straw that broke the museum’s back” (Rinehart 
2000), these issues have also been acknowledged academically. 2 The subject has also 
spawned a multitude of publications, conferences and research projects. 3 Further­
more, in the mid-2000s, media archaeology emerged as an academic fi eld, adding 
the media-philosophical considerations of Kittler, Zielinski, Parikka, Huhtamo, 
Ernst, Kirschenbaum, and others to the pragmatic reasons for preservation brought 
forward by museums and collections. Media archaeology labs, such as the one run 
by Lori Emerson at the University of Colorado at Boulder, add a practical compo­
nent to these media-philosophical considerations as well. 
Today, a succession of three basic strategies is used in the majority of preserva­
tion cases: substitution – the simple repair or replacement of broken hardware; 
emulation – the simulation of hardware in software; and portation/migration – 
the adaption of a computational object to an entirely new hardware and software 
context. The peculiarity of this succession becomes apparent if we place it into 
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more traditional media. To preserve an oil painting, for instance, the simple repair 
or replacement of its ‘hardware’ (canvas, paint, frame etc.) is a viable strategy. But 
would a conservator really consider re-painting a Rembrandt (‘portation’) if the 
repair fails? What constitutes a successful preservation effort differs widely for the 
digital and non-digital domains. In other words: different pragmatic strategies of 
preservation subscribe to widely different philosophical notions of authenticity. 
We could call the notion of authenticity that underlies more traditional strate­
gies, like the preservation of the oil painting described above, a material notion of
authenticity. A material notion of authenticity puts the artefact first and is concerned
primarily with the preservation of this artefact, all the way down to its chemical
composition. In comparison, the preservation of digital art is often aimed at what
has been called functional authenticity – a notion of authenticity that focuses on the
interplay of interfaces and users, rather than the material substrate that these interfaces
rely upon. For only if such a notion of authenticity is assumed, preservation strategies
like emulation and portation become feasible in the first place, as they require signif­
icant material interventions, concretely changing parts of the artefact (substitution),
or even getting rid of them completely (emulation). While preservation is tradition­
ally the domain of the institution, many digital artists share this functional notion of
authenticity. Jeffrey Shaw, for instance, even offered to re-sign – re-authenticate –
his work The Legible City after it was ported from a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2
workstation to an off-the-shelf PC running Linux (Serexhe 2013).
Many culturally significant computational objects, however, employ both soft­
ware and hardware in complex and highly idiosyncratic ways that make them
literally irreplaceable, and thus render a purely functional notion of authenticity 
unfeasible. Particularly with computer-based digital artworks, the aesthetic inves­
tigation of the notion of context itself is often a dedicated focus of a work. These 
computational objects are worth preserving exactly because of how they handle or 
even exploit glitches and bugs, design quirks, and exotic components. They contain 
a semantic surplus of circuit-level functionality, an additional level of meaning that 
exclusively rests on a number of low-level peculiarities. Such objects call for a con­
solidation of the material and the functional aspects of authenticity, or at least for 
a pragmatic approach that takes this semantic surplus of circuit-level functionality 
into account. The strategy presented in this chapter is one possible manifestation of 
such a pragmatic approach. It is based on the observation that we can understand the 
preservation of culturally signifi cant computational objects as a form of translation. 
Preservation as a problem of translation 
What would it mean to understand preservation as translation? First of all, we would 
need to adopt an extended notion of language. ‘Language’ would not be confi ned 
to the realm of the symbolic anymore, it would extend into the realm of the mate­
rial, into the world of objects. We would arrive at a “language of technology that is 
not the specialized language of technicians”, as Walter Benjamin has put it (2002a). 4 
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More specifically, it would imply the possibility of transformations from the mate­
rial to the symbolic – and vice versa. Formally, between two ‘extended’ languages, 
we could define the operation ‘translation’ as the application of a set of material or 
symbolic transformations to a set of material or symbolic objects structured by the 
rules of the first language, resulting in a different set of objects structured by the rules 
of the second language. It is important to note, however, that these transformations 
necessarily ‘fix’ the transformed set of material or symbolic objects to the historical 
moment of the translation. A split is introduced between the two ‘extended’ lan­
guages, where any further development of the original language will stop to affect 
the translation, which, in turn, is affected by the further development of the target 
language. Original and translation thus drift apart. It is again Walter Benjamin who 
has developed this argument in “Die Aufgabe des Übersetzers”. It should be noted 
that the title of Benjamin’s essay itself exemplifies the problems discussed in the 
essay: ‘Aufgabe’, in German, can either mean ‘task’ or can be a nominalization of 
‘aufgeben’, ‘to give up’, rendering the title either ‘The Translator’s Task’ – which is 
the actual title of the official translation – or ‘The Relinquishment of Translation’, 
a meaning that is lost in the translation. Benjamin writes: 
For any translation of a work originating in a specific stage of linguistic history
represents, in regard to a specific aspect of its content, translation into all other
languages. Thus, ironically, translation transplants the original into a more def­
inite linguistic realm, since it can no longer be displaced by a secondary ren­
dering. The original can only be raised there anew and at other points of time.
(Benjamin 2002b, 258) 5 
We can easily see that this assumption also holds for computational objects. Gener­
ally, any translation of a computational object from one context to another will 
introduce such a split in the manner that Benjamin describes. The preservation of a 
piece of software by means of portation from one operating system to another, for 
instance, will detach the software from any possible future changes in the original 
operating system, and subject it to all possible future changes in the target operating 
system. This is, of course, by design: we want the software to become independent 
of the – presumably outdated and unmaintained – original operating system, to 
subject it to a – presumably current and maintained – target operating system. Such 
a process, however, also implies that all ‘ties’ of the computational object to the 
original context will be cut, and with them all meaning exclusively derived from 
the original context. One of the core questions of the preservation of culturally 
significant computational objects is thus how to minimize this loss of information 
that the translation introduces. 
Translation as a problem of engineering 
In the quest for such a ‘best possible’ translation between contexts, it is impor­
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regarded as somewhat artificial, up to the point where we could say, with Kit­
tler, that it is completely ideological (Kittler 2013a; Kittler 2013b). Computers are 
symbolic machines, materialized Boolean logic (Shannon 1938). Hardware and 
software essentially speak the same language. This means: hardware can be trans­
lated ‘back’ into software. More precisely, hardware can be translated ‘back’ into a 
text in a formal language – a program – that necessarily and sufficiently describes it. 
In fact, we can show, with Andrei Kolmogorov’s notion of algorithmic com­
plexity, that, if there is a difference between the source and the target of such 
a technical translation, it is negligible in the precise mathematical sense. Kol­
mogorov, in “Three Approaches to the Quantitative Definition of Information” 
(Kolmogorov 1965), posits that a reliable measure for the complexity of a string of 
symbols is the length of the shortest program in any Turing-complete program­
ming language necessary to reproduce this string. This becomes apparent if we 
imagine two different strings of symbols: ‘AAAAAAAAA’ and ‘ATCCEXGHI’. 
While the first string could be programmed in the general form “print ‘A’ 9 times”, 
the second string has to be programmed as “print ‘ATCCEXGHI’”, which seems 
to be no big difference in effort. However, if we imagine two much bigger strings 
of symbols, one with a thousand times ‘A’, and a second one with a thousand 
random characters, things change. The programming effort to print the fi rst string 
is still relatively small; to be exact, the difference is only three bytes, because the 
number ’1000’ instead of the number ’9’ is included in the source code. For the 
second string, however, the difference is 991 bytes, because, as there is no ‘pattern’ 
in this string, it has a higher complexity and therefore it must be literally included 
in the reproducing program. 
In other words, the hypothetical program consists of two parts: the part used 
for the actual information, the string-pattern, and the part used for the commands 
and structures to reproduce this string pattern algorithmically. While the size of the 
‘information’ part changes with the complexity of the string-pattern, the size of the 
‘commands’ part stays more or less the same. Mathematically, its size is a constant 
that does not change in relation to the complexity of the information. Kolmogorov 
proves that the maximum difference between the same program in two differ­
ent Turing-complete programming languages is the size of the bigger one of two 
hypothetical translation programs for these languages (A into B or B into A) and 
therefore a constant. 
On a theoretical level, the translation of hardware into software is a perfect
translation because both can be expressed by formal languages that do not allow 
for ambiguity in the first place. As Sibylle Krämer has pointed out, the very idea of 
formalization can be traced back historically to the quest for a method that sepa­
rates thinking from meaning. This separation usually comes at the price of a loss 
of ambiguity. 
The basic principle of formalization is to detach the manipulation of chains 
of symbols from their interpretation. This is a trick [Kunstgriff], a ‘technē’ 
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comes at a price, as we now have to account for the preconditions of render­
ing actions of the mind into formal operations. 6 
In the case of the preservation of computational objects, however, this formal­
ization ‘debt’ has already been paid. The object of preservation is already, on
a technical level, free of any ambiguity. What makes its preservation a chal­
lenge nonetheless is simply the fact that it is distributed between hardware and
software.
Taking all this into account, the ‘translation’ of culturally signifi cant compu­
tational objects thus becomes a matter of finding a good approximation of the 
theoretically possible perfect translation from hardware into software, and from 
software into hardware. In other words, it becomes a problem of engineering. 
Programmable logic devices as media of preservation 
Recent technological advances allow the development of a promising strategy
for such an approximation: the translation of hardware into standardized hard­
ware description languages and the ‘resurrection’ of hardware preserved this way
by means of programmable logic devices. Hardware description languages are
Turing-complete formal languages that can be used to describe discrete elec­
tronic circuits as ‘programs’. Such descriptions can be cast back into hardware
with the help of programmable logic devices, discrete electronic circuits that
can be physically altered through software to assume the role of any other dis­
crete electronic circuit, within the limit of their storage capacity. One of the
most popular programmable logic devices is the field programmable gate array
(FPGA). FPGAs, in simple terms, are variable arrays of logic gates. Unlike in
a regular integrated circuit, the specific functions of these logic gates are pro­
grammable: they can be defined in software by a ‘program’ written in a hard­
ware description language like VHDL or Verilog. This makes it possible not to
emulate, but to clone nearly every piece of computing hardware imaginable: the
FPGA becomes the hardware it is programmed to be. FPGAs, in a sense, are the
stem cells of the hardware world. This analogy should be taken somewhat liter­
ally: experimental uses of FPGAs include the development of evolvable hard­
ware, hardware that is able to adapt to changes in its environment, inspired by
biological evolution (Higuchi et al. 1996). While evolvable hardware is still
in its infancy, more recent use cases of FPGAs often include the creation of
highly specialized and adaptable circuits. Microsoft reportedly uses FPGAs to
power the Bing search engine, and FPGAs have been used extensively for the so
called ‘mining’ of cryptocurrencies. Other applications include the distribution
of hardware upgrades over the Internet.
With the help of hardware description languages and FPGAs, it becomes pos­
sible to operationalize the translation between hardware and software. The hard­
ware of the object of preservation is translated into a program in a hardware 
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always already symbolic, and as the preserved hardware will behave exactly like 
the original hardware, the original software can be supplied ‘as is’ to the preserved 
hardware to form a fully functional computational object. While the result will 
still be an approximation of the theoretically perfect translation, as the number of 
possible incompatibilities between the object of preservation and the capabilities 
of a specific model of FPGA increases rapidly with the complexity of the object 
of preservation, this strategy can be successful in preserving the semantic surplus of 
circuit-level functionality. 
In the next section of this chapter I present a non-exhaustive list of retrocom­
puting projects that already employ variations of the proposed strategy, examining 
one of these projects – a reconstruction of Pong on an FPGA – more closely to 
exemplify the concept of a semantic surplus of circuit-level functionality. 
Retrocomputing with FPGAs 
Pong, the famous tennis-like game that has been implemented on generations 
of computing devices, is often regarded as one of the first computer games ever 
made. In 2012, Stephan A. Edwards, a professor of computer science at Columbia 
University, reconstructed an early version of Pong on an FPGA. His choice of an 
FPGA is specifically tied to the goal of a ‘cycle accurate’ reproduction that “exhib­
its many idiosyncrasies of the original” (Edwards 2012). Cycle-accuracy, in this 
case refers to the fact that all computers are discrete state machines. The operation 
of any discrete state machine is synchronized by an internal ‘clock’ component 
which advances the state of the machine according to a given frequency. A ‘cycle 
accurate’ reconstruction thus implies that it is possible to synchronize the state-
change of the reconstruction with the state-change of the original. In any given 
discrete moment, the states of both machines will be similar. Among the original 
idiosyncrasies Edwards discovered in the process, next to “some sloppy timing”, 
is “a previously unidentifi ed bug that subtly affected gameplay” (ibid.). Because of 
some incorrect wiring (which, as Edwards points out, can even be found in some 
unauthorized hardware clones of Pong), the area in the centre of the paddle that 
reflects the ball exactly perpendicular to the paddle is larger than the ‘physics’ that 
the circuitry implements would suggest. This changes the gameplay: it is easier to 
rebound the ball in a horizontal fashion. 
We see that the steps of our proposed strategy of preservation are clearly
outlined here for this specific project. Edwards identifies programmable logic
devices as the appropriate medium of preservation for a culturally signifi cant
computational object due to its semantic surplus of circuit-level functionality,
here a specific faulty wiring that affects gameplay in a subtle way. He then ‘trans­
lates’ the object from hardware to software (Edwards uses a custom hardware
description language) and back to hardware (FPGA), arriving at a ‘cycle accurate’
reconstruction.
Many other projects like this have been attempted. Edwards, next to his trans­
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FIGURE 14.1 	 ‘Die shot’ (close-up photography of an integrated circuit treated with acid 
to reveal its circuit layout) of the Soviet KR580VM80A microprocessor. 
High-resolution photos like this one serve as guidelines for the reverse-
engineering of computational objects, and their re-implementation by 
means of programmable logic devices. The pictured processor has been 
successfully translated to Verilog, and re-implemented on an FPGA by a 
group of Russian enthusiasts. 
(Edwards 2009). An electrical engineer named Chris Fenton has implemented a 
Cray ‘supercomputer’, the famous 1975 model 1A installed in Los Alamos on a 
Xilinx Spartan-3E 1600 FPGA (Fenton 2015), making the ‘translation’ publicly 
available under the New BSD open source licence. Dan Strother has provided 
an FPGA version of a Nintendo Entertainment System (1983) (Strother 2010). 
Jamie Iles has recently released an Intel 80186 (1982) FPGA implementation, 
although without focusing on cycle-accuracy (Iles 2017). Other classic systems 
that have been implemented include the 1984 Amstrad CPC 6128 (FPGAmstrad 
2018), the 1982 Sinclair ZX Spectrum (ZX-UNO 2018), the 1981 BBC Micro 
(BBC Model B 2017), with the most recent version utilizing a myStorm devel­
opment board, the Acorn Atom (Acorn Atom 2017), and even a 1980 Soviet 
Mikro-80 (Mikro-80 2018). Many more idiosyncratic interpretations, or com­
plete re-inventions of classic systems or specific components of classic systems can 
be found on the Internet. Finally, as examples of particularly complex efforts of 
hardware analysis, we should mention the complete transcription of the seminal 
Intel 4004 processor in the framework of the Intel 4004 45th Anniversary Proj­
ect (2016) and the complete transcription of the Soviet Intel 8080 compatible 
KR580VM80A (2015). 
Irrespective of their sometimes just partial success, all these projects demon­
strate that even highly complex, exotic hardware can be reconstructed with a suc­
cession of hardware analysis and re-implementation on an FPGA, given enough
time has passed for a community of enthusiasts to appear. They also demonstrate,
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storage possibilities, material is lost if it is assessed as obsolete. As Chris Fenton
writes in regard to his Cray-1A reconstruction:
When I started building this, I thought “Oh, I’ll just swing by the ol’ Inter­
net and find some groovy 70’s-era software to run on it.” It turns out I was 
wrong. One of the sad things about pre-Internet machines (especially ones 
that were primarily purchased by 3-letter government agencies) is that prac­
tically no software exists for them. 
(Fenton 2015) 
Pragmatic considerations 
The conservator’s task is never fully described by any strategy of preservation, nor 
any notion of authenticity. It is a holistic approach that first and foremost identi­
fies what aspect of a computational object is worth preserving, and only in a sec­
ond step identifies which concepts and strategies are the right tools for a specifi c 
task, finding a good balance, or compromise, between material and functional 
authenticity. 
The proposed strategy, as a strategy for the preservation of culturally signifi ­
cant computational objects in the context of institutions like museums and collec­
tions, is speculative insofar as, at the time of writing and to the knowledge of the 
author, it has not been employed within these contexts yet. Instead, at the present 
moment, most institutions implement a variation of the succession of substitution, 
emulation, and portation. For highly complex or exotic computational objects, 
video ethnography has also come to play an important role in the process of pres­
ervation, 7 replacing text-based documentation with footage of experts using the 
computational objects in question (of course, this is only a viable strategy if the 
object has already been kept functional by means of other strategies of preserva­
tion). If it is adopted, the proposed strategy will certainly not replace either of these 
existing strategies. Where there is no semantic surplus of circuit-level functional­
ity, i.e. where circuit-level peculiarities are irrelevant, there is no need to preserve 
them. A high-level work of digital art that is based on an off-the-shelf PC running 
the Microsoft Windows operating system will certainly not benefit from a cycle-
accurate reconstruction, as any semantic surplus of circuit-level functionality will 
be abstracted away by the operating system. 
A final important caveat has to be mentioned: in comparison to the tools and
strategies available for the preservation of software, the world of FPGAs is largely
a closed-source affair. Two major manufacturers, Xilinx and now Intel (formerly
Altera) have consistently dominated the market for FPGAs, with market shares
around 90% combined. And while open-hardware development boards like the
Papilio FPGA platform (2018) exist, and platforms like OpenCores (2018) have
been providing open-source hardware description language implementations of
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either of the two manufacturers is a necessary prerequisite to using both to their
full capacity. Concretely, while anybody can translate any circuit into a hard­
ware description language like VHDL or Verilog, it is the process of ‘compiling’
such a ‘program’ for a specific FPGA chip or development board that is heavily
policed by the two manufacturers mentioned, by keeping the respective compilers
closed-source. In short: “The FPGA manufacturers are not only unhelpful, they
do not want there to be open tools” (Exxum 2015). Recently, small initiatives like
IceStorm (2018), and the related myStorm development board have begun to open
up the FPGA toolchain, albeit not without going through a long and complex pro­
cess of reverse engineering existing FPGAs (like the Lattice iCE40). One could spec­
ulate that the demand for custom hardware solutions propelled by the rise of neural
network technologies will also increase the demand for open FPGA toolchains.
Considering the philosophical implications of the preservation of computa­
tional objects has led us to consider their ontological constitution, their double 
existence as material and symbolic objects. This, in turn, has allowed us to under­
stand the preservation of computational objects as a process of translation. Finally, 
we have considered hardware description languages and programmable logic 
devices as the medium to realize this process of translation as a concrete strategy 
of preservation. 
A general critical conservation practice, I argue, would entail this kind of mate­
rial thinking that uses the philosophical to devise the pragmatic, and the pragmatic 
as a lens into the philosophical. A kind of thinking that devises concrete, material 
strategies of preservation to make it possible to think about a computational object 
in terms of the object itself. A critical conservation practice would thus answer the 
plea for an experimental media archaeology (Fickers and van den Oever 2013) 
with the specificity of circuit-level, hands on work. The conservator’s task, much 
like the translator’s task for Benjamin, first and foremost would thus be to realize – 
to both understand and put to use – the fact that preservation is indeed philosophy 
underneath. 
Notes 
1 	 Outside the open-source movement, programs are often transformed into binary machine 
code (compiled) before distribution. It is hard to impossible to infer the functional logic 
of a program from such a binary fi le. 
2 	 Of course, libraries and other institutions were struggling with digital preservation way 
before it became an issue for museums. See, for instance, Rothenberg (1998). Digital 
preservation has even become a matter of military security, as indicated by a recent 
call for proposals put out by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
2015). 
3 	 In 2015 alone, three international conferences examined the preservation of digital art: 
“TechFocus III: Caring for Software-based Art” at the Guggenheim, New York, “Media 
in Transition” at the Tate Modern, London, and “Preservation and Access to Born-digital 
Culture” at iMAL, Brussels. Major research projects include the Software Preserva­
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in Media Art” (Tate Modern, MoMA, SFMoMA), “Digital Art Conservation” (ZKM 
Karlsruhe, Haus für Elektronische Künste Basel, Espace Multimedia Gantner), and the 
“Variable Media Network” (Guggenheim, Fondation Langlois). 
4 “Jede Äußerung menschlichen Geisteslebens kann als eine Art der Sprache aufgefaßt 
werden, und diese Auffassung erschließt nach einer Art wahrhaften Methode überall 
neue Fragestellungen. Man kann von einer Sprache der Musik und der Plastik reden, 
von einer Sprache der Justiz, die nichts mit denjenigen, in denen deutsche oder englische 
Rechtssprüche abgefaßt sind, unmittelbar zu tun hat, von einer Sprache der Technik, die 
nicht die Fachsprache der Techniker ist” (Benjamin 1974a). 
5 “Denn jede Übersetzung eines Werkes aus einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt der Sprachge­
schichte repräsentiert hinsichtlich einer bestimmten Seite seines Gehaltes diejenigen in 
allen übrigen Sprachen. Übersetzung verpflanzt also das Original in einen wenigstens 
insofern – ironisch – endgültigeren Sprachbereich, als es aus diesem durch keinerlei Über­
tragung mehr zu versetzen ist, sondern in ihn nur immer von neuem und an andern Teilen 
erhoben zu werden vermag” (Benjamin 1974b). 
6 “Die Grundidee der Formalisierung besteht darin, das Manipulieren von Symbolreihen 
von ihrer Interpretation abzutrennen. Solches Vorgehen ist ein Kunstgriff, eine ‘technē’, 
die zum Ziel hat, den Verstand zu entlasten von den Mühen der Interpretation. Doch 
solche Entlastung hat ihren Preis, welcher zutage tritt, sobald wir uns Rechenschaft able-
gen über jene Bedingungen, die erfüllt sein müssen, damit Handlungen des Verstandes als 
formale Operationen durchführbar werden” (Krämer 1988) [Author’s translation]. 
7 	 See, for instance, the Computer History Museum’s recent documentation of the ICARUS 
(Integrated Circuit ARtwork Utility System) graphical integrated circuit layout design 
tool on the Xerox Alto (ICARUS 2017). 
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